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ABSTRACT. Any real interaction process produces many equally possi-
ble, but mutually incompatible system versions, or realisations, giving rise 
to the omnipresent, purely dynamic randomness (chaoticity) and universal-
ly defined complexity (sections 3-4). Since quantum behaviour dynamical-
ly emerges as the lowest level of unreduced world complexity (sections 
4.6-7, 5.3), quantum interaction randomness can only be relatively strong 
(explicit), which reveals the causal origin of quantum indeterminacy (sec-
tions 4.6.1, 5.3(A)) and true quantum chaos (sections 4.6.2, 5.2.1, 6), but 
rigorously excludes the possibility of unitary quantum computation, even in 
an ‘ideal’, noiseless system (sections 5-7). Any real computation is an in-
ternally chaotic (multivalued) process of system complexity development 
occurring in different regimes at various complexity levels (sections 7.1-2). 
Unitary quantum machines, including their postulated ‘magic’, cannot be 
realised as such because their dynamically single-valued scheme is incom-
patible with the irreducibly high dynamic randomness at quantum complex-
ity levels (sections 4.5-7, 5.1, 5.2.2, 7.1-2) and should be replaced by the 
explicitly chaotic, intrinsically creative machines already realised in living 
organisms and providing their quite different, realistic kind of magic. The 
related concepts of reality-based, complex-dynamical nanotechnology, bio-
technology and intelligence are outlined, together with the ensuing change 
in research strategy and content (sections 7.3, 8). The unreduced, dynami-
cally multivalued solution of the quantum (and classical) many-body prob-
lem reveals the true, complex-dynamical basis of solid-state dynamics, in-
cluding the origin and internal dynamics of macroscopic quantum states 
(section 5.3(C)). The critical, ‘end-of-science’ state of conventional, uni-
tary knowledge and the way to positive change are causally specified with-
in the same, universal concept of complexity (section 9). 
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Back-cover book description. The lasting stagnation of fundamental sci-
ence becomes an increasingly urgent problem, especially by contrast to ap-
parent success of its previous discoveries. In particular, the unsolved prob-
lems of quantum mechanics and particle theory strangely correlate with the 
stable absence of key advance in quantum computation and full-scale nano-
technology, despite the high promises and huge efforts applied. In this book 
the decisive extension of conventional science basis is introduced in the 
form of unreduced solution to the arbitrary interaction problem. It is shown 
how the qualitatively new, “dynamically multivalued” structure of the un-
reduced solution and real system behaviour leads to the intrinsically uni-
versal and problem-solving concept of dynamic complexity and chaos. It is 
applied here to problems of full-scale quantum computation and na-
nomachines, where the impossibility of unitary quantum machines is 
demonstrated together with the high potentialities of their extended, com-
plex-dynamical version, already realised in natural living systems. The 
book is a mixture of rigorous basis, popular explanation and new paradigm 
discussion oriented to a wide range of educated readers.  
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Il me paraît plus naturel et plus conforme aux idées qui ont 
toujours heureusement orienté la recherche scientifique de 
supposer que les transitions quantiques pourront un jour être 
interprétées, peut-être à l'aide de moyens analytiques dont nous 
ne disposons pas encore, comme des processus très rapides, mais en 
principe descriptibles en termes d'espace et de temps, analogues à 
ces passages brusques d'un cycle limite à un autre que l'on 
rencontre très fréquemment dans l'étude des phénomènes 
mécaniques et électromagnétiques non linéaires. 
Louis de Broglie, Les idées qui me guident dans mes recherches 
(1965) [381] 
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1. Introduction 
 
The end of a big enough stage of evolution of any complex system is 
characterised by critically sharp instabilities marking the ‘last breath’ of the 
disappearing regime and possible beginning of transition to a qualitatively 
new level of development. This universal expression of the ‘generalised 
phase transition’ [1] in the complex system dynamics is readily observed 
for the whole variety of real world phenomena, from a brightly blinking 
and then forever fading light source (a lamp or a star) to the modern ‘sud-
den’ revival of activity in the fundamental ‘new physics’ as if repeating the 
excitement of its birth period a hundred years ago (see e. g. [2-4] and refer-
ences therein). Concentrating especially around ‘quantum’ phenomena 
(though they are often arbitrary extended to any weird-looking, ‘mysteri-
ous’ things and ideas), this latest ‘advance’ of ‘quantum computation’, 
‘quantum teleportation’, ‘entanglement’ and other announced ‘quantum 
miracles’ produces much promise of ‘fantastic’, extraordinary new possi-
bilities, but uses only old, always unsolved quantum ‘mysteries’ and ‘para-
doxes’, without any qualitatively new concept and deeper (more consistent) 
understanding of the unreduced physical reality behind them, and therefore 
provides, alas, just another characteristic example of the clearly visible 
“end” [5] of conventional fundamental science, involving the “ironic”, ex-
plicitly speculative and imitative ‘play of words’ of its stylish ‘innovations’ 
without novelty (conventional ‘science of complexity’ provides another 
relevant example) [1,6,7]. In this respect today’s ‘quantum magicians’ re-
semble too closely any ordinary swift-handed jugglers (the latter being in 
average much more honest), since both pretend to obtain something ‘very 
interesting’ from virtually nothing, without any realistic, causal creation of 
the promised new properties and new understanding. 
At the same time the causally complete, i. e. free from any physical 
‘mysteries’ and mathematical ambiguities, totally consistent and realistic 
understanding of micro-world phenomena and objects becomes indeed the 
more and more indispensable with growing real advance of practical (mi-
cro-) technology that cannot rely any more on its conventional, purely em-
pirical way of development. In this work, initially written in 2002, we pro-
pose the unreduced analysis of real micro-object behaviour, which involves 
both the qualitatively new, rigorously derived, reality-based concept of 
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(universal) dynamic complexity of any unreduced interaction process and 
clear explanation of the fundamental, unavoidable failure of conventional 
science approaches to theoretical description of such artificial or natural 
systems as ‘quantum computers’ or any other micro-devices and ‘na-
nomachines’. To avoid confusion, note that we shall use the prefix ‘micro-’ 
as a generalised designation of all ‘sufficiently small’ structures where 
quantum effects or other explicit manifestations of unreduced dynamic 
complexity become important, so that our ‘micro-machines’, for example, 
include both ‘nanomachines’ and their microscale assemblies, etc. 
We show that any elementary interaction process leading to a non-
trivial change of real system state and indispensable for its useful operation 
is characterised by the purely dynamic uncertainty emerging in the form of 
dynamically multivalued, or redundant, interaction result [1-4,8-13] even in 
a totally closed micro- or macro-system protected from any ‘environment’ 
and related speculative ‘decoherence’. The difference between micro- and 
macro-system scale is that the relative magnitude of this irreducible dy-
namic uncertainty tends to be larger for smaller systems and becomes in-
deed irreducibly large for the ultimately small, essentially quantum systems 
(which provides the causal explanation for the famous ‘quantum indetermi-
nacy’ [1-4,10-13] and reveals the source of true quantum chaos [1,8,9]). 
It follows, correspondingly, that the dynamically single-valued, or 
unitary, always essentially perturbative analysis of conventional quantum 
(and classical) theory, including all its ‘post-modern’ modifications and 
‘interpretations’, leads to basically wrong predictions that cannot describe 
real system operation in principle, irrespective of evoked non-universal, 
easily adjustable factors, such as environmental influences or con-
trol/correction procedures. Since the unreduced dynamic complexity of real 
system behaviour is consistently determined by the total number of rigor-
ously derived, incompatible versions, or realisations, of emerging system 
configuration in real, physical space and equals to zero for the unrealistic 
case of only one system realisation exclusively considered by conventional 
science, the whole approach and ‘paradigm’ of the latter are basically lim-
ited to that artificially over-simplified, perturbative reduction of complex-
dynamical reality down to its effectively zero-dimensional (point-like) pro-
jection characterised by the zero value of genuine, unreduced complexity 
[1] (the latter should be distinguished from its abstract, postulated imita-
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tions by ‘quantum/computational complexity’, information, entropy, etc., 
all of them referring to the same unitary projection of reality). 
Whereas the obtained conclusions are universally applicable to any 
real system (interaction process), the case of microscopic, ‘quantum’ sys-
tems corresponds to the lowest sublevels of world complexity, where any 
‘control of chaos’, always using lower complexity levels to produce the de-
sired change of higher-complexity dynamics in the direction of external 
regularity (pseudo-unitarity), cannot be efficient in principle [1,3,4]. The 
main illusion behind the idea of unitary quantum devices comes from the 
apparent unitarity of standard quantum mechanics, but this attitude does not 
want to take into account the fact that the nonunitary, complex-dynamical 
(multivalued) character of actual quantum dynamics is trickily hidden in 
the ‘inexplicable’ postulates of the standard theory, which explains their 
unique ‘weirdness’ and provides totally realistic solution of the canonical 
‘quantum mysteries’. The unreduced analysis of underlying interaction 
processes in the universal science of complexity [1-4,9-13] gives rise to the 
causally complete, essentially nonunitary and nonlinear extension of quan-
tum mechanics free from any para-scientific ‘mysteries’ and therefore suit-
able for efficient practical applications. On the contrary, it is difficult to 
expect that any theory so much relying on the ‘mystique’ as conventional 
quantum mechanics can ever be useful in practical applications, where all 
those ‘inexplicable’ details do matter and contribute directly to the main 
expected results through the system dynamics. 
Interaction between microscopic entities with essentially quantum 
behaviour refers basically to the field of quantum chaos. The scholar quan-
tum chaos theory, being an integral part of the conventional, unitary sci-
ence paradigm, falls totally within its dynamically single-valued approach 
and therefore cannot find its own main subject, the true randomness of 
purely dynamic origin, being obliged to replace it with various, always in-
consistent imitations, such as postulated, abstract ‘signs’ of statistically av-
eraged randomness as if appearing ‘indirectly’, not in real system behav-
iour (that remains perfectly regular within its unitary imitation), but rather 
as ‘energy level ergodicity’, ‘phase-space intermittency’, ‘random matrix’ 
properties, etc. In this respect the conventional quantum chaos theory only 
emphasises the basic limitations of the equally single-valued, and thus uni-
tary, theory of classical chaos and other related branches of the scholar 
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‘science of complexity’ (like various ‘turbulence scenarios’ in abstract 
spaces or postulated geometrical constructions of the ‘catastrophe theory’). 
Similar to the particular case of ‘chaos control’, all those axiomatic imita-
tions of the true origin of randomness may seem indeed to be more con-
sistent in the world of macroscopic, classical phenomena, since at the cor-
responding, higher complexity levels one has much more possibilities to 
‘approximately’ maintain the desired property, be it either regularity or 
randomness, with the help of lower, more fundamental levels of complex 
dynamics (which are absent for the case of lowest-level, or ‘quantum’, sys-
tems). Thus, randomness is ‘obtained’ in conventional description of clas-
sical chaos as a result of its postulated ‘exponential’ amplification from a 
‘small’ form, ‘discreetly’ borrowed from the outside of the system (‘ran-
dom initial conditions’, ‘influence of the environment’, etc.). The resulting 
inconsistency becomes explicitly evident at the lowest, i. e. ‘quantum’ lev-
els of complexity, where it cannot be hidden any more behind ‘amplified 
small influence’ effects (although such attempts exist), since any real 
change is relatively big (and only eventually unpredictable) in essentially 
quantum dynamics, already according to the standard quantum postulates, 
causally explained now by the unreduced complex dynamics of the under-
lying interaction process [1-4,8-13]. 
The basic absence of the ‘ultimate’, purely dynamic origin of ran-
domness in any dynamically single-valued approach of conventional sci-
ence, whether referring or not to an imitation of ‘complexity’, can correlate 
only positively with the possibility and properties of unitary quantum com-
putation, irrespective of any plays of words around ‘quantum ergodicity’ 
and ‘energy level mixing’ that have been advanced within the unitary quan-
tum chaos description as explanation of ‘possible’ inefficiency and prob-
lems of quantum computers [14]. By contrast, the dynamic multivaluedness 
concept of the universal science of complexity proves the impossibility of 
large-scale unitary quantum computation exactly in the same way in which 
it provides the purely dynamic origin of true randomness at the level of in-
teracting quantum objects [1,8,9] (the ‘genuine’ quantum chaos), or any 
other level of world dynamics [1-4,10-13]. Whereas unitary description of 
quantum devices vainly tries to simulate creation of new entities in any un-
reduced interaction process, the unitary quantum chaos theory fails to ex-
plain its genuine dynamical randomness, which is indeed inherent to any 
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real entity emergence in the interaction development process. Therefore, 
both these ‘branches’ of the same, basically limited unitary projection of 
reality lead to similar, qualitatively wrong results, as we shall show in de-
tail below (see also [1,3,4,13]). Dealing with the perspectives of real micro-
device development, it is especially important to avoid that technically so-
phisticated, but basically trivial, effectively one-dimensional hierarchy of 
unitary imitations of the essentially nonunitary reality. 
In return, the unreduced, dynamically multivalued description and 
related causally complete understanding of micro-system interaction pro-
cesses provide unlimited possibilities for their practical creation and con-
trol, in both ‘physical’ and ‘biological’ applications, as well as the insepa-
rable entanglement of the two, just inherent in the unreduced concept of 
dynamic complexity [1]. The dynamically multivalued, irreducibly chaotic 
behaviour of real micro-objects, considered as a basic ‘obstacle’ within the 
unitary approach and way of thinking in general, in reality opens the way to 
the new kind of machinery and technology with qualitatively extended pos-
sibilities met until now only within natural living structures (such as intrin-
sic, interactive adaptability, the capacity for autonomous progressive de-
velopment, etc.). Practical realisation of these possibilities necessitates, 
however, a decisive transition from the dynamically single-valued imita-
tions of the canonical ‘quantum mysteriology’ to the causally complete un-
derstanding of real system dynamics within the dynamic redundance para-
digm and related universal concept of dynamic complexity. In this book we 
shall briefly review, further develop and specify the details of this causally 
complete description of real micro-device dynamics within the dynamic re-
dundance paradigm, as well as the perspectives of its practical application 
(see also [1,3,4,9,13]). These results clearly demonstrate, in particular, the 
big conceptual and practical difference between our truly dynamic, intrinsic 
origin of randomness inherent in any real system and the ‘stochastic’ kind 
of irregularity which is mechanistically, artificially added to a basically 
regular dynamics in the unitary science and gives rise to single-valued imi-
tations of ‘chaotic’ or ‘probabilistic’ effects in micro-system behaviour. 
Those purely abstract imitations of dynamic randomness within the dynam-
ically single-valued picture of conventional science may include technical-
ly and terminologically sophisticated constructions of the unitary ‘science 
of complexity’, such as ‘unstable periodic orbits’ or ‘multistability’, but 
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those imitative plays of words do not change the essential, fundamental dif-
ference between the unreduced, dynamically multivalued interaction pro-
cess and over-simplified, effectively zero-dimensional projection of its ob-
served results to mechanistically fixed and disrupted abstract ‘spaces’ of 
conventional unitarity. 
It is also important that the same transition to the universally nonper-
turbative method of dynamic redundance paradigm provides the causally 
complete version of entire quantum mechanics, including reality-based and 
rigorously derived solution of all its canonical ‘mysteries’, ‘paradoxes’ and 
‘contradictions’, as well as intrinsic unification with the causally extended 
‘relativity’ and ‘unified field theory’ [1-4,11-13] qualitatively exceeding 
the most optimistic expectations of unitary science. Indeed, it would be dif-
ficult to expect highly efficient applications from a kind of fundamental 
knowledge that suffers itself from a whole series of deepest contradictions 
and separations actually reducing it to a sort of ‘magic’, or ‘para-science’, 
as it is the case for the micro-world picture within conventional ‘theoreti-
cal’ and ‘mathematical’ physics, where one cannot present any consistent 
and realistic, at least general, description of the simplest real-world entities, 
the elementary particles and their ‘intrinsic’ properties, actually giving rise 
to all higher-level entities and properties of the world. For the evident rea-
son mentioned above, the illusive, purely empirical ‘control’ and ‘under-
standing’ of the macroscopic levels of complexity performed by conven-
tional, dynamically single-valued science, fail explicitly and totally at the 
lowest complexity levels, which were empirically revealed as the ‘new 
physics’ a century ago just in relation to those difficulties [2-4], but only 
now become fully, practically accessible to modern technology (the same is 
actually true for the highest levels of explicit complexity [1]). It shows why 
the crucial, qualitative extension to the universal science of complexity, be-
ing evidently necessary for the truly scientific, conscious understanding of 
the otherwise totally ‘mysterious’ micro-world behaviour, actually reveals 
itself as being equally indispensable to the causally complete, adequate de-
scription of real macro-world phenomena, where the explicit manifesta-
tions of the unreduced dynamic complexity also quickly come to the fore-
ground of development of the technically powerful, but intellectually blind 
civilisation which, being potentially conscious, remains practically una-
ware, dark-minded and therefore inevitably self-destructive, within the ex-
15 
 
hausted zero-dimensional projection of the dominating, unitary level of 
knowledge and corresponding ‘calculative’ way of thinking (cf. the “shad-
ows of the mind” image of conventional science proposed by a prominent 
‘mathematical’ physicist [15] or a similar “veiled reality” concept [16]). An 
interesting, qualitative novelty of the emerging field of micro-devices, na-
nomachines, etc. is that it explicitly, directly unifies all those diverse levels 
and properties of the real world that could yet be artificially separated into 
their single-valued projections within ‘usual’, relatively ‘simple’ applica-
tions of conventional science, but now the intrinsically unified manifesta-
tions of the unreduced, multivalued real-world dynamics re-enter from its 
lowest levels and enforce the irreversible transition to the genuine dynamic 
complexity in the entire body of human knowledge. 
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2. Impossibility of unitary quantum computation: 
Qualitative considerations 
 
The truly dynamical, causally consistent and omnipresent source of 
randomness at various levels, from the fundamental quantum indetermina-
cy [1-4,10-13], higher-sublevel quantum chaos and quantum measurement 
dynamics [1,3,4,8-10] to unpredictability of detailed conscious brain activi-
ty and all its results [1], is provided simply by the truly rigorous, universal-
ly non-perturbative analysis of underlying interaction processes, revealing 
the phenomenon of system splitting into many incompatible versions, or 
realisations, which are completely ignored and projected into a single, ‘av-
eraged’ realisation by the invariably perturbative interaction reduction of 
conventional science. However, before considering the details of the unre-
duced analysis (Chapters 3-7) and its applications to micro-device dynam-
ics (Chapters 5-8), it would be expedient to consider first more general, al-
ready qualitatively evident difficulties of the idea of unitary, dynamically 
single-valued quantum computers (and other micro-machines), revealing its 
basic contradictions even within the narrow framework of conventional 
quantum mechanics (remaining multiply confirmed by experiment), which 
clearly shows the necessity for some qualitatively extended, causally com-
plete kind of description of real quantum system dynamics that can be effi-
ciently used for practical purposes. 
The theory of unitary quantum computation [17-89] has quickly 
grown during the last period into a major branch of quantum mechanics, 
including the first versions of the idea by P. Benioff [17] and R. Feynman 
[18]; its further intensive development in various directions and aspects 
(see e. g. reviews and textbooks [19,20,23,25,28,30,31,33-41]); first appar-
ent experimental realisations (see [37,38] and references in other latest re-
views) remaining, however, basically limited (see Chapters 5-7); ‘standard-
isation’ in scholar courses [34,36,40] and encyclopaedia articles [39]; prac-
tically unlimited generalisation to ‘unconventional’ quantum computing 
devices [42], ‘linear-optic devices’ [43], ‘quantum-like systems’ [44], 
‘computation using teleportation’ [32] and even ‘ground state quantum 
computation’ [45]; extensions to other ‘quantum machines’, ‘automata’ and 
‘robots’ (e. g. [26,27]); unitary ‘quantum memory’ design [47-49]; ‘excit-
ing’, ‘hot-issue’ popularisation in scientific media [19,20,25,30,33,35]; 
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pronounced tendency towards as if practically oriented, but always charac-
teristically ‘exotic’ aspects of ‘quantum information’, such as ‘quantum 
programming’ [50] or ‘quantum internet’ [51,52]; related applications to 
‘quantum communication’, ‘quantum cryptography’ and other ‘quantum 
gambling’ [20,28,30,33-37,39-41,53-57] (we shall not analyse these in de-
tail considering them as a part of ‘quantum computation’); extensions to 
‘(quantum) complexity’ within either its simulation by ‘non-computability’ 
[58,77,81] and ‘Kolmogorov/computation complexity’ [59-61] issues, or a 
general approach relating quantum computation to the entire universe dy-
namics [62,63], or expected involvement/use of hypothetical ‘nonlinear 
quantum evolution’ [64] and conventional (quantum and classical) chaos 
[65-67], or ‘quantum games’ referring to evolution [55,56] and market 
economy [57] (that necessarily acquire ‘quantum’ flavour), or ‘quantum 
brain dynamics’ [68-71] (all those ‘complexity’ manifestations described 
within the unitary dynamics framework); and finally, the ‘deepest’ group of 
connections to ‘foundational’ issues of quantum mechanics [72-76] (pre-
serving, however, all its canonical ‘mysteries’ in their primal state) and the 
very meaning of ‘logic’/‘truth’ and the laws of this world [77,78]. 
In general, the explosive proliferation of unitary ‘quantum informat-
ics’ can be compared only to that of a world-wide epidemic, so that the re-
maining limited expressions of doubt [79-88] sound rather weakly (and 
more like reference to only ‘practical’ and thus, in principle, ‘resolvable’ 
problems), even despite occasional, but explicit acknowledgement of their 
validity by many ‘quantum magicians’.1 Thus, quantum information pro-
cessing has entered as a major, highly ‘advanced’ and top-fashion disci-
pline in the most prestigious universities, physical institutes and ‘solid’ pro-
fessional journals, despite the evident, explicitly emphasised air of ‘quan-
tum mystification’ and characteristic ‘post-modern’, para-scientific and 
senseless plays of words around ‘quantum teleportation’, ‘quantum entan-
glement’, ‘Schrödinger-cat states’, etc. that serve not to clarify, but to pre-
serve and amplify the irreducible ‘mystique’ of the canonical quantum the-
                                           
1 The true weakness of existing arguments both for and against quantum computers is in their 
dynamically single-valued, unitary basis, so that the opponents of quantum computation can rely 
at maximum only on the standard quantum postulates, which do provoke some doubts (see item 
(ii) below), but still cannot help to find the consistent problem solution because of the intrinsic, 
irreducible ‘mystique’ of unitary theory (Sections 4.6-7 and 5.3 provide a general description of 
the causally complete, dynamically multivalued extension of quantum mechanics involved with 
the new, positive solution of the quantum computation problem). 
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ory. It is now implied that ‘quantum computers’ can provide the incredible, 
fantastic increase of computational possibilities just due to the fact that 
they are based on ‘inexplicable’, ‘quantum’ magic, whereas any system 
with causally explainable, ‘banal’ dynamics can realise only ‘ordinary’, ba-
sically limited performance, even though it may be quantitatively sufficient 
for solution of some ‘uninteresting’, low level, ‘computable’ tasks. Need-
less to say, it is precisely the ‘magic’ part of ‘rigorous’ and ‘exact’ official 
science that obtains ever growing support and attention of the most educat-
ed and elitist parts of the ‘developed’ society, its governing ‘decision mak-
ers’ and related ‘high priests of science’ (see also Chapter 9). 
However, the extraordinary resistance of quantum mysteries to all 
the enormous efforts of their solution, including extremely elaborated com-
putational and experimental tools of modern science, may leave a trace of 
unpleasant feeling that the whole fuss of unitary ‘quantum magic’ and its 
promised ‘miraculous’ applications can be but another artificial mystifica-
tion, gigantically amplified by the modern unlimited power of money and 
media-made publicity, and in reality result simply from the subjective ab-
sence of ‘normal’, logically consistent knowledge about the true origin of 
‘quantum’ phenomena. This ‘unorthodox’ attitude towards ‘officially sup-
ported’ manipulations around ‘quantum mysteries’ can be appreciated es-
pecially by those who preserve intrinsic attachment to the ‘old-fashioned’ 
principle that actually provided all the successes of the ‘developed’ civili-
sation: ‘first understand, then use’. However, the essential, new feature of 
the last, ‘post-developed’ stage is that now the necessary quality of under-
standing objectively exceeds all the possibilities of the canonical, basically 
empirical, ‘postulated’ knowledge of conventional science, which should 
therefore give place to the truly consistent, totally first-principles and caus-
ally complete picture of reality within a superior kind of knowledge. Before 
describing the major lines of such qualitatively extended kind of descrip-
tion of elementary dynamical processes hidden behind the externally ‘mys-
terious’ behaviour of quantum systems and deriving the conclusions for 
operation of real ‘quantum’ devices, one should properly specify the rather 
evident doubts emerging already within the conventional, unitary theory of 
quantum systems. Note that the ‘doubts’ described below have quite fun-
damental, irreducible origin, despite their ‘qualitative’ expression and ab-
sence of a ‘good’ solution within the unitary theory itself. Therefore, leav-
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ing the detailed presentation of the complete solution to the next Sections, 
we include here some comments and general ideas hinting on the actual 
source of difficulties and way of their elimination. 
 
(i) Non-creative character of unitary dynamics vs real computation 
nature and demands. Every real process is realised as a sharply inhomoge-
neous sequence of discrete events. This empirically based idea of conven-
tional science has been especially emphasised within recent pronounced 
advance of the ‘science of complexity’, even though its conventional, 
scholar version always fails to give the truly consistent, rigorously derived 
description of ‘events’ and their natural ‘emergence’ (see [1] for more de-
tails and references). In any case, the basic role of ‘events’, those sharply 
inhomogeneous changes of system state is evident for any ‘computation’, 
or ‘information processing’, since it deals, by definition, just with those 
highly discrete ‘portions of information’, or ‘bits’, and their equally dis-
crete transformations, irrespective of their exact meaning and physical real-
isation. In other words, a physically tangible and relatively large change 
(event) should necessary happen in each elementary interaction act within a 
useful computing system (where the particular case of external ‘absence of 
change’ is possible, but cannot dominate and practically always hides with-
in it some internal, externally ‘invisible’ or transient change/event). By 
contrast, every unitary evolution inherent in the canonical mathematical ba-
sis of quantum mechanics (and in ‘mathematical physics’ in general) means 
that no event, nothing truly ‘inhomogeneous’ can ever happen within it 
(‘unitary’ means ‘qualitatively homogeneous’). Therefore, the fundamental 
contradiction between unitary theoretical schemes of ‘quantum information 
processing’ and nonunitary character of any real computation process is ev-
ident: unitary quantum computation tries to obtain ‘something from noth-
ing’, which is directly related to its suspiciously priceless, ‘miraculously’ 
increased efficiency with respect to classical, presumably nonunitary com-
putation. 
The same contradiction can be expressed as explicit violation of the 
‘energy degradation principle’, or (generalised) ‘second law of thermody-
namics’, by the unitary computation: any system, or ‘machine’, producing a 
measurable, non-zero change (like actual computation) should also produce 
a finite, and strongly limited from below, amount of ‘waste’/‘chaos’, or 
‘dissipation’/‘losses’, or ‘heat energy’, which result, whatever its particular 
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manifestation is, cannot be compatible with the unitary quantum evolution. 
This ‘something-from-nothing’ problem is the main defect of conventional 
quantum computation theory underlying its other contradictions described 
below. 
The conventional scheme of quantum computation tries to overcome 
this contradiction by one or another ‘combination’ of the unitary evolution 
and nonunitary ‘measurement’ (or ‘decoherent interaction’) stages present-
ed as a sort of ‘punctuated unitarity’ (see e. g. [62,89]). In that way the 
conventional quantum computation theory tries to reproduce the corre-
sponding structure of the standard quantum mechanics itself, where the uni-
tarity of the ‘main’ dynamics is trickily entangled with explicitly nonuni-
tary ‘quantum measurement’ processes, though this ‘connection’ and its 
components remain quite ‘mysterious’ and are imposed only formally by 
the canonical ‘quantum postulates’. It is evident, however, that unitarity of 
a total computation scheme will be violated by the unavoidable ‘measure-
ment’ stages, which invalidates, though in an unpredictable and ‘inexplica-
ble’ way, the conclusions based on the unitary system dynamics. The dif-
ference from the simplest dynamical systems considered within the canoni-
cal, unitary quantum mechanics is that any realistic quantum computation 
process should include much more involved, dynamically emerging config-
urations of participating systems with interaction, which belong to a higher 
sublevel of (complex) quantum dynamics and cannot be considered only 
‘statistically’: all the ‘dynamical’ details hidden in ‘statistical’ postulates 
that describe the standard, ‘averaged’ quantum dynamics do matter at this 
higher sublevel of quantum microsystem dynamics. It is only the unre-
duced, dynamically multivalued description of genuine quantum chaos 
[1,9] that can provide the causally complete, detailed picture of irreducibly 
probabilistic quantum computation dynamics (Chapters 3-6). 
In terms of mathematical analysis of interaction processes within 
quantum computing systems, the problem is reduced to the necessity to ob-
tain the unreduced, provably complete solution of Schrödinger equation for 
the quantum system wavefunction (as opposed to a much less consistent, 
incorrectly used density matrix formalism, see [1,4]). In any case, one 
needs to solve a dynamic equation (partial differential equation of at least 
second order) containing practically arbitrary, strong interaction between 
multiple system components. The standard theory is not only unable to 
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provide the unreduced solution for this type of problem, but cannot even 
predict what it could be like: any nontrivial interaction is ‘nonintegrable’, 
or ‘nonseparable’, in the conventional theory, which means here that its re-
sult is absolutely unknown, even qualitatively or approximately. This cer-
tainly refers to the rigorous description of any real problem of quantum 
computation. What the conventional quantum theory invariably tries to do 
is to replace the unknown true, unreduced solution with a heavily reduced 
version of perturbation theory corresponding to the assumed weak interac-
tion influence (which cannot produce any essential change/event by defini-
tion). The difficulties arising from such unjustified simplification are quite 
serious even in the case of relatively simple systems of standard quantum 
mechanics: the axiomatically fixed ‘mysteries’ of quantum behaviour, inev-
itable empiricism and mechanistic adjustment of assumed structure pa-
rameters to experimental results. It is evident that such ‘methods’ of the ca-
nonical ‘exact’ science become totally senseless for much more involved 
interaction processes of quantum computation: the diversity of possible re-
sults (system configurations) cannot be covered by ‘postulates’ and one 
cannot even approximately guess what are the parameters/configurations to 
be adjusted. The truly ‘exact’, causally complete solution becomes indis-
pensable at this higher sublevel of dynamics, and it is provided by the uni-
versally nonperturbative analysis of the unreduced science of complexity 
called quantum field mechanics at these lowest complexity levels [1-4,9-
13]. The unreduced problem solution contains a qualitative novelty with 
respect to the perturbation theory results, the dynamic redundance and en-
tanglement phenomena that change the very character of dynamics, provid-
ing its essential nonlinearity, nonunitarity, purely dynamic, ultimate and 
universal origin and meaning of randomness (probability), a priori deter-
mined probability values, dynamically emerging new enti-
ties/configurations (creativity), and show thus what the problem ‘nonin-
tegrability’/‘nonseparability’ actually means. Since the conventional, uni-
tary theory of quantum computation is reduced instead to regrouping of lin-
ear superpositions of inevitably perturbative solutions, all the essential, 
qualitatively important details of real computation dynamics are definitely 
lost, including, in particular, processes of emergence and transformation of 
the main computation elements, discretely structured, inhomogeneous 
physical units of information, bits, or ‘quantum bits (qubits)’ in this case. 
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This fundamental property of the unitary theory of quantum compu-
tation/interaction can also be described as its basically non-dynamic (non-
interactional) character, which is evident within any its presentation (see 
references in the beginning of this Chapter) always reduced to an over-
simplified, linear and abstract scheme of intuitively guessed and arbitrary 
assumed interaction results, whereas consistent solution of the unreduced 
dynamic equations is not even tried. Such unconditional reduction looks 
especially strange taking into account simultaneous explicit acknowledge-
ment by many leading ‘quantum computer engineers’ of the irreducible in-
volvement of ‘nonlinearity’ and ‘(dynamic) complexity’ in quantum com-
putation process (see e. g. [62,64-67,81]). It seems that when one needs to 
emphasize a (general) relation to the popular ‘complexity issues’ one readi-
ly underlines this aspect, but when one needs to provide particular results 
of the dynamically complex computation process, one finds it more con-
venient to return to the ‘good old’ linear scheme of the standard quantum 
mechanics as if ‘forgetting’ about all the ‘conceptual’ novelties brought in 
by the essential nonlinearity. We emphasize that the latter should evidently 
appear even for the case of a totally linear underlying formalism (like the 
standard Schrödinger equation), due to the dynamically emerging nonline-
arity of interaction process itself, just providing the ‘computation’ as such. 
Here again one can see how the expected ‘magic’ advantages of quantum 
computation are ‘obtained’ in a too easy, ‘no-cost’ way: when either essen-
tially ‘quantum’ features (like ‘linear superposition of states’) or ‘dynamic 
complexity’ properties (like physical creation of ‘bits’) are needed by the 
theory, they are exclusively and intuitively assumed in the respective mo-
ments, but then equally easily dismissed at other moments, whereas in real-
ity all of those contradictory and ‘mysterious’ properties of quantum and 
complex dynamics are permanently present and intrinsically ‘mixed’ within 
any real interaction process. This is but a particular, though probably the 
most convincing, example of fundamental deficiency of conventional sci-
ence ideas on both quanticity and dynamic complexity/nonlinearity, which 
can be intrinsically unified, in their causally extended versions, only within 
the unreduced concept of dynamic complexity [1-4,9-13]. 
In this connection, it is important to note the fundamental difference 
between this concept of dynamic complexity/chaos based on the intrinsic, 
purely dynamic phenomenon of dynamic redundance/entanglement and 
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various conventional estimates of externally imposed influence of ‘deco-
herence’ [90-92] or other stochastic ‘randomness’ effects and related 
‘quantum chaoticity’ [14,65-67] of the unitary (dynamically single-valued) 
evolution on the quantum computer operation. In particular, we show that 
real, truly chaotic (dynamically multivalued) micro-devices of any type can 
never correctly operate as unitary machines, even in the absence of any ex-
ternal influence (i. e. apart from any ‘decoherence’ and stochastic ‘chaotici-
ty’ effects), but can instead produce a useful, and even ‘fantastically effi-
cient’, result of another origin just due to their complex-dynamical opera-
tion that should be described, however, by the unreduced, universally non-
perturbative theory of real interaction processes (Chapter 3). 
The unreduced dynamic complexity involvement in any interaction 
process shows also that all hopes of unitary approach to compensate ap-
pearing ‘deviations’ from the desired unitary evolution through ‘error cor-
rection’ (software) [92-99] or ‘dynamical (chaos) control’ (hardware) 
[14,100-107] are vain. Indeed, any change-bringing interaction leads to in-
trinsically probabilistic (partially unpredictable), quantised structure crea-
tion and since the step of quantisation of a system or any its ‘correcting’ 
part is fixed and relatively big at the quantum level of complexity (see item 
(ii)), no any ‘correcting’/‘controlling’ procedure can influence the quantum 
system dynamics in a desirable way, without creating some other, unde-
sired and relatively big changes. One could probably relatively (but not ar-
bitrarily) reduce probabilistic scatter of one variable at the expense of other 
one(s), but this does not solve the problem and may not be readily permis-
sible for a generic system configuration (usually only very modest ‘defor-
mations’ of the system ‘phase space’ can be acceptable without destruction 
of the main computation dynamics), while the unitary, dynamically single-
valued theory cannot even approximately describe the real result of any 
such ‘intervention’, from either outside or inside of the quantum computer 
core. This is because the conventional theory cannot (and actually does not 
try to) provide the complete, nonperturbative solution to the main dynamic 
equation describing many-body system with interaction. Instead of this, the 
unitary ‘control’ and ‘correction’ schemes tend to manipulate with mecha-
nistically fixed, postulated mathematical structures (‘algebras’ etc.) sup-
posed to represent the result of system dynamics, but being in reality its 
over-simplified caricature (effectively zero-dimensional projection [1-4,11-
13], see Chapter 3). 
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Note also that the existing ‘experimental demonstrations’ of quantum 
information processing (see e. g. [38,97,107,108]) do not really contradict 
the fundamental impossibility of unitary quantum computation following 
from the causally complete analysis of the quantum field mechanics. None 
of those experiments can be considered as approaching a full scale quantum 
computation, and their actual realisation and precision are such that they 
can well represent nonunitary processes, considered as ‘approximately uni-
tary’. They can be compared to experiments with some imperfect elements 
of ordinary, classical computer performing separate elementary operations, 
like multiplication of small numbers, with a precision within, say, 10 % and 
said therefore to be ‘promising’ for the full-scale calculation. The essential 
feature of the quantum computer case is that its elements are already as 
perfect as they can be, basically, and they can be further ‘controlled’ only 
by the elements of the same, ‘quantum’ level of precision limited by the 
multiply verified quantum postulates. A purely external resemblance be-
tween real processes and their unitary imitation can be better for quasi-
classical situations and other ‘more controllable’, ordered, or ‘self-
organised’ regimes of quantum dynamics (Section 4.5.1) [1,9], but in such 
cases one deviates from an ‘essentially quantum’ regime, thus losing the 
expected ‘advantages’ of unitary quantum computation (whereas quantum 
uncertainty and coherence break-up due to the intrinsic multivaluedness 
cannot be arbitrarily reduced even in those relatively ‘regular’ cases). 
Therefore, approximate ‘self-organisation’ of quantum dynamics is not im-
possible, but it can never even approach the ‘ideal precision’ of determinis-
tic, ‘coherent’ dynamics, which is absolutely necessary for the correct real-
isation of unitary computation scheme and its characteristic ‘advantages’. 
Quite another, explicitly nonunitary (dynamically multivalued) regime of 
real quantum device operation can indeed be useful and efficient in applica-
tions, but it should be described within the unreduced, universally nonper-
turbative interaction analysis of the quantum field mechanics [1-4,9-11], 
which will be specified below, starting from Chapter 3. 
 
(ii) Contradiction between unitary description of quantum devices 
and quantum postulates. The truly consistent, or ‘causally complete’, de-
scription of quantum behaviour within the quantum field mechanics [1-4,9-
13] shows that in reality the formally unitary scheme of standard quantum 
mechanics masks its intrinsic nonunitarity (the internal, dynamical ran-
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domness, not a noisy ‘decoherence’) that manifests itself through conven-
tional ‘quantum postulates’, their ‘mysterious’ and ‘unprovable’ character 
representing just the unavoidable payment for the artificial, dynamically 
single-valued simplification of real, always dynamically multivalued pro-
cesses within their unitary scheme of the standard theory. The severely lim-
ited and purely abstract logic of the standard scheme can be relatively ‘suc-
cessful’ only for simple enough systems, where one can empirically fix a 
small number of individual, qualitatively specific events and emerging sys-
tem configurations and then treat them ‘collectively’, i. e. statistically, us-
ing the necessary number of adjustable ‘free parameters’ (like potential 
shapes, energy level positions and widths). Any really ‘computing’, practi-
cally efficient, many-body quantum system with interaction certainly falls 
outside of this narrow framework for the evident reasons outlined above 
(see item (i)). Therefore, even if one does not want to advance towards the 
causally complete understanding of quantum behaviour before proposing a 
real quantum computer scheme (which seems to be a strangely superficial 
approach by itself), one can see, nevertheless, several evident contradic-
tions between the fundamental, multiply verified quantum postulates and 
the expected/desired properties of such more complicated, but still alleged-
ly unitary quantum system. 
The intrinsic ‘indeterminacy’, or ‘probabilistic character’, of any 
quantum dynamics strictly implies a basically indeterministic, probabilisti-
cally distributed result of any generic interaction process, even in the ab-
sence of external ‘noise’. This creates immediately a fundamental problem 
for conventional, digital computation (like factoring and other arithmetical 
operations with numbers), since not only some ‘final’ result of a computa-
tional chain, but also that of each intermediate, elementary operation will 
contain an irreducible uncertainty that cannot be arbitrarily diminished, ac-
cording to the ‘probability postulate’. All the ‘unitary fantasies’ of conven-
tional quantum programmers are wrong in this respect, since they suppose, 
explicitly or implicitly, a qualitatively small, perturbative, ‘integrable’ in-
fluence of the interactions involved, which therefore cannot produce a qual-
itatively new structure and thus any elementary computation result, even 
though they may give an illusion of relative regularity. Once the universal-
ly nonperturbative, unreduced analysis of the quantum field mechanics is 
applied to obtain the complete problem solution (Chapter 3), the genuine 
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dynamic randomness (i. e. true quantum chaos [9]) inevitably emerges in 
the form of dynamic multivaluedness ( unitary ‘decoherence’) of every 
elementary interaction result. It should be noted that here one deals with a 
manifestation of the fundamental dynamic uncertainty at a higher sublevel 
of (complex) interaction dynamics with respect to the most fundamental 
quantum indeterminacy existing even for a ‘free’ particle (in the form of its 
‘quantum beat’ dynamics) [1-4,11-13]. However, the two sublevels of dy-
namic uncertainty are dynamically related to each other and actually uni-
fied within the unreduced science of complexity, while the total and un-
conditional omission of the higher sublevel uncertainty does not seem to be 
consistent even without knowing the causal origin of the fundamental 
quantum indeterminacy. 
The problem with quantum probabilism exists even if it can appear 
only during the ‘final’ measurement process of the postulated unitary com-
putation result. Conventional quantum programmers are quite aware of the 
problem (cf. e. g. [109]), but they prefer to concentrate on the unitary imita-
tion of ‘internal’ system interactions (reduced to mechanistic manipulation 
with various linear superposition versions) while counting upon something 
like ‘multiple runs of the same calculation process’ as a solution of the 
‘probability problem’. It is evident, however, that the ‘fantastic’ efficiency 
of quantum computation can be arbitrarily reduced in that way (showing 
once more that nothing can be obtained for free in this world!), and what is 
even more important, the actual degree of the ‘final measurement’ uncer-
tainty cannot be properly estimated without the complete, nonperturbative 
problem solution, which is inaccessible to the conventional, unitary ap-
proach. 
The probability postulate of standard quantum mechanics is com-
plemented by a group of duality-measurement-reduction postulates en-
dowed with a large ambiguity, but still entering in contradiction with the 
unitary computation scheme. Thus, the famous ‘wave-particle duality’ im-
plies that particles/waves participating in an interaction (e. g. computation) 
process show a dynamically driven alternation of both their states (i. e. lo-
calised ‘particle’ and extended ‘wave’), somehow regulated by a ‘quantum 
measurement’ involving ‘wave reduction’ to the ‘particle’ state. Although 
conventional theory leaves a large space for speculations about the exact 
origin, reality and structure of all those states and transitions between them 
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[15,16] (contrary to the quantum field mechanics eliminating all the ambi-
guities [1-4]), it becomes clear that dealing exclusively with wave-like, lin-
ear type of behaviour (expressed, in addition, exclusively by postulated 
‘configurations’ and abstract ‘state vectors’ from simplified mathematical 
‘spaces’), while artificially pushing the equally important corpuscular state 
and reduction process to the ‘outside’ of the assumed unitary evolution as it 
is done in the conventional quantum computation description, cannot be 
consistent in principle. Not only the well-known, provocatively irresolvable 
‘mysteries’ of quantum duality and measurement remain in their un-
touched, ‘para-scientific’ state, but the unitary quantum programmers insist 
on their right to arbitrary manipulate with them by using or neglecting each 
‘mystery’ when it is respectively needed or not for a ‘promising’ guess 
promotion. The resulting ‘would-be’ mode of the bankrupt unitary theory is 
a mixture of a science fiction caricature and deliberately fraudulent, ‘post-
modern’ play of words in the style of ‘ironic’ science [5] (Chapter 9). 
Another entity that should be postulated during formulation of any 
quantum-mechanical problem is system ‘configuration’ forming eventually 
the ‘configuration space’, in which the system evolves according to the 
main dynamic equation (basically Schrödinger equation). There is no gen-
eral recipe in the standard theory for possible configurations and their space 
for each particular system, but conventional quantum mechanics dealing 
with the simplest systems resolves this difficulty in a semi-empirical or in-
tuitive way, so that in most cases the configuration space can simply be 
‘guessed’ with a reasonable degree of realism. However, for more involved 
and especially ‘dynamically creative’ quantum systems, including efficient 
quantum computers, such approach may lead to serious mistakes and in any 
case loses any reliability. Indeed, it can be practically impossible to ‘guess’ 
real configurations for a many-body quantum system with unreduced, crea-
tive interactions, which stops the unitary description of quantum computa-
tion at the very beginning (apart from some unpredictably unrealistic ap-
proximations, actually used in the existing unitary imitations of quantum 
dynamics). The problem can instead be regularly and universally resolved 
within the unreduced science of complexity that just gives explicit expres-
sions for emerging system configurations as an integral part of the com-
plex-dynamic interaction process development [1-4,9-13], as we shall 
demonstrate below (Chapter 3). 
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One of the main quantum postulates related to the very emergence of 
quantum mechanics 100 years ago [3] and determining its name, is the fun-
damental discreteness of all occurring dynamical processes described by 
the absolutely universal value of Planck's constant, 276.6261 10  erg sh    . 
Since the information treated by a computer is also discretely structured in 
bits, it seems to be evident that the physical realisation of information unit 
in an essentially quantum computer, or ‘qubit’, is determined by the same 
universal Planck's constant, which implies also much more profound rela-
tions between ‘information’, (quantised) mechanical action and dynamic 
complexity, within its unreduced concept [1]. Surprisingly, however, this 
inevitable and physically transparent relation between Planck's constant 
(quantum discreteness) and extremely widely used qubit concept somehow 
escapes the attention of unitary quantum information theory, including its 
‘reality-based critics’ and studies of ‘physical realisation’ of ‘quantum in-
formation’ (see e. g. [35,38,39,80,110-113]), as if ‘quantum computing’ 
could exist apart from ‘quantum computer’, which is a real, essentially 
quantum system performing the computation, a process that should neces-
sarily be quantised by h, as any other one. A closer examination may reveal 
the origin of such ‘strange’ omission of quantisation in conventional quan-
tum computing theory: explicit acknowledgement of qubit emergence in 
physical quantisation determined by Planck's constant necessarily implies 
acknowledgement of other related consequences of real quantum dynamics, 
which contradict the idea of unitary computation (such as quantum inde-
terminacy and wave-particle duality mentioned above). In this sense, the 
characteristic ‘ignorance’, or rather intentional neglect, by the official 
‘quantum computer science’ of the direct qubit-h relation is another mani-
festation of its abstract-linear, ‘anti-dynamical’ approach (see item (i)) that 
indeed actually considers ‘quantum computing’ apart from any ‘quantum 
computers’, even abstract ones, determined exclusively by conventional 
quantum postulates. The scholar theory of quantum computation becomes 
thus a branch of pure mathematics [39] (and a conceptually trivial one, 
since it deals with something as simple as ‘Hilbert space geometry’ or ele-
mentary ‘combinatorial analysis’), but at the same time it continues to in-
sist intensely, and with a spectacular financial success, on its direct relation 
to creation of real quantum devices. This ‘contradictory’ state, as well as 
its ‘strangely’ persisting support, is not specific to the scholar quantum 
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computation, but is the inevitable result of the taken dead-end direction of 
the ‘new physics’ development in the twentieth century, known as ‘mathe-
matical physics’ and unfortunately dominating over the entire physical the-
ory (cf. [114]), despite the ensuing absence of solutions to any real, non-
trivial problem (see also Chapter 9). 
The involvement of h-determined physical quantisation in any quan-
tum system dynamics is related also to the ideas of ‘error correction’ and 
dynamical (chaos) control in quantum computers [14,92-107] as the means 
to compensate all externally or internally induced ‘deviations’ of real quan-
tum dynamics from the desired unitary scheme (see also item (i)). Indeed, 
any interaction/action in a quantum system is quantised into probabilistical-
ly appearing results, according to the main postulates, and therefore any 
imposed change, whatever its origin is, can be neither arbitrarily small nor 
deterministic (cf. the canonical ‘uncertainty relations’). This means that, 
especially for a more complicated many-body structure of the full-scale 
quantum device, one cannot hope to be able to really eliminate unpredicta-
ble ‘errors’ without creating yet greater and less predictable ones. Again it 
seems strange that unitary quantum programming does not take into ac-
count the evident difference (or actually even any qualitative difference) 
between quantum and classical levels of dynamics when they try to directly 
extend the methods of classical ‘control theory’ to quantum systems. At 
higher-complexity levels of classical systems control actions can be per-
formed with the help of relatively fine-grained (and ‘self-organised’) low-
er-level dynamics, so that their unavoidable small fluctuations can be of 
minor importance. But for quantum dynamics the ‘fluctuations’ of control-
ling interactions are always as big as any result of the ‘controlled’ interac-
tion dynamics, just because of the quantisation postulate. At the lowest, 
quantum level of world dynamics there can be no basic difference between 
‘noisy fluctuations’ of an ‘influence’ on a system and the intrinsic, ‘quan-
tum’ fluctuations of the system dynamics: this is the basis of the well-
known quantum system ‘sensitivity to external influences’ appearing e. g. 
through multiply verified ‘uncertainty relations’ and causally explained in 
the quantum field mechanics by the intrinsic dynamic instability of the un-
derlying interaction process (starting from essential, dynamic nonlinearity 
and ending with irreducible dynamic chaoticity) [1-4,11-13]. 
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(iii) Contradiction between unitary computation and entropy growth 
law. Without entering here in the detailed rigour of possible generalisations 
of the entropy growth law, or ‘second law of thermodynamics’ (see Chap-
ter 7), we can accept its following apparently irreducible general formula-
tion: if a system (device) is designed to produce some ordering action, then 
this ordering can never be the single result of system operation (a larger 
disorder appearance in the system and/or its environment is implied, so that 
the ‘net’ effect is definitely an increase of disorder or ‘generalised entro-
py’). If one accepts also that any computation is a sort of ordering action (i. 
e. simply a meaningful action producing some real results), then it follows 
that unitary quantum computation certainly contradicts this very general 
formulation of the second law. One cannot find this contradiction for clas-
sical, macroscopic computers, since for any computation process there can 
be many even very rough, thermal effects (contributing eventually to the 
heat flow from computer to the environment and thus ‘ensuring’ the second 
law), let alone various more subtle, but also unavoidable disorders in com-
putation dynamics, which appear explicitly e. g. when the computer sud-
denly stalls (gets to a ‘hangup’ state). As explained above (see item (ii)), all 
such disordering fluctuations in classical computers can be decreased to 
relatively small magnitudes with the help of many available fine-grained, 
lower levels of (complex) dynamics, which are absent, by definition, for 
the essentially quantum computer dynamics. 
A particular case of this contradiction between unitary quantum 
computation and impossibility of ‘purely useful’ result (net increase of or-
der) encompasses various widely discussed schemes of unitary, or ‘coher-
ent’, or ‘(purely) quantum’ control, or ‘error correction’ of quantum com-
putation systems or any other quantum devices often evoked as the means 
to suppress possible disordering deviations of quantum system dynamics 
(often designated as ‘decoherence’) from its ‘normal’, unitary (totally regu-
lar) evolution [92-107]. Whatever is the origin and the way of increase of 
this announced ‘quantum robustness’ of computation dynamics, it should 
always involve real interactions leading to ‘positive’, order-increasing re-
sult, which actually cannot be attained within the (unitary) quantum dy-
namics itself, since it occurs at the lowest sublevels of (complex) world dy-
namics and therefore does not contain the necessary separate ‘sink’ for the 
excessive, compensating disorder. If we take the refrigerator analogy as a 
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canonical example of second law realisation, we can say that dealing with 
purely quantum dynamics one can never close the refrigerator door and any 
effort to decrease, or ‘control’, the ‘inside’ temperature is useless, already 
because there can be no good separation between the ‘inside’ and the ‘out-
side’ (the needed minimal structure is always too complex for the lowest, 
quantum levels of world dynamics/complexity). 
One could suppose also that the second law demand could be satis-
fied during the ‘final measurement’ stage of reversible unitary computa-
tion, but this would mean that this quantum measurement process should 
introduce chaotic uncertainty that exceeds and thus totally destroys any or-
der attained during unitary computation stages, making it useless. In reality, 
even such distinct separation into stages of ‘pure’ unitary computation and 
‘dirty’ quantum measurement cannot be possible because of the same en-
tropy growth principle, but applied now to the sequence of stages. Moreo-
ver, the unitary stage, considered separately, should necessary produce ir-
reducible, and relatively large, randomness, if it involves any state-
changing interaction process (which is necessary for every real computa-
tion). The dynamic multivaluedness of any real interaction result [1-4,9-13] 
(Chapter 3) simply specifies the detailed (and universal) mechanism of this 
inevitable randomness creation. 
Note also that the generalised second law is correctly satisfied in the 
case of ordinary quantum dynamics which is opposite with respect to the 
above classical computer case: it is precisely the irreducible ‘quantum inde-
terminacy’ which, though remaining ‘mysterious’ by origin, is really ob-
served and provides the elementary ‘support’ for the generalised second 
law at the corresponding levels of dynamics. However, the unitary quantum 
computation as such is free from any indeterminacy: the basic quantum un-
certainty is silently expelled either to lower sublevel of dynamics of indi-
vidual participating quantum objects or to some ‘final’ measurement pro-
cess, external for the unitary computation itself. Therefore, violation of the 
‘quantum uncertainty’ postulate by the unitary quantum devices, discussed 
above (item (ii)), can be considered as another expression of the present 
contradiction to the generalised second law. 
This contradiction between the necessary dynamical randomness and 
the persisting regularity of unitary science can be consistently resolved on-
ly if one finds the detailed, and purely dynamic, mechanism of uncertainty 
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(or ‘disorder’) emergence at the level of interacting quantum objects 
(which are elementary ‘components’ of a quantum computer/device, in-
cluding its interaction with the ‘environment’) that should be added to the 
fundamental quantum indeterminacy at the lowest sublevel of component 
dynamics. This is actually done within the causally complete theory [1,9] 
of (Hamiltonian) quantum chaos revealing the strictly dynamic, internal 
system randomness (Chapters 3, 6), contrary to any version of convention-
al, unitary ‘quantum chaos’ description that either denies genuine random-
ness or tries to trickily ‘postulate’ or insert it from the outside (e. g. [14]). 
In addition, the same dynamic redundance mechanism that gives genuine 
quantum chaoticity provides the causal, totally dynamic and realistic origin 
of the fundamental quantum indeterminacy at the lowest sublevel of world 
dynamics (e. g. for free elementary particles) [1-4,11-13], which is an im-
portant closure of the theory, while the unitary imitation of dynamic ran-
domness by the externally driven, ambiguous ‘decoherence’ [90-92] cannot 
be consistent with respect to its unambiguous attribution to one or another 
sublevel of quantum dynamics (whose true origin also remains ‘mysteri-
ous’). Finally, the consistent description of the ‘quantum measurement’ 
process is obtained [1,10] as a slightly dissipative version of the unreduced 
quantum chaos dynamics at the same sublevel of interacting quantum ob-
jects. We obtain thus a consistent, internally unified, ‘dynamically multi-
valued’ extension of the conventional unitary, ‘dynamically single-valued’ 
projection of real quantum dynamics, applicable at all its involved 
sublevels (this extension continues in the same fashion for classical and all 
the highest levels of complexity [1], which is also an essential conceptual 
argument in favour of this description, even if one concentrates on quantum 
levels of reality). 
It is a surprising fact, to be added to other ‘surprising omissions’ of 
the conventional theory of quantum computation, that its evident contradic-
tion to the second law remains ‘invisible’ not only to the ‘main’, explicitly 
linear approach, but actually also to ‘physically oriented’ studies involving 
doubts about feasibility of the purely coherent scheme, inquiries into ‘phys-
ical nature of information’, emphasis on ‘nonlinearity’ and ‘complexity’ of 
quantum computation and definition of ‘limits of system control’ related to 
entropy and second law [58-62,79-81,113,115] (which can strangely coex-
ist with coherent control schemes [100]). This basic and ‘unlimited’ defi-
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ciency of conventional analysis reflects its inability to obtain clearly speci-
fied relation between ‘dynamics’ and ‘thermodynamics’, i. e. the inevitable 
absence of consistent ‘foundations of thermodynamics’ within the scholar, 
dynamically single-valued theory of both quantum and classical behaviour 
(contrary to the dynamically multivalued theory [1]). 
 
(iv) Contradiction between quantum computer coherence and its ir-
reducible structure. The above dynamic randomness deficiency within the 
unitary quantum evolution reflects its insufficiently rich temporal structure. 
A complementary aspect of this contradiction consists, naturally, in insuffi-
cient spatial richness (i. e. inhomogeneity) of the coherent state of a hypo-
thetical unitary quantum device. Indeed, the unbroken ‘quantum coherence’ 
of the unitary device implies that the whole many-body, many-element 
structure of a full-scale quantum computer is in a ‘macroscopic’ (or at least 
‘spatially extended’) quantum state, similar to that of a superconducting, or 
superfluid system, or Bose-condensate. But it is a well-known fact that the 
spatial structure of a coherent component of any such system is always ra-
ther simple and ‘symmetric’, it can hardly contain any arbitrary, large and 
asymmetric density variations of well-defined (though interacting) structur-
al elements. In other words, it is ‘either structure or coherence’, but not 
both simultaneously,2 which specifies another aspect of fundamental im-
possibility of unitary quantum computer realisation as a material, ‘hard-
ware’ device (and not just a numerical simulation scheme). In this connec-
tion one should note that the existing ‘experimental confirmations’ of uni-
tary quantum computation (e. g. [38,97,107,108]) are nothing but its basi-
cally limited imitations, where one need not have either true coherence or 
the involved structure of the full scale device, or rigorously confirmed tem-
poral stability of a larger, realistic computational process. 
The basic spatio-temporal ‘simplicity’ of coherent quantum states 
and their unitary evolution, observed e. g. in real ‘macroscopic quantum 
states’, is indeed a universal property that can be consistently explained 
                                           
2 This basic incompatibility can be viewed as manifestation of the famous quantum ‘comple-
mentarity’, which remains a real property despite the air of ambiguity and ‘mystery’ around it in 
conventional quantum mechanics (disappearing within the causally complete understanding of 
complementarity in the quantum field mechanics [1] as a standard property of any complex, dy-
namically redundant interaction process). The structure-coherence complementarity is more di-
rectly related to such manifestations of quantum complementarity as wave-particle duality and 
coordinate-momentum uncertainty relation that force one to choose between well-structured, 
localised, ‘particle-like’ system state and its loosely structured, delocalised, undular state. 
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within the unreduced concept of dynamic complexity [1-4]: what is called 
‘essentially quantum’ (coherent) behaviour and actually simply postulated 
in conventional science appears to be an unreduced interaction process lim-
ited to several lowest sublevels of the universal hierarchy of dynamic com-
plexity of the world, and this low dynamic complexity cannot produce 
more involved/asymmetric spatial and temporal structures by definition. 
The same argument shows, by the way (see also below), why any quantum 
computation cannot reproduce any higher-level, including any ‘classical’, 
micro- and macroscopic, system dynamics in principle, contrary to what is 
often presented as a ‘proven’ property of universal computing in the con-
ventional (unitary) theory of quantum computation (‘universal quantum 
computers/simulators’ etc.). 
The ultimate, but actually correct, expression of coherent structure of 
unitary quantum computation is ‘quantum computation in the ground state’ 
[45]. Indeed, any truly coherent quantum state is the ground, lowest state of 
a system, whereas any excited system state is always a chaotic [1,9] and 
thus not totally coherent one (though it can be only slightly irregular). 
Since the ground system state is the least structured one (because of its 
lowest complexity [1,9]), we arrive at another formulation of the above 
contradiction between coherence (unitarity) and structure: computation in 
the ground state, i. e. actually any unitary computation, is impossible be-
cause of the ultimate poorness of its spatial and temporal structure. Where-
as the unreduced complexity concept provides the causally complete sub-
stantiation for this statement, it should seem to be basically valid even 
within the standard quantum mechanics. 
A similar objection should provoke fundamental doubts about feasi-
bility of any ‘quantum memory’ [47-49] within a unitary device: any 
‘memorisation’ act is realised as a basically irreversible transition to anoth-
er, stable and inhomogeneous enough, system state, which cannot be com-
patible with unitary dynamics. Any state of a coherent quantum system 
cannot be so isolated as necessary to prevent spontaneous and unpredicta-
ble system transitions to it and back, while any excited system state is both 
unstable and incoherent. 
Although coherent, ground state of unitary quantum system cannot 
contain sufficiently inhomogeneous spatial structure, it does have some 
simple (symmetric) structure and an ‘internal life’ (temporal structure) 
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within it. This internal dynamics consists in permanent chaotic transitions 
between hierarchically organised individual and collective states of system 
elements, which appear externally as a slightly inhomogeneous, statistically 
averaged ‘mixture’, or ‘ground state’ as such [1]. This dynamically chaotic, 
and therefore only partially coherent, mixture of many-body system states 
within its ‘embedding’ meta-state (see also Section 5.3) is imitated, within 
the unitary theory, by the notorious ‘quantum entanglement’ of superim-
posed states of a linear system/evolution and the related ‘teleportation’, im-
itating spontaneous transitions between internal system states and supposed 
to realise (unitary) quantum computation (e. g. [116]). However, unitarity 
is incompatible with the irreducibly chaotic internal structure of a real ‘co-
herent quantum computer’ (persisting even in the total absence of external 
influences), while its basic simplicity prevents any useful output emer-
gence. 
 
(v) Transition from quantum to classical computation and back. Alt-
hough the link between quantum and classical behaviour expressed by the 
‘quantum measurement’ procedure remains obscure and subject to ambigu-
ous speculations within all ‘officially permitted’, unitary versions of quan-
tum mechanics, one cannot avoid its explicit involvement in quantum com-
putation, already because the latter supposes eventual production of a hu-
manly readable, ‘classically’ structured result of essentially quantum pro-
cess, similar to experimental observation of any quantum effect. However, 
the difference of quantum-classical transition for more complicated, com-
puting machinery from that for canonical quantum systems with the sim-
plest, empirically known and globally fixed configurations is that ‘essen-
tially quantum’ (including ‘semiclassical’) and totally ‘classical’ types of 
behaviour and configuration may be not so well separated from each other 
for more intricate processes as it is postulated in the textbook version of 
‘quantum measurement’ for the simplest systems (remaining, however, 
quite ‘mysterious’ and thus only partially, indirectly ‘confirmed’ experi-
mentally, even for that case). In particular, as mentioned above (item (i)), 
any computing system is a creative system with changing, dynamically 
emerging configuration, which is especially important for quantum systems 
whose ‘soft’ (dualistic) structure and intrinsic ‘vulnerability’ (sensitivity) 
are fixed as well-confirmed facts in the main quantum postulates. Therefore 
one cannot be sure to be able to guess ‘semi-empirically’ the dynamically 
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evolving configuration of a computing quantum system (which would 
mean, in particular, to guess the ‘quantum calculation’ result before obtain-
ing it). As a matter of fact, a classical configuration can dynamically and 
‘unpredictably’ emerge, at least transiently, during ‘coherent’ quantum 
computation, thus immediately destroying its coherence and the whole ‘ar-
chitecture’ of unitary, linear-wave imitation of real interaction dynamics. In 
the case of a full-scale version of computing micro-device with nontrivially 
structured units, this nonunitary ‘dynamical reduction’ of quantum comput-
er elements to a classical configuration will inevitably intervene in the 
middle of expected ‘coherent’ computation and not only during the una-
voidable ‘final measurement’ stage, also remaining the evident ‘weak 
point’ of unitary quantum computer (see item (ii)). 
The situation can be fully clarified only within the causally complete 
picture of ‘quantum measurement’ obtained within the dynamic multi-
valuedness paradigm [1-4,10]. It appears that any nontrivial, change-
bringing interaction process (necessarily occurring in the course of ‘quan-
tum computation’) breaks down ‘quantum coherence’ in the form of either 
(Hamiltonian) ‘quantum chaos’ [1,9], for a closed system (vanishingly 
small dissipativity), or ‘quantum measurement’ [1,10], for a slightly dissi-
pative, open system. In the latter case, the occurring excitation of dissipa-
tive (‘open’) degrees of freedom is accompanied by the physically real, 
highly nonlinear (catastrophic) system localisation (or ‘collapse’, or ‘reduc-
tion’) around the dynamically (and probabilistically) chosen ‘centre’ of ex-
citation event, which is equivalent to a transient emergence of classical (lo-
calised, or ‘particle-like’) state. This classical state becomes more stable 
with growing ‘bounding force’ of interaction, and when it is sufficient for a 
stable bound state formation, the true classicality emerges in the form of 
elementary bound system (like atom). Therefore some classicality is always 
present as a part of almost any interaction process involving real excitation 
of interacting elements, even though usually it lasts for a very short time, 
being quickly replaced by the reverse self-amplified expansion of the sys-
tem to a delocalised, undular state. However, the system coherence, or uni-
tarity, is lost in principle, in any such ‘measurement’ event, as well as dur-
ing the complementary, ‘quantum chaos’ mode of interaction development 
(but in this latter case the system does not need to pass by a spatial localisa-
tion phase). 
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The conclusion following from both this causally complete analysis 
of the quantum field mechanics and the above qualitative analysis within 
conventional quantum theory is that in reality one may have not ‘purely 
quantum’, but only ‘hybrid’, ‘quantum-and-classical’ computer, or any 
large enough device, irrespective of any external or internal ‘noise’ exploit-
ed in speculative theories of ‘decoherence’ or (conventional, unitary) 
‘quantum chaos’. An important element of ‘quantum computer’ (and part 
of the quantum computation process) that should necessarily involve irre-
ducible dissipativity and more stable, classical state formation is (quantum) 
computer memory (and memorisation/erasure/reading processes) which is, 
therefore, rather a classical than quantum part of a ‘quantum’ device, con-
trary to the conventional theory [47-49] trying to preserve its unitary imita-
tion of reality even for such evidently nonunitary function as memory (cf. 
item (iv)). Some other, usually very short, stages of quantum computation 
can preserve their ‘non-classical’, delocalised character, while still being 
subject to another inevitable source of decoherence, (genuine) quantum 
chaos [1,9]. Therefore, a real ‘quantum’ computation process in the whole 
can be described as a fine dynamic entanglement between short stages of 
undular coherent (rare), undular chaotic and classical (always internally 
chaotic) dynamics that can be consistently analysed only within the unified 
description of fundamental dynamic multivaluedness (Chapters 3-7) chang-
ing completely the very character of ‘computation’ and confirming the 
basic insufficiency of unitary, dynamically single-valued imitation of reali-
ty. In particular, the spatial and temporal sequence of those chaotic ‘classi-
cal’ and ‘quantum’ phases of computation dynamics is dynamically chaotic 
itself because of the same intrinsic ‘undecidability’ of unreduced, multi-
valued interaction processes. 
It can be useful to consider the quantum-classical transition within a 
computing system in the reverse order, i. e. starting from an ordinary, clas-
sical (and quasi-regular) computer and decreasing its elements down to 
characteristic ‘quantum’ sizes. This is the situation which is much more 
practically important than futuristic quantum experimentation with the 
‘original’ quantum computers, since that kind of transition to quantum limit 
is going to happen soon to actually produced computers with further in-
crease of element density within their microchips. It is easy to see, already 
within a qualitative consideration, that what will practically emerge in a re-
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al device with ‘subquantum’ sizes of at least some of its elements is the ex-
plicitly multivalued, chaotic, quantum-and-classical (hybrid) dynamics de-
scribed above, rather than any version of unitary quantum computation. In-
deed, it is clear that the emergence of quantum effects with decreasing ele-
ment sizes will produce some ‘smearing’ of the normally quite ‘distinct’ 
classical computation dynamics, this ‘quantum blur’ including both ‘undu-
lar’ and ‘probabilistic’ aspects of quantum behaviour, which are intrinsical-
ly connected among them, according to the standard postulates. The result-
ing computer ‘errors’ will appear first with a relatively small probability, 
but it will progressively grow with diminishing element size, until the 
computer dynamics will become totally ‘indistinct’, that is chaotic (and 
‘hybrid’), irrespective of ‘wiring’ or ‘soft-ware’ details. Now, the unitary 
theory of ‘pure’ quantum computation implies that one should have, instead 
of this, a certain internal ‘ordering’, regularisation of the emerging quan-
tum dynamics that should be comparable, as noted above (item (iv)), to a 
sudden ‘phase transition’ analogous to a ‘(generalised) Bose-condensation’, 
or a ‘superconducting’ phase appearance. Apart from structural problems 
involved with such peculiar states (item (iv)), their origin, mechanism and 
degree of generality remain subject to strong doubt, which shows again that 
the intrinsic dynamic multivaluedness of the essentially quantum dynamics, 
hidden behind the ‘quantum mysteries’ of its standard, dynamically single-
valued description, will necessary appear in its explicit form for more in-
volved, higher-level interactions within a quantum-size computing struc-
ture. In particular, the influence of any quantum effects upon any micro-
structure dynamics can be correctly analysed only within the unreduced, 
dynamically multivalued theory (Chapter 3), while any perturbative ‘cut-
ting’ of essential dynamical links in the name of questionable ‘simplicity’ 
of ‘exact’, unitary solutions will produce a qualitatively big, ‘fatal’ devia-
tion from reality. 
It is also clear that the real, intrinsically chaotic and ‘hybrid’ dynam-
ics of a computing quantum system is closer to ‘analogue’ computation, or 
‘simulation’, than to the ‘digital’ operation mode of ordinary, regular com-
puters. Contrary to various versions of (‘fantastically’ fast) operation with 
numbers considered by the unitary theory of quantum computation (e. g. 
[23,117]), it is difficult to imagine how the chaotic, dynamically multi-
valued interaction process within a real quantum device could preserve the 
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regularity of a digital simulation of reality. And since the reality itself is 
universally chaotic, rather than regular [1], and is certainly ‘analogue’, ra-
ther than ‘digital’, there is no sense to insist on its unnatural, digital simula-
tion, incorrectly realised within a regular quantum computer (actually unre-
alistic). In this sense, the real quantum computer will be much closer by the 
character of its operation to the brain dynamics [1,4], though the latter be-
longs to a much higher level of dynamic complexity (contrary to what is 
implied by its existing reduction to the unitary quantum dynamics [68-71]). 
Those ‘natural’, intrinsically chaotic ‘computers’ are efficient in operation 
with unreduced ‘images’ of chaotic reality, but inefficient (for the same 
reason) in operation with digital, artificially regularised (and thus strongly 
simplified) representation of reality. In the ‘digital’ computer case the ‘re-
sult’, a number, is basically separated from the real system dynamics actu-
ally producing it, whereas in the dynamically multivalued, unreduced mode 
of ‘chaotic analogue’ computers one has intrinsic unification of complex 
computation dynamics and the result which is simply a (multivalued) mo-
mentary image of that unreduced dynamics. This explains the qualitative 
difference between description/understanding of digital/unitary and ‘natu-
ral’/complex-dynamical devices, the latter necessitating the use of unre-
duced, dynamically multivalued (nonunitary) description, even for an ap-
proximate representation. The difference is applicable also to the case of 
the proposed formally analogue mode of ‘simulation’ of quantum (or clas-
sical) dynamics by a unitary quantum computer [24,25,29,31]: the dynam-
ics of the latter remains basically unitary, regular, dynamically single-
valued (including the false ‘quantum chaos’ simulation [65-67]) and there-
fore it is ‘infinitely far’ from any real, dynamically multivalued system be-
haviour, contrary to the claimed ‘universality’ of such unitary ‘quantum 
simulators’ [25]. Moreover, the universal science of complexity clearly 
shows [1] that any purely quantum, even dynamically chaotic, device could 
not correctly simulate any higher-level dynamics, starting already from the 
simplest classical systems, because the latter emerge dynamically from 
quantum systems as a higher level of complexity [1-4,11-13] (simulation 
could be better performed, at least for certain cases, with the help of slight-
ly dissipative, ‘hybrid’ microcomputers). This fundamentally substantiated 
and transparent conclusion of the unreduced science of complexity totally 
escapes unitary theory, for it cannot consistently describe the complex-
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dynamical relation between quantum and classical behaviour, as well as the 
unreduced, dynamically multivalued origin of either of them (cf. [118]). 
 
Note finally that the described long series of evident, basic contradic-
tions, items (i)-(v), in the conventional science of (unitary) quantum com-
putation and closely related scholar quantum mechanics (including all its 
modern ‘versions’ and ‘interpretations’) is a characteristic sign of the deep 
impasse in the canonical, purely ‘mathematical’ (abstract) approach in fun-
damental physics, marking the ‘sudden’ fall from the previously trium-
phantly announced (but actually deceitful and misleading) ‘unreasonable 
efficiency of mathematics in natural sciences’ to the really unreasonable 
agglomeration of vain and fruitless abstractions and related arbitrary guess-
es about a possible ‘mathematical basis of reality’ (see also Chapter 9). 
Thus, ‘feeling’ the more and more clearly that something very serious is 
missing in its simplified imitation of reality, the unitary quantum theory, 
instead of looking for the truly consistent, qualitatively new solution, tries 
to ‘repaint’ its façade and compensate the absent elementary causali-
ty/realism by artificial, ever more speculative, abstract and inconsistent ad-
ditions within the same, unitary (dynamically single-valued) projection of 
real system dynamics, such as multiple versions of ‘quantum histories’ (or 
‘path integrals’), ambiguous ‘decoherence’ of ‘state vectors’ due to varying 
‘external influences’, or mechanistic fixation (postulation) of the observed 
multiple ‘quantum potentialities’ in various ‘multiverse’/‘many-worlds’ in-
terpretations of the same, linear and abstract, imitation of ‘quantum reality’, 
only amplifying its para-scientific ‘mysteries’. The conventional, unitary 
theory of ‘quantum computation’ (similar to ‘quantum field theory’ and 
‘cosmology’) forms a ‘point of concentration’ of those evident blunders of 
externally ‘solid’, ‘rigorously proven’ and ‘well-established’ scholar theory 
dominated by ‘mathematical physics’, where its futility is only emphasised 
by the exponentially growing pressure of meaningless, ‘post-modern’ plays 
of words taking the form of esoteric, as if ‘very special’, terminology that 
hides, in reality, the absence of elementary consistency. Without going into 
the detailed structure of ‘quantum’ linguistic exercises, it is enough to re-
call the infinite flux of all those ‘extremely’ quantum ‘teleportations’, ‘en-
tanglements’, ‘distillations’, ‘holographies’, ‘tomographies’, ‘Schrödinger-
cat states’, ‘Bell/EPR states/nonlocality’ and many other ‘new’ and ‘quan-
tum’ terms, which are actually devoid of any realistic, causal meaning, but 
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describe, in a highly speculative and deliberately perverted form, exactly 
the same ‘inexplicable’, but empirically ‘well-established’ knowledge as 
the canonical quantum postulates. In addition, similar ‘interpretations’ that 
can, by their construction, ‘explain’ and ‘justify’ everything are created in 
each branch of ‘mathematical’ physics and then arbitrarily superimposed 
upon each other, like e. g. conventional theories of quantum mechanics and 
‘complexity’ in unitary quantum computation, which gives the really in-
tractable mixture of verbal decorations covering the underlying deficiency 
and rough mistakes, but dominating in the most ‘ambitious’ and ‘solid’ sci-
entific establishments. While this peculiar ‘quality’ of fundamental science 
content is a sign of its modern profound ‘bifurcation’ (Chapter 9) [1], the 
described situation in micro-device description and understanding is ripe 
for a definite clarification and transition to a superior level of understand-
ing, especially in view of the quickly growing potentialities of practical ap-
plication. The causally complete description of unreduced interaction dy-
namics is presented in the next Chapter, in the form of generalised theory 
of ‘true’ dynamical chaos (purely dynamic randomness in quantum and 
classical systems with interaction [1,9,10], see also Sections 4.6.2, 5.2.1, 
Chapter 6), with the following application to real ‘quantum computers’ and 
other micro-machine dynamics (Chapters 5-8). 
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3. Dynamic origin of randomness in a noiseless system 
3.1. Generalised many-body problem and 
micro-machine dynamics 
 
Consider a system of N interacting elements, or subsystems, each of 
them possessing a perfectly known internal dynamics in the absence of in-
teraction with other elements. Although we intend to apply the results to 
description of quantum computing systems or other micro-systems, we do 
not impose any limitations at the beginning and shall specify ‘quantum’ or 
‘computational’ properties later, at suitable moments. Therefore, we are ac-
tually dealing with the general case of ‘many-body problem’, i. e. we con-
sider arbitrary (real) system of interacting ‘bodies’ (or ‘elements’) and want 
to obtain the general, unreduced (and in particular nonperturbative) solu-
tion to this problem. Not only such solution is unknown to canonical sci-
ence, but it cannot even predict what this solution can be like, i. e. what can 
be a qualitative, expected result, or structure, of arbitrary interaction pro-
cess (apart from the implied common-sense response, “everything can hap-
pen”). As pointed out above, in the case of quantum computation one can-
not avoid the unreduced many-body problem solution, since any perturba-
tive, ‘exact-solution’ approach of conventional theory cannot describe just 
the most important, properly ‘computational’ system function consisting in 
purely dynamic (‘creative’) emergence of qualitatively new system config-
urations (‘calculation results’) for actually arbitrary interactions, which cor-
respond to various possible ‘calculations’ (or ‘simulations’) by a maximally 
‘universal’ computing system. 
We generalise various particular equations describing compound sys-
tem behaviour to what we call the (system) ‘existence equation’, a basic 
dynamic relation that actually does nothing more, in its starting form, than 
simple statement of the problem conditions, i. e. it expresses the fact of un-
reduced, ‘nonseparable’ interaction between the system components or, in 
other words, it describes the system existence (in its starting composition) 
by stating that its given interacting components form a ‘single whole’. For 
a quantum system, the Schrödinger equation is normally implied behind the 
existence equation, but one does not need to be limited to it from the be-
ginning, within our universal analysis. The system existence equation can 
be presented thus in the following universal form: 
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where ( )k kh q  is the ‘generalised Hamiltonian’ for the k-th system compo-
nent in its ‘free’, ‘integrable’ state (in the absence of interaction), kq  de-
notes the degree(s) of freedom of the (free) k-th component, ( , )kl k lV q q  is 
the ‘interaction potential’ between the k-th and l-th components, ( )Ψ Q  is 
the system ‘state function’, i. e. the function characterising completely the 
compound system state/configuration and depending, in a ‘nonseparable’ 
way, on all the participating degrees of freedom (brought by the interacting 
components), so that 0 1{ , ,..., }NQ q q q  by definition, E is the value, or 
‘eigenvalue’, of the quantity expressed by the ‘generalised Hamiltonian’ in 
the compound system state ( )Ψ Q , and the summations are performed over 
all system components numbered from , 0k l   till ,k l N  (the total num-
ber of interacting entities). As shown in the universal science of complexity 
[1], any correct equation can be considered as a particular case of the single 
universal equation expressing the generalised Hamilton formalism (see 
Section 7.1) and therefore ( )k kh q  can indeed be described as particular 
forms of the generalised Hamiltonian (which is a realistic extension of con-
ventional ‘operator’). However, one does not need to insist on this particu-
lar interpretation from the beginning. A suitable form of the ‘generalised 
Hamiltonian’ should represent an exhaustive characteristic of the system, 
which actually means that it should express a form of the unreduced dy-
namic complexity, such as (extended) mechanical action, energy, momen-
tum and space structure [1] (it is self-consistently confirmed by the results 
of the unreduced interaction analysis, Sections 4.1, 7.1). 
It is clear that eq. (1) describes the general many-body problem. In 
particular, it is not restricted by its ‘quantum’ or ‘mechanical’ version and 
refers, in general, to an arbitrary interaction between arbitrary (given) enti-
ties. The pairwise interaction potential in eq. (1) is not a limitation either, 
since the unreduced development of this ‘elementary’ interaction process 
can give rise to any more complicated combinations of nonseparable inter-
acting entities (Chapter 4). In particular, they can form a hierarchy of inter-
action levels, such as internal atomic electron interactions, interactions be-
tween different atoms, their various agglomerates (like molecules), etc., but 
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all those possibilities are included in the universal formulation and follow-
ing solution of eq. (1). Moreover, we shall see that this ‘many-body’ inter-
action can be reduced itself to a yet simpler case of interaction between two 
(structured) entities leading to the main, universally applicable formalism 
of the unreduced science of complexity [1-4,9-13]. 
Several particular cases of eq. (1) are worthy of mentioning at the 
very beginning, especially taking into account the case of quantum (compu-
ting) devices considered in this paper. The properly ‘quantum’ problem 
character appears formally through the form of at least some of the ‘free-
component’ Hamiltonians ( )k kh q . Thus, those of them which represent lo-
calised ‘elements’ of the device can be generally considered as particular 
cases of ‘potential-well’ system configuration (with the known, complete 
set of ‘eigen-solutions’): 
   2 222k k k kkh q U qm q
  
  ,                              (2) 
where 2πh  is Planck's constant, introducing the ‘quantum’ problem 
scale, m is the ‘working’ particle (usually electron) mass (or its suitable ‘ef-
fective’ version), kq  is the vector of spatial coordinates, ( )k kU q  is a bind-
ing potential well with discrete (known) energy levels and the operator of 
eq. (2) is supposed to act upon the system wavefunction (in general, a dy-
namically discrete version of partial derivative can be implied in the com-
plex-dynamical extension of the kinetic energy ‘operator’, Section 7.1 
[1,11-13]). The Hamiltonians of eq. (2) can represent ‘atom-like’ elements 
of a quantum device, such as real atoms (molecules) or their artificial imita-
tions like ‘quantum dots’ or ‘heterostructures’. For other element types, in-
cluding (generalised) spins or photons, respective ‘free-element’ Hamilto-
nians have other well-known expressions and solutions bearing signatures 
of corresponding, quantum or classical, scales of system structure. 
It can often be useful to separate explicitly one of the participating 
degrees of freedom, say 0q  , from other variables ( 1,..., )kq k N , after 
which eq. (1) takes the following (equivalent) form 
           0 0
  1   
, , , ,
N N
k k k k kl k l
k l k
h h q V q V q q Ψ Q EΨ Q   
 
              , 
(3) 
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where the summations start from ,   1k l   and 1{ ,..., }NQ q q . This form 
of the starting existing equation corresponds to the situation where the sep-
arated variable  (or group of several of them, in general) describes the re-
ally existing ‘common’ (extended) degree(s) of freedom, like position co-
ordinate(s) varying along inhomogeneous system structure that contains its 
‘elements’ and ‘connections’. A simpler form of eq. (3) can be pertinent in 
the case of vanishingly small direct interaction between the ‘localised’ el-
ements ( ( , )kl k lV q q ), each of them interacting only with the ‘common’ de-
grees of freedom (): 
         0 0 , , ,k k k k
k
h h q V q Ψ Q EΨ Q              .       (4) 
The simplest nontrivial case of eqs. (1), (3), (4) arises when we con-
sider only two interacting entities and degrees of freedom, say 0q  and 1q , 
corresponding, for example, to an element (atom) interacting with the sur-
rounding radiation field or, in general, to an elementary interaction act be-
tween any two entities (like any elementary action of a computer ‘gate’) 
within the encompassing interaction/computation process: 
         0 0 01 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1, , ,h q V q q h q Ψ q q EΨ q q     ,          (5a) 
or 
         e eg g, , ,h q V q h Ψ q EΨ q         ,              (5b) 
in different notations ( 0q  , 1q q ), in which form the existence equa-
tion corresponds exactly to its ‘canonical’ version from the universal sci-
ence of complexity and its various applications [1-4,9-13]. As we shall see 
later, the unreduced interaction results are essentially the same for the 
‘many-body’ and ‘two-body’ cases (eqs. (1) and (5), respectively), which 
means that it is the unreduced interaction development itself that introduces 
all the essential, ‘nonperturbative’ properties, rather than the number of in-
teraction components and other details determining particular manifesta-
tions of those general properties. 
Now let us proceed in the unreduced interaction description using its 
most general expression, eqs. (1), (3). According to the problem conditions, 
the system constituents are perfectly known entities, with the complete sets 
of their eigen-solutions (in the absence of interaction), { , ( )}k kn kn kq  : 
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     k k kk k kn k n kn kh q q q    ,                             (6) 
where { ( )}kkn kq  are the eigenfunctions and { }kn  the corresponding ei-
genvalues of the ‘free-element’ Hamiltonian ( )k kh q , forming the complete 
set of solutions/functions. In the case of binding potential well, eq. (2), the 
lower-state (most important) eigenfunctions are represented by a set of 
well-localised functions which can often be approximated by the -function 
(or -like functions) centred at the element position, while the correspond-
ing eigenvalues form a discrete set of energy levels. Note that if the eigen-
solutions of a component are not ‘perfectly known’, this means that one 
deals with an ‘incorrectly posed problem’. In this case one should first de-
scend one level lower in the system description and obtain the complete 
picture of the internal, generally also complex, element dynamics (or 
choose another, indeed ‘perfectly known’, system composition). 
Since one can be interested eventually in the state of ‘structural’ de-
grees of freedom summarising, in particular, the elementary ‘calculations’, 
it would be expedient to express the problem in terms of their variables. It 
can be done by expanding the total system state-function 0 1( , ,..., )Nq q q  
over the complete sets of eigenfunctions { ( )}kkn kq  for the ‘functional’ 
degrees of freedom 1( ,..., )Nq q Q  describing the ‘internal dynamics’ of 
‘operating’ (computing) system elements (see eq. (6)), which leaves one 
with functions depending only on the selected ‘structural’ (‘distributed’) 
degrees of freedom 0q  : 
       0 1, ,..., ,N n n
n
q q q Ψ Q Φ Q      ,                (7) 
where the summation is performed over all possible combinations of eigen-
states 1 2( , ,..., ) { }N kn n n n n   and for brevity we have designated 
1 1 2 2( ) ( ) ( )... ( )n n n Nn NΦ Q q q q   . It will be convenient, in most cases, to 
interpret variables  as (generalised) common coordinates of the system 
configuration (element distribution), so that ( )n   from eq. (7) character-
ises the (eventually probabilistic) coordinate distribution of the n-th internal 
state of the elements, similar to corresponding electron wavefunction repre-
sentations in solid state theory. The system of equations for { ( )}n   is ob-
tained from eq. (3) after substitution of expansion of eq. (7), multiplication 
by *( )n Q  and integration over all variables Q (taking into account the or-
thonormality of eigenfunctions { ( )}kkn kq ): 
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         0 0
,
 
l k
nn nn
n k kl n n n
k n
h V V        

 


       ,         (8) 
where 
n nE   , kn n
k
  ,                                    (9) 
      ,
Q
nn
kl n kl k l n
Ω
V dQΦ Q V q q Φ Q     
      (10) 
         
,
δ ,g g k l k l
q
n n k l kn k ln l kl k l kn k ln l
g k l
dq dq q q V q q q q

   

 
  

     
   , 
        0 0 ,
Q
nn
k n k k n
Ω
V dQΦ Q V q Φ Q      
     (11) 
     0
,
δ ,g g k k
q
n n k kn k k k kn k
g k l
dq q V q q

   

     
   . 
It would be convenient to separate, in eqs. (8), the terms with   n n , cor-
responding to the ‘mean-field approximation’: 
          n n nn n n n
n n
H V         

  ,                  (12) 
     0n nnH h V     ,                                  (13) 
   0
l k
nn nn
nn k kl
k
V V V 

 

      ,                          (14)  
where ( )nH   is the mean-field Hamiltonian. Taking into account the ex-
pressions of eqs. (10), (11), we can present the mean-field interaction po-
tential, ( )nnV  , in the following form: 
   k k lnn n n n
k l k
V V V 

        ,                           (15) 
     2 0 ,k k
q
n k kn k k kV dq q V q

  

   , 
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     2 2 ,k l k l
q
n n k l kn k ln l kl k lV dq dq q q V q q

  

    , 
which demonstrates explicitly the origin of averaging in the ‘mean’ interac-
tion structure. Note also that due to the pairwise interaction character in the 
initial existence equation leading to -symbols appearance in eqs. (10), 
(11), the summation over n  in eqs. (12) will contain only the correspond-
ing sums over kn   and ln  . However, we shall not show it explicitly, so that 
eqs. (12) apply formally to any kind of initial many-body interaction. It is 
important that the obtained problem formulation in terms of the system of 
equations for the functions, ( )n  , describing all possible interactions be-
tween the ‘normal modes’ of system components remains valid not only for 
the main case of quantum-mechanical system considered here, but also for 
any system with interaction, where the above canonical expressions for 
quantum ‘scalar products’ and ‘matrix elements’ should be replaced by re-
spective expressions for that particular system, which should always exist 
for the correctly formulated problem (including perfectly known dynamics 
of the system components and their interaction within the system). 
In view of this universality, it is not surprising that the obtained 
many-body problem formulation, eqs. (12), is mathematically equivalent to 
the one for the unreduced interaction between only two (structured) enti-
ties, eqs. (5), taken as the basis for the universal science of complexity and 
its various applications [1-4]. Indeed, it is sufficient to consider that index-
es n , n  in eqs. (12) number the ‘normal modes’ of one of the two interact-
ing components (corresponding to the generalised Hamiltonian e ( )h q  in 
eq. (5b)) in order to interpret eqs. (12) in terms of this simplest case of un-
reduced interaction process. On the other hand, one can easily imagine that 
the normal modes of each of the two interacting entities are subdivided into 
arbitrary groups of ‘subentities’, so that one returns to the general case of 
the many-body problem. The key point here is that ‘everything interacts 
with everything’, within any real, unrestricted interaction process, so that 
the formulation of a problem of mutually interacting ‘entities’ and their 
‘modes’, remains always the same, while the particular ‘mode’ grouping in 
‘entities’ and their numbering change for each individual case, reflecting 
the initial system configuration or other convenient choice. One important 
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aspect of this equivalence is that all the essential, qualitatively important 
effects of the unreduced interaction that will be revealed below in the gen-
eral solution for the arbitrary many-body problem should emerge already in 
the unreduced interaction between two entities, which implies that the irre-
ducible dynamic randomness and nonunitarity of the system evolution (see 
below, Sections 3.3, 4.1) characterise already each interaction act, deter-
mining operation of an elementary computer ‘gate’, and then hierarchically 
re-emerge in interaction cycles involving all higher levels of dynamics and 
the computing system in the whole. 
This universal hierarchy of universal properties of unreduced interac-
tion processes has also a more general sense: it provides the totally ade-
quate, ‘exact’ representation of the real world structure, from its most fun-
damental entities (elementary particles and fields) to the most elaborated 
dynamical systems (living and conscious beings) [1], where each lower-
level interaction results provide the ‘interaction components’ for the next 
higher level. In the case of quantum devices, this dynamically emerging, 
and consistently derived, hierarchy of interaction processes has at least two 
more direct implications. The first one involves the causally understood 
classical behaviour that naturally emerges from complex quantum dynam-
ics as a higher complexity level determined approximately by the elemen-
tary bound system formation (Sections 4.7, 5.3) [1-4,11-13], which permits 
us to naturally include those dynamic quantum-classical transitions into de-
scription within the same approach and formalism. The second direct mani-
festation of the universal hierarchy of complexity involves the complemen-
tary dynamic relation of quantum computation to the underlying (complex) 
interaction dynamics at the lowest quantum sublevels (internal elementary 
particles dynamics) providing the causally complete explanation of canoni-
cal ‘quantum mysteries’ (Sections 4.6, 5.3) [1-4,9-13] and thus preventing 
their arbitrary, incorrect and speculative ‘use’ in the unitary imitation of re-
al, dynamically multivalued dynamics of quantum devices. 
Before advancing towards the solution of eqs. (12), note that the 
above formalism does not contain any explicit dependence on time, which 
would correspond to a basically closed system that actually ‘generates’ its 
essential temporal changes by passing from one its emerging state-
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‘realisation’ to another (Sections 4.3, 7.1) [1-4,12,13]. In the case of a 
computing system, this would correspond to computer dynamics consid-
ered in between the input and output operations involving time-dependent 
connections to the exterior world. One can also include the (classical) in-
put/output units into the system, using analysis universality mentioned 
above, which seems to be reasonable taking into account the ‘sensitive’ de-
pendence of quantum/complex system dynamics on ‘external’ influences 
and may not permit the definite separation between the ‘computer’ itself 
and the first, immediate input/output structures. Thus, a quantum computer, 
or ‘intelligent sensor’, used in practice for a micro-structure/environment 
monitoring at the level of single atomic/molecular species and respective 
‘quantum’ events, will certainly constitute an ‘indivisible whole’ with the 
medium/process it controls, so that the usual division between ‘production’, 
its ‘control’ and related ‘computation’ disappears in principle, transforming 
the ‘quantum computation’ process into a qualitatively new kind of adven-
ture closely related to its dynamically multivalued (chaotic) character (see 
also Section 7.3). This sort of dynamic disappearance and reappearance of 
time in system description is partially imitated by a relation between ‘time-
dependent’ and ‘time-independent’ approaches in usual quantum mechan-
ics, considered to be generally equivalent and used, in particular, in scatter-
ing theory (see e. g. [119]). 
However, as we discussed above (Chapter 2), the correct description 
of quantum computation is possible only through extension of the conven-
tional unitary projection to the causally complete, dynamically multivalued 
picture leading to the intrinsic time emergence as a result of time-
independent interaction development [1]. This does not prevent one from 
including the explicit time dependence into the same formalism in cases 
where the corresponding separation from the (changing) outside world dy-
namics is possible. In such cases one or several variables kq  ( 0k  ) in the 
initial existence equation, eqs. (1), (3), will represent explicit dependence 
on time, t, entering through the corresponding interaction potential depend-
ence and reflecting e. g. the input/output processes. The right-hand side of 
the existence equation is proportional to the time derivative of the state-
function (for example, it equals to ( )i t   for the time-dependent 
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Schrödinger equation). When, however, we perform, according to eq. (7), 
expansion over eigenfunctions of the corresponding operator, like simple 
harmonics of the Fourier integral/series for the time derivative, we recover 
the above systems of equations, eqs. (8), (12), where the respective eigen-
values, kn , n , E and n  (see eq. (9)), will be proportional to frequencies 
of those temporal harmonical components (cf. refs. [1,9] and Section 5.2). 
Some of the variables kq  are therefore replaced by time and the resulting 
system of equations preserves the same general form representing the usual 
‘Fourier analysis’ of a time-dependent problem (other suitable system of 
time-dependent eigen-solutions can also be used). 
 
3.2. Universally nonperturbative problem solution 
by the unreduced effective potential method 
 
We proceed with the analysis of the system of equations, eqs. (12), 
describing the unreduced interaction between all elementary modes of the 
many-body system (numbered by ,n n), by separating the partial state-
function, ( )n  , for one of the modes and trying to express the problem in 
terms of equation for this function alone. In many cases it will be conven-
ient, for example, to choose the system ‘ground state’ (the state with the 
lowest energy and dynamic complexity [1-4,11-13]) as this separated sys-
tem mode, and we shall designate it, without limitation of generality, as 
0( )   and suppose, correspondingly, that , 0n n   below. Separating the 
equation for 0( )   in eqs. (12), we can rewrite the main system of equa-
tions in the following form: 
          0 0 0 0n n
n
H V          ,               (16a) 
              0 0n n nn n n n n
n n
H V V            

   ,  (16b) 
where we have designated 0  . 
Keeping in mind the exact analogy of the main system of equations, 
eqs. (12), (16), with the basic analysis and particular cases of the universal 
science of complexity mentioned above, we can proceed by expressing 
( )n   through 0( )   from eqs. (16b) with the help of Green functions for 
the ‘homogeneous’ parts of those equations and then substituting the result 
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into eq. (16a) [1-4,9-13]. The mentioned Green functions are obtained for 
the ‘truncated’, or ‘auxiliary’, system of equations, not containing the terms 
with 0( )   on their right-hand side, contrary to eqs. (16b): 
          n n nn n n n
n n
H V         

   .                (17) 
The Green function for the equation for ( )n   from this system is given by 
the standard expression: 
       0 00, ni nin
nni
i
G
      
     ,                           (18) 
where 0{ ( )}ni   and 0{ }ni  are the complete sets of eigenfunctions and ei-
genvalues, respectively, for the truncated system of equations, eqs. (17). 
The well-known property of the Green function thus defined is that the so-
lution of the full equation for ( )n   from system (16) can be expressed 
through the ‘inhomogeneous’ term on the right (containing 0( )  ) with the 
help of ( , )nG    : 
       0 0,n n n
Ω
d G V

              ,                   (19) 
where    is the domain of the function under the integral. The direct sub-
stitution of this expression into eqs. (16b) confirms that ( )n   defined by 
eq. (19) is a solution of the unreduced system of equations. 
Now if we substitute this expression for ( )n   through 0( )   into 
eq. (16a), we obtain a formally ‘closed’ equation for 0( )   that inevitably 
involves, however, the (unknown) eigen-solutions of the truncated system 
of equations: 
        0 eff 0 0;h V           ,                       (20) 
where the operator of the effective (interaction) potential (EP), eff ( ; )V   , is 
given by 
       eff 00 ˆ; ;V V V      ,        0 0ˆ ; , ;V d V

             , (21a) 
          0 00 00
0,
, ;  n ni n ni
ni nn i
V V
V
          
      , 0 0n n     ,   (21b) 
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and we have used the definitions of eqs. (9) and (13). The obtained ‘effec-
tive existence equation’ for the quantum many-body system, eq. (20), can 
be considered as an extended ‘mean-field formulation’ of a problem, where 
the EP eff ( ; )V   , eqs. (21), plays the role of exact ‘mean field’ produced 
by other system modes, which leads to its nonlinear dependence on the ei-
genvalues to be found, , and the unknown eigen-solutions of the truncated 
problem, 0 0{ ( ), }ni ni   . The latter dependence means that the problem is re-
duced to solution of a similar, but simpler problem, while the effective 
problem formulation itself, eqs. (20)-(21), expresses the remaining, essen-
tial part of the unreduced system dynamics through the mentioned interac-
tion dependence on the problem eigenvalues, absent in the initial problem 
formulation. 
Since the effective existence equation, eq. (20), is an equation for a 
single function depending on one variable, it can be solved (provided we 
have a suitable approximation for the auxiliary system solutions, see below, 
Section 4.4). Its eigenfunctions, 0{ ( )}i  , and eigenvalues, { }i , should 
then be substituted into eqs. (19) to obtain other state-function components: 
         0 0ˆ ,ni ni i ni ig d g

         

      , 
(22) 
        0 00 0
0
,  ni nini n
i nnii
g V
        

 

     , 
 after which the total system state-function 0 1( , ,..., ) ( , )Nq q q Ψ Q  , eq. 
(7), is obtained as 
         0 0ˆ, i n ni i
i n
Ψ Q c Φ Q Φ Q g          ,         (23) 
where the coefficients ic  should be found from the state-function matching 
conditions at the boundary (and/or time moment) where the effective inter-
action vanishes, so that the system has a well-known configuration. The 
state-function of eq. (23) provides thus the ‘general solution’ for the many-
body problem in terms of eigen-solutions of the effective dynamic (exist-
ence) equation rigorously derived from the starting existence equation, eqs. 
(1), (2)-(5) (taking the form of Schrödinger equation for the quantum sys-
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tem of interacting entities). The main observed quantity represented by the 
(generalised) system density, ( , )Q  , is obtained then from the total state-
function as its squared modulus, 2( , ) ( , ) |Q Ψ Q    (for ‘quantum’ and 
other ‘wave-like’ levels of complexity), or as the state-function itself, 
( , ) ( , )Q Ψ Q    (for ‘classical’, ‘particle-like’ levels of complexity) [1]. 
The presented problem ‘solution’ is nothing but its another formula-
tion, since to obtain it explicitly one needs to know the solutions of the aux-
iliary system of equations, eqs. (17), which is only slightly simpler than the 
full system of equations, eqs. (12), (16). However, this new problem for-
mulation in terms of effective dynamic equation, eqs. (20)-(21), has a non-
trivial significance, since it does reveal a qualitative novelty introduced into 
system dynamics by the unreduced interaction development and hidden in 
the starting, ‘general’ problem formulation, eqs. (1), (2)-(5), (12), (16). 
This fundamental feature, the dynamic redundance, or multivaluedness, 
phenomenon [1-4,8-13], is expressed by the self-consistent, nonlinear EP 
dependence on the eigenvalues to be found, eqs. (21), reflecting the unre-
duced interaction development and considered in detail below. It is interest-
ing to note that the EP method and its expressions similar to those obtained 
above are well-known in scattering theory and its various applications, in-
cluding solid state theory [120,121], under the name of optical, or effective, 
potential method. However, the fundamental meaning of the unreduced EP 
dependence on the eigenvalues remains undiscovered and the related gen-
eral problem solution is replaced by perturbative approximations to EP that 
reduce interaction influence to trivial ‘small corrections’ for the observed 
quantities and thus ‘kill’ any complexity manifestations, including the 
feedback EP dependence on eigenvalues. In particular, such is the conven-
tional mean-field approximation widely applied in various versions of the 
many-body problem, where the exact ‘mean field’ of the unreduced EP, 
possessing the intrinsic structure-creating properties (Sections 4.2, 4.3, 
7.1), is simplified down to interaction values averaged over fixed state-
functions for absent, or simplified, interaction. This basic deficiency of the 
canonical, invariably perturbative, theory and approach gives the false uni-
tarity, i. e. uniformity, of the resulting system evolution and underlies, in 
particular, illusive possibility of unitary quantum device operation (in the 
low-noise limit). 
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3.3. Dynamically multivalued interaction result as the unified 
origin of randomness and the a priori probability values 
 
If now we consider the properties of the unreduced EP solutions, eqs. 
(20)-(21), it will not be difficult to see [1,2,8-13] that the presence of the 
multi-branch EP dependence on the eigenvalue to be found, , leads to 
multiplication, or dynamical splitting, of eigen-solutions of eq. (20), and 
thus of the whole problem, with respect to their ‘normal’ quantity, implied 
by the ordinary problem formulation (e. g. eqs. (1), (2)-(5), (12), (16)). In-
deed, if N  is the number of eigen-solutions of eq. (20) for a generic, ordi-
nary potential that does not depend on  (such as 00( )V  , the first term in 
the unreduced EP expression, eq. (21a)), then the total solution number for 
the unreduced, -dependent EP of eqs. (21), qN  , should be at least as 
great as effqN N N   (without special, ‘transient’ realisation solutions, 
see section 4.2), where effN  is the number of terms in the sum over n and i 
in the unreduced EP expression, eq. (21b). This follows from the fact that 
each such term increases the maximum power of the characteristic equation 
for eigenvalues, , by N  and adds a series of branches of potential de-
pendence on  in the graphical representation of this equation, providing 
separate solutions by intersection with the linear dependence on  from the 
right-hand side of eq. (20). It is clear also that eff qN N N , where N  and 
qN  are the numbers of terms in summation over i and n in eq. (21b) deter-
mined, respectively, by the number of solutions for ( )n   of the auxiliary 
system of equations, eqs. (17) (generally equal to that for 0( )   found 
from the first equation of the total system, eqs. (16)), and the eigen-solution 
number for non-interacting system elements (see eqs. (6), (9)). 
In the obtained total number of solutions for the unreduced EP for-
malism, 2( )q qN N N  , each corresponding subset of qN N  solutions 
reflects a ‘normal’ solution multiplication in the system of equations with 
respect to solution number, N  (or qN ), for a single equation, due to ap-
pearance of additional degrees of freedom. It is clear from the above inter-
pretation of  as system element coordinates (see eq. (7)) that in general 
N N  , the number of system elements and therefore the ‘normal’ number 
of system solutions, qNN , is simply equal to the number of all individual 
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element states times the number of (interacting) elements, which seems as 
natural as any ordinary perturbative ‘state splitting’ effect. However, fur-
ther multiplication of this ‘normal’ solution number by N  cannot be ex-
plained by any such ‘evident’ reasons or eliminated as a particular, spuri-
ous effect. Therefore, we see that the unreduced interaction development 
leads to emergence of a redundant number of eigen-solutions forming N  
sets of complete ‘normal’ solutions, each of them giving the exhaustive 
system state description (this algebraically derived conclusion is confirmed 
by the graphical analysis of the same characteristic equation [1,9,10]). 
Despite its nontrivial character, the dynamic redundance (or multi-
valuedness) phenomenon should look not as unnatural or too specific, but 
rather standard, inevitable manifestation of the unrestricted dynamics of 
(any) real interaction, though it is invariably omitted by the canonical theo-
ry. Indeed, already a rough estimate shows that if we have N  ( N ) inter-
acting system elements with qN  states/modes per element (which corre-
sponds to qNN  of ‘normally’ splitted states), then the unreduced interaction 
between the modes (‘everything interacts with everything’) gives qNN  
states per element, or 2 qN N  for the total number of states. However, the 
physical reality, including individual element capacities, does not change 
after the interaction is turned on, which means that each element and the 
system in the whole is forced to bear an excessive, N-fold redundant num-
ber of its states in the normal regime of fully developed interaction. By 
comparison, any conventional, perturbative description, such as various ca-
nonical ‘mean-field’ approximations, will always give qN  states per ele-
ment (or qNN  ‘splitted’ states in the total) as a result of elements interac-
tion with the single mean field artificially replacing many (N) influences of 
individual elements, which reveals the elementary, obvious origin of se-
vere, fundamental deficiency of canonical, dynamically single-valued imi-
tations of natural interaction dynamics within the unitary theory. Most cu-
rious is the fact that those unitary approaches readily recognise evident lim-
itations of their perturbative schemes (absence of the general problem solu-
tion, divergence of perturbation series), but after that they implicitly yield 
to a naive, unjustified ‘hope’ that the unreduced, real problem solution is a 
certain ‘continuous’, purely quantitative refinement of the unitary scheme, 
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preserving at least its ‘main’, qualitative features.3 
In reality, the new quality, dynamic multivaluedness, does appear af-
ter transition from perturbative imitations to the unreduced interaction 
analysis. The latter shows, in particular, that each of the redundant solu-
tions describes a complete, normal state of the compound system and there-
fore can be called system realisation, i. e. its really existing version. It is 
obtained by the unreduced EP method presented above, eqs. (20)-(23), in 
the form of the corresponding set of eigen-solutions of the effective exist-
ence equation, eqs. (20)-(21), which is substituted then into the expression 
for the total system state-function, eqs. (22)-(23). We shall attach index r to 
values referring to the r-th system realisation (1 r N  ), so that the com-
plete set of eigen-solutions for the EP equation, eq. (20), can now be pre-
sented as 0 0{ ( ), } { ( ), }r ri i i i      , describing, for variable r and i, the 
whole redundant set of eigen-solutions and, for each fixed r and variable i, 
the (ordinary) ‘complete’ set of eigen-solutions forming the r-th realisation. 
All the explicitly obtained system realisations have ‘equal rights’ for their 
appearance driven by the same interaction, but at the same time, being (lo-
cally) complete, they are mutually incompatible and therefore can appear 
                                           
3 This kind of mechanistic ‘intuition’ leads eventually to the widely imposed belief in ‘unrea-
sonable’, but actually only illusive, ‘effectiveness of (unitary) mathematics in natural sciences’ 
that finally turns out to be indeed unreasonable and gives rise to persisting ‘mysteries’ and inev-
itable impasse of the canonical fundamental physics (see also [1] and Chapter 9). A related an-
other example of this illusive ‘efficiency’ of conventional ‘mathematical physics’, hiding a huge 
and real deficiency, is provided by the conventional ‘uniqueness theorems’ for the main dynam-
ic equations that enter in direct contradiction with the above dynamic multivaluedness of the 
unreduced solutions of the same equations. The origin of this fatal ‘mistake’ of conventional 
theory can be easily revealed in the form of a characteristic vicious circle in the underlying log-
ic: the ‘desired’ property, such as uniqueness (single-valuedness), is first silently assumed in the 
problem formulation (in this case by assuming the potential function single-valuedness) and 
then as if ‘rigorously derived’, or ‘proved’, by simple rearrangement of problem expression. 
One always obtains therefore exactly what one inserts from the beginning, within that kind of 
‘unreasonably efficient’ but still evident trickery, which is a manifestation of the fundamental 
fruitlessness of the whole conventional, unitary science, as it was acutely emphasised by H. 
Bergson yet at the beginning of the twentieth century (see Chapter 9). One vicious circle inevi-
tably gives rise to the whole growing family of similar logical tricks of unitary science, so that 
one is obliged, for example, to artificially insert the fundamentally absent randomness into con-
ventional, dynamically single-valued chaos theory (Chapter 6) or formally postulate the unceas-
ing flow and irreversibility of time (cf. Section 4.3), as well as all other natural properties of the 
unreduced dynamic complexity (Chapter 4), for the whole range of various observed systems 
and patterns of behaviour. The underlying deficiency of ‘uniqueness theorems’ clearly shows up 
e. g. as invariable perturbation series divergence and other problems of the same origin appear-
ing at any attempt to explicitly obtain that ‘unique’ solution. However, the ‘unique’ and ‘cho-
sen’ status of conventional science, definitely putting itself beyond any critics, leads to infinite 
persistence of all those evident blunders and the related ‘unsolvable’ problems and ‘mysteries’, 
in all courses of the ‘omnipotent’ scholar science (cf. Chapter 9) [1]. 
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only ‘one by one’. This leads us to the rigorously substantiated conclusion 
that a system of interacting elements can exist only as the process of per-
manent realisation change driven by the main interaction itself and per-
formed in the dynamically, or causally, random order. This dynamic, caus-
al randomness of system realisation emergence originates in the dynamic 
redundance phenomenon and means that any of the equally probable, ex-
plicitly obtained system realisations should appear, with the corresponding 
probability, but cannot be stable with respect to other realisation emergence 
driven by the same, nonseparable interaction process. 
The dynamic multivaluedness of (any) unreduced interaction process 
provides thus the universal, purely dynamic and omnipresent origin and 
meaning of randomness in the world, at all its levels, from quantum sys-
tems to classical and higher-level objects [1], a situation that is very differ-
ent from the formal, empirically based, ‘intuitive’ introduction of random-
ness in any field of conventional, unitary science, including all its imita-
tions of ‘dynamical chaos’ and ‘complexity’. In particular, the dynamic re-
dundance and causal randomness emerge even in the total absence of 
‘noise’ or ‘dissipation’ and for any real, even simplest and totally closed, 
system configuration. At the level of quantum systems with interaction 
(like ‘quantum computer’ or other quantum machine), causal randomness 
takes the form of the true quantum chaos (i. e. truly random quantum sys-
tem evolution, as opposed to the ‘intricate regularity’ of conventional quan-
tum chaos concept) [9] and causal ‘quantum measurement (reduction)’ pro-
cess [10] avoiding the inconsistency and ‘mysteries’ of their conventional 
versions (see also Sections 4.6, 4.7, 5.3 and Chapter 6 for more details). 
The derived dynamic multivaluedness and randomness of the unre-
duced problem solution can be expressed mathematically by presenting the 
measured system density, ( , )Q  , as the special, causally, or dynamically, 
probabilistic sum of respective individual realisation densities, { ( , )}r Q  : 
   
1
, ,r
r
N
Q Q   
 

 ,                                 (24) 
where the sum is performed over the total number, N , of actually emerg-
ing (observed) system realisations numbered by r (as follows from the 
above analysis, in general N N N   , the number of interacting system 
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elements) and the sign   serves to designate the special, dynamically 
probabilistic meaning of the sum, described above. The latter implies that 
(i) each explicitly obtained realisation, represented by its density ( , )r Q   
in eq. (24), appears in a causally random order among other system realisa-
tions, (ii) realisation change process for a given system can never stop be-
cause it is permanently maintained by the main, driving system interaction 
and constitutes the very essence of any system existence (in the causally 
obtained space and time, Section 4.3), and (iii) transitions between normal, 
regular system realisations are performed through a special transient state 
(also obtained as a particular system realisation among causally complete 
set of solutions of the effective existence equation), which dynamically 
binds those regular realisations into the single whole of (complex) system 
dynamics and can be specified as the causal, unified extension of the con-
ventional wavefunction, density matrix and distribution function concepts 
(Section 4.2) [1,4,12,13]. The density, state-function and EP for the r-th re-
alisation are obtained by substituting the corresponding eigenvalues, ri , 
and eigenfunctions, 0 ( )ri  , for their general versions in eqs. (21)-(23): 
    2, ,r rQ Ψ Q    , 
(25a) 
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Each system realisation is physically represented by, and observed 
as, a ‘normal’, inevitable interaction process product, or result, providing 
an observed system configuration. We just show that there are always many 
such incompatible realisations (interaction results or elementary system 
configurations) and therefore they are forced to permanently replace one 
another with an average frequency, which is usually comparable to (but 
somewhat lower than) lowest characteristic system frequencies within each 
realisation, since the realisation change process is governed by the same 
interaction that gives rise to the internal realisation dynamics. The plurality 
of realisations and their resulting change can be more or less visible exter-
nally, depending upon greater or smaller difference between the corre-
sponding system configurations, which gives rise to two limiting cases of 
dynamic complexity, (global, or uniform) dynamical ‘chaos’ and ‘self-
organisation’, or ‘self-organised criticality’, respectively (Section 4.5). 
Consider a general case of quantum machine represented, for exam-
ple, by a spatial arrangement of interacting ‘elements’, each of them pos-
sessing its own internal dynamics (in the absence of interaction), as de-
scribed by eqs. (6). Then the state-function ( )n  , defined by eq. (7), can 
describe the spatial distribution of the n-th system state (including, in prin-
ciple, those of all elements), and the r-th realisation for all { ( )}n   can 
correspond to the obtained r-th version of (dynamically correlated) spatial 
distributions for all states taking the form, for example, of n-th state locali-
sation around the r-th system element or another, dynamically emerging 
kind of centre (other, e. g. delocalised, types of realisation configuration 
can also emerge, of course, for various system interactions). It is not diffi-
cult to see that the r-th EP realisation, eq. (25c), will dynamically produce a 
confining potential well for the n-th state just around the r-th element (cen-
tre) corresponding to actually obtained concentration of the r-th realisation 
state-function, eqs. (25a,b) [1,10,11] (see also Section 4.3). Now, causally 
random transitions between realisations will correspond to dynamically 
chaotic, ‘spontaneous’ jumps of system states (represented e. g. by its con-
sidered n-th state) between various possible centres of localisation, corre-
lated for different states and centres, as described by our unreduced general 
solution of eqs. (24), (25). This causally complete, dynamically probabilis-
tic general solution and its interpretation provide also the detailed, causally 
complete understanding of the generic many-body system dynamics that 
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can be useful especially in certain interesting cases of larger quantum sys-
tem behaviour, such as atomic Bose-condensation and other highly ‘collec-
tive’, macroscopic quantum phenomena in condensed matter, including su-
perconductivity and superfluidity, that remain ‘mysterious’ and basically 
‘nonintegrable’ within the conventional theory (see Section 5.3(C)). 
It is important to emphasize that the causally probabilistic sum of eq. 
(24) means not only that the emergence of each system realisation occurs in 
the dynamically probabilistic fashion, but also that realisations unceasingly 
replace one another, in the causally random order, under the influence of 
the same, driving interaction between system elements ( , )kl k lV q q , eq. (1), 
that forms each realisation structure, so that the universal and unique way 
of (any) system existence is a dynamically random process specified by the 
above results. It should be clearly distinguished from the widely spread im-
itations of the unitary ‘science of complexity’ and ‘chaos theory’ (such as 
‘unstable periodic orbits’ or ‘multistability’ concepts) which, being unable 
to provide the truly dynamic origin and structure of randomness within 
their dynamically single-valued projection of reality, replace them with a 
formally inserted, postulated randomness, or stochasticity, of equally for-
mally introduced, purely abstract ‘states’. In the case of quantum system, or 
‘machine’, the dynamically probabilistic sum of eq. (24) can be considered 
as the causally complete, essential extension of the formally introduced, 
abstract and fundamentally deficient ‘density matrix’ concept from conven-
tional quantum theory. Contrary to the conventional density matrix, defined 
through purely mathematical, formally postulated elements from abstract 
(and linear) ‘spaces’, our dynamically probabilistic system density is a 
physically real quantity subject to an interaction-driven, permanent and 
chaotic change. Similar to those stochastic imitations of randomness from 
the conventional complexity theory, the canonical density matrix is nothing 
but a formal mathematical model describing a certain, arbitrarily guessed 
and postulated ‘statistical mixture’ of observed, but remaining unspecified, 
‘pure states’. Either dynamic origin of these states or chaotic, interaction-
driven transitions between them fall definitely outside of the framework of 
unitary, artificially inserted ‘stochasticity’. 
Another important feature of the obtained general solution, eq. (24), 
is that the changing system realisations always remain dynamically joined 
together by a physically real transitional state, forming a special, interme-
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diate system realisation that provides the causally complete extension of 
the conventional wavefunction and related ‘Born's probability rule’ (as well 
as various abstract ‘distribution functions’ from the unitary stochasticity 
concept, including the density matrix, see Section 4.2). The involved inter-
nal structure of the unreduced general solution is a consistently derived re-
sult of the interaction process dynamics described by the Schrödinger equa-
tion, eqs. (1)-(5) (which is also rigorously derived from lower-level interac-
tion dynamics [1,4,11-13], Section 7.1), and therefore the fundamental 
origin of system density randomness, hidden behind formally postulated 
and ambiguous ‘decoherence’ (or ‘trajectory divergence’) of the conven-
tional theory, is in the purely dynamic, strictly internal and universal phe-
nomenon of interaction-induced system splitting into many incompatible 
realisations. It can be compared to arbitrary postulation of mysterious 
‘transformation’ of an ill-defined ‘coherent’ wavefunction into ‘incoherent’ 
mixture of conventional density matrix ‘magically’ induced by some ill-
defined (and evidently quite variable) external ‘noise’, which creates, in 
particular, vicious circles characteristic of unitary science (cf. footnote 3 
above in this Section): the postulated, external randomness is the source of 
‘obtained’, but also unspecified density matrix randomness, or ‘decoher-
ence’ of abstract space ‘vectors’, while the accompanying, equally postu-
lated wavefunction reduction is ‘confirmed’ by the resulting density matrix 
‘localisation’. Correspondingly, the widely used conventional equations for 
the density matrix can at best provide extremely simplified, incorrect, regu-
lar imitations of the dynamically random realisation change process. The 
correct equation for the dynamically probabilistic system density distribu-
tion takes the form of extended, generally nonlinear Schrödinger equation 
for the generalised system wavefunction (or distribution function) of the 
corresponding complexity sublevel determining realisation probability dis-
tribution (Section 7.1) [1,4], and this equation should also be solved with 
the help of the same unreduced EP method leading to the new dynamic re-
dundance and randomness, and so on. The fundamental deficiency of the 
conventional density matrix approach reflects the basic inconsistency of the 
unitary description of quantum computer dynamics often using this ap-
proach, since both are based on the perturbational, single-valued projection 
of real system dynamics. 
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According to the dynamic origin of randomness in the unreduced in-
teraction development, the causally probabilistic sum over realisations of 
eq. (24) is accompanied by the dynamically defined probability concept and 
causally derived, a priori values of probabilities of the causally specified 
events of realisation emergence. Indeed, it becomes clear from the obtained 
unreduced solution of eq. (24) that all elementary, primary realisations 
have identical probabilities of emergence, equal to 1 N , where N  is the 
total realisation number (generally equal to N N  , the number of inter-
acting units or system elements). However, in the majority of practical cas-
es these elementary realisations are distributed inhomogeneously (because 
of initial system inhomogeneity) and one often measures actually dense 
groups of elementary realisations containing their different numbers and 
forming the really observed, compound system ‘realisations’. Therefore, in 
the general case the probability of r-th realisation emergence, r , is deter-
mined by the number, rN , of elementary realisations it contains: 
  1,..., ;rr r r r
r
NN N N N N
N
  

         , 1rr    .         (26)  
These realisation probabilities are determined eventually by the dynamical 
boundary/initial conditions of the interaction process and therefore are re-
lated to the coefficients, ric , in the total state-function expression, eqs. 
(25a): 2| |ric   is proportional to r , with the coefficient that is less important 
and determines only various internal eigen-state contributions within the r-
th realisation [1,10-13]. The distribution of system realisation probabilities 
thus specified is related also, by the generalised ‘Born's probability rule’, to 
the system ‘generalised wavefunction’, or distribution function, from the 
higher sublevel of complexity that just describes ‘averaged’ system dynam-
ics during its transition between realisations and satisfies the generalised 
Schrödinger equation (Section 7.1) [1,4] (it can be useful for r  calculation 
in the case of large numbers of different realisation groups). 
Note that the inhomogeneous distribution of realisation probabilities 
of eq. (26), as well as the detailed internal structure, or texture, of each par-
ticular realisation, eqs. (25), provide the way for dynamic and irreducibly 
probabilistic ‘self-organisation’ (structure formation) of real system con-
figuration in the universal science of complexity [1] (see also Section 
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4.5.1). The dynamic redundance phenomenon realises thus the unique way 
of intrinsic and ‘harmonious’ mixture of regularity and randomness, order 
and diversity, function and probability within the same natural system 
structure, as opposed to their mechanistic insertion and ‘superposition’ in 
the unitary, dynamically single-valued imitations of complexity (including 
conventional, dynamically single-valued ‘self-organisation’). 
As follows from eqs. (24), (26), the expectation, averaged value of 
the observed density distribution is obtained as 
   exp
1
, ,r r
r
n
Q Q    


  ,                             (27) 
where r enumerates the actually observed (generally compound) system re-
alisations with causal emergence probabilities r  determined by eqs. (26) 
and n  is the observed realisation quantity. 
It is important to emphasize the extended meaning of probability 
emergence in eqs. (24)-(27) related to its explicit dynamic origin and deri-
vation. In particular, these relations, contrary to conventional versions of 
probability/randomness, have a well-defined dynamical meaning and can 
be rigorously specified not only for long enough observation including 
many individual events (each of them now being rigorously defined as in-
dividual realisation emergence), but also for any small number of events, 
each individual event, or even expectation of future events in their total ab-
sence (a priori probability determination from the first principles). This 
causally complete definition of future expectation value and probability of 
the emerging system configuration (event) or measured quantity, irrespec-
tive of the observed number of events, is a qualitative advance of the uni-
versal science of complexity with respect to the canonical unitarity (dy-
namically single-valued science), with its well-known and inevitable con-
fusion about the ultimate origin of randomness and probability.4 
                                           
4 One should emphasize, in particular, the essential difference between the dynamic probability 
and randomness in the system behaviour thus obtained, eqs. (20)-(27), and mechanistic, rigidly 
fixed version of ‘probabilistic’, or ‘indeterministic’, properties introduced in conventional quan-
tum computation schemes which try then to get rid of that uncertainty and move towards a qua-
si-deterministic calculation result. However, even the smallest dynamic probability, inevitably 
intervening in a developed interaction process, will necessarily destroy artificial correlations 
between mechanistic probabilities and revive the true, unpredictable randomness of the result 
(unless the quantum system is dynamically transformed into a classical, less uncertain configu-
ration, now lacking, however, all ‘advantages’ of ‘quantum’ computation, see also Section 7.2). 
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4. Universal dynamic complexity, its properties 
and manifestations in micro-system dynamics 
4.1. Universal concept of complexity and chaoticity 
by the dynamic redundance paradigm 
 
The above first-principles derivation of the dynamic probability con-
cept and values is only one manifestation of the essential extension with 
respect to the scholar theories of ‘complexity’, ‘chaos’ and probability, ob-
tained in our approach due to the consistent dynamical, unreduced analysis 
of driving interaction processes. Since conventional theories always use 
perturbative, reductive, ‘exact-solution’ analysis of interaction, they inevi-
tably get the same, dynamically single-valued, mechanistically fixed pro-
jection of reality devoid of any intrinsic randomness, creation and devel-
opment. In order to compensate this evident deficiency with respect to their 
promise and observed real system behaviour, scholar studies on complexi-
ty, quite similar to other, ‘non-complex’ approaches of conventional, uni-
tary science they pretend to transcend, insert the missing plurality, random-
ness, irreversibility and other readily observed properties artificially, by de-
fining and postulating the ‘corresponding’, but actually fatally simplified, 
purely mathematical ‘models’ of the missing degrees of freedom, supposed 
to reproduce the lacking complexity features. 
In the absence of truly dynamic, reality-based, universal and clearly 
specified origin of complex behaviour, the formally imposed mathematical 
rules and symbols can provide only an over-simplified, practically useless 
(or even dangerously misleading) imitation of natural system properties, 
confirming the fundamental limitation of canonical, unitary science already 
known from its ‘non-complex’ system description and speculatively ‘re-
jected’ for its ‘reductive’ character by the scholar ‘science of complexity’, 
which is actually based on the same paradigm of unitarity (dynamic single-
valuedness). Such is the conventional chaos concept based on ‘exponential-
ly diverging’ trajectories (incorrectly extended perturbation theory result 
[1]) supposed to ‘amplify’ the unexplained, externally introduced random-
ness, or ‘noise’; or that of ‘multiple attractors’ (‘multistability’), or ‘unsta-
ble periodic orbits’, coexisting in an abstract space artificially composed 
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from continuous system trajectories (all the ‘attractors’ and ‘unstable tra-
jectories’ of the canonical science of complexity are postulated, rather than 
consistently derived, starting from computer simulation results or simple 
‘mathematical intuition’); or that of ‘self-organisation’, or ‘synergetics’, 
operating with ‘exact’, perturbative and dynamically single-valued type of 
solutions; or that of (ordinary) ‘fractals’ obtained from mathematical recur-
sive processes containing no intrinsic randomness, interaction dynamics 
and real system matter at all; or other irreducibly separated concepts of the 
unitary science of complexity showing evident inconsistency and inability 
to provide even a clear definition for at least the main quantities, like com-
plexity itself, (true) randomness and chaos (further details can be found in 
refs. [1,5,6]). It is important to keep in mind the essential difference be-
tween those mechanistic, basically incorrect simulations of complexity by 
the official unitarity and the reality-based, consistently derived and intrinsi-
cally unified concept of complexity and chaos within the dynamic redun-
dance paradigm, especially when such ‘sensitive’ applications as quantum 
interaction dynamics are involved. In that way one can avoid the ‘strange’ 
combination of a general ‘complexity talk’ and explicit unitarity domina-
tion that occurs unfortunately just in the conventional theory of quantum 
information processing, despite the well-known, fundamental deficiencies 
of conventional ‘science of complexity’ (see also Chapter 7). A clear mani-
festation of the imitative character of both conventional ‘complexity’ (or 
‘chaos’) and its ‘applications’ in conventional quantum computation ap-
pears in the fact that all those theories and approaches try eventually to get 
rid of the true complexity and chaoticity (i. e. avoid any deviation from uni-
tarity) and reduce system behaviour and description to the explicitly pre-
dictable, effectively zero-dimensional, ‘exact-solution’ type with the zero 
value of genuine dynamic complexity (we leave apart yet more ambiguous, 
‘post-modern’, purely verbal ‘interpretations’ of pseudo-philosophical or 
computer-assisted empiricism densely entangled with the conventional the-
ory of quantum computation, see Chapters 5, 7, 9). 
Our universally applicable definition of the unreduced dynamic com-
plexity of a (real) system (of interacting entities) is based on the main, con-
sistently derived property of dynamic multivaluedness of emerging system 
realisations. Dynamic complexity, C, can be defined [1-4,9-13] by any 
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growing function of the number of system realisations N  (Section 3.3), or 
related rate of their change, equal to zero for the (unrealistic) case of only 
one realisation, just exclusively considered in conventional science, includ-
ing its complexity imitations. Mathematically, ( )C C N , 0dC dN  , 
(1) 0C  , where realisations and their actually observed number (usually at 
a given complexity level) are determined by the unreduced system interac-
tion dynamics, in agreement with the generalised, nonperturbative EP 
method (Chapters 3, 4, 5) [1,9,11,13]. Note in this connection, that any 
formal, postulated ‘counting’ of the observed structure elements, often used 
for ‘intuitive’ complexity definition in scholar theories, cannot replace the 
number of incompatible system realisations obtained by consistent analysis 
of its unreduced interaction, since it is the internal dynamic origin and con-
nection between realisations that are important for any nontrivial manifes-
tation of complexity. One can also be easily mistaken by formally counting 
observed structure elements, since the unreduced interaction development 
gives rise to the whole hierarchy of dynamically multivalued objects (the 
unreduced dynamical fractal, Section 4.4) and one should clearly under-
stand which structure elements should be taken into account at the current 
(considered) level of complexity. At the same time, each realisation has its 
own internal structure that forms, however, a dynamically single whole, 
one irreducible complexity element (at the respective level of complexity). 
Therefore quantities proportional to ln( )N  (generalised dynamic entro-
py), or to N t   (generalised energy-mass), or to N x   (generalised 
momentum) [1-4,9-13] constitute correct measures of complexity only if 
the (observable) realisation number, N , is explicitly obtained together 
with realisations themselves, the relevant time and space structure, in the 
unreduced analysis of the driving interaction. 
As follows from the above dynamic randomness concept, the dynam-
ic complexity thus defined expresses simultaneously the property of (dy-
namic) chaoticity involving the intrinsic, true randomness and present 
within any real dynamical system (always having a non-zero dynamic 
complexity), as opposed to mechanistic division of the world into ‘com-
plex’ and ‘non-complex’, ‘chaotic’ and ‘regular’ behaviour, systems and 
their parts, within the conventional ‘science of complexity’. For example, 
the genuine dynamic randomness has been revealed, within the dynamic 
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redundance paradigm, in the behaviour of essentially quantum systems 
with interaction [1,8-10] having direct relation to the quantum computer 
case and described by the above formalism, if the Schrödinger equation is 
used as the starting existence equation, eq. (1) (see also Section 5.2.1). One 
obtains, in that way, simultaneous resolution of the intrinsic inconsistency 
of the canonical ‘quantum chaos’ theory opposed to (true) randomness 
emergence in quantum dynamics (see Chapter 6 for more details). The real 
dynamical chaos becomes therefore another, synonymous expression of the 
unreduced dynamic complexity of a system (interaction process), empha-
sising the property of (genuine) dynamical randomness inherent in any real, 
complex entity. This does not prevent the intrinsic randomness from being 
dynamically ‘squeezed’, confined to an externally quasi-regular structure, 
in the ‘self-organisation’ regime of unreduced complexity/chaos [1] (highly 
inhomogeneous realisation probability distribution in eq. (27)), as opposed 
to the conventional, basically regular version of ‘self-organisation’ contain-
ing only one, averaged ‘realisation’ and excluding the complementary man-
ifestation of the same dynamic complexity, true randomness (see also Sec-
tion 4.5.1). 
 
4.2. Dynamic entanglement, causal wavefunction 
and the internal structure of real interaction processes 
 
Several other important properties of the unreduced dynamic com-
plexity are inseparably related to the above dynamic redundance (causal 
randomness) phenomenon, thus confirming the nontrivial, unifying and 
universal meaning of the dynamically derived interaction complexity. Most 
important is the phenomenon called dynamic entanglement of interacting 
entities [1-4,10-13] and consisting in the physically real, dynamically driv-
en entanglement (mixing, intertwining) of interacting entities as they are 
represented by all their elementary modes. We deal here with the causally 
specified, extended meaning of the unreduced, ‘nonseparable’ character of 
a real interaction process and its result, where ‘everything interacts with 
everything else’ and therefore the emerging ‘fine mixture’ of interaction 
components within the system cannot be artificially separated or represent-
ed as a ‘simple sum of system parts’ (the last property is often quoted, but 
never specified, in the canonical ‘science of complexity’ and ‘systems theo-
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ry’). Dynamic entanglement is expressed mathematically by the sums of 
products of eigenfunctions for individual modes of interacting components, 
depending on one of  and Q variables, in the expression for the total sys-
tem state-function, eqs. (23), (25). However, contrary to the canonical, 
mechanistic version of ‘quantum entanglement’, these ‘cross-products’ of 
the component eigenfunctions also contain irreducible and dynamically 
meaningful resonance factors just reflecting the interaction-driven, essen-
tially nonlinear (Section 4.3) origin of the real entanglement phenomenon 
unifying it with the accompanying properties of causal randomness, essen-
tial nonlinearity, dynamic instability, fractality and reduction (catastrophic 
dynamical collapse, or squeeze) of system configuration towards that of 
each current realisation (see Sections 4.2-4.4 for further details). The ‘natu-
ral’, dynamic origin of this entanglement, as well as its nonperturbative, 
nonlinear character can be seen explicitly from eqs. (23), (25) based on the 
eigen-solutions of the main dynamic equation, in its effective form, eq. 
(20). The direct relation with the dynamic redundance phenomenon be-
comes thus also evident. 
Taking into account the simple physical origin of dynamic multi-
valuedness mentioned above (Section 3.3), we can describe the essence of 
any real, unreduced interaction process as dynamically redundant entan-
glement (of interacting components) meaning that as interacting entities 
and their modes are driven to intertwine with one another, one inevitably 
obtains the redundant number ( N N N   ) of possible versions (de-
tailed configurations, or realisations) of this entanglement, which leads to 
unceasing dynamical change of entanglement realisations within the sys-
tem, constituting the essence (and the sense) of system existence, the unre-
duced internal ‘life’ of its ‘organism’ (including all levels of the emerging 
dynamical fractal, see Section 4.4). The realisation change can only happen 
through the reverse process of transient disentanglement of the last realisa-
tion structure followed by re-entanglement into the next, equally probable 
realisation ‘selected’ by the system at random among N  possible versions 
of entanglement. 
During the realisation change process, constituting the true content 
of each real interaction, the system needs thus to pass each time though a 
particular state, where the interaction components become transiently dis-
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entangled and thus recover their quasi-free state existing, hypothetically, in 
the degenerated ‘system’ state with ‘separated’ components, i. e. in the ab-
sence of interaction between them. This special transient state of a system, 
called its main, or intermediate, realisation [1,4,11-13], is given by the 
same unreduced version of the effective existence equation, eq. (20), in ad-
dition to other, ‘regular’ realisations that we have been counting before, in 
Section 3.3 (their number is N N N    and each of them forms a ‘genu-
ine’, characteristic system configuration with ‘strong’, irreducible interac-
tion, where the system components are tightly intertwined, or ‘entangled’). 
Indeed, it is easily seen from eqs. (20)-(21) that the highest power of the 
characteristic equation for , determining the maximum number of solu-
tions, maxN , is given by max eff( 1) qN N N N N      , where 
eff qN N N  and qN   effN N  2( ) q qN N N N N   is the redundant 
solution number considered above (Section 3.3), originating from the EP 
dependence on  (that contributes the value of eff qN N N  to the maxi-
mum power of  in the characteristic equation) and giving rise to emer-
gence of N N   ‘regular’ realisations (each of them contains the locally 
complete number, eff qN N N , of elementary eigen-solutions). However, 
the really complete number, maxN , of elementary solutions (and maximum 
 power) includes, in addition to those qN   ‘regularly redundant’, mutually 
equivalent solutions giving N  regular realisations, a supplementary set of 
N  solutions appearing due to the presence of  also in the right-hand side 
of eq. (20), at its ‘normal’ place occurring in any conventional form of the 
existence equation. As it is especially clearly seen in the graphical repre-
sentation of the characteristic equation for eq. (20) (we do not show it here 
for brevity, see [1,9,10]), these additional solutions are characterised by 
small values of the essential EP part described by the nonlocal operator 
ˆ( ; )V    in eqs. (21), so that for them  eff 00( ; ) ( )V V    and the effective 
system dynamics is described rather exactly by the first-order mean-field 
approximation corresponding to the practically free, though maybe ‘renor-
malised’, motion of non-interacting system components. Therefore these 
particular solutions form a special, intermediate, system realisation that just 
corresponds to chaotic system jumps between regular realisations imple-
menting the essential, ‘strong’ part of the interaction process and represent-
ing its full-scale, properly entangled, ‘nonseparable’ results. This specific, 
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transient and quasi-free character of intermediate realisation dynamics is 
confirmed by the exceptionally low number of elementary solutions it con-
tains, N  instead of qN N  for regular realisations, which reflects the effec-
tively absent interaction/entanglement. At the same time the system in the 
intermediate realisation moves in the mean field obtained by interaction 
averaging over all the (localised) component states, which points to the de-
localised system configuration in this transitional realisation. It is not diffi-
cult to see also that it corresponds approximately to the single, averaged re-
alisation exclusively taken into account in the conventional, dynamically 
single-valued, perturbative interaction analysis (that's why we also refer to 
the intermediate realisation as the ‘main’ system realisation), which ex-
plains both limited correlations of the averaged unitary projection with re-
ality and its irreducible faults formally expressed by perturbative expansion 
divergence and physically reflecting the neglected, but inevitably occurring 
emergence of many regular, internally entangled realisations. The unre-
duced interaction picture of the universal science of complexity considera-
bly extends this effectively zero-dimensional projection of the canonical 
theory by revealing the true role of its unique solution as that of only transi-
tional, chaotically fluctuating system state during its jumps between the 
‘normal’, ‘strong’ results of interaction development represented by regular 
realisations with localised configuration and ‘seriously’, inseparably entan-
gled system components. 
With this character of system motion in the main realisation, it is not 
difficult to understand that it provides the causal, totally realistic extension 
of the conventional wavefunction notion, which can be generalised to any 
interaction process and thus any level of (complex) world dynamics. The 
fundamental quantum-mechanical wavefunction itself is obtained as the in-
termediate realisation at the lowest level of the world interactions, that of 
the two coupled, initially structureless protofields (represented by two 
physically real, electromagnetic and gravitational, media), which gives rise 
to the ‘embedding’ space and time, elementary particles/fields and all their 
‘intrinsic’ properties, such as ‘quantum’ duality, relativistic motion dynam-
ics, inertial/gravitational mass-energy, electric charge, spin and the four 
unified ‘fundamental interaction forces’ (all these features emerge dynami-
cally, as intrinsically unified, physically real results of unreduced interac-
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tion development) [1-4,11-13]. In this work we apply the same analysis to 
higher sublevels of complexity corresponding to interaction between ele-
mentary particles/fields thus formed and their emerging simplest agglomer-
ates. At these sublevels of complexity we obtain the true quantum chaos 
(described basically by the same causally probabilistic realisation change 
process, eqs. (24)-(27)) [1,8,9], causally complete picture of quantum 
measurement/reduction for slightly dissipative (open) systems [1,10] and 
the dynamic emergence of classical (essentially localised) micro-systems 
[1-4,12,13]. The generalised wavefunction always corresponds to causally 
random system jumps between its configurations in regular realisations and 
provides, for the mentioned sublevels of ‘quantum’ dynamics, the causally 
complete extension and modification of the canonical ‘density matrix’ pos-
tulated, together with its formalism, as a simplified, purely mathematical 
entity and having no realistic interpretation (similar to the conventional 
wavefunction at the lowest complexity level). 
We can see now that the consistently obtained wavefunction, or dis-
tribution function, at those higher sublevels of quantum dynamics is given 
not by the system density itself in the regular realisations, { ( , )}r Q  , but 
rather by the probability distribution of those (permanently changing) reali-
sations. The latter is directly determined by the generalised wavefunction, 
according to the generalised Born's probability rule, while the wavefunc-
tion satisfies the universal, generally nonlinear Schrödinger equation (Sec-
tion 7.1) [1,4]. The detailed form of this equation depends on the particular 
system considered (although a small number of standard forms can be suf-
ficient for any real system description) and we shall not further develop 
here this aspect of the universal formalism of the unreduced theory of com-
plexity [1,4]. It becomes quite evident, however, that the standard density 
matrix formalism gives only a fatally simplified, single-valued and incor-
rect imitation of real quantum system dynamics and therefore cannot pro-
vide any reliable, or even qualitatively correct, result in description of any 
quantum device (or a natural ‘micro-machine’), which should be compared 
to its extensive use in the canonical theory of quantum computation (see 
references from Chapter 2) and other modern applications of scholar quan-
tum theory to various versions of quantum many-body problem. It is im-
portant to emphasize that the causally extended wavefunction of the uni-
versal science of complexity has not only its ‘central’, probabilistic inter-
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pretation (which is now dynamically derived by the unreduced interaction 
analysis), but also a tangible, physically real (causal) meaning of the uni-
fied, quasi-free system state during its chaotic jumps between realisations. 
All these unique properties of the generalised wavefunction (distribution 
function), explicitly derived and causally understood within the dynamic 
multivaluedness paradigm, clearly demonstrate the essential difference of 
the universal concept of complexity from its various imitations in the ca-
nonical science, where such quantity cannot even appear (i. e. be realistical-
ly interpreted or even related to the underlying complex interaction dynam-
ics), as it happens in the canonical quantum mechanics, where it is simply 
postulated empirically – and inconsistently. 
It is important to emphasize, in connection to the above concepts of 
dynamic entanglement and generalised causal wavefunction, that the notion 
of ‘quantum entanglement’, extensively used in the conventional, unitary 
theory of quantum computation as one of its basic ideas, is different from 
the physically real entanglement of interacting components not only by its 
purely abstract, mechanistically fixed and therefore ‘mysterious’ origin (in-
cluding that of the canonical ‘wavefunction’ or ‘density matrix’), but also 
by its limitation to a much more narrow class of phenomena, where some 
interaction may at best be only implied behind the postulated character of 
its results. As noted above, our approach leads to the causally complete, re-
alistic extension of ‘quantum entanglement’, where one can clearly see the 
mechanism and result of the interaction-driven entanglement between the 
system components and related chaotic change of its multiple realisations 
(see also Section 5.3). 
 
4.3. Omnipresent dynamic instability, essential nonlinearity, 
generalised dynamical collapse, physical space, time 
and quantisation 
 
We have shown that the reality-based approach of the universal sci-
ence of complexity and its applications at lower complexity levels, desig-
nated as quantum field mechanics, provide a physically transparent picture 
of the origin of dynamically redundant multivaluedness of any unreduced 
interaction process, where ‘everything interacts with everything else’. The 
detailed mechanism of gradual emergence of unstable, permanently chang-
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ing system realisations can also be traced in the unreduced problem solu-
tions, eqs. (20)-(27). Namely, the obtained ‘effective’, essentially nonlinear 
problem formulation, eqs. (20)-(21), shows that any real, even externally 
‘linear’ and ‘simple’ interaction process (cf. eqs. (1)-(5)) is characterised 
by the irreducible, omnipresent dynamic instability, which naturally emerg-
es with interaction process development in the form of dynamic feedback 
loops of interaction described by the self-consistent EP dependence on the 
eigen-solutions to be found (, ( )n  ), eqs. (21). Such (positive) feedback 
existence leads to system instability with respect to its self-amplified col-
lapse (reduction, or squeeze) towards a ‘spontaneously’ (dynamically) 
emerging and randomly chosen configuration, or ‘realisation’, when any 
small fluctuation of a ‘free’, delocalised system state in the direction of one 
of (future) realisations leads, in agreement with eqs. (25), to self-consistent 
formation of the EP ‘seed’ that tends to increase the fluctuation it results 
from, which leads to further growth of EP, and so on, until the fully devel-
oped EP well and the corresponding realisation it confines are formed in 
this self-amplifying, avalanche-like process, or ‘collapse’ of the system (it 
is limited eventually by ‘reaction’ forces always implied by a physically 
real interaction between system components). The process looks like effec-
tive ‘self-interaction’ in a quasi-homogeneous system, which leads to 
‘spontaneous’ violation of homogeneity and ‘catastrophic’, essentially non-
linear structure formation.5 
In that way one obtains the well specified, dynamically based and 
universal origin and definition of nonlinearity due to the interaction feed-
back loops formation revealed due to the ‘effective’ formulation of the un-
reduced problem, eqs. (20)-(25) and remaining hidden within its ordinary, 
starting formulation (see e. g. eqs. (1)-(5)). We call this universal mecha-
nism and process of dynamic instability of any interaction process the es-
                                           
5 This ‘dynamical self-interaction’, consistently derived from the ordinary, simple interaction 
between several entities, should be distinguished from its imitation in conventional theories by 
the direct, mathematically postulated ‘self-interaction’ of a single entity (e. g. a field) and relat-
ed ill-defined ‘nonlinearity’ whose dynamic origin, mechanism and detailed structure remain 
unknown, and together with them the unreduced results of interaction development, such as dy-
namic redundance, entanglement and fractality (see below). The same refers to ‘feedback’ con-
nections between the interacting entities or processes, which are artificially, explicitly inserted 
into postulated ‘models’ of conventional ‘science of complexity’ in their ‘ready-made’, non-
dynamical and therefore simplified form that does not reveal the main property of creativity of 
natural interaction processes (see also below). 
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sential, or dynamic, nonlinearity, in order to distinguish it from the ill-
defined, mechanistic ‘nonlinearity’ of conventional, unitary science (and its 
versions of ’complexity’), which is usually inserted into perturbative, dy-
namically single-valued analysis artificially, through a particular, more 
‘uneven’ functional dependence of an equation term, etc. Any such ordi-
nary ‘nonlinearity’ looks quite linear in our approach, since it gives rise to 
the dynamically single-valued, perturbative reduction of real system behav-
iour, even though it can modify the ‘zero-order approximation’ and provide 
an externally ‘curved’ and mechanically ‘intricate’ (but always artificially 
inserted) imitation of the dynamically emerging, internally multivalued 
structure of real entities (a characteristic example is provided by the canon-
ical solitons, being exact, single-valued solutions of formally ‘nonlinear’ 
equations). 
The unambiguously defined, essential nonlinearity is a property of 
the unreduced development of any interaction process that leads inevitably 
(through the dynamic instability) to the fundamental dynamic multivalued-
ness of interaction results and can be considered therefore as the universal 
mechanism of dynamic redundance and causal randomness. It is easy to see 
from the above physical picture of each realisation formation by the self-
amplifying, avalanche-like development of the omnipresent interaction in-
stability that the ‘essential’ nonlinearity, due to its purely dynamic origin, is 
indeed qualitatively ‘more nonlinear’ and ‘obtrusive’ (unavoidable) than 
any its unitary imitation. It becomes clear also why and how the essential 
nonlinearity and related dynamic instability, causal randomness and auton-
omous structure formation are invariably and totally ‘killed’ by the pertur-
bative interaction reduction in the conventional theory: the latter, including 
its mechanistic imitation of nonlinearity, just cuts the essential dynamical 
links within the interaction development (including reduction of EP de-
pendence on the eigen-solutions) and tends to inconsistently ‘jump’ imme-
diately to its observed results postulated with the help of mechanistic 
‘models’, after which nothing ‘interesting’ can happen to the system with 
effectively destroyed interaction. Unfortunately, but not surprisingly, it is 
just such false, mechanistic ‘nonlinearity’ (and similar zero-dimensional 
‘complexity’) that is used invariably in the conventional, unitary theory of 
quantum computation (see e. g. [43,58,60,62,64,81]), with the fatal conse-
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quences for its relation to real physical systems (see Chapters 5-7 for more 
details). 
This dynamically ‘orchestrated’ formation of structure of each of 
system’s realisations is directly reflected in the obtained state-function and 
EP expressions for individual realisations, eqs. (25): one can see that the 
expressions for both state-function and EP for a given realisation contain 
essentially the same singular terms combining resonant denominators with 
‘cutting’ integrals in the numerators, which express mathematically the 
self-consistent and physically real system ‘collapse’, i. e. its catastrophic 
dynamical squeeze, towards this particular realisation [1,10-13]. This tran-
sient ‘reduction’ of system configuration to that of its currently taken reali-
sation can be considered as a result of the dynamic entanglement phenome-
non (Section 4.2): the more the system components entangle with each oth-
er, the more is their mutual attraction, and vice versa, which gives the dy-
namic instability of any real interaction process and resulting system col-
lapse towards its current realisation. The whole process is replayed in the 
reverse direction during the following phase of dynamic disentanglement, 
when the last system realisation is catastrophically destroyed by attraction 
towards other possible configurations and centres of reduction, passing first 
by the intermediate realisation (generalised wavefunction), after which the 
next realisation of dynamic entanglement emerges (it is always described 
by the same expressions of eqs. (21), (23), (25) but with the eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions corresponding to the new, currently formed realisation). 
The observed, real system structure always consists thus of many internal 
‘sub-structures’ corresponding to individual realisations that permanently 
replace one another in a dynamically random order, even when this change 
cannot be explicitly discerned within the observed system configuration. 
Such is the essential, qualitative extension of conventional ‘self-
organisation’ (structure formation) description in the universal science of 
complexity (see also Section 4.5.1). 
Since we did not explicitly introduce spatial and temporal inhomo-
geneities created by the emerging realisations, it becomes clear also that the 
realisation formation and change process provides the detailed, purely dy-
namic mechanism of emergence, and the causal meaning itself, of physi-
cally real space and time of the corresponding level of complexity: space 
structure is dynamically ‘woven’ from the dynamically entangled interac-
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tion participants, especially within the emerging inhomogeneities of regular 
system realisations (connected by the ‘shuttle’ of intermediate realisation, 
or generalised wavefunction), whereas the unceasing, dynamically random 
and qualitatively ‘strong’ realisation change creates the permanently ad-
vancing, intrinsically irreversible sequence of well-defined events consti-
tuting the perceived ‘flow of time’, which measures itself by the essentially 
nonlinear ‘pendulum’ of changing system realisations. The real, complex-
dynamical time is thus naturally, dynamically irreversible by its very origin 
inseparably related to the causal randomness emergence, whereas space is 
dynamically discrete, or ‘quantised’ (see also below in this Section). It be-
comes evident also that, in contrast to conventional fundamental physics 
(and especially its ‘relativity’ version), the real space thus obtained is a 
physically tangible, ‘material’ entity just determining the perceived ‘tex-
ture’ of reality, while time, being equally real, is not a material entity, since 
it characterises a real action (realisation change) within an object, rather 
than the object matter itself. It is clear then that any direct mixture between 
space and time within a single, mechanistically fixed (though conveniently 
‘deformed’) ‘space-time manifold’, constituting one of the corner-stones of 
conventional relativity and cosmology, has no physical sense and can be 
considered only as a technical tool of questionable validity and universality 
[1-4,12,13]. 
In correspondence with the hierarchical structure of complex interac-
tion processes, the physically real space and time are also organised in a 
hierarchical sequence of levels, where the most fundamental, ‘embedding’ 
space and time (causal extension of respective ‘Newtonian’ concepts) result 
from the same lowest level of interactions, the protofield interaction pro-
cess, that gives rise to elementary particles, fields and all their intrinsic 
properties [1-4,11-13]. The natural units of dynamically emerging space, 
determining its quantisation and dynamic origin, are given by configura-
tions of emerging realisations and their closely spaced, ‘self-organised’ 
groups described, respectively, by the eigenvalue spacing within individual 
realisations (the intrinsic system ‘size’) and probability and eigenvalue dis-
tribution for different realisation groups (characteristic size of the average 
dynamic tendency, such as the de Broglie wavelength [1,2,12,13]). The 
natural unit of time is determined, of course, by the rate (‘frequency’, char-
acterising ‘intensity’) of realisation change process, while its relation to the 
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units of space gives the essential, observed system ‘dynamics’, in the form 
of generalised ‘dispersion relations’. The practically useful measures of 
dynamical space and time can be quantitatively specified with the help of 
extended mechanical action representing a natural universal (integral) 
measure of complexity and information [1,3,12,13], but we shall not devel-
op these details at this point (see Section 7.1). 
The essential nonlinearity and dynamic instability within any real 
system with interaction result in a natural system auto-squeeze (or reduc-
tion, or collapse) towards the realisation it actually takes, which cannot be 
separated from the dynamic entanglement of interacting system compo-
nents. The gradually entangling system components, forming eventually 
the dynamically fractal internal structure of each emerging realisation (Sec-
tion 4.4), are the more attracted to each other, the more they are inter-
mixed, and the reverse, which evidently leads to the dynamic instability 
considered above and the resulting realisation structure formation. We deal 
here with the holistic process of unreduced interaction development leading 
to quasi-periodic system ‘fall’ into one of its realisation, accompanied by 
the generalised, essentially nonlinear configurational squeeze and compo-
nent entanglement and followed by the reverse disentanglement and exten-
sion towards a quasi-free state of generalised wavefunction until it ‘col-
lapses’ again into the next realisation, and so on. An important conse-
quence of this holistic dynamics, and a universal property of unreduced 
complexity, is the fundamental dynamic discreteness, or (generalised) 
quantisation, of realisation formation and change process. It results, basi-
cally, from the unreduced character itself of the driving interaction, where 
‘everything interacts with everything else’ and therefore arbitrary, ‘infini-
tesimal’ changes cannot be fixed, even transiently (like the eventually 
emerging realisations), since they will immediately produce other dis-
placements of system components, and so on, until the avalanche-like de-
velopment of a randomly initiated tendency arrives at the completely 
formed system realisation (which is also ‘stable’ only transiently, with re-
spect to nearby, yet less stable configurations). 
As can be seen from the unreduced problem solution, eqs. (20)-(25), 
the resulting finite difference between the emerging structural elements (re-
alisations) is determined by the driving interaction itself and therefore 
should be clearly distinguished from the simplified, mechanistically im-
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posed and arbitrarily structured ‘discreteness’ often used in conventional, 
dynamically single-valued theory and always present in its dominating, 
computer-assisted version. Such artificially inserted discreteness can rather 
be considered as an additional periodic influence arbitrarily introduced into 
the studied system and leading to the corresponding, more or less chaotic, 
system modification [1,9]. 
Another difference of natural dynamic discreteness (quantisation) 
from conventional, ‘mathematical’ discretisation is that the former, contra-
ry to the latter, contains within it the unbroken dynamic and structural con-
tinuity: the dynamic discreteness is rather a manifestation of high, ‘essen-
tial’ inhomogeneity of the real interaction process closely related to the es-
sential nonlinearity and expressing its causally specified nonunitarity. The 
internal continuity of the unreduced complex dynamics is directly ex-
pressed by the generalised system wavefunction (Section 4.2), which just 
‘joins together’ the discretised system realisations by implementing system 
transitions between them. It is not surprising that the dynamic discreteness 
of the unreduced complex dynamics provides the causally complete expla-
nation for the micro-world quantisation [1,3], including the physical origin 
and universality of Planck's constant and discrete character of all funda-
mental structures and properties, which are only axiomatically fixed and 
remain ‘mysterious’ within the conventional quantum mechanics and relat-
ed theories. Since the dynamically emerging structure of physically real, 
tangible space and non-material, but equally real time is determined, as 
mentioned above, by realisation parameters, it becomes clear that all the 
above conclusions about the dynamically discrete, but internally continuous 
structure of the underlying interaction process refer also to causal space and 
time of the universal science of complexity (Section 7.1) [1-4,11-13]. 
The same group of inter-connected, dynamically emerging proper-
ties, including dynamic entanglement, generalised quantisation and essen-
tial nonlinearity, constitutes the direct expression of the crucial property of 
creativity of unreduced (complex) interaction dynamics. The multivalued 
dynamic entanglement reveals the internal ‘content’, or ‘fabric’, of any real 
structure, while the explicitly obtained discreteness of emerging objects is a 
necessary attribute of a real creation process, including the mentioned in-
ternal continuity and unceasing (self-developing) character (see also the 
next Section). 
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4.4. Probabilistic dynamic fractality, interactive adaptability 
and universal complexity development 
 
One can express the main result of our analysis by saying that the 
basic origin of the well-known (and now rigorously substantiated) diver-
gence of typical perturbation theory expansion in the conventional interac-
tion analysis is the existence of the omnipresent ‘singularity’ of system 
‘branching’ into multiple realisations, persisting however at any ‘point’ 
(moment) of system evolution. The ‘convergence’ of perturbative expan-
sions can be as if reconstituted in our theory, but only at the expense of ex-
plicitly obtained dynamic multivaluedness that can be considered, in this 
sense, as the universal result of consistent ‘summation’ of perturbative ex-
pansions introducing, however, the qualitative novelty, dynamic redun-
dance, in the whole system mode d'existence and thus providing any real 
system evolution with the nonunitary, uneven, jump-like, essentially non-
linear and dynamically chaotic character. Once this major result of unre-
duced interaction development is explicitly established, one can safely use 
various suitable approximations for secondary, minor process details that 
determine fine structural features becoming eventually smaller than the 
practical measurement resolution (at the current level of dynamics). This 
conclusion concerns, first of all, the auxiliary system solutions, 
0 0{ ( ), }ni ni    (eqs. (17)), entering the EP and state-function expressions, 
eqs. (21)-(23), (25). Taking into account the ‘averaged’ influence of these 
fine details on the principal emerging structure of redundant realisations, 
one can try to use, for example, a simple mean-field approximation for the 
truncated system of equations, eqs. (17), in which case it splits into separate 
equations: 
        0 n n n nh V           ,                          (28) 
where the mean-field potential,  nV  , changes approximately between 
two its limiting values, 
   1n nnV V     and      2n nn
n
V V 

  .                 (29) 
Various other approximations to the mean-field potential can be suitable 
for different particular systems. The obtained perturbative solutions of the 
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auxiliary system of equations are qualitatively close to the simplest separa-
ble dynamics for the Hamiltonian 0 0 00( ) ( ) ( )H h V    , which can be 
found from the effective existence equation, eq. (20), by neglecting the 
most important, ‘complexity-bringing’ part of the unreduced EP, eqs. (21). 
However, now its essential influence at the current complexity level is al-
ready taken into account in the dynamically redundant structure of the gen-
eral solution, eqs. (23)-(25), and one can use the approximations of eqs. 
(28), (29) for choosing a quantitatively correct form of the dynamically 
multivalued solution, without the risk to make a big, qualitative mistake 
(like that of the unitary reduction). 
This does not mean that one cannot proceed in obtaining the detailed, 
exact expressions for the fine structure formation of the unreduced interac-
tion process by applying the same, unreduced EP method to finding the ‘ef-
fective’ auxiliary solution through yet more truncated system of equations 
and so on, until one is left with only one, integrable equation. At each level 
of this hierarchical solution one obtains the dynamical splitting into redun-
dant and therefore chaotically changing realisations, but the relative magni-
tude of splitting diminishes towards finer structural scales. The obtained 
hierarchical system of randomly changing realisations of ever finer scale 
forms what we call the dynamical fractal of a problem. It provides an es-
sential extension of canonical fractals [122-126], including ‘quantum frac-
tals’ [127,128], which are not obtained as a result of a real interaction de-
velopment and correspondingly do not possess the key properties of dy-
namic multivaluedness and related causal randomness and dynamic entan-
glement (at any level of fractal branching). Canonical fractals represent 
therefore a dynamically single-valued, unitary imitation of natural, dynam-
ically multivalued fractality that actually incorporates any kind of real 
structure and not only some particular, ‘fractal-looking’ and ‘scale-
invariant’ structures. 
The irreducibly probabilistic character of real fractals, exactly repro-
duced in our approach, means that they behave as ‘living creatures’ per-
forming permanent interaction-driven chaotic (but not ‘stochastically’ ran-
dom) search of the best way of further interaction development with the 
help of their unceasingly moving, dynamically changing and splitting 
‘branches’. Such kind of behaviour, directly obtained in our approach, pro-
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vides the unique, totally consistent explanation for various properties of 
natural structure formation processes, such as dynamic adaptability, mean-
ing that the probability density of structure development is determined by 
the local intensity of interaction processes, due to the ‘generalised Born's 
probability rule’ [1,10-13]. 
In addition, the unreduced dynamical fractal is explicitly ‘made of’ a 
tangible spatial ‘flesh’ probabilistically changing in real time and emerging 
together with it as a result of dynamic entanglement between interaction 
components, occurring at each level of branching, quite similar to the first 
level considered above (Section 4.2) and contrary to the canonical fractals 
represented just by abstract mathematical ‘functions’ without any ‘material 
quality’, or ‘texture’. Note that finer levels of fractal dynamic entanglement 
contribute, in a self-consistent manner, to the development of its lower, 
coarse-grained levels and the reverse, which is reflected in the basic non-
separability of the problem equations acquiring now the direct physical 
meaning that involves also system's essential nonlinearity, dynamic insta-
bility and reduction (collapse) to the current realisation (Section 4.3). One 
obtains thus the unified, dynamically fractal and probabilistic, adaptable 
and self-developing hierarchy of structure formation by dynamic entangle-
ment and realisation emergence. 
We shall not reproduce here the results of EP method application (cf. 
Sections 3.2, 3.3) to the truncated system of equations, eqs. (17), because 
here we are interested mainly in the general character of the problem solu-
tion thus obtained. It can be summarised by the same causally probabilistic 
sum over explicitly obtained system realisations which was derived above 
for the first level of dynamical splitting, eq. (24), but should in general in-
clude summation over all levels of dynamic fractality: 
   f
1 1
, ,
j
jr
j r
NN
Q Q   
 
 
   ,                             (30) 
where the external summation (index j) is performed over levels of fractal 
hierarchy until the finite or some desired level number fN  is attained, and 
( , )jr Q   is the measured (generalised) density of the system in its r-th re-
alisation at the j-th level of the hierarchy containing jN  realisations (so 
that 1( , ) ( , )r rQ Q     and 1N N   for the case of one-level splitting, 
eq. (24)).  Fractal ‘levels’ are not rigidly fixed or clearly separated, either 
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by their origin or method of derivation; they may correspond to consecutive 
orders of truncation of the ‘auxiliary’ system of equation. Realisation den-
sities ( , )jr Q   are accompanied by the respective probabilities, jr , ob-
tained similar to those for the first level of fractality (see eqs. (26)). Corre-
spondingly, the expression for the expectation value of ( , )Q  , eq. (27), is 
directly generalised to the whole fractal structure: 
   fexp
1 1
, ,
j
jr jr
j r
NN
Q Q    

 
   ,                          (31) 
Finally, the integral measure of total dynamic complexity is determined, 
according to rules established above (Section 4.1), by the total realisation 
number, totN : 
tot
j
j
N N  ,                                        (32) 
where jN  is the measurable realisation number at the j-th level of fractali-
ty. It should be taken into account, however, that usually one deals with ob-
servable realisations from a limited number of levels and summation in eq. 
(32) should involve only relevant levels of fractality. 
It is important to remember also that the dynamic fractal under study 
is obtained from a particular level of interactions entering the full hierarchy 
of complex dynamics of the world and therefore represents, with all the in-
tricacy of its own hierarchy of levels, only a small part of that universal hi-
erarchy of complexity. At the same time the dynamical fractal emerging in 
the development of an interaction process is indispensable for further trans-
formation of these results into structures from other complexity levels. It is 
not difficult to see that finer branches of dynamical fractal play the role of 
higher-level ‘interaction’ between more ‘tangible’, ‘coarse-grained’ prod-
ucts of interaction of the current complexity level made up by relatively 
‘thick’, lower-level branches of the same dynamical fractal. This self-
developing hierarchy of system dynamics forms the transparent, realistic 
basis of complexity development (or transformation) process making the 
true sense of any system evolution and providing the unified, causally 
complete extension of the first and second ‘laws of thermodynamics’ (con-
servation of energy and growth of entropy) now universally applicable to 
any system, in the form of universal law of conservation and transfor-
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mation, or symmetry, of complexity [1] (see Section 7.1 for details). The 
underlying property of autonomous system development, or creativity, is 
another expression of the interactive probabilistic adaptability described 
above. 
Of course, the difference between the two parts of the dynamical 
fractal is not quite distinct and one of the consequences is the equivalence 
between potential energy and mass simply postulated in the canonical rela-
tivity, but now causally explained in the quantum field mechanics and ap-
plicable to dynamical processes at any level of complexity [1,11-13]. The 
finely splitted, chaotically moving fractal web of a given interaction pro-
cess creates also its links to lower complexity levels and ensures ‘interac-
tion’ between the current system realisation and its other, potential realisa-
tions, maintaining thus the permanency of realisation change process. In 
particular, finer parts of the unreduced fractal, due to their inbred chaotici-
ty, play the role of intrinsic system ‘noise’, which is a necessary compo-
nent of its irreducible instability/change and should only be imposed from 
the outside in conventional imitations of complexity, thus completely ne-
glecting the omnipresent origin of internal, multi-scale chaoticity provided 
by dynamic multivaluedness of the externally totally regular (closed) inter-
action process. 
One should not be deceived, therefore, by the apparent simplicity of 
the expression of eq. (30) for the general problem solution, since we have 
seen above how many intricate details are contained only within a single 
level of fractality (Sections 3.3-4.3). However, all those details can be ob-
tained, in principle, and completely understood by the unreduced analysis 
of interaction process described above and the resulting dynamically prob-
abilistic fractal just demonstrates explicitly the full complexity of the com-
plete many-body problem solution. It is important to emphasize, in particu-
lar, that although eqs. (30), (31) contain summation over multiple scales 
and realisations, which implies a number of practical approximations, they 
basically describe the real system structure, contrary to perturbative expan-
sions of the unitary theory that makes a qualitative mistake from the begin-
ning, so that any larger, ‘more exact’ summation does not approach one to 
reality. Dynamically probabilistic summation over multiple levels of fractal 
hierarchy in eqs. (30), (31) corresponds to real existence of those levels 
(hierarchical system structure) and taking into account each subsequent 
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level considerably increases the result accuracy.6 We deal here with the 
genuine, unreduced complexity of natural interaction processes, giving the 
observed diversity and intricacy of the world in their truly ‘exact’, unre-
duced version, which also shows what one can ever obtain, or expect, ‘in 
general’ within the unreduced solution of any problem. 
The properly developed general solution of the many-body problem, 
eqs. (20)-(27), (30)-(31), contains thus the multilevel hierarchy of dynami-
cally emerging and permanently, chaotically moving (changing) system re-
alisations unified in the single complex dynamics by the corresponding hi-
erarchy of generalised wavefunctions (or distribution functions). By its dy-
namically redundant, entangled, multilevel (fractal) and emerging (self-
developing) character, this causally complete problem solution provides, in 
particular, the consistent meaning of ‘nonintegrability’ and ‘nonseparabil-
ity’ notions remaining uncertain within any canonical constructions be-
cause of their fundamental dynamic single-valuedness. We see that it is still 
possible to obtain the causally complete, adequate description of any sys-
tem behaviour, but only at the expense of qualitatively new properties 
listed above and transforming dramatically the very notion of system exist-
ence, from its fixed zero-dimensional projection in conventional science to 
the self-developing, ‘living’ dynamical fractal in the universal science of 
complexity. One can then neglect those parts of the obtained unreduced 
complexity which are of less interest for a particular study, but it is im-
portant that such omission, with its meaning and consequences, can now be 
totally understood and justified, as opposed to the effectively blind, ‘trial-
and-error’ approach of unitary science, often presented under the deceitful 
cover of ‘theory verified by experiment’ and inevitably becoming ineffi-
cient for systems with explicitly complex behaviour. The most meaningful, 
qualitatively important system properties, dynamic redundance and entan-
glement, will always be present, directly or indirectly, in the causally com-
plete understanding of system behaviour, contrary to their unavoidable lack 
in the unitary science projection. 
 
                                           
6 Thus, the extended mean-field, integrable approximation of the unreduced EP formalism (Sec-
tion 3.2) can correspond to local two-body interactions, which are split then into a hierarchy of 
three-body, four-body and further many-body interactions giving eventually the complete prob-
lem solution in the form of eqs. (30), (31). 
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4.5. Generic types of system behaviour as particular cases 
of dynamically multivalued interaction process 
4.5.1. Dynamically multivalued self-organisation 
and control of chaos 
 
The unlimited universality of the dynamic multivaluedness concept 
is its intrinsic advantage which manifests itself not only in the unrestricted 
applicability of the approach and its results to any kind of system, but also 
in actual reproduction of the same dynamical splitting and entanglement 
mechanism at all explicitly emerging levels of the dynamical fractal for a 
given system and universal hierarchy of complexity in general. Therefore, 
despite the high intricacy of the full problem solution, with all levels of dy-
namical fractal (Section 4.4), one can obtain the most important and uni-
versal properties already from the ‘principal’ part of the general solution, 
eqs. (20)-(27), describing the first level of dynamic fractality. 
One of such universal properties of irreducibly complex, dynamical-
ly multivalued behaviour is related to existence of its two limiting, and 
characteristic, regimes containing between them all possible kinds of be-
haviour that will actually appear for a particular system in the correspond-
ing, well-defined intervals of its parameter values. One of these universal 
limiting regimes of multivalued dynamics emerges when the resonance be-
tween the internal motion frequencies of system elements not related to the 
compound system structure (see eqs. (6), Section 3.1) and those introduced 
by the driving interaction between elements (system structure as such) is 
absent, so that, for example (see also eqs. (16), (17), (20), (21), Section 
3.2), i n      , or q  , where i , n  are the separations 
between neighbouring eigenvalues 0ni  with changing i and n respectively, 
  is the eigenvalue separation for structure-independent element spectra, 
eqs. (6), and  , q  are the (characteristic) frequencies of structure-
dependent and structure-independent (internal) motions, respectively, pro-
portional to the corresponding eigenvalue separations i  and n . In this 
case we can neglect, to a reasonable approximation, the 0ni  dependence on 
i in the denominators of EP expression, eq. (21b), after which the potential 
becomes local, due to the property of completeness of the eigenfunction set 
0{ ( )}ni  : 
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     
2
0
0
0
, ; δ  n
ni nn
V
V
             , 
(33) 
       
2
0
eff 00
0
0
;  n
ni nn
V
V V
  
  
 
   , 
where 0ni  does not actually depend on i, designating here the value aver-
aged over different i, and we considered the driving interaction to be Her-
mitian, so that 20| ( ) |nV   stands for 0 0( ) ( )n nV V   in the numerator. Corre-
spondingly, the state-function expressions, eqs. (22), (23), take the form: 
     0 00
0
n i
ni
i nni
V           ,                                (34a) 
         00 00
0
, n ni i
i nnii n
Φ Q VΨ Q c Φ Q     
         .       (34b) 
The number of eigen-solutions of the effective existence equation, 
eq. (20), with the local EP from eq. (33) is reduced to its ordinary, non-
redundant value, qN N , because of disappearance of summation over i in-
troducing higher eigenvalue power in the characteristic equation. It seems 
that we return to the unitary description with only one system realisation. In 
reality, however, eq. (33) is only an approximate expression of the exact 
EP, eqs. (21), and although it is a generally correct approximation, its dif-
ference with the exact expression hides important qualitative property, the 
dynamic redundance. Indeed, if we do not simplify the original EP expres-
sion, eqs. (21), then we obtain additional, though quantitatively small, split-
ting of eigenvalues, endowing the system with a new quality, internal cha-
otic change of redundant realisations. It is clear that in the considered limit-
ing case realisations are very similar and ‘densely packed’ within the sin-
gle, ‘enveloping’ (averaged) realisation of the approximate description and 
therefore may remain unobservable individually (though they will contrib-
ute to quantities like ‘energy level width’, which are explained usually in 
terms of ‘stochastic’ approach, with its extrinsic randomness insertion). 
The small splitting into permanently changing realisations can be demon-
strated in eq. (33) if we use in it real values of 0ni , slightly differing for dif-
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ferent i, and consider, correspondingly, that the ‘infinitely narrow’ -
function is split into N N   slightly diverging components with a finite 
width, reflecting slightly different EP configurations for individual realisa-
tions. We call this limiting case dynamically multivalued (extended) self-
organisation, or self-organised criticality (SOC), since it is not difficult to 
see [1] that it provides the unified, dynamically multivalued (and thus al-
ways intrinsically chaotic) extension of conventional notions of both self-
organisation (or ‘synergetics’, or structure formation) [129,130] and SOC 
[131] (the multivalued extension of the latter case includes, of course, more 
explicit manifestations of dynamically probabilistic fractality of the unre-
duced complexity structure, Section 4.4). Whereas usual self-organisation 
looks for some dynamically single-valued approximation to the external 
system ‘envelope’, eq. (33), the conventional SOC applies a ‘statistical’ 
(often computer-assisted), but also basically single-valued description to a 
particular, simplified ‘model’, so that the internal, dynamically probabilis-
tic ‘life’ of any ‘self-organised’ system (i. e. explicit realisation emergence 
and chaotic change around the average observed pattern) remains hidden 
behind those formally postulated, unjustified unitary approximations to the 
corresponding real interaction process (which leads, in particular, to intrin-
sic incompatibility of canonical self-organisation/SOC with chaos [132-
134]). The unceasing transitions between realisations within any ‘self-
organised’ structure, either more or less externally static, provide the uni-
versal, purely dynamic and first-principles origin of those permanent ‘fluc-
tuations’ around the ‘equilibrium’ system shape (e. g. average sand-pile 
slope) that constitute the empirically observed and then simply postulated 
basis of the conventional SOC concept missing, however, the key, essen-
tially nonunitary system properties and their direct, analytically substantiat-
ed emergence from the driving system interaction. 
On the other hand, the obtained regime of unreduced, dynamically 
multivalued SOC can be considered as the causal extension of another ap-
plication of conventional ‘science of complexity’, known as ‘control of 
chaos’ [135] and implying a possibility of transformation of a chaotic dy-
namical regime into a regular one (or another chaotic, but predetermined, 
desired dynamic behaviour). Since our multivalued SOC describes a uni-
versal way of a more distinct shape emergence in the corresponding limit 
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of any interaction process (including the ‘controlling’ influences and 
schemes), it comprises this application and unifies all separated conven-
tional cases of (speculatively) ‘controlled’ or ‘synchronised’ dynamics in 
one description showing, in particular, that the absolute system control, 
suggested by the dynamically single-valued projection of canonical theo-
ries and oriented towards total elimination of random deviations from the 
desired, regular dynamics, is impossible in principle, for any kind of sys-
tem (cf. [136,137]). Any system ‘control’ or ‘monitoring’ can lead it there-
fore only from one intrinsically chaotic regime to another, where the transi-
tion itself is also subjected to irreducible, though dynamically changeable, 
randomness. This conclusion has especially important consequences for 
lowest, essentially quantum levels of micro-system dynamics, since here 
one cannot have a large difference between the participating energy quanta 
or frequencies (see the above analysis in this Section) and a distinct SOC 
structure cannot appear in principle, which implies a very low efficiency of 
conventional ‘control’. Note that all cases of ‘dynamic synchronisation’ 
and ‘chaos control’, separated between them and from ‘self-organisation’ 
or ‘SOC’ within their perturbative imitations in conventional theory, are 
extended and naturally unified now within the single limiting regime of 
chaotic (dynamically multivalued) SOC, which is intrinsically unified, in 
its turn, with other cases of unreduced complex dynamics (see the next Sec-
tion) by the universal formalism of effective dynamical functions, eqs. 
(20)-(31). 
The unreduced, dynamically multivalued SOC regime is universally 
obtained thus as the limit of closely resembling and weakly separated sys-
tem realisations, so that their unceasing change creates only small varia-
tions of the average, externally observed system configuration and can 
therefore remain unnoticed, despite the dramatic internal transformation of 
the system involved in its realisation change process (this picture of inter-
nal system dynamics is confirmed by the geometric analysis of the effective 
existence equation in the SOC limit [1,9,10] which is not reproduced here). 
The eigenvalues (and thus also eigenfunctions) constituting the ‘self-
organised’ system states (or its actually observed, ‘compound’ realisations) 
are well separated among them in the SOC regime [1,9,10], forming com-
pact groups of eigen-solutions that constitute respective realisation dynam-
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ics (this can be directly seen from eq. (21b) for i n   ). Note that in a 
general case one may have almost any number, SOCN , of ‘self-organised’, 
pseudo-regular system configurations ( SOC1 N N  , but usually 
SOCN N  and includes just several essentially different system configu-
rations), with more frequent chaotic transitions between elementary realisa-
tions within each configuration and relatively rare system jumps between 
different ‘regular’ configurations (actually forming ‘compound realisa-
tions’ of a next, thus emerging complexity sublevel). 
In terms of the above frequency conditions, we can say that we ob-
tain indeed the ‘enslavement’ of the high-frequency part of system configu-
ration by its low-frequency part, where the former conforms adiabatically 
to the latter, but contrary to the canonical ‘synergetics’ [129] actually 
equivalent to the standard ‘motion in a rapidly oscillating field’ [138], this 
‘control-of-chaos’ regime of a real system dynamics [1] always involves 
permanent chaotic change of its slightly different modes within the ob-
served, externally almost regular pattern (as well as less frequent, but 
equally inevitable and chaotic switch between several realisations of the 
latter, if SOC 1N  ). Thus, in the case of interacting elements of a quantum 
machine, the dynamically multivalued SOC regime means that not only the 
energy levels of individual element dynamics are slightly splitted due to the 
interaction between elements (as the canonical, perturbative analysis would 
suggest), but also that there is in general N N   versions (realisations) of 
this splitting, each of them corresponding to a particular version of individ-
ual and collective element dynamics. It is especially important that whereas 
each individual realisation, irrespective of its internal involvement, repre-
sents a coherent, unitary system evolution, different realisations are not (to-
tally) coherent among them, and their unavoidable and dynamically ran-
dom change constitutes the irreducible and purely dynamic (internal) 
source of true chaoticity, nonunitarity and temporal irreversibility (non-
stop and inimitable character) of the system evolution, irrespective of prox-
imity between realisations (quasi-regularity of external system configura-
tions). In other words, although quantitatively the additional splitting into 
different realisations can be small for the SOC type of dynamics, it always 
introduces the qualitatively new, essential property of dynamical random-
ness, or chaoticity, or nonunitarity, into the system evolution providing thus 
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a really intrinsic, irreducible source of (substantial) errors for any unitary 
operation scheme. 
This purely dynamic source of errors has nothing to do with its simu-
lations by either ambiguous ‘quantum decoherence’ [90-92] or canonical 
‘quantum chaos’ [14] (see also Chapter 6), since both of them do not pro-
pose any internal source (and meaning) of randomness and should rely 
therefore on the external, arbitrarily varying source of ‘stochasticity’, or 
‘noise’, introducing randomness artificially, ‘by hand’ (even when the 
source of ‘noise’ is physically placed within the system). This is a crucially 
important difference because the extrinsic noise can be, in principle, re-
duced by creating less noisy conditions of system operation (like decreas-
ing temperature or eliminating imperfections in the system structure), or 
else by using computational schemes that can separate useful signal from 
noise (usually at the expense of a much longer calculation multiply repeat-
ing the same algorithm, then comparing the results, etc.) [92-107]. The tru-
ly intrinsic randomness produced by dynamic redundance of any elemen-
tary interaction process will not decrease even in ideal, noiseless conditions 
and can only grow in ‘error-correcting’ procedures involving many new in-
teractions. This means that the possibility of a totally ‘coherent’, or ‘nonde-
structive’ control of quantum dynamics assumed by the conventional theo-
ry of quantum computation is but an illusion caused by the evident neglect 
of real interaction dynamics replaced by its perturbative, unitary ‘model’, 
without any particular consideration of details. 
Being derived by a universal analysis, these conclusions about irre-
ducible nonunitarity remain true for both quantum and classical device, but 
in the latter case each ‘self-organised’ structure element contains many 
smaller constituents (like atoms) subject to noisy influences directly and 
independently, which makes the probability of their simultaneous macro-
scopic ‘fluctuation’ in one direction, leading to a fault, vanishingly (expo-
nentially) small, contrary to the essentially quantum machine which oper-
ates, according to definition, just with the smallest, indivisible units, where 
useful ‘quantum bits’, ‘noisy influences’, ‘controlling actions’ and chaotic 
realisation change are all of the same order of magnitude determined by 
Planck's constant. This means also that the pronounced SOC regime of the 
unreduced interaction dynamics, giving a well-defined shape of the emerg-
ing system configuration, can hardly be compatible with the essentially 
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quantum dynamics providing all the expected advantages of quantum com-
putation. Any nontrivial, well-defined, long-living patterns, including those 
necessary for the memory function, can emerge only starting from a semi-
classical and usually fully classical regime, which is causally explained it-
self, in the quantum field mechanics, as a (multivalued) SOC type of state 
(see also Sections 4.7, 5.3) [1-4,11-13]. In addition, the true, dynamic ran-
domness of real interaction processes is always densely mixed with regu-
larity, by its very origin, which makes the essence of the unreduced dynam-
ical chaos concept (see Section 4.1). This property, expressed formally by 
the inhomogeneous realisation probability distribution, eq. (26), and fractal 
internal configuration of each particular realisation, eqs. (30), (31), can 
make inapplicable the canonical idea of useful signal ‘filtration’, which is 
based on the assumption about ‘purely random’ noise mechanistically add-
ed to the signal. 
 
4.5.2. Uniform (global) chaos, its universal criterion 
and physical origin 
 
The second limiting case of complex (multivalued) dynamics, oppo-
site by its character to the above SOC regime, emerges when the internal 
element dynamics and interaction-induced motion enter in resonance, so 
that their characteristic energy level separations and frequencies are close 
enough to each other: i n      , or q  . As can be seen from 
the unreduced EP expression, eq. (21b), in this case the eigenvalues form-
ing individual realisations become intermingled and therefore the corre-
sponding realisation configurations, determined by eigenvalue separations, 
can change considerably and unpredictably from one realisation to another, 
which leads to absence of any distinct system ‘shape’ in the process of 
permanent realisation change. No reduction of general EP and state-
function expressions, analogous to eqs. (33), (34), can be found in this case, 
which means that individual realisation contributions to the general system 
behaviour are comparable among them and confirms the absence of any 
global ‘dynamical order’ in the emerging system pattern. In other words, 
realisation probability distribution is a rather homogeneous one (tending in 
the limit to equal probabilities, 1r N  ), so that sufficiently differing 
realisations emerge in a random sequence and with comparable probabili-
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ties. Therefore this limiting case of unreduced complex dynamics is called 
uniform chaos and corresponds to the regime of ‘global’ (intense) chaotici-
ty considered for particular systems [1,8,9].7 As pointed out in the preced-
ing Section, any essentially quantum system with interaction, including ca-
nonical quantum computer, should find itself just in this regime of complex 
dynamics demonstrating the possibility and meaning of genuine quantum 
chaos/randomness [1,8-13], as opposed to its absence and inconsistent imi-
tations in the canonical quantum chaos concept (see Chapter 6). The impli-
cation for the quantum computer theory is evident: any unitary description 
of a full scale quantum computation is totally, basically incorrect, while 
any really existing micro-machine or device operating at the quantum level 
can only be described as dynamically multivalued, truly chaotic system 
(any unitary, stochastic imitation of ‘quantum chaoticity’ [14] is clearly as 
deficient as straightforward regularity of ‘pure’ unitary evolution). In addi-
tion, any intricate enough, quantum or classical, micro-machine with suffi-
ciently fine structure and complicated function should contain many strong-
ly interacting and close enough frequencies, so that multiple resonances 
among them are practically inevitable and thus the true, uniform, global 
chaos for at least a part of essential operation stages. 
A distinctive property of our description of the two opposite regimes 
of unreduced interaction dynamics, the externally ‘regular’ (but internally 
multivalued) SOC and ‘totally’ irregular, uniform chaoticity, is its univer-
sality, so that both cases are consistently derived within the unified analysis 
and correspond to different parameters of basically the same picture of 
multiple, incompatible system realisations replacing one another in a dy-
namically random order. This means that any other, intermediate regime of 
unreduced interaction dynamics can also be derived and understood as 
more or less homogeneous distribution of realisation parameters (including 
especially dynamic probabilities of their emergence), which is quite differ-
ent from the situation in the canonical, dynamically single-valued ‘science 
                                           
7 Note the fundamental difference between this dynamically multivalued, ‘truly random’ chaos 
and its conventional imitations at either quantum or classical level, where randomness as such is 
either absent or introduced ‘by hand’, as external ‘noise’ (sometimes together with its postulated 
and totally regular ‘amplification’), without any specification of its ultimate, dynamic origin. It 
turns out eventually that any conventional ‘chaos’ is reduced to a regular, though apparently 
‘intricate’ motion with a finite, but very long, practically infinite period, which is not surprising 
taking into account the effectively one-dimensional (dynamically single-valued) character of the 
‘models’ and analysis used (see Chapter 6 for details). 
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of complexity’ (let alone conventional ‘quantum chaos’), where various al-
legedly ‘unified’ cases and properties, such as usual ‘self-organisation’ 
(synergetics), ‘chaos’, ‘self-organised criticality’, ‘adaptability’ and ‘frac-
tality’, remain actually separated and often incompatible, in addition to the 
imitative, deficient character of each property (which is clearly expressed 
by the absence of unified and consistent definition of the underlying con-
cept of dynamic complexity itself [1,5-7], cf. Section 4.1). The continuous, 
causally traced transition between uniform chaos (explicit randomness) and 
dynamically multivalued self-organisation (external ‘regularity’) revealed 
within the dynamic redundance paradigm can be explicitly observed for 
those systems which allow of their parameter change in a wide enough 
range covering both limiting regimes, without destruction of the system as 
a whole. In practice, the natural evolution of a complex enough dynamical 
system is governed not by artificial ‘parameter’ variation (analysed within 
simplified system ‘models’), but rather by the universal dynamic symmetry 
of complexity (including its development) that guides system evolution 
through an ‘optimal’ sequence of roughly alternating regimes of quasi-
regular SOC and global chaos [1] (see also Sections 4.4, 4.7, Chapter 7). 
In any case, a more definite transition from a global dynamical ‘or-
der’ providing a discernible system shape/configuration (SOC regime) to 
the global chaos of virtual, changing ‘shapes’ (uniform chaos regime) is de-
termined by the universal criterion of resonance between the characteristic 
internal dynamics of system components and its interaction-driven, inter-
element motion: 
Δ 1Δ
i
n q
      ,                                     (35) 
where the parameters of inter- and intra-element dynamics, Δ i ,   and
Δ Δn  , q , were defined above (Section 4.5.1) and we have intro-
duced the parameter of (system) chaoticity, κ, equal to their ratio and de-
termining the (approximate) ‘point’ of ‘order-chaos’ transition.8 Corre-
spondingly, for 1   one obtains, as we have seen above, the dynamically 
multivalued SOC regime with decreasing external signs of probabilistic re-
                                           
8 It is not difficult to express   through the specific interaction parameters, q  through the 
system element parameters and thus κ through the relevant system parameters for each particu-
lar system (see e. g. [1,8,9] and Section 5.2.1). Specific features of each particular system can 
also be taken into account, such as the existence of several characteristic values of  , q  and κ 
for more complicated systems (interaction processes). 
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alisation change within the system. One could also define the parameter of 
(system) regularity, 1r  , with the evident meaning opposite to that of κ. 
It is not difficult to see that if κ grows substantially over unity, 1  , 
one should obtain again a generally ordered system state, where now the 
low-frequency intra-element motion ‘enslaves’ the quick inter-element 
(structural) dynamics and determines the observed system configuration. In 
practice, however, a system with ‘interesting’ dynamics can more rarely 
possess this kind of symmetry between the two components of its dynamics 
and the case 1   will usually correspond to some trivial kind of order, 
like a uniform energy-level shift (e. g. quasi-ballistic element motion). 
Loosely speaking, the limit of 1   refers to relatively ‘weak’ effects of 
interaction when the resulting system configuration is still determined by 
some (more rigid) elements from the initial configuration, while at 1   
one deals, in general (for a strong enough interaction), with a ‘destroyed’ 
initial system, which may be of little interest (although this case is also cor-
rectly described by our universal analysis, it is probably better to choose 
the ‘complementary’ system configuration as the starting point of unre-
duced interaction analysis, cf. Section 5.2.1). Therefore the most interesting 
events happen when κ grows from its small values ( 1  ) to one and 
around this point a rather abrupt change from a remaining order to the 
global chaos occurs in the form of ‘generalised phase transition’ [1]. The 
reverse transition ‘chaos-order’, occurring with decreasing κ around the 
same point, 1  , corresponds to explicit appearance of universally de-
fined ‘structure formation’, i. e. causal, natural (purely dynamic, autono-
mous, interaction-driven) creation (emergence) of qualitatively new ‘enti-
ties’ forming a new (sub)level of complexity as a result of unreduced, dy-
namically multivalued interaction development (including dynamic entan-
glement of lower level components). 
This general picture of continuous (but uneven) transition between 
(relative) order and chaos contains also other interesting details that can on-
ly be mentioned here, such as step-like partial transitions between order 
and randomness around higher-order resonances ( q n   , or 1 n  , 
2,3,.. .n  ) with the complete ‘inversion’ of system structure in the main 
resonance point ( q   , or 1  ) through the global chaos explosion [1]. 
Such description can be considered, in the whole, as a causally complete, 
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universal (including quantum) extension of the canonical, essentially per-
turbative KAM theory dealing only with small chaoticity values and estab-
lishing conditions for the absence of any essential change in the given, ini-
tial system configuration (in agreement with the general character of uni-
tary science). 
On the other hand, the unreduced interaction analysis gives the uni-
versal, nonperturbative picture of the phenomenon of resonance, which has 
been extensively mentioned and analysed in both ‘regular’ and ‘chaotic’ (or 
‘statistical’) versions of conventional mechanics, but could not be provided, 
within the dynamically single-valued approach, with a causally complete 
description showing its unreduced effect and role in chaoticity and dynamic 
complexity due to the universally emerging phenomenon of dynamic re-
dundance (multivaluedness) of internally entangled, ‘resonant’ system real-
isations. Thus, the popular criteria of ‘overlapping resonances’ or ‘positive 
Lyapunov exponents’ for the global chaos onset in the conventional theory 
of classical chaos [139-145] appear to be erroneous by both their definition 
of ‘chaos’ (‘rapid’, but regular and actually incorrect law of ‘exponential 
amplification’ of postulated, ill-defined ‘randomness’ of external ‘noise’) 
and artificial complication of chaos criterion, which in reality is directly de-
termined by the resonance itself representing the very fact of unreduced in-
teraction within the system. The developed, ‘global’, or ‘uniform’ chaos is 
the main, final and inevitable result of resonance between various parts of 
system dynamics, which happens always in certain its parts, but involves 
the entire system dynamics when the resonance/chaos condition, eq. (35), is 
fulfilled for principal, characteristic frequencies of ‘perturbation’ and free-
element dynamics. Thus, every resonance is internally chaotic and every 
chaotic behaviour is the direct result of real, dynamically multivalued reso-
nance. 
This finding provides a physically transparent explanation for the 
origin of uniform (global) chaos, the most pronounced form of dynamically 
random behaviour. The resonance criterion of uniform chaos onset, eq. 
(35), implies that in this case the interaction partners with equal ‘forces’ (or 
dynamical ‘sizes’) of their characteristic modes collide and the dynamic in-
stability produced by this almost equal partners encounter takes the form 
of omnipresent and relatively big changes between the redundant system 
configurations (realisations). In other words, the resonant ‘equality’ of in-
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teracting modes leads inevitably to the locally ‘coarse-grained’, and there-
fore globally shapeless, ‘very irregular’ type of chaotic dynamics. In the 
opposite case, where the system is far from the main internal resonances, 
its ‘larger’, lower-frequency components naturally ‘encompass’ (or ‘en-
slave’) ‘smaller’, higher-frequency modes and we obtain a SOC type of be-
haviour (see the previous Section) with a rather distinct shape determined 
roughly by larger components. The irreducible dynamic instability of mode 
encounter arises in this case as well (due to inevitable higher-order reso-
nances between relatively ‘marginal’ mode frequencies) and leads to dy-
namic redundance and internal chaoticity, but now it is a relatively ‘fine-
grained’, ‘hidden’ chaos involving random rearrangements of only internal, 
high-frequency modes covered by a relatively inert (though still slightly 
chaotic) ‘envelope’ of low-frequency components. 
It is important to emphasize the difference between the resonance-
driven true chaoticity of any unreduced interaction process and unitary imi-
tation of the dynamic redundance phenomenon in conventional ‘science of 
complexity’ by such concepts as ‘multistability’ and ‘unstable periodic or-
bits’ representing formal variations (though separated among them) of a 
more general idea of multiple ‘coexisting attractors’ of certain, special sys-
tems usually analysed in the form of unrealistically deformed, symbolical 
‘models’ and distinguished from other, ‘regular’ and ‘non-complex’ sys-
tems. Those purely abstract, postulated constructions of unitary science are 
not obtained by analytical solution of dynamic equations, but instead are 
inserted artificially as an attempt to account for the empirically observed 
chaotic change of system states (in natural experiments or computer simu-
lations). Since the perturbative, dynamically single-valued ‘approximation’ 
of conventional science cannot provide any source of true randomness in 
principle, the scholar theory of ‘complexity’ inserts additional, purely 
mathematical ‘dimensions’ and simply places there, ‘according to defini-
tion’, a contradictory, poorly defined imitation of the ‘necessary’, addition-
al system states (which are absent in the effectively zero-dimensional pro-
jection of real system dynamics). However, even apart from the incorrect, 
arbitrary logic of such manipulations with purely abstract, postulated sym-
bols and rules, one obtains in that way multiple system states, or ‘attrac-
tors’, in the form of system trajectory ‘shapes’ coexisting in those abstract 
spaces (e. g. ‘phase spaces’), so that the (closed) system can remain in each 
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of them for a long (or even infinite) time, as opposed to our incompatible 
system realisations which are analytically, consistently derived from unre-
duced dynamic equations as equally possible elements of real, thus emerg-
ing space of the corresponding level, so that the system needs to perma-
nently change them in fundamentally random, or ‘non-computable’, se-
quence thus defined (together with the real, dynamically obtained space 
and time). 
Returning to the case of essentially quantum system with many in-
teracting components, it is important to emphasize once more that one al-
ways deals here with conditions close enough to the uniform, pronounced 
chaoticity, eq. (35). Indeed, in the opposite case the essential difference be-
tween the characteristic frequencies in the system dynamics is necessary 
for the SOC configuration emergence, but such difference implies realisa-
tion of at least semiclassical conditions in the system, in contradiction to 
the demand of its ‘essentially’ quantum character. In addition, it will be 
very difficult to impede the natural transformation of such quasi-
classicality in a relatively complicated system with interaction into full 
classicality, which can form an inherent part of operation of the dynamical-
ly multivalued machine (see Section 7.2, Chapter 8), but cannot participate 
in the unitary quantum machine dynamics. Finally, even those parts of ‘es-
sentially quantum’ dynamics where the emergence of SOC type (e. g. sem-
iclassical) dynamics is possible will inevitably contain, as we have seen, 
irreducible dynamic randomness destroying the unitary quantum evolution, 
even in the ideal, zero-noise and ‘fault-tolerant’ system configuration. 
 
4.6. Causally complete description of quantum behaviour 
as the lowest level of unreduced dynamic complexity 
4.6.1. The dynamic origin of elementary particles, 
their properties and wave-particle duality 
 
Every real many-body system, and especially a more complicated 
‘machine’ producing diverse enough results (like ‘universal quantum com-
putation’), will certainly possess complex, multivalued dynamics that 
forms at least several (or even many) related levels and sublevels. They 
naturally emerge in the unreduced interaction process development de-
scribed above, where more ‘coarse-grained’ parts of the growing dynamical 
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fractal represent the new level of ‘interacting system elements’, while its 
fine-structured ‘foliage’ constitutes the physical basis for ‘interaction’ be-
tween the elements. Each (sub)level of complexity can contain, in princi-
ple, dynamic regimes of both types described above, SOC and uniform 
chaos, as well as their combination or intermediate cases. However, the 
naturally emerging levels of growing complexity tend to alternate between 
the two limiting cases, so that a predominantly ‘chaotic’ level of complexi-
ty gives rise to the emerging higher level of ‘self-organised’ structures that 
interact and form the next sublevel of a uniformly chaotic behaviour and so 
on. Although this sequence of alternating relative ‘chaos’ and ‘order’ is ra-
ther irregular itself and may contain various deviations and ‘mixed’ re-
gimes, its existence as a tendency is essential for maintaining the dynamic, 
autonomous creativity of natural interaction processes and related diversity 
of created forms. It is important that the dominating type of behaviour from 
a lower complexity level does not simply disappear in favour of the oppo-
site behaviour at the emerging higher level, but takes a new, ‘compact’ 
form hidden within the entities of the new level and playing the crucial role 
in their very existence. It is impossible to understand and control the opera-
tion of a ‘quantum’, explicitly complex-dynamical (multivalued) machine 
without a well-specified picture of such multi-level hierarchy of creative 
interaction dynamics. The unreduced science of complexity, including 
quantum field mechanics, provides the universal framework of this natural 
complexity development [1-4,9-13] that can then be easily specified for 
each particular system (see also Sections 4.4, 7.1). 
The approximate sequential transformation between (dynamically 
multivalued) order and chaos in the interaction complexity development 
can be traced starting from the lowest, properly ‘quantum’, sublevels of 
world dynamics, where the consistent description of progressively emerg-
ing entities [1-4,9-13] provides the causally complete solution of canonical 
quantum ‘mysteries’ concentrated just around ‘impossible’ combination of 
randomness and order, as well as other related pairs of ‘incompatible’ 
properties (cf. the ‘principle of complementarity’ proposed by Niels Bohr), 
such as nonlocality and locality (including ‘wave-particle duality’), or con-
tinuity and discreteness. 
The very first level of world dynamics, designated as ‘isolated ele-
mentary particles and fields’, emerges explicitly from the attractive interac-
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tion between two physically real, homogeneous (practically structureless) 
‘protofields’, one of them having the electromagnetic (e/m) nature that 
shows up eventually as e/m basis of the observed entities and another one 
being of a less transparent, explicitly hidden gravitational origin (it gives 
rise to the universal gravitation, now causally explained). Application of 
our universal analysis of interaction shows [1-4,11-13] that this simplest 
possible starting configuration is inevitable as such (i. e. it cannot be fur-
ther simplified) and, on the other hand, it can and does actually produce 
(we show how exactly) all the observed elementary entities endowed with 
all their intrinsic, ‘quantum’ and ‘relativistic’ properties, which are now 
causally, realistically derived and explained, without any para-scientific 
mystification, abstraction and irreducible separations of conventional 
‘quantum mechanics’, ‘field theory’, ‘relativity’, etc. (see also Section 5.3). 
This is possible simply due to the unreduced, non-perturbative analysis of 
this first level of the protofield interaction dynamics giving, quite similar to 
the above results, eqs. (20)-(27), the essentially nonlinear formation and 
unceasing change of multiple, incompatible, dynamically unstable system 
realisations, each of them taking the form, in this case, of the locally highly 
squeezed state of the protofields homogeneously attracted to each other in 
the initial system configuration.9 Whereas this dynamically squeezed state 
of the ‘entangled’ protofields forms the observed ‘corpuscular’, localised 
state of the elementary field-particle thus obtained, its transitional, ‘disen-
tangled’ state during chaotic jumps between the localised realisations con-
stitutes the realistic extension of both quantum mechanical ‘wavefunction’ 
                                           
9 The revealed dynamically multivalued origin of ‘quantum strangeness’ shows also why one 
cannot obtain a realistic and consistent picture of the fundamental physical reality within the 
conventional, dynamically single-valued theory in principle, irrespective of the efforts applied. 
The single-valued, effectively one-dimensional (or even zero-dimensional, point-like) and static 
projection of the multivalued, intrinsically creative reality, determining the ‘method’ of canoni-
cal science as such, can only produce an abstract, grotesquely simplified and irreducibly rup-
tured image of real world dynamics, which may have relatively heavier or easier consequences 
for various particular systems, depending on the more or less explicit and numerous manifesta-
tions of the unreduced dynamic complexity in their observed behaviour. Whereas in the case of 
simplest quantum systems the standard manifestations of complexity can still be hidden behind 
the inexplicable ‘postulates’ and para-scientific ‘mysteries’, comfortably tolerated by the ‘rigor-
ous’ scholar science for almost a century [1-4], the modern direct applications of the theory to 
much more involved, explicitly creative (e. g. computing) systems, evoked by the developing 
empirical technology, cannot be realised within the same simplification in principle, since the 
number of the necessary ‘postulates’ and their ‘mysteries’ quickly diverges, together with the 
number of possible system versions and states (i. e. actually its unreduced dynamic complexity, 
just determined, as we have seen in Section 4.1, by the number of such explicitly obtained 
‘states’, or realisations). 
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(automatically provided with the probabilistic and now dynamically based 
interpretation) and ‘undular’, wave-like, nonlocal state of the same object, 
thus ensuring the causally complete explanation for the ‘wave-particle du-
ality’ as a standard manifestation of the unreduced (multivalued) interac-
tion dynamics (cf. the above analysis in Chapters 3, 4). 
Since we deal here with the very first level of any structure emer-
gence in the initially homogeneous system of interacting protofields, the 
characteristic eigenvalue separations, Δ i  and Δ n  (describing here spa-
tial dimensions of the emerging protofield inhomogeneities), are of the 
same magnitude, Δ Δi n  , giving the regime of uniform chaos, eq. (35), 
with maximally irregular distribution of realisation probabilities (for the 
field-particle at rest), which could be expected because of the uniform ini-
tial configuration of the system. This true, dynamical randomness hidden 
‘within’ the elementary particle plays an indispensable role as the current-
level manifestation of unreduced dynamic complexity and accounts for the 
intrinsic, universal property of mass, rigorously defined as temporal rate of 
realisation change, being thus naturally ‘equivalent’ to extended, complex-
dynamical energy, and unifying its (relativistic) inertial and gravitational 
aspects [1-4,11-13]. We deal therefore with a basically ‘chaotic’ (irregular, 
distributed) type of behaviour at this first level of world’s complexity, 
where it is represented mainly by the unceasing process of quantum beat 
constituting the essence of each (massive) elementary particle and consist-
ing of periodic cycles of protofield reduction-extension around randomly 
chosen, neighbouring centres. At the same time, the minimum regularity is 
present even within such highly irregular dynamics, in the form of individ-
ual realisation configuration, determining the characteristic particle ‘size’ 
and ‘shape’, the causally understood property of spin, and temporal syn-
chronisation between realisation change processes (or ‘quantum beats’) for 
different field-particles accounting for the discreteness and universality of 
elementary electric change (now causally explained as intrinsic property of 
particle dynamics), as well as exactly two opposite values (‘signs’) of its 
‘kind’ [1,11-13]. Note that different species of (massive) particles corre-
spond to different EP amplitudes in our description, and therefore the ob-
served diversity of elementary particles can be explained as a result of the 
same, universal kind of dynamical splitting into multiple realisations in the 
system of two interacting protofields. The number (four) and intrinsically, 
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dynamically unified origin of the fundamental interaction forces between 
particles obtain a transparent, causally complete explanation within the 
same physical picture [2-4,11-13]. 
 
4.6.2. Complex-dynamical particle interaction, genuine 
quantum chaos and quantum measurement dynamics 
 
The next sublevel of the world complexity appears, according to our 
general picture, when the entities of the first level, the isolated field-
particles, start interacting among them through the mentioned inter-particle 
forces, which emerge dynamically as a less dense, ‘fractal’ part of the same 
protofield perturbation that constitutes particles themselves in its denser 
parts and appears as a result of homogeneous protofield attraction. The four 
fundamental interactions among particles can therefore be described as 
higher-order ‘remnants’ of the same basic protofield attraction whose main, 
zero-order part is transformed into (massive) elementary particles them-
selves represented by the respective quantum beat processes that account, 
in particular, for the major property of mass-energy [1-4,11-13]. This ‘allo-
cation’ of a smaller part of the current level interaction to the emerging 
higher sublevel, in the form of a fine-grained part of the dynamical fractal, 
continues through all progressively appearing levels of (complex) world 
dynamics, so that all the existing structures and processes, including the 
most advanced, ‘anthropic’ ones, are explicitly obtained as progressively 
unfolding, integral parts of the single interaction process between two 
world-forming protofields, the same one that gives the elementary particles 
of the very first level of complexity. This intrinsically unified world dy-
namics is rigorously described by the universal law of transformation and 
conservation, or symmetry, of complexity [1] just expressing the progres-
sive transformation of the potential (informational) form of complexity at 
the beginning of interaction process to the form of complexity-entropy de-
scribing the interaction results (see also Section 7.1). In particular, the 
Schrödinger and Dirac equations for the emerging field-particles of the first 
sublevel of complexity can be consistently derived and also generalised to 
all higher levels of complexity, together with the causally explained wave-
function and its probabilistic interpretation (‘Born's rule’) [1,4,11-13], as 
opposed to artificial and ‘puzzling’ postulation of all those laws for the sin-
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gle, quantum level of world dynamics in conventional theory, where it re-
mains mysteriously and irreducibly separated from higher-level, ‘classical’ 
dynamics (the latter being equally postulated, though in an intuitively more 
‘natural’ way). 
The entities emerging at the second (sub)level of complexity are 
moving particles and elementary bound states of particles, like atoms. Con-
trary to the ambiguous, intuitive empiricism of conventional science, the 
phenomenon and state of motion itself can now be rigorously defined as a 
state with the unreduced dynamic complexity value (measured by mass-
energy) that exceeds its minimum possible value for the given system, 
which is always well-defined, finite (for massive systems) and determines 
its state of rest. It is not difficult to show that both any unbound motion and 
bound state emerge as partially ordered, SOC type of spatial structure, 
where the chaotic quantum-beat pulsation of individual particles is 
‘packed’ within a regular ‘envelope’. The simplest example of such regular 
structure induced by global motion is the famous ‘de Broglie wave’ of a 
particle, now causally derived and totally understood as another standard 
feature of the unreduced complex dynamics, in agreement with original ex-
pectation of Louis de Broglie and by contrast to conventional mystification 
by Niels Bohr and his followers (see [1,2,12,13] for further details and ref-
erences).10 This partial spatial order in the internal dynamical structure of 
                                           
10 It is important to emphasize, in this connection, the essential difference of both our explicitly 
complex-dynamical quantum field mechanics and the original de Broglie approach, designated 
by him as the ‘double solution’ and including, though implicitly, the unreduced dynamic com-
plexity, from the so-called ‘Bohmian mechanics’ first introduced by de Broglie himself (under 
the name of ‘pilot-wave interpretation’) as a technically convenient, but fatally simplified ver-
sion of the full double solution (1927), but then ‘rediscovered’ by David Bohm (1952) and now 
extensively imposed as the ‘causal de Broglie-Bohm interpretation’ of quantum mechanics (see 
e. g. ref. [196]). The pilot-wave interpretation, or Bohmian mechanics, is indeed only another 
interpretation of basically the same, formally postulated and contradictory scheme of standard 
quantum mechanics, obtained from the canonical form of Schrödinger equation by a simple, 
identical replacement of variables followed by a pure ‘philosophy’, which provides only ‘plau-
sible’, or maybe even ‘attractive’, assumptions, but not their consistent, causally complete sub-
stantiation (which should inevitably contain a conceptual, qualitative novelty in its rigorous ba-
sis). As a result, the main ‘mysteries’ and ‘unsolvable’ problems of conventional quantum me-
chanics remain unsolved, sometimes changing only their formulation. Thus, the physical origin 
of the ‘particle’ itself allegedly ‘guided’ by the ‘attached’ wave remains totally mysterious with-
in this ‘causal (realistic)’ approach, together with the nature of the ‘wave’, its ‘link’ to the 
‘guided’ particle and the observed permanent transformation between wave and particle (rather 
than their simple coexistence). There is no any underlying, developing interaction in the Bohm-
ian mechanics and thus no essential nonlinearity and dynamical randomness (i. e. intrinsic cha-
oticity or ‘indeterminacy’): it is a unitary, dynamically single-valued theory, quite similar to 
other officially permitted ‘interpretations’. Correspondingly, it is actually formulated in terms of 
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‘quantum’ objects, always containing a truly random component, accounts, 
in particular, for the property of ‘quantum’ coherence, much referred to in 
the canonical theory of quantum computers, but without any clear idea of 
its real physical origin. Since the relative proportion of order and random-
ness in the unreduced complex dynamics depends, as shown above, on the 
particular interaction parameters, one may have, at this higher sublevel of 
‘quantum’ complexity, various situations, changing between global chaos 
and multivalued self-organisation, even though the sublevel as a whole 
emerges rather as a somewhat more ordered structure from the uniformly 
chaotic lowest sublevel of ‘free’ particles. The large diversity of results of 
complex-dynamical interaction between elementary particles and their sim-
plest agglomerates can be classified, nevertheless, into a small number of 
qualitatively different cases, the most important and practically relevant 
among them being (genuine) quantum chaos [1,8,9], dynamic quantum 
measurement (including ‘wave reduction’) [1,10] and complex-dynamical 
emergence of classical, truly localised (trajectorial) type of behaviour [1-
4,12,13]. While the first two interaction results (quantum chaos and meas-
urement) are obtained as particular manifestations of the uniform chaos re-
gime (Section 4.5.2), the genuine classicality emerges in the form of typical 
SOC structures (Section 4.5.1) actually represented by the simplest bound 
systems (such as atoms). 
Quantum chaos emerges even in the noiseless, strictly conservative 
(Hamiltonian) quantum dynamics when an elementary, quantum system 
(like particle in a symmetric, ‘integrable’ potential) with a regular type of 
dynamics is subjected to additional perturbation (time-dependent or static) 
with a characteristic frequency   close to that of internal system dynam-
ics, q : q  , in agreement with eq. (35). This shows, in particular, that 
genuine quantum chaos is at the origin of all ordinary ‘resonant excitation’ 
phenomena (e. g. in atoms) and ‘excited states’ dynamics, which leads to a 
considerably extended understanding of detailed dynamics of such ‘stand-
ard’ quantum systems forming the new, explicitly ‘chaotic’ and totally 
                                                                                                                           
the same kind of purely abstract, mathematical entities, which give only an illusion (though par-
tially justified as such) of being closer to reality. Other consistently derived correlations of the 
complex-dynamical picture, such as causal relativity and gravity intrinsically unified with quan-
tum behaviour, together with space and time, mass-energy and the four ‘fundamental interac-
tions’ [1-4,11-13], cannot even be formulated within the narrow unitary framework of Bohmian 
or any other ‘interpretation’ of standard quantum postulates. 
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causal framework of the whole conventional ‘quantum mechanics’ of sys-
tems with interaction [1,9]. The extended, dynamically multivalued quan-
tum theory includes also causal complex-dynamical explanation of quan-
tum tunneling effect and particle energy level discreteness representing two 
canonical ‘quantum mysteries’ in the standard interpretation. 
As mentioned above (Section 4.5.2), the case of unreduced quantum 
chaos is of special importance for any essentially quantum machine, since 
it provides truly ‘quantum’ and uniquely efficient way of its productive op-
eration (involving change of state), which means that any essentially quan-
tum machine can usefully operate only in a highly chaotic regime, exclud-
ing any unitarity. The same conclusion remains basically valid for partially 
ordered (SOC) regimes whose internal chaoticity will still create irreduci-
ble, and ‘fatal’, errors during ‘massive’ machine operation (even in the total 
absence of noisy, ‘decohering’ influences) with respect to the assumed ide-
al regularity of unitary evolution. 
The quantum measurement case is different from the quantum chaos 
situation only by the presence of small enough system dissipativity related 
to its minor, ‘non-destructive’, but non-vanishing openness towards the ex-
terior, ‘macroscopic’ world. Note that this small dissipativity, appearing 
through some ‘excitable’ degrees of freedom, does not play any ‘decoher-
ence’ role inducing chaos itself. The true chaoticity appears, in the form of 
multiple incompatible realisations, in the course of the same unreduced and 
fundamentally conservative interaction process involving the given, ‘meas-
ured’ quantum system and another, ‘measuring’, but also quantum, system 
(like the excited detector atom), which is related, however, to a hierarchy of 
larger systems through amplified excitation processes. The ‘dissipative’ 
function of the latter is reduced to transient ‘measured’ system binding to 
the ‘measuring’ system for a long enough time (during which initial excita-
tion act really occurs). The normally extended quantum beat process of the 
measured system (like a projectile interacting elastically with multiple slits) 
becomes transiently confined to a close vicinity of the occurring excitation 
event (situated in one of the slits) thus necessarily losing its distributed, un-
dular properties for a time period exceeding a characteristic interaction time 
(after that the normal, extended quantum beat is reconstituted, but the 
measured undular effects, such as interference between wave scattering by 
different slits, cannot happen any more). It is clear, therefore, that the real 
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spatial ‘reduction’ (squeeze) of the normal measured system behaviour 
does happen during quantum measurement, as well as subsequent system 
extension to its unperturbed dynamics, which constitutes the causally com-
plete picture of ‘wavefunction collapse’ remaining unrealistic and ‘myste-
rious’ within conventional quantum theory and all its scholar modifications 
(see refs. [1,10] for details). 
It is important that the dynamical collapse process thus understood 
does not need any modification of the standard Schrödinger equation like it 
is done in various unitary ‘theories of explicit collapse’ (or a yet more in-
consistent use of arbitrarily postulated equations for various unitary imita-
tions of probabilistic ‘distribution function’ for a quantum system, such as 
density matrix). Indeed, it is the ‘ordinary’, but now consistently derived 
and causally (realistically) interpreted Schrödinger equation that results 
from the dynamically multivalued quantum beat process including unceas-
ing cycles of real system ‘collapse’ to one of its realisations and subsequent 
extension. Those ‘background’, fundamental reduction events of a meas-
ured quantum system, constituting the essence of its existence, simply 
‘conform’ dynamically to the next-level interactions during the measure-
ment process, but remain basically unaltered and usually determine the dis-
crete set of possible quantum measurement results. 
In other terms, the slight dissipativity of the quantum measurement 
configuration, concentrated around certain location, simply chooses, by 
‘creating preference’ (higher probability), a small part of possible system 
realisations, concentrated around that location, thus temporally ‘disabling’ 
other realisations and related quantum nonlocality. At the same time, the 
‘measuring’ excitation can choose in that way only among already existing 
system realisations, determined by its main, non-dissipative interaction dy-
namics. The criterion of resonance and thus maximum chaoticity, eq. (35), 
is automatically fulfilled in the essential stage of quantum measurement 
(dynamical choice of realisations), since the efficient measuring system 
should have a substructure in its spectrum that closely resembles the meas-
ured interaction spectrum (hence q  ), which does not prevent it from 
having other parts of the spectrum, with q   ( 1  ), which are re-
sponsible for subsequent pseudo-classical localisation (multivalued SOC 
regime). 
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Applying this general picture to quantum machine operation, one 
should take into account the fact that any useful operation involves omni-
present events of quantum measurement, since it occurs practically at every 
essential energy exchange between elements changing their states through 
excitation, which again demonstrates a totally illusive character of unitary 
description of real functional, multi-component quantum systems with in-
teraction. Actually the normal operation of a quantum machine consists of 
a set of ‘sequential’ and ‘parallel’ events of quantum chaos (for nondissipa-
tive, elastic interactions) and quantum measurement (for dissipative inter-
actions), each of them introducing essential, true, dynamical and irreduci-
ble randomness, which disables any unitary scheme of quantum dynamics, 
but opens quite interesting possibilities for the unreduced system dynamics 
actually already realised and successfully used by natural micro-systems 
(see Sections 7.2,7.3, Chapter 8). 
 
4.7. Interaction complexity development and dynamic 
origin of classical behaviour in noiseless micro-systems 
 
The classical type of behaviour is a special case of partially ordered, 
SOC type of regime realised by the universal mechanism of dynamic mul-
tivaluedness (Section 4.5.1) in elementary bound systems (like atoms) and 
then persisting in larger agglomerates of elementary particles. The funda-
mentally dynamic, universal and physically transparent origin of this truly 
(permanently) localised behaviour, appearing already for microscopic, but 
bound configurations of several (at least two) particles in the absence of 
any external ‘decoherence’, is due to the same phenomenon of dynamic re-
dundance that accounts for nonlocal behaviour of a free particle at the low-
est complexity sublevel. Indeed, each of the bound particles preserves the 
dynamically random (probabilistic) character of its quantum-beat jumps, 
since the largest part of the fundamental protofield interaction (accounting 
for the particle rest mass) is always preserved. At the same time, the proba-
bility of jumps separating the bound particles by more than the (small) av-
erage system size quickly (exponentially) drops with growing separation. 
The only possibility for the elementary bound system to perform a nonlocal 
chaotic wandering as a whole (as it happens to its free ‘quantum’ compo-
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nents) could be realised if the components could perform many random 
jumps in almost one direction. But since each of them is independently ran-
dom (being driven by the strong protofield interaction), the probability of a 
large sequence of such highly correlated jumps is extremely low. 
Therefore the bound system, in the irregular, ‘distributed’ part of its 
dynamics, exhibits only small random jerks while remaining almost at one 
place as a whole because each of the bound components tries to ‘pull’ its 
partners in a randomly chosen direction of its current jump, which gives 
vanishing average result (this irregular part has, of course, its regular ‘enve-
lope’ of bound motion, but it plays only secondary role in the mechanism 
of classicality emergence). This kind of behaviour represents a sort of ‘dy-
namical’, strictly internal ‘Brownian motion’, as opposed to its usual, sto-
chastic, externally driven version. It can be rigorously described by the 
universal theory and criterion of dynamically multivalued SOC/chaos 
emergence, eq. (35), since the quantum beat frequency of each component, 
q , is much greater than any bound motion frequency  , so that 
2 1q qU m c       (where U    is the binding energy and 
2q qm c    is the total mass-energy of a component) and one deals with a 
pronounced case of dynamically multivalued SOC. Thus, in the case of hy-
drogen atom   coincides with Bohr's frequency (the reciprocal to the 
atomic unit of time), while qm  is the electron mass, and we obtain 2  , 
where 1 137   is the fine structure constant, which further extends its 
complex-dynamical interpretation as the reciprocal of the total realisation 
number for the electron [1] and explains why and how the smallness of  
ensures the basic stability of the atomic structure of matter. It becomes also 
clear that elementary classical system localisation may disappear only in a 
hypothetical case of ‘relativistic’ interaction, for which the binding energy 
is as high as the mass-energy, 2qU m c  , though system components 
themselves can be transformed by such strong interaction and with them 
maybe the system (however, the elementary hadrons and nuclei provide ex-
amples of such kind of ‘internally relativistic’ and still externally stable 
system whose quantum behaviour may have thus a nontrivial explanation 
and structure alternating chaotically with periods of classical localisation). 
It is interesting that the same explanation and estimate apply also for 
quite another, essentially quantum state from the same sublevel of com-
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plexity, that of a uniformly moving elementary particle, where U  in the 
above estimate should be understood as the ‘regular’ part of the total parti-
cle energy, 2qU m  v  (v  is the particle velocity) [1,2,12,13], so that 
2 2c v , and the dynamically ordered structure of a moving quantum 
particle (represented by its de Broglie wave) can be destroyed in favour of 
a more randomly structured entity only for relativistic velocities, cv , 
where particle transformation processes become increasingly probable (this 
emerging irregular regime of relativistic field-particle dynamics can corre-
spond, at least partially, to classical, rather than quantum behaviour [3]). 
This universal validity of the same picture of both globally chaotic and 
quasi-regular dynamic regimes and their quantitative description, eqs. (20)-
(27), (33)-(35), for different situations and sublevels of complexity respon-
sible for the explicit emergence of the most fundamental entities and prop-
erties of the world demonstrates convincingly the universality of the dy-
namic redundance paradigm that continues at all higher complexity levels 
[1], which is to be compared with the efficiency of conventional ‘science of 
complexity’ that should restart its ‘unified’ analysis for every new case and 
level of ‘macroscopic’ complexity and cannot propose any consistent in-
volvement of complexity in the fundamental, microscopic levels of the re-
ally, physically unified world dynamics. 
Returning to the practically important case of classicality emergence 
as the ‘generalised phase transition’ [1] to a higher than purely quantum 
level of complexity, coinciding approximately with elementary bound sys-
tem formation, we should emphasize once more the universality and purely 
dynamic origin of this mechanism and the related meaning itself of the 
property of classicality, which does not depend now on any changing ‘envi-
ronment’ or external ‘noise’, contrary to the officially accepted idea of 
‘decoherence’ as the origin of classicality [92,146-149], containing much 
other ambiguity, evident inconsistency and unfortunately widely used in 
such applications as quantum computation. Thus, it applies to abstract 
space ‘vectors’, which are supposed to be ‘perturbed’ by quite real influ-
ences. The problem is ‘resolved’ by resorting to various special, arbitrarily 
postulated, ‘suitable’ equations for a kind of ‘distribution function’ (e. g. 
‘density matrix’) with an equally postulated meaning that should replace 
the basic wavefunction because of ill-defined ‘decoherence’, which then is 
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indeed ‘obtained’ within such vicious-circle kind of theory contradicting, in 
addition, the well-established Schrödinger formalism. The ‘classical’ be-
haviour thus ‘explained’ is also understood in a correspondingly peculiar 
way, not as a causally obtained, persistent and internal localisation of a real 
system, but rather as a formal ‘selection’ of a small number of particular 
quantum states (in a purely abstract ‘space’), having ‘classical’ behaviour 
due to ambiguous ‘predictability sieve’ (classicality is interpreted thus ra-
ther as an inevitable illusion of the observer, in that ‘post-modern’ kind of 
science, where everything is finally reduced to an illusion). It remains final-
ly unclear what a mathematical ‘decoherence’ of purely abstract entities 
could mean in terms of real entities evolution, why it should matter for cer-
tain real micro-system dynamics, but not for other, often much larger quan-
tum systems preserving their quanticity in the same ‘noisy environment’, 
and why, in general, that ‘quantum decoherence’ is so different from pro-
portionally diminished dynamics of macroscopic, classical wave, or parti-
cle, perturbed by a macroscopic noise. In return, it becomes clear that 
‘decoherence’, similar to other ‘post-modern interpretations’ of quantum 
mechanics, such as various ‘quantum histories’ approaches, is reduced to 
nothing but a tricky, speculative reformulation of the old, well-known 
‘quantum mysteries’ remaining unsolved and deliberately hidden behind 
‘very special’, artificially inserted terminology and abstract, meaningless, 
postulated mathematics. 
A practical consequence for quantum machine description is that 
‘decoherence’ theory applications result inevitably in a demand for a ‘pure 
enough’, low-noise environment, where a unitary quantum computer could 
remain as ‘coherent’ as other known ‘essentially quantum’ systems, at least 
with the help of a ‘fault-tolerant’ quantum programming [92-107]. We have 
seen, however, that the truly fundamental, and thus necessarily internal 
(dynamic), origin of classicality constitutes also the universal origin of 
genuine, intrinsic randomness within every quantum and classical state and 
in the world dynamics in general, so that any real, productive operation, in-
cluding calculation, cannot be realised as a unitary process in principle, ir-
respective of technical ‘tricks’ applied. Note that noisy environment can, of 
course, exert additional influence on quantum and classical state dynamics 
and in particular modify, in certain cases and to a certain degree, classical 
behaviour emergence, but even in the absence of any such external noise 
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one always has the major, dynamic, omnipresent and unavoidable source of 
strong randomness and the above-specified realistic classicality, which 
provides the ‘main effect’ in the form of dynamic redundance of any real 
interaction. This comparison illustrates the fundamental and practically im-
portant difference between the unitary, dynamically single-valued imitation 
and dynamically multivalued description of reality in general: the unre-
duced interaction analysis of the latter approach gives the unified dynamic 
origin of both regularity and randomness, which appear as one, indivisible, 
chaotic process of probabilistic realisation change with dynamically vary-
ing parameters, while the single-valued projection of reality can only postu-
late its unitary, absolutely regular imitation and is forced therefore to 
mechanistically superimpose upon it some equally unexplained, external 
‘noise’, ‘predictability sieve’, etc., in order to account for the observed dy-
namical, changing, but inseparable mixture of order and randomness (this 
unitary science ‘method’ is used also by conventional, dynamically single-
valued ‘science of complexity’, despite all its ‘dynamical’ and ‘nonlinear’ 
terminology, cf. Sections 4.1, 4.5.2 and ref. [1]). 
As concerns recently reported and apparently ‘successful’ experi-
mental demonstrations of extremely simplified versions of conventional 
‘quantum computation’, it may finally appear that they actually reproduce, 
at a small scale, the visible unitarity of macroscopic, classical computers 
due to a relatively large number of participating units/states, which realise a 
‘semi-classical’ operation and classical measurement procedures at the ex-
pense of some relatively small ‘inaccuracy’, as if ‘acceptable’ for these 
‘first demonstrations’ (we leave apart a possibility of direct errors, or 
‘loopholes’, known to happen in such rather sophisticated experiments and 
their result interpretation). Those ‘small deviations’ are not acceptable, 
however, in a full-scale unitary computation and cannot be decreased, 
while all the ‘semiclassical’ concessions should be abandoned for the full 
realisation of the promised quantum computer advantages, which can only 
increase the ‘small errors’. As a result, one does not see any larger-scale 
demonstration of unitary quantum computation, despite the confirmed high 
possibilities of modern experimental techniques in quantum physics and 
sufficiently old age of ‘miraculous’ theoretical expectations for unitary 
computers. Note, by the way, that the origin of irreducible ‘imperfections’ 
observed in real quantum (including optical) devices and ‘generally’ at-
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tributed to that ambiguous ‘decoherence’ (see e. g. [79]) will often be re-
duced just to the dynamic redundance of the ‘main’, driving interaction 
processes (apart from cases of direct noisy influences). The persisting un-
certainties with practical realisation of unitary quantum computation, as 
well as hidden doubts about its possibility in principle, can explain a 
‘strange’ and growing tendency in last-time publications on quantum in-
formation processing towards ‘purely theoretic (mathematical)’ develop-
ment of this computation scheme, which has grown up exclusively due to 
its theoretically ‘proven’ and widely publicised advantages in practical ap-
plications (such as ‘miraculous’ efficiency and unlimited universality). 
Another experimental effect contradicting the official decoherence 
theory and confirming our mechanism of dynamic classicality emergence is 
the existence of quantum, undular behaviour for rather large systems, such 
as various ‘quantum condensates’ (superfluidity, superconductivity, gase-
ous atomic Bose-condensates) and diffraction of large atomic agglomer-
ates/molecules (see [3,12] for further details and references), which should 
normally have a classical type of dynamics. This ‘return’ of quanticity in 
certain, rather exotic, cases of a next level of interaction between elemen-
tary classical systems looks absurd within decoherence theory (since there 
is always more of decoherence in a larger system), but can be naturally ex-
plained in the quantum field mechanics. Indeed, in our theory classicality is 
obtained as a purely dynamic result of the main (binding) system interac-
tion and therefore another interaction with a suitable magnitude, to which 
the system thus formed participates, can modify, at least partially, the result 
of the first interaction and provoke, in particular, the ‘magic’ reappearance 
of undular effects. Due to the property of intrinsic dynamic instability of 
any complex dynamics described above and appearing especially during 
unceasing system ‘jumps’ between its realisations, the former ‘classical’ 
system (e. g. atom or molecule) does not need to be destroyed in order to 
reproduce the essentially quantum behaviour of its components. It is suffi-
cient for the (small) ‘classical’ system dynamics to enter in proper reso-
nance condition (cf. eq. (35)) with another such system or external ‘interac-
tion potential’ and the quantum jumps of its components can become corre-
lated ‘in the direction of force’ (for the period of essential interaction), thus 
cancelling the above dynamical cause of classical localisation. Such more 
special interaction configuration becomes less and less probable with grow-
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ing number of components (system mass) and therefore ‘quantum revivals’ 
become the more and more exotic for ever larger systems, demonstrating 
the dynamically fractal structure of the border between quantum (lower) 
and classical (higher) levels of complexity characteristic for all structures 
and borders produced by the real, unreduced complexity development (the 
dynamically fractal ‘density distribution’ of a border is often imitated in the 
unitary science by the statistically averaged ‘asymptotic limit’, including in 
particular the conventional ‘(semi)classical limit’) [1,12,13]. The dynami-
cally fractal character of the quantum-classical boundary confirmed exper-
imentally for various system kinds provides, therefore, an additional sup-
port for the direct involvement of unreduced complexity (dynamic multi-
valuedness) in quantum behaviour, classical dynamics and transition be-
tween them, further amplifying thus the existing noncontradictory system 
of other correlations within the quantum field mechanics (see e. g. [13] and 
section 3 in ref. [3]). 
The dynamical, interaction-driven switches from quantum to classi-
cal behaviour and back, occurring at neighbouring sublevels of micro-
system dynamics, should naturally happen within any nontrivial micro-
machine operation, determining the links between its lowest, essentially 
quantum levels and the surrounding macroscopic, purely classical world. 
The above unified picture of complex interaction dynamics shows that one 
cannot, and actually should not, avoid such part quantum, part classical, or 
‘hybrid’, character of micro-machine dynamics, contrary to the unitary the-
ory illusions, where the calculation as such is performed exclusively by 
(unrealistically) ‘coherent’ quantum dynamics, which is mechanistically 
separated from its unavoidable final transformation into a classical, practi-
cally accessible output. We have seen above that in reality the essential 
nonunitarity is present at every stage and interaction act of micro-machine 
operation and simply takes different forms for the characteristic cases of 
Hamiltonian (but truly random) quantum chaos (representing the realistic 
extension of unitary ‘computation’ as such), slightly dissipative quantum 
measurement (causally complete extension of the canonical version) and 
the SOC regimes of emerging semiclassicality and classicality, where all 
types of behaviour appear dynamically and therefore inseparably mixed in 
a unified complex dynamics outlined above. It is the unreduced complex 
dynamics itself that properly attributes the ‘roles’ and ‘functions’ to differ-
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ent regimes that arise (probabilistically) just there where they are necessary 
(it is the universal property of dynamic adaptability of multivalued dynam-
ics [1], see also Section 4.4). Thus, the strongly random and distributed 
quantum chaos regime (Sections 4.6.2, 5.2.1, Chapter 6) performs the main 
work of efficient change of system states in the course of its complexity 
development (Chapter 7), while quantum measurement ‘collects’ the ‘ripe’ 
results of this development and transfers them into macroscopically useful 
states of multivalued classicality forming the directly readable ‘output’. 
Note in this connection that the above complex-dynamical pictures 
of real quantum measurement and classical state dynamics show that the 
key stage of quantum measurement process can be considered as a ‘transi-
ent’, ‘half-made’ classical state, which is later transformed into fully classi-
cal states of other instrument components by further interaction develop-
ment within the instrument [1-4,10-13]. This result provides the causally 
complete explanation for the instrument ‘classicality’ emphasised in the 
conventional theory, but remaining inconsistent (we show, in particular, 
what the exact physical meaning of classicality is and how it dynamically 
emerges in purely quantum instrument components, starting from its noise-
less interaction with the measured quantum object). On the other hand, the 
‘coherent’, ‘essentially quantum’ dynamics of the lowest level of complexi-
ty exists mainly within elementary components of a quantum machine 
(with some occasional appearances at a higher sublevel of interaction re-
sults) and also has the multivalued, chaotic internal structure which, how-
ever, can be better ‘synchronised’ and hidden within the observed ‘coher-
ent’ envelopes at this exceptional, lowest complexity level. 
Another indispensable role of dynamic classicality and quantum 
measurement in the real quantum machine operation is related to the func-
tion of memory. The unreduced interaction analysis of the universal science 
of complexity confirms the evident conclusion, almost deliberately neglect-
ed by the unitary computation theory, that any memory, including both 
memorisation and storage, can be realised as such only by the strongly irre-
versible, and thus certainly nonunitary, dynamics [1]. The above detailed 
description of characteristic results of a complex interaction process shows 
that any reasonably stable, useful memory (including memorisation, stor-
age and retrieval) can be realised in the form of a well-defined SOC type of 
states, and thus actually as classical states, for a long-term memory and 
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SOC-type (e. g. excited) quantum states for a short-term memory (indeed, 
every ‘object’ stored in memory is a ‘bound’ state, by definition, and our 
dynamical picture of classicality, and SOC in general, only provides this 
general notion with a well-specified meaning). In other words, any memory 
can only be based on a rather well-defined (distinct and stable enough) 
structure, already because by definition memory stores determinate struc-
tures and even imposes them during retrieval. This evident property of 
memory is in contradiction with the uncontrolled uncertainty of essentially 
quantum system.11 These fundamental, and now dynamically substantiated, 
properties of memory demonstrate the unavoidable way of unreduced clas-
sicality and quantum measurement emergence in the dynamics of a quan-
tum machine with memory and also show how far from reality and elemen-
tary consistency the conventional quantum computation theory can go in its 
attempt of artificial memory insertion into the unitary quantum evolution. 
Actually the whole dynamically multivalued picture of real micro-
system dynamics, basically unpredictable in detail and therefore creative, 
but also dynamically probabilistic and therefore rigorously described, leads 
to quite another understanding of the essence and purpose of natural and 
artificial machines performing both ‘calculation’ and ‘production’ within 
the same, internally ‘liberated’ (adaptable) dynamical process (see also 
Chapters 5, 7, 8). The unitary schemes of conventional quantum computa-
tion cannot reproduce the most essential features of real system dynamics 
and its results even approximately; by avoiding the real interaction com-
plexity within their invariably perturbative analysis, they so to speak ‘throw 
away the baby with the water’ and neglect just the unreduced calculation 
result emergence, replacing it with a grotesquely simplified, dynamically 
single-valued, unchangeable projection. The same refers to various artifi-
cial, a posteriori modifications of the canonical unitary scheme, trying as if 
                                           
11 As shown above, the unitary control of unitary quantum dynamics [100,105,106] is but anoth-
er, vicious-circle illusion of the perturbative approach closed within its own, evident limitations, 
since any real, and in particular ‘controlling’ (change-inducing), interaction gives rise to the ir-
reducible dynamic redundance and randomness, leading to a relatively large uncertainty at the 
lowest, quantum levels of dynamics. However, even if one assumes that purely quantum control 
can be efficient, then it follows that for memorising some distinct enough, and in particular clas-
sically localised, state structure the ‘essentially quantum’ memory should reproduce classical 
configuration, which reveals a contradiction. Rigorous analysis of the unreduced science of 
complexity confirms the fundamental origin of this contradiction, since it shows that everything 
‘classical’ emerges from ‘quantum’ as a higher level of the well-defined dynamic complexity 
and therefore no purely quantum system can correctly reproduce a classically complex behav-
iour without violating the complexity conservation law (see also below, Sections 5.2.2, 7.1, 7.2). 
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to take into account ‘real system dynamics’, ‘influence of noise’, or ‘quan-
tum measurement’, but remaining hopelessly abstract, perturbative and dy-
namically single-valued. Indeed, instead of finding the unreduced solution 
of dynamic equations describing the underlying dynamical process, the 
‘quantum programming’ schemes operate with assumed results of abstract, 
actually unrealistic, unitary evolution by constructing various ‘suitable’ lin-
ear compositions of symbolical ‘state vectors’, but when an essential stage 
of creation or transformation of those ‘quantum bits’ intervenes, they just 
rely on arbitrary postulates about its results equivalent to a perturbative, ev-
idently incorrect approximation (we have seen above, in Sections 3.2-3.3, 
4.2, 4.4, why perturbative expansions, like those for the unitary evolution 
operator, are qualitatively different from reality and what will be the result 
of the unreduced, nonperturbative analysis, see also Section 5.1 below). 
Note also that the ‘probabilistic’, or ‘indeterministic’ elements or 
stages sometimes introduced into unitary quantum computation schemes 
are quite different from the dynamically probabilistic effects of unreduced 
interaction: the former are characterised by rigidly fixed probabilities, 
which are actually eliminated from the process of computation as such, en-
suring its ‘miraculous’ efficiency, irrespective of mechanistically added, 
stochastic randomness. Even without the detailed dynamic analysis it is not 
difficult to see, however, that a small deviation in the expected value of 
thus introduced probability, which cannot be avoided in practice, will ruin 
the whole scheme by creating the dynamically ‘jumping’ and therefore un-
controllable randomness, with fatal consequences for the massive unitary 
calculations. The false, mechanistic ‘indeterminism’ is therefore nothing 
but another manifestation of the general ‘method’ of artificial randomness 
insertion into the regular unitary dynamics, basically similar to ‘quantum 
chaos’ imitations [14] (see also Chapter 6) and other cases of such stochas-
tic, non-dynamical and inconsistent, introduction of empirically observed 
randomness. By contrast, the real, dynamically multivalued micro-
machines, including their successfully operating natural versions, obtain 
their main advantages just from the omnipresent dynamic chaoticity, which 
uniquely ensures the true miracle of creation (of interaction results), at the 
expense of some unavoidable, but rather positive uncertainty (see also 
Chapters 7, 8). Thus, irregularity of emerging natural micro- and macro-
structures, including those of living organisms, is a sign of their higher, ra-
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ther than lower, dynamical symmetry (the universal symmetry of complexi-
ty [1]) underlying their real possibilities (like self-reproduction and very 
large, dynamic and creative adaptability), which exceed qualitatively the 
illusive efficiency of ‘regularly symmetric’ products of unitary thinking, 
even though there is always an appreciable probability of failure of every 
complex-dynamical function (Chapters 7-9). 
In a similar way, the property of dynamic entanglement of unreduced 
interaction process, accompanying its dynamic multivaluedness (Section 
4.2), is fundamentally different from the unitary ‘quantum entanglement’, 
by both irreducible universality of the former and unrealistic, and even 
‘mystical’, interpretation of the latter. While the dynamic entanglement in-
volves real, fractally structured, inseparable and permanently changing 
mixing between the interaction components, constituting the essence of 
chaotic realisation change, conventional quantum entanglement, concern-
ing exclusively interaction between several quantum particles, implies a 
mechanistically fixed, non-dynamical, purely mathematical and separable 
(linear) combination of ‘state vectors’, closely related to the ‘exact-
solution’ logic of unitary paradigm (see Section 5.3). It is the illusive regu-
larity of mystical ‘quantum entanglement’ that determines much of the ex-
pected ‘magic’ properties of conventional quantum computation and it is 
the probabilistic fractality and inseparability of real, essentially nonlinear 
dynamic entanglement that replaces the impossible ‘free’ advantages by 
quite real magic of distributed complex-dynamical creation. 
Taking into account the above necessarily brief, but basically com-
plete description of realistic, unreduced system evolution obtained by rig-
orous solution of the underlying many-body problem, eqs. (20)-(31), we 
can see now what a huge, practically significant and genuinely complex 
dynamic hierarchy of events filled with numerous links and conceptually 
specific phenomena is irreversibly lost in conventional theory in exchange 
for a deceptive ‘unreasonable efficiency’ of the perturbative unitary imita-
tion. Its actual inefficiency appears through the basic fact of nonunitarity of 
any real micro-machine operation, including the unavoidable dynamical 
randomness of any single event of a real interaction process. Whereas this 
fundamentally substantiated conclusion completely devaluates the conven-
tional, unitary science of ‘quantum computing’ (as well as equally unitary 
imitations of ‘quantum chaos’, ‘randomness’ and ‘complexity’, see also 
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Chapter 6), it opens up much wider prospects for micro-machine creation 
as explicitly chaotic, dynamically multivalued devices with qualitatively 
larger possibilities, which are already realised in all natural ‘micro-
machines’ (or ‘nanostructures’) determining operation and development of 
natural physical, chemical and living systems, from the simplest molecules 
and surface structures to viruses and genetic code dynamics. The evidently 
‘hybrid’, ‘quantum-and-classical’ origin and chaotic dynamics of those 
natural micro-machines provide an important general agreement with the 
obtained rigorous solution of (quantum or classical) many-body problem, 
its dynamical properties and universality, whereas the empirically well-
known results of natural micro-machine dynamics confirm the practically 
unlimited possibilities of such unreduced complex dynamics. The proper-
ties of unreduced complexity, consistently obtained within the dynamic re-
dundance paradigm [1-4,9-13] and briefly described above (Sections 4.1-
4.5), such as dynamic adaptability, dynamic fractality (self-development) 
and intrinsic unification of regularity and randomness, actually explain the 
observed properties of real interaction processes, remaining fundamentally 
inaccessible to the unitary approach, which shows that the desired repro-
duction of all the possibilities of unreduced complexity in artificial (and 
modified natural) micro-machines can be a realistic task, but only if one 
uses the unreduced, dynamically multivalued description of all the interac-
tions involved and the corresponding conceptual extension of the approach 
applied as compared to conventional, unitary thinking dominated by the 
purely ‘calculative’, one-dimensional logic (see also Chapters 7-9). 
An additional and very important confirmation of validity of the pro-
posed extended approach comes from the fact that it provides the unique, 
totally consistent, realistic and intrinsically unified picture of the whole mi-
cro- and macro-world dynamics involving rigorous and physically trans-
parent solutions of the known fundamental problems [1-4,9-13] mentioned 
above (Section 4.6) and remaining unsolvable within conventional, unitary 
science, despite all the ‘post-modern’ plays of words in its official sources. 
This property of unreduced, complex-dynamical (multivalued) description 
of the world reflects its intrinsically cosmological character: every entity, 
law, or property can only be explicitly and causally derived from lower-
level entities, in exact correspondence with their real emergence (creation) 
processes, as opposed to positivistic, purely mechanistic ‘registration’ of 
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empirical observation results in conventional science and its version of 
‘cosmology’ containing nothing but effectively one-dimensional, unrealis-
tic ‘photograph’ of already existing, basically unchanged and fatally sim-
plified entities and their properties (including the formally postulated de-
pendence on abstract time-parameter, cf. Sections 4.3, 7.1). It is important 
that the complex-dynamical, explicitly creative cosmology of the universal 
science of complexity comprises within its unified picture the dynamically 
multivalued processes of emergence of all existing entities (including their 
unreduced properties and evolution laws), starting from the elementary 
field-particles, physical space and time themselves, up to structures and 
phenomena from the highest perceived complexity levels, such as human 
consciousness and all products of its activity (classified as ‘inexact’, explic-
itly subjective knowledge within conventional, unitary science). 
In that way, the characteristic ‘unsolvable’ problems from the fun-
damental levels of conventional cosmology, such as the problems of time, 
wavefunction of the universe, classical world emergence and evolution, 
structure creation and the law of energy degradation, are naturally solved 
from the beginning [1-4,11-13], together with similar problems from higher 
complexity levels, such as life emergence and evolution. The first stages of 
real, physical universe evolution are naturally obtained thus as explicit 
emergence of the lowest complexity levels of the world, where the purely 
‘geometric’ accent and totally abstract, zero-complexity picture of conven-
tional ‘general relativity’ and related ‘Big-Bang’ cosmology (including all 
its ‘modified’, ‘post-modern’ versions) look as explicitly wrong, really 
over-simplified imitations of reality.12 The link between the fundamental 
                                           
12 It is not difficult to see, in particular, that the recently re-established ‘brane-world’ schemes 
from the official field theory and cosmology represent but a unitary, purely abstract and formal-
ly imposed imitation of the physically real and unified system of two interacting protofields 
from the quantum field mechanics. This system is the simplest possible and therefore inevitable 
case of ‘world-wide’ interaction that does not contain a priori any observed structure. The latter, 
starting from the elementary field-particles is consistently and progressively derived, in full 
compliance with observations (including realistic resolution of the canonical ‘quantum myster-
ies’, causal, intrinsic relativity, dynamically unified and explained fundamental interactions, 
etc.). By contrast, the same structures, in their strongly reduced, abstract and contradictory ver-
sion (including the ‘necessary’ number of pre-existing, abstract ‘dimensions’), are artificially 
inserted (postulated) in any field-theoretical imitation of reality, together with a long series of 
‘fundamental principles’ and other abstract rules describing their behaviour. Such are the con-
ventional, microscopic ‘strings’ and ‘branes’, whose redundant number of versions, separation 
from reality and between them and inconsistent interference with, or mechanistic ‘extension’ to, 
the macroscopic ‘world brane’ only confirm the fundamental, irreducible limits of the unitary, 
dynamically single-valued imitation of reality. 
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world structure (quantum cosmology), quantum computation and other re-
lated applications of quantum mechanics has been extensively (and specu-
latively) exploited within the unitary theory of quantum information tend-
ing to present the world as a gigantic unitary computer (see e. g. 
[62,63,74,75,76] and Chapter 7 for more details). However, the obtained 
causally complete results of quantum field mechanics permit us to state 
now that the universe is rather the process of unceasing creation distributed 
in the permanently evolving space and time and qualitatively different from 
the unitary ‘calculation’ schemes, at all levels of complexity (cf. Chapter 
9). The unreduced, physically real information represented by the extended 
action and generalised potential energy is qualitatively transformed, in the 
course of those creative interaction processes, into the dual complexity 
form, generalised dynamic entropy (Section 7.1) [1], as opposed to mecha-
nistic ‘reading’ of a ‘ready-made’, given ‘world programme’ expressed in 
terms of purely abstract, dimensionless ‘bits’ in the conventional theory. 
The real, irreducibly multivalued micro-machine operation, as well as any 
computation process, represent therefore particular manifestations of intrin-
sically unified, universally expressed and uniquely directed symmetry of 
complexity, this conclusion and the underlying causally complete picture 
having important practical consequences for further technological, social 
and intellectual development (Chapters 7-9). 
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5. Dynamically multivalued computation by real quantum 
and hybrid machines 
5.1. The myth of unitary quantum computation: 
its formal origin and impossibility of realisation 
 
The above rigorous analysis and solution of the generalised many-
body problem (Chapters 3, 4) has revealed the fundamental origin of irre-
ducible dynamic randomness and consistently defined complexity in any 
real system (interaction process) thus confirming the basic deficiency of 
unitary quantum computation, as it was outlined in Chapter 2 in terms of 
more general, qualitative (but still fundamental) arguments. Now we can 
provide a more specific and complete application of the obtained unre-
duced, complex-dynamical interaction description to the problem of com-
putation by sufficiently simple structures containing essentially quantum 
elements or dynamic regimes. What we mean here by ‘computation’ is the 
real micro-system dynamics and its results, specified in our approach as a 
set of dynamically interconnected system realisations (Section 3.3), rather 
than formal manipulation with abstract symbols or mathematical ‘bits’ arti-
ficially attached to a simplified unitary ‘model’. A more general theory of 
real computation, including its fundamental definition and related criteria, 
is given in Chapter 7. 
We begin with a summary of the exact, rigorously specified meaning 
and origin of unitarity of conventional quantum computation, including its 
impossibility in real systems and related illusive, ‘magically high’ efficien-
cy. As rigorously shown above (see especially Sections 4.5-7), any system 
evolution, determined by the unreduced development of the driving interac-
tion within the system, contains the intrinsic, irreducible and omnipresent 
randomness of purely dynamic origin designated as dynamic redundance 
phenomenon, i. e. permanent system jumps between its different, but equal-
ly real states, or realisations, taken by the system in a causally random, 
chaotic order. It is clear that this genuine and inevitable randomness, occur-
ring within any real, even elementary, interaction process, excludes any 
unitarity in principle. In particular, the dynamically chaotic change of reali-
sations provides the intrinsic source of irreversibility and the unceasing, ir-
reversible flow of the physically specified time [1,11-13] (see also Sections 
4.3, 7.1), which agrees with the observed reality properties and diverges 
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from the intrinsic reversibility of unitary evolution. Moreover, our analysis 
reveals the exact origin and meaning of the unitary model of natural pro-
cesses, constituting the basis of conventional fundamental physics: it corre-
sponds to incorrect, perturbative reduction of system dynamics to only one, 
arbitrarily ‘averaged’ or empirically adjusted, realisation, whereas all other 
realisations, extremely numerous and diverse in any real case, as well as 
chaotic transitions between them, are totally neglected or inconsistently im-
itated by ‘stochastic’ effects of external ‘noisy influences’ upon the single 
realisation, which does not change the basic, dynamic single-valuedness, 
and thus unitarity, of those reduced, ‘exact’ solutions of conventional ap-
proach. 
The transient motion of a real system in each of its realisation is in-
deed approximately unitary (if one neglects other levels of the fractally 
structured complexity within each realisation, cf. Section 4.4), but it is al-
ways interrupted soon enough by a chaotic jump into another, randomly 
chosen realisation occurring, in addition, through a rapid transition to a 
qualitatively different, delocalised state of the intermediate realisation con-
stituting the generalised, causal system wavefunction, or distribution func-
tion (Section 4.2). The system evolution in the whole, representing also the 
universal internal structure of any interaction process, consists therefore 
from such small ‘pieces’ of ‘under-developed’ (approximate) unitarity sep-
arated by explicitly nonunitary (but dynamically continuous) jumps, so that 
the quasi-unitary evolution within any single realisation can barely have 
enough time to fully develop (stabilise) itself before it is interrupted by a 
next irregular jump.13 It is important that the highly nonuniform, essentially 
nonlinear jumps, involving system transformation between ‘localised’ and 
‘delocalised’ states (generalised dynamical ‘collapse’/entanglement and ex-
tension/disentanglement), are consistently derived as natural results of the 
same interaction that forms each pseudo-unitary (regular) realisation struc-
ture and therefore they cannot be neglected with respect to those quasi-
unitary components, as it is done in the conventional approach by incon-
sistent extension of its perturbation theory approximation. 
                                           
13 This picture provides the causally complete, dynamically specified and universally applicable 
version of the popular idea of ‘punctuated equilibrium’ obtained in various forms and fields of 
science as formal generalisation of empirical observations clearly demonstrating the qualitative-
ly uneven character of natural development that remains fundamentally mysterious within any 
conventional, unitary interpretation. 
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The unitary model imitation of reality may seem to be closer to ob-
servations for one limiting case of dynamically multivalued behaviour, the 
generalised, multivalued SOC (self-organised criticality), where the system 
realisations closely resemble each other and therefore their (relatively fre-
quent) change can remain unnoticed (Section 4.5.1). However, as pointed 
out in the above Sections, this regime has little chance of appearance just 
within the essentially quantum interaction dynamics, which can be causally 
understood (Section 4.6) rather as the opposite limiting case of complex 
behaviour, the uniform chaos regime (Section 4.5.2), characterised by rela-
tively big difference between realisations and visible, large manifestations 
of ‘quantum’ jumps between them. The standard, analytically derived 
properties of dynamically multivalued behaviour in the uniform, or ‘glob-
al’, chaos regime provide the causally complete explanation for the specif-
ic, ‘quantum’ features of elementary micro-system dynamics, such as 
‘quantum uncertainty’, ‘indeterminacy’ and discreteness (quantisation) 
universally determined by Planck's constant [1-4,11-13] (see also Section 
5.3), which are invariably endowed with a mystical air of ‘veiled reality’ 
[16] (or ‘shadows of the mind’ [15]) in the unitary quantum theory based 
upon the same, dynamically single-valued and necessarily abstract model 
of the world (it imposes indeed an artificial limitation, or ‘veil’, upon the 
genuine, dynamically multivalued, interactional and living world content, 
consistently ‘unveiled’ in the quantum field mechanics, once the evident 
simplification of the perturbative approach is abandoned). Even when a 
particular, delocalised version of self-organised multivalued structure, such 
as physically real de Broglie wave [1,2,11-13], appears in quantum dynam-
ics, giving rise to the causally explained property of quantum coherence 
(Section 5.3), it involves a very small dynamic proportion of regularity that 
cannot be actually controlled by interaction with other objects, since it aris-
es from the very first level of interaction between the primordial protofields 
giving rise to every perceivable entity of this world. 
It is only at a higher complexity level of classical behaviour, starting 
approximately from the elementary bound state formation (such as atoms), 
that the (externally) more ordered behaviour and distinct, actually control-
lable structures of the SOC regime first appear in interaction between es-
sentially quantum, uniformly chaotic components (Section 4.7). Therefore 
the conventional, unitary theory of quantum computation, including all its 
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‘quantum control’ schemes and mathematical fight against fictitious ‘deco-
herence’, ignores both the real, complex-dynamical (multivalued) content 
of essentially quantum behaviour and the inevitable emergence and utility 
of classical elements within the inseparably unified, self-developing micro-
system dynamics (as it happens in all natural ‘nanomachines’, starting from 
functional molecules). The dynamical ‘phase transition’ from the clearly 
step-wise, ‘yes-or-no’ type of essentially quantum behaviour to more con-
tinuous, ‘fine-grained’ motions of classical type, allowing of their efficient 
(precise) control, is a necessary and common element of any practically 
useful micro-machine operation. 
The finite irreducible increments of time, t , and space, x , in a 
regime of quantum, explicitly irregular and uneven dynamics are expressed 
through the fundamental, universally fixed increment of action,  , 
known as Planck's constant, | | h   [1-4,12,13]. The quantised action 
element describes, in the extended interpretation of the universal science of 
complexity (see also Sections 7.1, 7.2), the internally nonlinear, step-wise 
qualitative transformation of the unreduced dynamic (integral) complexity 
during one elementary cycle of system evolution including its reduction to 
the current realisation and the following transition to the next realisation. 
The lowest, properly ‘quantum’ levels of complexity differ from higher 
levels by the universally fixed value of this complexity-action quantum 
(negative by sign), h    (whereas at higher levels the complexity 
transformation quanta | | h   are not strictly fixed and can vary, usually 
around one or several characteristic values of action). The elementary com-
plexity change appears as emerging space structure element and therefore it 
is proportional to both space and time increments with the coefficients 
known as energy, E, (with the negative sign) and momentum, p: 
E t p x       .                                     (36a) 
This relation is known from classical mechanics, but it acquires a universal 
and physically meaningful, essentially nonlinear interpretation in the unre-
duced science of complexity (see also Section 7.1). 
Now, if we are interested only in the full temporal increment of ac-
tion for a quantum system (so that 0x   in eq. (36a)), this fundamental 
relation, reflecting the underlying complex dynamics, takes a familiar form, 
simply postulated in conventional quantum mechanics, starting from the 
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pioneering work of Max Planck on the black-body radiation (see [3] for the 
detailed story and references): 
h    ,                                            (36b) 
where   is the corresponding energy change (equal e. g. to the discrete 
energy-level separation), h    is the mentioned universal increment 
of complexity-action and 1 t    is the frequency of the process in ques-
tion (equal e. g. to the frequency of radiation exciting a transition between 
the neighbouring energy levels, cf. the resonance condition and mechanism 
of global chaos, eq. (35)). It is important to understand that because of the 
complex-dynamical discreteness of the underlying interaction process (Sec-
tion 4.3) the elementary ‘step’ of quantum system evolution described by 
eqs. (36) cannot be further subdivided into smaller parts or physically 
‘traced’ in its continuous development, contrary to what is often done with-
in mathematical theory of unitary quantum computation, conventional 
quantum chaos and related ‘fine’ experimentation schemes, in contradiction 
with even the standard quantisation postulate of conventional quantum me-
chanics. 
The dynamically inhomogeneous evolution of any real quantum sys-
tem is simulated, in the conventional theory and its applications to quantum 
computation, by the unitary ‘evolution operator’, U, having the standard, 
exponential form for the time-independent (conservative) system: 
i Ht
U e   ,                                              (37) 
where H is the system Hamiltonian (operator), and in the general case of 
time-dependent Hamiltonian the term Ht   in this expression should be 
replaced by a certain (unknown) Hermitian operator. Although it is sup-
posed that H has a generically discrete essential spectrum, according to the 
standard quantisation postulates the action of unitary evolution operator 
smoothly depending on time, eq. (37), on the system wavefunction (or 
‘density matrix’, in the corresponding formalism) will contain a superposi-
tion of smoothly varying, regular functions that differs dramatically from 
the highly uneven, intermittent and permanently, chaotically changing mix-
ture of transient quasi-unitary realisations and probabilistic jumps between 
them described above for the unreduced, real-system evolution. This com-
parison demonstrates the essential difference between the postulated, dy-
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namically single-valued projection of conventional theory, which is appar-
ently ‘successfully verified’ only in the case of simplest, quasi-regular 
(separable, or integrable) problems and the underlying real, dynamically 
multivalued evolution that determines any quantum system behaviour, but 
shows especially pronounced, irreducible deviations from the unitary imita-
tion for more complicated, ‘nonintegrable’ (or ‘nonseparable’) problems. 
Indeed, the standard evolution operator expression of eq. (37) is ob-
tained by the postulated extension of a result valid only for the exact eigen-
value problem solution, on which the operator is supposed to act. This is 
equivalent to the unjustified, and actually incorrect, extension of a pertur-
bation theory result that can be obtained in the ‘closed’ form of ‘exact’ so-
lution, to the arbitrary, ‘nonintegrable’ problem case, whereas the same 
conventional theory cannot say at all what should actually ‘happen’ to such 
‘nonseparable’ system (it tends to assume that there should be ‘some’ solu-
tion, generally similar to the assumed perturbative one). Our unreduced in-
teraction analysis shows that contrary to superficial hopes of canonical the-
ory, something very special does happen to any ‘nonseparable’, and thus 
actually any real, system once one avoids any fatal reduction of perturba-
tive approaches. The real ‘evolution operator’, even if it could have sense, 
cannot have the form of a smooth, exponential, or trigonometric, or any 
other ‘analytic’ function of time (like that of eq. (37) with an arbitrary anti-
Hermitian operator in the exponent), since its unreduced action on any real-
system state would immediately produce hierarchical system splitting into 
incompatible realisations, which automatically kills the assumed unitarity 
because of the related dynamical randomness, nonlinear jumps between re-
alisations, etc. 
Extensive applications of the basically incorrect construction of uni-
tary evolution operator to quantum computation problem (and other cases 
of many-body problem) contain further incorrect approximations reduced 
to the same kind of unjustified extension of perturbative analysis results. 
Since for any nontrivial, nonintegrable problem the action of the formal 
evolution operator cannot be obtained in a ‘closed’, analytical form (which 
is equivalent to problem integration), applications using this formalism are 
forced to resort to a perturbation theory approximation, equivalent to the 
assumed smallness of the exponent determined by the characteristic action 
value expressed in units of Planck’s constant. However, already the canon-
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ical ‘quantisation postulate’ (causally derived and extended in the quantum 
field mechanics as a standard property of the underlying complex dynamics 
[1-4,12,13]) shows that this quantity can take only integer values and can-
not therefore be smaller than one by absolute value. 
In the case of quantum computation theory, the ‘necessary’ perturba-
tive smallness is often obtained by artificial subdivision of time and thus 
evolution into small enough intervals, after which the expansion of the as-
sumed exponential function within each interval transforms the problem 
into an effectively integrable one, permitting various manipulations with 
the unitary evolution operator in the limit of infinitely small time intervals. 
The obtained results are said then to be valid for the unreduced system evo-
lution. It is clear, already from a general point of view, that the problem de-
composition into solvable subproblems cannot be as trivial as that, and the 
committed error is hidden in the assumed possibility of formal, arbitrary 
division of time (evolution), which is related also to the mechanistic, ‘par-
ametric’ role of time in the unitary paradigm that does not see its genuine, 
dynamical origin just related to the complex-dynamical discreteness, or 
‘quantisation’, of a real interaction process [1-4,11-13] (Section 4.3). 
As we have seen above, in reality the system evolution cannot be 
represented as mechanistic addition (sequence) of practically independent 
small increments. It is composed of naturally emerging, inhomogeneous 
cycles, where each cycle is relatively big in the case of essentially quantum 
dynamics and combines system transient motion in a current realisation 
with its chaotic transition from a previous (or to the next) realisation, thus 
determining both causal, dynamic quantisation of motion and relatively big 
one-step advance of real, physical time of this level actually counted just by 
those cyclical events of dynamic reduction to and extension from a current 
realisation. In terms of formal time division into increasingly small inter-
vals, this means that the evolution within each subsequent interval is not 
independent of previous intervals: consecutive (artificial) intervals gradual-
ly ‘accumulate’ potentialities for the system chaotic transition to another 
realisation and at certain ‘moment’ (within certain interval) the system 
starts leaving its current realisation and taking the next, randomly chosen 
one, in a ‘catastrophically’ uneven, self-amplifying way, which is a qualita-
tive violation of the assumed unitarity, since it cannot be described by 
smooth, unitary ‘small increments’ even within the chosen ‘small interval’ 
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of time. Therefore the formal time division into small intervals, introducing 
a perturbation theory version, does not make sense for real, intrinsically 
non-perturbative quantum system dynamics: any smallness will be broken 
and overridden by self-amplifying, essentially nonlinear reduction-exten-
sion cycles of dynamically multivalued interaction development. 
The only type of time intervals pertinent to real quantum dynamics is 
given by the unreduced, essentially nonlinear version of that dynamics it-
self, in the form of duration of unbroken realisation change cycles obtained 
from the causally derived version of ‘uncertainty relation’ [1], E t h  , 
just describing the cycle result, eqs. (36). Since this time interval corre-
sponds to modulus 1 of the exponential function argument in the expression 
for the unitary evolution operator, it becomes clear that any its perturbative, 
linear expansion and all related conclusions are irrelevant to real quantum 
dynamics. Moreover, as noted above, the exponential evolution operator, 
eq. (37), represents itself a basically incorrect imitation of reality justified 
by inconsistent extension of its integrable models. The real temporal 
change of a system during one complex-dynamical cycle of realisation 
switch is determined by an externally linear relation for its complexity-
action, E t     (see eq. (36a)), or 
   
 
0 0 0
0
1 EtE t t                                       (38) 
(for 0 0t  ), expressing the result of the underlying essentially nonlinear, 
chaotic system ‘jump’ between realisations. Similar linear dependences can 
be obtained for other quantities characterising one quantum evolution step, 
including the wavefunction [1,4,12,13] (see also Section 7.1). The expres-
sion in brackets in eq. (38) could be considered, within a perturbative ap-
proach, as a linear approximation to exponential (or trigonometric) depend-
ence of eq. (37) that could be conveniently used for imitation of any system 
development or ‘magic’ calculative power (see below), as it is actually 
done in the unitary theory. The truth, however, is that there is no any expo-
nential function at all behind the step-wise, pseudo-linear system advances 
described by eqs. (36), (38) or similar expressions for other quantities. 
Once the argument of assumed exponential function attains a value around 
unity (at E t h  ), after which the exponential function differs essentially 
from a linear dependence and just ‘becomes itself’, the system performs an 
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abrupt ‘jump’ to the next realisation and the pseudo-linear stage of eq. (38) 
restarts with a new system configuration (localisation centre). 
The unitary quantum theory performs thus a doubly incorrect manip-
ulation when it extends its perturbative, effectively linear models to the ex-
ponential form of the general evolution operator and then again approxi-
mates the latter with perturbative, linear expansions for arbitrary condi-
tions. In reality, there is only the pseudo-linear time dependence (general-
ised to other power-law dependences for a sequence of many chaotic jumps 
between realisations), and it is valid only for the dynamically quantised, 
unbroken cycles of multivalued evolution. A more rapid system change 
does occur, but within a qualitatively different part of its interaction devel-
opment, the chaotic jumps between realisations separating the above pseu-
do-linear steps, where the effective system evolution is even much more 
rapid than predicted by exponential dependence of eq. (37). In the case of 
isolated elementary field-particle or its simple enough interaction the pseu-
do-linear advances correspond to the localised, corpuscular state (and very 
short ‘trajectory’) of the particle, while the delocalised chaotic jumps form 
the physically real, dynamically probabilistic wave field of the causally un-
derstood wavefunction , thus providing a demystified explanation of the 
wave-particle duality (Section 4.6.1) [1-4,11-13]. The very uneven alterna-
tion between these two qualitatively different parts of any real interaction 
process is imitated by the ‘smoothing’, ‘coherent’ exponential dependence 
of the unitary evolution operator (similar to other appearances of the false 
exponential dependence [1], see also Chapter 6), so that the false exponen-
tial, quicker than linear (real) growth during one evolutionary stage (within 
each realisation) is supposed to be ‘compensated’ by its slower than real 
rate of change during system jumps between realisations. However, this ex-
tremely superficial, arbitrarily assumed ‘compensation’ cannot be satisfac-
tory and leads to strong qualitative and quantitative deficiencies, such as 
the total loss of omnipresent, truly dynamical chaos (including the funda-
mental quantum indeterminacy, ‘quantum chaos’ itself and probabilistic 
‘quantum measurement’). 
It is clear now that the real (quantum) system evolution can be repre-
sented (here only schematically) not by a simplified, analytical time de-
pendence of the conventional evolution operator, eq. (37), but rather by a 
highly nonuniform sequence of two qualitatively different stages: 
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(39) 
where  designates schematically the ‘wavefunctional’ stage of chaotic 
jumps between the ‘regular’ realisations, the arrows around it express the 
qualitative change occurring in the system during the extension/reduction 
process of each jump and the values of nE ,  n  can, in general, be equal or 
different for different pseudo-linear stages. The evolution in the whole can 
be described by the generalised Schrödinger equation corresponding to the 
canonical form for the lowest levels of quantum dynamics (without any ex-
ternal, artificially introduced ‘stochasticity’), but it should be provided with 
the unreduced, dynamically multivalued solution, eqs. (20)-(31), just giving 
the nonunitary system evolution expressed by eq. (39) and leading to high-
er complexity levels. Note that the characteristic action change,  , dur-
ing one complete evolutionary cycle, determining the related increments of 
time and space, equals to h  for the lowest complexity sublevels (so that 
 n nh  for any n in eq. (39)) and remains close to it for any ‘essentially 
quantum’ (delocalised) dynamics, but then starts gradually varying with 
further complexity growth (‘semiclassical’ dynamics) until a more serious 
change occurs with the first classical configuration appearance (Section 
4.7), after which the direct relation between   and h is lost, as well as 
universality (single-valuedness) of the elementary action increment. How-
ever, the discreteness of  , its well-specified dynamical origin and ‘evo-
lutionary’ consequences described above are preserved at any complexity 
level. 
Finally, the difference between the exponential, unitary imitation of 
quantum system evolution, eq. (37), and its real, dynamically multivalued 
content, eq. (39), demonstrates the origin of the expected, but actually illu-
sive, ‘exponentially high’ efficiency of conventional quantum computation, 
constituting the basis of increased popularity of quantum information pro-
cessing in the last years. Indeed, the inevitable moments of ‘quantum 
measurement’, arbitrarily (and inconsistently) ‘incorporated’ into the usual 
scheme of unitary quantum computation correspond to anti-Hermitian parts 
(imaginary effective potential) of the Hamiltonian in the argument of the 
exponential evolutionary operator, eq. (37). Inserting the explicit Hamilto-
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nian decomposition into Hermitian and anti-Hermitian parts, 
  Re( ) Im( )H H i H  , into eq. (37), we obtain the exponentially growing 
or decaying factor within the evolutionary operator (actually appearing in 
measurements through its observable matrix elements): 
Im( ) Re( )H t i H t
U e e     .                                     (40) 
While Im( ) 0H   for ordinary dissipation effects (see e. g. [121]), which 
corresponds to the normal decay of coherent process intensity, the coherent 
computation dynamics can contain also some spurious, effectively ampli-
fied components with Im( ) 0H  , giving eventually the exponentially 
growing computation efficiency. This effective amplification is due to the 
self-amplifying growth of the dynamical system ‘volume’, i. e. essential 
openness of computation dynamics, where ever larger number of system 
eigenstates is involved in the computation process (whereas any given dy-
namical volume can produce only decaying computation intensity). The 
exponential growth within the unitary system evolution reflects the self-
amplifying propagation of its development by the conventional mechanism 
of unitary ‘quantum entanglement’ of system components, ‘pinpointed’ by 
the ‘quantum measurement’ elements (which realise, in particular, the 
quantum computer ‘input’ and ‘output’). Any quantitative estimate of 
quantum computer efficiency will be proportional to matrix elements of the 
‘measured’ unitary evolution operator, eq. (40), containing the exponential-
ly large factors of the above origin, which demonstrates once again the na-
ture of the ‘magic’, exponentially large efficiency of quantum information 
processing that constitutes its main expected advantage. 
It is important that the real, nonunitary quantum system evolution 
following the random, inhomogeneous sequence of stages of eq. (39) is in-
compatible with such coherent growth mechanism of exponentially high 
efficiency. Indeed, even replacement of chaotic jump phases by simple 
multiplication of linear stages in eq. (39) gives a power-law, rather than 
exponential, dependence. The ‘magic’, exponentially high efficiency can 
indeed be obtained in the real, dynamically multivalued system, but with 
the help of a quite different, incoherent mechanism involving dynamical 
randomness and self-developing fractality of the unreduced complex dy-
namics (Chapters 7, 8). The alleged exponentially large efficiency of uni-
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tary quantum computation seems to be directly related thus to the (false) 
exponential dependence in the unitary evolution operator expression. 
Based on the found qualitative difference of real quantum system 
dynamics from its unitary imitation, we can understand now why this 
strangely gratuitous advantages of quantum computation cannot be realised 
in principle, even in the ideally perfect system, devoid of any hypothetical, 
noise-induced ‘decoherence’. The real evolution of a compound quantum 
system, even in the absence of any external ‘noise’, consists in a truly ir-
regular, highly nonuniform sequence of jumps between incompatible sys-
tem realisations, eq. (39), which cannot, therefore, be coherent or produce 
anything like the unitary, smooth time dependence of eq. (37). Deviations 
from coherent, ordered development are especially high just in the case of 
essentially quantum dynamics (Section 4.6), whereas the emergence of 
semiclassical and classical elements in the interaction development is de-
scribed by partially coherent/ordered, but always dynamically probabilistic 
sequence of realisations (see also Section 5.3). It is important also that in 
any full-scale, practically useful quantum machine, realising a large num-
ber of elementary interactions with irreducible dynamic uncertainty within 
each of them, one will actually have quickly accumulating, exponentially 
growing randomness, which will be added to the fundamental ‘quantum 
uncertainty’ from the lowest sublevel of quantum complexity (Section 4.6) 
and would reduce to zero any ‘exponential efficiency’ of unitary (regular) 
computation, even if the latter could exist. In this sense, one should inter-
pret exponentially growing factor in eq. (40) for a real, full-scale quantum 
computer rather as an unpredictably growing, fundamentally uncontrollable 
uncertainty, incompatible with any useful application of such unitary imita-
tion of real, multivalued quantum computation dynamics. 
The real quantum system dynamics is much closer to a random-walk 
process that exhibits, in average, a power-law dependence on time, with 
occasional very rapid transitions to higher complexity (sub)levels that form 
a quite different kind of ‘magic’ efficiency resembling a ‘sudden’ idea or 
unifying comprehension breakthrough in the process of human thinking. 
This another kind of efficiency of natural ‘micro-machines’ and ‘comput-
ers’ of neural network type (generalised ‘brains’) is based on the funda-
mental property of creativity of real, multivalued interaction dynamics 
(Sections 4.3, 4.4), so that the integrated result of the multi-component, 
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probabilistically fractal hierarchy of natural interaction development 
emerges ‘suddenly’, in a single self-amplifying jump, thus largely compen-
sating in one ‘moment of truth’ all visible ‘losses’ of the chaotic search 
process. By contrast, the unitary ‘evolution operator’, eq. (37), similar to 
any dynamically single-valued, perturbative imitation of reality cannot cre-
ate anything new at all, including any expected result of a computation pro-
cess. Whereas in many existing applications of conventional quantum theo-
ry to relatively simple systems interaction results are known (measured) 
empirically and are then somehow adjusted within an artificially composed, 
postulated ‘model’, the full-scale computation process, as well as other ex-
plicitly creative cases of more complicated quantum interactions with basi-
cally unpredictable results, cannot be treated in that way in principle, thus 
clearly showing the limits of the unitary, dynamically single-valued para-
digm of conventional science. 
The ‘exponentially rapid’ growth of unitary evolution result explain-
ing its expected ‘magic’ efficiency, eq. (40), clearly appears now as a basi-
cally incorrect imitation of the natural, nonunitary (uneven and unpredicta-
ble in detail) process of dynamical fractal growth (Section 4.4). On the oth-
er hand, the relatively efficient control of usual, classical computer dynam-
ics, reducing it to a highly ordered (but never totally regular!) case of mul-
tivalued SOC type of behaviour opposed to any such kind of ‘extended’ 
growth, cannot be applied to the inevitably coarse-grained structure of es-
sentially quantum dynamics, as it is incorrectly, mechanistically done with-
in the conventional quantum computation theory. In any case, the quasi-
regular classical computer dynamics appears to be absolutely inefficient 
with respect to any higher-complexity, e. g. biological, system dynamics or 
brain ‘computation’ process, which gives rise to the idea of neural-network 
kind of macroscopic computer. What our unreduced interaction analysis 
shows is that for essentially quantum system dynamics of relatively low 
complexity levels, including partially classical (hybrid) configurations, one 
can have only such kind of explicitly chaotic, irregularly ‘ordered’ dynam-
ics and dynamically chaotic (multivalued) type of ‘computation’, funda-
mentally different from any unitary, dynamically single-valued model (see 
also Section 7.3 and Chapter 8).14 Hence, any real micro-machine dynamics 
                                           
14 Note, in particular, that any kind of conventional ‘chaos’ and ‘complexity’, giving rise to the 
corresponding idea of ‘chaotic’, or ‘probabilistic’, or ‘stochastic’ computation, can neither ade-
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cannot be understood, even approximately, within the conventional, dy-
namically single-valued theory and should be described within the unre-
duced, dynamically multivalued interaction analysis [1-4, 9-13] (see Chap-
ters 3, 4 for the general theory with selected applications and Section 5.2 
for more detailed results for quantum computing systems). 
We finish this Section with a summary of characteristic, most im-
portant deficiencies of the conventional, dynamically single-valued (uni-
tary) concept of quantum information processing, outlined in Chapter 2 on-
ly with the help of fundamental principles of unitary science itself and now 
confirmed and specified by comparison with the unreduced, dynamically 
multivalued interaction analysis and the resulting causally complete many-
body problem solution (Chapters 3, 4) [1-4,9-13]: 
 The conventional concept and theory of quantum computation ac-
tually uses only the simplified, linear part of canonical quantum mechanics, 
leaving aside the evidently nonlinear effects of the underlying detailed dy-
namics, which are taken into account by certain standard postulates about 
probability involvement, quantum measurement and apparent wavefunction 
‘reduction’. Whereas the simplest quantum systems with explicitly ob-
served interaction results can be (approximately) described using those 
‘mysterious’ postulates and a number of adjustable parameters, more in-
volved behaviour of ‘computing’ quantum systems with dynamically 
changing configuration and unknown (in principle, arbitrary) result needs 
the well-specified, causally complete understanding of the detailed interac-
tion development in the many-body quantum system performing infor-
mation processing. Any arbitrary manipulation with linear compositions of 
abstract ‘state vectors’ in the conventional theory, where the interaction re-
sult emergence is ‘described’ by a symbolical ‘arrow’ with a formally at-
tributed, postulated output or by an equally poorly substantiated equation 
for an abstract density matrix (distribution function), cannot reproduce in 
principle the unreduced interaction dynamics that includes qualitatively 
specific effects of dynamically random (multivalued), physically real en-
                                                                                                                           
quately describe the real micro-machine dynamics, since those conventional theories provide 
themselves only dynamically single-valued, mechanistic imitation of chaoticity/complexity try-
ing to reproduce its given results, but not the unreduced, dynamical mechanism of their emer-
gence in progressive interaction process development (which forms the genuine, universally 
defined content of the first-principles analysis). See Chapters 6-8 below for further development 
of this important difference of our reality-based dynamic complexity from its abstract, unitary 
imitations within the conventional science paradigm. 
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tanglement between the interacting degrees of freedom. Any ‘stochastic’ 
effects of external ‘noise’ and related abstract ‘decoherence’ or false ‘quan-
tum chaos’ of conventional mathematical ‘models’ of quantum computing 
systems have nothing to do with the internal dynamical randomness of any 
real, even totally isolated, system with interaction, completely devaluing its 
unitary imitation and the derived results. 
 Any real computation is a structure creation process necessarily in-
volving essential, intrinsic irreversibility, uncertainty and nonunitarity that 
cannot be properly taken into account by conventional, basically unitary 
(dynamically single-valued) theory. The latter cannot consistently describe 
just the most important part of computation dynamics, its desired result 
emergence, represented by a new, dynamically created system configura-
tion. Any reference to a poorly understood ‘quantum measurement’ from 
the evidently incomplete standard quantum mechanics cannot solve the 
problem, since any real measurement process constitutes an integral part of 
interaction development within the ‘computing’ quantum system. The un-
reduced interaction analysis shows that it is the causally complete picture 
of quantum measurement and classical behaviour emergence that can be 
obtained within the universally nonperturbative description of a quantum 
computer (or any machine) dynamics, giving simultaneously the dynami-
cally complex (multivalued) result of ‘computation’. It follows, in particu-
lar, that any useful ‘quantum’ machine should contain dynamically emerg-
ing classical elements (configurations) making it rather a ‘hybrid’, quan-
tum-and-classical system, in agreement with the natural micro-machine op-
eration. An indispensable part of a computing micro-machine dynamics is 
its memory whose useful operation can only be based on a strongly nonuni-
tary, irreversible, and actually classical, behaviour, as opposed to the quali-
tatively incorrect imitations of memory by unitary dynamics within the 
conventional theory of quantum computation. 
 The realistic, causally complete theory of quantum measurement 
within the dynamic redundance paradigm presents it as a particular case of 
the unreduced, dynamically multivalued interaction process in a quantum 
system, possessing a small dissipativity (openness to the exterior world). 
Therefore the notorious quantum uncertainty and discreteness of quantum 
measurement, as well as the accompanying wavefunction (quantum sys-
tem) ‘reduction’ or ‘collapse’, simply postulated and remaining ‘mysteri-
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ous’ (highly contradictory) within the conventional theory, emerge as 
standard manifestations of dynamically chaotic (multivalued) behaviour at 
the quantum (lowest) complexity levels. The true quantum chaos, involving 
the genuine, well-defined randomness, is obtained as essentially the same 
phenomenon, but observed in the case of nondissipative, Hamiltonian dy-
namics. Both dissipative (quantum measurement) and nondissipative 
(Hamiltonian quantum chaos) manifestations of intrinsic dynamic random-
ness at the lowest (quantum) complexity levels provide the unified, realistic 
clarification and causal extension of obscure conventional theory ideas 
around unpredictability, undecidability and non-computability in quantum 
mechanics (and beyond). Considered against this background, the idea of 
unitary quantum computation (including unitary memory function) shows 
explicitly its fundamental deficiency: quantum computation, as well as any 
real interaction process in a quantum system, is always a particular case of 
unreduced quantum chaos, involving genuine randomness (nonunitarity) of 
purely dynamic (internal) origin. 
• Because of the dynamic redundance phenomenon inherent in any 
real interaction, even in the total absence of noise, any real system cannot 
produce the regular, 100-percent-probability result. Schemes of ‘chaos con-
trol’ within the computing system, involving additional interactions, can 
decrease the dynamic uncertainty to a sufficiently low level only for mac-
roscopic computers, operating at higher complexity levels. At the lowest, 
essentially quantum levels of system complexity, any control scheme can-
not be efficient, as it is clearly implied already by the universal, irreducible 
discreteness (and related uncertainty) of quantum dynamics expressed by 
universal Planck's constant, which determines the unchangeable and rela-
tively big action increment in any quantum process. Therefore the arithmet-
ically ‘exact’, conventional computation type cannot be realised by an es-
sentially quantum computer. On the other hand, the analogue ‘simulation’ 
of one quantum system by another cannot be useful in view of reproduction 
of the same problems within the computing system, including the irreduci-
ble and relatively great dynamical randomness. Such simulation of real in-
teraction dynamics, contrary to its incorrect unitary imitation, cannot be 
‘universal’, since the unreduced dynamic complexity always produces an 
‘individually specific’ result. Instead of laborious production of an approx-
imate quantum copy of each simulated system, it seems to be much more 
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reasonable to use the universally applicable, causally complete analytic de-
scription of unreduced system dynamics in the universal science of com-
plexity assisted by calculations on a classical computer, where maximum 
efficiency is ensured by hierarchical organisation of complex-dynamical 
problem solution. In any case, according to the universal complexity con-
servation law, a computer can properly simulate the dynamics of a system 
with the unreduced dynamic complexity not exceeding that of its own dy-
namics (which is the statement of the ‘complexity correspondence princi-
ple’). In particular, any essentially quantum computation cannot correctly 
reproduce any classical behaviour (including its characteristic property of 
permanent system localisation), since the latter dynamically emerges from 
quantum interaction development as the next, higher complexity level. 
• In summary, the widely acclaimed ‘universality’ of unitary quan-
tum computation, as well as its related ‘magic’ (cost-free) efficiency, enter 
in fundamental contradiction with the demand for its ‘physical realisation’, 
after which the growing development of ‘purely theoretic’ aspect of quan-
tum computation becomes completely senseless, especially taking into ac-
count its intrinsic subordination to the standard quantum theory, with its 
officially permitted, unitary ‘interpretations’ reduced inevitably to mere 
speculation, as opposed to the causally complete, explicit solution of per-
sisting ‘quantum mysteries’. The proposed ‘small-scale’ experimental ‘re-
alisations’ of unitary quantum computation (see e. g. [38,97,107,108]) rep-
resent in reality but imperfect imitations of the expected properties, which 
cannot be extended to the full scale realisation in principle, as the long 
enough development of the field clearly confirms. The reason is the intrin-
sic, fundamental dynamic multivaluedness (randomness) of any unreduced 
interaction process and not some practical, ‘technical’ type of difficulties 
with micro-device fabrication or protection from imitative ‘decoherence’ 
induced by undesirable, external influences. The purely speculative, deceit-
ful origin of conventional ‘quantum computation’ becomes evident here: 
one can always figuratively describe many of involved quantum processes 
with excitation and de-excitation of a complicated system energy levels as 
a discretely structured ‘computation process’ with unlimited, in principle, 
sophistication, where, for example, an excited system state corresponds to 1 
and the ground state to 0, thus forming a ‘quantum bit’, but what does it ac-
tually change in our understanding of either quantum system dynamics or 
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efficient computation processes? A similar kind of physically meaningless, 
trivial ‘calculation’ can be found within attempts to find the ‘ultimate com-
puting power’ of a piece of matter, or even the universe as a whole, by 
simply dividing its total, unstructured energy by Planck's constant or its to-
tal equilibrium entropy by the Boltzmann constant [150,151], which is evi-
dently nothing more than a mere play of words around trivially (and incor-
rectly) identified combinations of abstract symbols (see also Section 7.1). 
Quantum effects as such appear inevitably with decreasing size of real 
computer elements and will result in irreducible deterioration of conven-
tional, ‘digital’ (regular) computation mode, with possible subsequent tran-
sition to the qualitatively different, dynamically multivalued type of behav-
iour, which can be useful, but necessitates the unreduced, complex-
dynamical interaction description and understanding that involves new, es-
sentially different computation purpose and criteria of result validity based 
on the causally complete concept of dynamic complexity (Chapters 7, 8). 
• In general, instead of ‘calculation’ and ‘simulation’ of one micro-
system dynamics with the help of another one, it appears to be much more 
useful to create productive micro-systems with the desired properties that 
can be properly adjusted with the help of unreduced, dynamically multi-
valued approach of the universal science of complexity. These real micro-
machines, similar to the existing natural ones controlling, in particular, the 
phenomenon of life, will combine and entangle in one dynamically multi-
valued, unreduced complexity development process the features of both 
(extended) ‘computation’ and ‘production’, which are mechanistically, arti-
ficially separated only within the basically limited unitary approach of the 
existing mode of science and technology. This well-substantiated new con-
cept of micro-machine design includes serious clarification and modifica-
tion of the growing direction of ‘nanotechnology’ (Chapter 8), also essen-
tially based until now on the fundamental limitations of the mechanistic, 
unitary approach. 
• The conventional, unitary concept of quantum computation, as well 
as its evident and strangely persisting deficiencies, can be properly under-
stood as a part of the much larger paradigm of the whole canonical science 
based on the same dynamically single-valued (unitary), perturbative ap-
proach closely related to the fundamentally abstract, imitative and ‘symbol-
ical’, character of resulting unitary knowledge, as it is most completely ex-
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pressed in the idea of ‘mathematical physics’ born of the irreducible ‘mys-
teries’ of the ‘new physics’ at the beginning of the twentieth century. While 
the dynamically single-valued imitation of reality shows, in various fields 
of science, multiple and evident deviations from the observed total picture, 
it provides, like any low-dimensional projection, a superficial mechanistic 
‘simplicity’ opening the way for an illusive, but quick ‘success’ in certain, 
simplest applications that admit straightforward ‘postulation’ of the (few) 
remaining ‘mysteries’ without their solution and actually give rise to the 
popular myth of “unreasonable efficiency of mathematics in natural scienc-
es”. However, as technology advances in its essentially empirical develop-
ment, at a certain moment, actually just attained today in various fields of 
knowledge, it touches and starts essentially involving the full scale of unre-
duced dynamic complexity of respective systems, after which the mathe-
matically ‘guessed’ and ‘postulated’, abstract kind of one-dimensional 
‘truth’ becomes ‘suddenly’ absolutely inefficient and even unreasonably 
dangerous, so that any progressive, creative development of science and its 
applications is not possible any more without a decisive transition to the 
totally realistic, truly ‘exact’, causally complete understanding that actually 
involves the conceptually big, ‘revolutionary’ knowledge extension to the 
unreduced, dynamically multivalued and intrinsically unified image of real-
ity at all its levels. 
 
5.2. Dynamically chaotic (multivalued) operation 
of real micro-machines: general principle, 
universal properties and particular features 
5.2.1. Time-periodic perturbation of bound quantum 
motion: Complex dynamics of elementary interaction act 
 
We devote this Section to application of the general effective poten-
tial (EP) formalism of Chapter 3 to the particular case of a microscopic, 
‘quantum’ element interaction with a time-dependent, periodic perturbation 
that constitutes a generic elementary stage of interaction process within a 
multi-component quantum machine of arbitrary final purpose. The pertur-
bation, treated here as a non-small one, i. e. without any perturbation theory 
simplifications, can describe radiation coming from the outside (and thus 
realising the system ‘input’/‘output’) or a signal transmitted from other ma-
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chine elements, which can eventually produce the quantised change of the 
element state constituting the smallest indivisible step in the machine oper-
ation. Note from the beginning that in view of the absolute universality of 
the basic formalism of unreduced science of complexity (Section 3.1) [1] 
this particular interaction and results of its development obtained below 
have a rather general meaning that includes, for example, any ‘quantum-
like’ (e. g. optical) system operation [44], coordinate-dependent (rather 
than time-dependent), as well as non-periodic, perturbation, etc. 
The quantum element dynamics modified by the time-dependent per-
turbation is described by the time-dependent Schrödinger equation for the 
system wavefunction , which is a temporal version of the simplest partic-
ular case of eq. (1) given by eq. (5b) (Section 3.1), with the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian 0( )V r  of the kind of eq. (2) corresponding to particle (e. g. 
electron) motion in a potential well: 
      2 2 02 , ,2i V V t tt m
          r r rr
  ,                (41) 
where r is the three-, two-, or one-dimensional particle position vector (de-
pending on the effective system dimensionality), 0 ( )V r  is a separable (reg-
ular) motion potential of the binding type (i. e. a deep enough potential 
well) and ( , )V tr  is the time-periodic perturbation potential.15 The real 
quantum machine element described by eq. (41) can be represented by 
electron bound in an atom, or molecule, or so-called ‘quantum dot’, or oth-
er kind of natural or artificial binding potential 0 ( )V r  formed by the prefab-
ricated element structure. The function 0( )V r  can also be periodic and de-
scribe a space-periodic potential, i. e. a lattice of potential wells, such as 
crystal lattice or various artificial periodic structures (‘superlattices’). In 
this case the energy eigenvalues for 0( )V r  used below are split into ‘energy 
                                           
15 A more general case, where the unperturbed motion in the potential well 0 ( )V r  is a nonsepa-
rable (chaotic) one, can also be considered within our universal approach. In this case we first 
choose an integrable (e. g. one-dimensional or centrosymmetric) component of 0 ( )V r  as the 
zero-order, regular-motion potential and obtain the dynamically multivalued solution for the 
unreduced potential well 0 ( )V r  in terms of our general EP (Chapter 3). In this sense, the ‘unper-
turbed’ potential 0 ( )V r  in eq. (41) should generally be considered as already an effective, non-
local and multivalued, potential accounting for the chaotic motion in the stationary potential 
well. In the general case, therefore, 0 ( )V r  is not necessarily a regular-motion potential, but a 
potential for which we know the complete solution (maybe a multivalued, chaotic one) of the 
corresponding (stationary) Schrödinger equation, which is the essential information used below. 
However, we shall not explicitly introduce such additional complication here, in order to con-
centrate on the unreduced influence of the main, time-dependent perturbation 0 ( , )V tr . 
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zones’, but this modification does not introduce any essential change in our 
description (cf. refs. [8,9]). 
The total interaction potential in eq. (41) can be considered as a time-
periodic, binding potential that can be represented as a Fourier series: 
             0 π 0 π
0
, exp exp
n
n n
n n
V V t V i nt V V i nt 

 
    r r r r r  , 
(42)  
where π  is the perturbation frequency, n takes only integer values, and we 
have actually included, according to the accepted convention, the time-
averaged component of the perturbation potential (i. e. its zero-order Fouri-
er component) into the unperturbed potential 0 ( )V r  (which does not limit 
the generality of our analysis and corresponds to a coordinate-independent 
value of the time-averaged perturbation potential or other its configuration 
that preserves integrability of the problem with 0( )V r ). Since the Fourier 
series harmonics, πexp( )i nt , play the role of known eigenfunctions of the 
‘decoupled’ perturbing radiation dynamics (so that the time variable t ef-
fectively replaces variable q in our general analysis, cf. eqs. (5b), (6)), we 
expand the system wavefunction into a similar Fourier series (cf. eq. (7)): 
         0 π, exp expn
n
t iEt i nt         r r r  ,         (43) 
where E is the energy eigenvalue to be found and n takes only non-zero in-
teger values (also everywhere below). Substituting expressions (42), (43) 
into eq. (41), multiplying it by πexp( )i nt  and integrating over t within one 
perturbation period ( π π2π  ), we get a system of equations for
0{ ( ), ( )}n r r : 
         0 0 0n n
n
H V    r r r r r  ,                  (44a) 
             0 0n n n n n n n
n n
H V V      

  r r r r r r r  ,     (44b) 
where , 0n n  , 
πn E n    ,   0 E   ,                               (45) 
   2 20 022H Vm
   r rr
 .                               (46) 
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It is clear that the system of equations (44) coincides with its univer-
sal prototype, eqs. (16) (Section 3.2), where the variable  is replaced by r, 
n  (eq. (9)) by πn , 0( ) ( )nH Hr r  (because 0( ) ( )nnV Vr r ) and 
  2 20 22h m
  r r
  (see eq. (13)). This coincidence demonstrates the im-
portant general similarity, mentioned before, between the complicated (ar-
bitrary) many-body interaction and the elementary interaction act (provided 
that both of them are considered in the unreduced version), as well as the 
equivalence between the time-dependent and time-independent problem 
formulations (Section 3.1). It clearly shows also that any other particular 
case or problem formulation (see e. g. eqs. (3)-(5) in Section 3.1) is reduced 
to the same its universal expression in terms of known eigen-solutions for 
the lower-level dynamics of non-interacting system components, after 
which we can follow the general way of its integration revealing the dy-
namic redundance phenomenon and inherent complexity (Sections 3, 4). 
We can, therefore, apply the same method of ‘generalised separation 
of variables by substitution’ that was used in our universal analysis (Sec-
tion 3.2) and has led to the ‘effective’ expression of the unreduced prob-
lem, eqs. (20)-(23). We do not reproduce here the detailed derivation (Sec-
tion 3.2) and limit ourselves to the final results which can also be directly 
obtained by the above change of notations. The main system of equations, 
eqs. (44), and thus the unreduced problem itself, eq. (41), is equivalent to 
the following effective Schrödinger equation for 0( ) r : 
     2 2 0 eff 0 02 ;2 Vm
       r r rr
  ,                    (47) 
where the operator of the effective (interaction) potential (EP),  eff ;V r , 
is given by 
       eff 0 ˆ; ;V V V  r r r ,        0 0ˆ ; , ;V d V

   

   
r
r r r r r r ,  (48a) 
          0 00 π,
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nin i
V V
V
n
    
      r r r rr r   ,                 (48b) 
and 0 0{ ( ), }ni ni r  is the complete set of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of 
the auxiliary, truncated system of equations (cf. eqs. (17)): 
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n n
H V     

 r r r r r  .               (49) 
Thus, we have formally ‘excluded’ time from the problem formula-
tion and replaced the time-dependent perturbation potential in the initial 
Schrödinger equation, eq. (41), by the ‘effective’, time-independent poten-
tial which, however, incorporates the unreduced perturbation influence en-
tering through its frequency-dependent, dynamically entangled components 
and related nonlinear dependence on the eigen-solutions to be found. In or-
der to complete problem solution, one should now find the eigenfunctions, 
0{ ( )}i r , and eigenvalues, { }i , of the effective Schrödinger equation, eqs. 
(47)-(48), which is possible to do due to integrability of the time-
independent problem and existence of sufficiently good approximations for 
the auxiliary problem solutions (see Section 4.4). After expressing other 
wavefunction components, ( )n r , through the found solutions for 0( ) r  
(cf. eq. (22)), the total system wavefunction is obtained, according to eq. 
(43), in the following form: 
         π 0ˆ, exp 1 expi i ni i
i n
Ψ t c iE t i nt g       r r r ,   (50) 
where according to eq. (45) i iE   and the action of the integral operator 
ˆ ( )nig r  is given by (cf. eq. (22)): 
         0 0ˆ ,ni ni i ni ig d g
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(51) 
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Similar to the general case (Section 3.3), the most significant feature 
of the obtained problem solution is the redundant number of eigen-
solutions of the effective Schrödinger equation with the unreduced EP, eqs. 
(47)-(48), which is mathematically due to the EP dependence on the eigen-
values to be found, E  , and leads to the main property of dynamic mul-
tivaluedness related to the dynamic entanglement, intrinsic chaoticity and 
dynamic complexity. The detailed argumentation is given in Chapters 3 and 
4 and remains practically without change for this particular case, which ac-
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tually describes also the ‘standard’ situation for appearance of the phenom-
enon of (genuine) quantum chaos [1,8,9]. The result can be summarised by 
the expression for the measured system density, 2( , ) | ( , ) |t Ψ t r r , giving 
the general problem solution in the form of dynamically probabilistic sum 
over the explicitly obtained, incompatible system realisations numbered by 
index r (cf. eq. (24)): 
   
1
, ,r
r
N
t t 
 

r r  ,                                  (52) 
where N  is the total realisation number (actually determined by the num-
ber of essential Fourier components of the perturbation potential, cf. Sec-
tion 3.3) and the individual realisation densities, ( , )r t r , are obtained from 
the above wavefunction and EP expressions with the eigenvalues forming 
respective realisations (see eqs. (25)). Realisation probabilities and expec-
tation value of system density are given by eqs. (26) and (27) with the evi-
dent change of notations. 
The dynamically probabilistic sum of eq. (52) expresses the main 
property of the considered system distinguishing it from unitary imitations 
used in conventional quantum mechanics in general and in quantum com-
putation theory in particular. Namely, the unreduced, dynamically multi-
valued solution shows that the simple quantum system of a bound particle 
subjected to the time-periodic perturbation follows the explicitly nonuni-
tary evolution (in the absence of any noise) consisting in the permanent 
change of its redundant states/realisations in the truly chaotic, dynamically 
probabilistic order, each of them corresponding to its own EP that can dif-
fer considerably from the unperturbed system potential, 0 ( )V r . The system 
does spend a finite time, of the order of a period of realisation formation, in 
any its current realisation having a roughly unitary dynamics (at the current 
level of complexity), which is expressed by the obtained solution for the 
wavefunction, eqs. (50)-(51), with the eigenvalues corresponding to this 
particular realisation. However, this pseudo-unitary evolution is quickly in-
terrupted by irregular system ‘jump’ into another, generally similar, realisa-
tion but with different EP parameters, eigenvalues and other measured 
characteristics. It is important that those jumps between chaotically chosen 
realisations, passing by the special ‘intermediate realisation’ qualitatively 
different by its configuration from the ordinary, ‘regular’ realisations (Sec-
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tion 4.2), can never stop, since they are driven exclusively by the same in-
teraction that determines the structure of each individual realisation (i. e. 
the observed system configuration), which also demonstrates the funda-
mental difference of our results from the unitary imitations of quantum 
(and classical) chaos, uncertainty and classicality emergence with the help 
of postulated ‘decoherence’ by artificially introduced external ‘noise’ 
(though any real external perturbation can, of course, additionally influence 
the system when it is sufficiently strong). 
This consistently derived result means, practically, that the full-scale 
quantum computation in the unitary, regular mode is impossible in princi-
ple, being fatally destroyed already at the level of each elementary, noise-
less interaction act in a computing system, and any noise-reduction and dy-
namical ‘chaos-control’ measures cannot eliminate the underlying, purely 
dynamic uncertainty (which is similar in its origin to the fundamental quan-
tum indeterminacy at the level of single particle dynamics [1-4,9-13]). The 
real, complex-dynamical realisation change by the system, driven by the 
main, totally regular interaction, provides also the causally complete exten-
sion of abstract uncertainty imitation by the conventional density matrix 
concept and similar postulated constructions extensively used, in particular, 
in the unitary quantum computation theory. The unreduced interaction de-
scription gives instead the dynamically probabilistic realisation sum of eq. 
(52) and the corresponding intermediate (main) realisation playing the role 
of the generalised wavefunction (or distribution function) that describes re-
alisation probability distribution at various emerging levels of dynamics 
(Section 4.2) and obeys the generalised Schrödinger equation [1,4] (see al-
so Section 7.1). 
The described causally complete picture of irreducibly chaotic (mul-
tivalued) behaviour of a simple quantum system under the influence of a 
regular external perturbation is quite universal and provides the detailed 
understanding of the mechanism and ‘internal dynamics’ of ‘quantum tran-
sitions’ in general, described in conventional quantum mechanics with the 
help of standard ‘postulates’ that only fix the formal, empirically ‘guessed’ 
rules for possible initial and final states of a system and the related ‘transi-
tion probabilities’ while leaving the underlying system dynamics within the 
‘officially permitted’ quantum ‘mystery’. The obtained causally complete 
problem solution, eqs. (47)-(52) (eqs. (20)-(31) in the general case), shows 
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that even the simplest and regular interaction produces deep qualitative 
changes in system configuration and evolution. Instead of straightforward, 
internally smooth unitary ‘propagation’ in an abstract ‘state space’ of the 
same initial configuration, as it is prescribed by the canonical quantum (and 
classical) ‘postulates’, we have a dramatic change of the potential and sys-
tem configuration themselves splitted into multiple components with dif-
ferent parameters and fractally structured, unceasing system transitions be-
tween them, during which the system is transiently ‘decomposed’ and then 
again ‘recomposed’ into its new configuration explicitly created by the in-
teraction process (through the ‘dynamic entanglement’ of system compo-
nents, Section 4.2). If a group of system realisations thus formed consti-
tutes a compact entity with relatively small difference between realisations 
within the group (with respect to other realisations and their groups), then 
the new, ‘excited’ system state and configuration emerges at a finite, ‘quan-
tised’ distance from the initial, ‘ground’ state and other possible states. It is 
important that the detailed, fractally structured and dynamically probabilis-
tic configuration of such ‘quantum transitions’ (occurring also at any high-
er, ‘classical’ levels of complexity [1]) can be completely described and 
understood, without any ‘mysteries’, within the proposed unreduced for-
malism (see Sections 4.1-4, while we leave for future work further refine-
ment of these results for particular systems). 
In a similar fashion, another quantum phenomenon known as ‘quan-
tum tunneling’ and also remaining ‘mysterious’ within the conventional 
unitary scheme, obtains its causally complete interpretation as fractally 
structured, dynamically probabilistic (adaptable) ‘wandering’ of emerging 
(many-body) system configurations within the dynamical, EP ‘barrier’ to 
motion, occurring through its transient, fractally structured decrease for 
certain realisations [1,9] (which describes actually the self-consistent, dy-
namically multivalued ‘percolation’ of the system ‘within itself’, in the real 
space of its emerging configurations, differing qualitatively from its vari-
ous unitary imitations by ‘chaotic tunnelling’ in the ‘phase space’, or an-
other abstract ‘space’, in the conventional chaos theory, see e. g. [152]-
[154] and references therein). Here again, the obtained universal descrip-
tion within the dynamic redundance paradigm provides the necessary basis 
and fundamental mechanism for the causally complete understanding of 
complex-dynamical reality behind the official ‘mystery’ of the quantum 
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tunnelling phenomenon, whereas further refinement of details should con-
stitute a part of the intrinsically complete, dynamically multivalued ‘re-
make’ of conventional quantum mechanics. 
These explicitly obtained manifestations of the unreduced, multi-
valued dynamics of real interaction processes reveal their true character as 
a hierarchically structured sequence of unceasing ‘quantum transitions’ of 
various scales with probabilistically determined results that form the aver-
age, observed system ‘tunneling’ (understood in the most general sense) in 
the universally defined direction of growth of the unreduced dynamic com-
plexity-entropy at the expense of diminishing complexity-information [1] 
(see also Sections 4.4, 4. 7 and 7.1). Any internal system ‘wiring’, ex-
change of ‘commands’, ‘memorisation’ and ‘calculation’ are mainly pro-
duced dynamically and intermixed among them into the single, dynamical-
ly multivalued (and thus everywhere probabilistic) interaction development 
process guided ‘automatically’ by the unreduced complexity development. 
External ‘control’ of the process is possible, but only as modification of in-
formational dynamic complexity (encoded in interaction ‘potential ener-
gy’), which is performed at certain, ‘critical’ points and moments of time 
and have nothing to do with the conventional idea of ‘regularising’, basi-
cally unitary, and therefore unrealistic, control that would correspond to 
(impossibly) decreasing complexity-entropy (see also Section 2(iii), Chap-
ters 7 and 8). The dynamically multivalued results of even the simplest, ex-
ternally regular interaction process considered in this Section clearly show 
that in the case of a realistically involved quantum micro-machine, starting 
already from a single multi-atom molecule, it is the detailed, dynamically 
emerging configurations, their probabilities and unreduced development, 
which are important for the adequate, practically efficient understanding 
and control of quantum machine operation (let alone construction). This 
means that the canonical, ‘postulated’ and ‘mysterious’ quantum mechanics 
is absolutely insufficient for this more complicated application (since it 
cannot predict even possible system states, let alone their probabilities and 
internal system dynamics) and the unreduced, conceptually extended analy-
sis of the universal science of complexity becomes indispensable. 
It would also be interesting to specify, for the simplest particular 
case of this Section, manifestations of the two universal limiting regimes of 
multivalued dynamics, uniform (global) chaos and multivalued SOC (self-
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organisation) as they were described in Section 4.5. Since in the simplest 
case we consider here the role of the variable q is played by time t and the 
corresponding ‘interacting entity’ (or system ‘degree of freedom’) is re-
duced to the time-periodic perturbation (e. g. a radiation field), the ‘inter-
nal’, or ‘structure-independent’ system frequency q  is given by the per-
turbation frequency π , while the ‘structure-dependent’ frequency   cor-
responds to characteristic energy-level separation, E , of the unperturbed 
potential well 0 ( )V r : E    . The ‘resonance’ condition for the uni-
form (global) chaos onset, eq. (35), corresponds then, as it should be ex-
pected, to the resonance between the perturbation and system-structure po-
tential: 
π
Δ Δ 1Δ
i
n
E      ,                                     (53) 
The opposite regime of multivalued SOC is obtained at small values of the 
chaoticity parameter, 1  , or π ΔE   . The (generalised) ‘phase 
transition’ from this externally regular regime to the explicitly irregular 
case of uniform chaos occurs, with growing κ (decreasing π ), around the 
main resonance condition, π ΔE   , being preceded by a series of less 
dramatic, partial transitions to chaos around higher-order resonance condi-
tions, π Δn E   , 2, 3, ...n     (Section 4.5.2) [1]. At very low frequen-
cies, π ΔE    ( 1  ), we obtain another case of SOC which is, how-
ever, less interesting in this context (see Section 4.5.2). 
Physically, the obtained results mean that at very high perturbation 
frequencies ( π ΔE   ) the system can perform only relatively small, 
high-frequency deviations from its unperturbed motion, even though they 
are internally chaotic (dynamically multivalued), contrary to predictions of 
conventional self-organisation/SOC [129-131] or ‘motion in a rapidly os-
cillating field’ [138] (see also Section 4.5.1). The EP, eq. (48), is approxi-
mately reduced in this case to a local potential (cf. eq. (33)): 
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where the last (least exact) approximation corresponds to the ordinary, dy-
namically single-valued analysis (perturbation theory). However, if the per-
turbation frequency (or other related system parameter) approaches the res-
onance condition, π ΔE   , the deviations are quickly amplified to rela-
tively large magnitudes and so is their internal chaoticity that becomes thus 
explicitly evident, giving the regime of ‘global’ (uniform) chaos. Similar, 
but less important, local growth of chaotic fluctuations is observed around 
higher-order resonance conditions, π Δn E   , 2n  , while the decay of 
strong chaoticity at the other side of the main resonance, at π ΔE   , 
should also have more or less distinct step-wise character, with abrupt be-
haviour changes around higher-order resonances at π Δn E   , 2n  . 
This transition from global regularity to global chaos is well known 
from the classical chaos theory, but could not be properly obtained in the 
conventional quantum chaos theory [139-145,155], simply because there 
can be no true dynamical randomness in the unitary (single-valued) quan-
tum dynamics. Now we see how this transition, as well as the unreduced 
dynamical chaos in general, naturally emerges in our dynamically multi-
valued description of the essentially quantum problem. It is not difficult to 
see that the obtained point of this transition satisfies the correspondence 
principle between quantum and classical dynamics16 [1,8,9] (i. e. it gives 
the respective transition between regularity and chaos for the corresponding 
classical system under the straightforward limit 0 ), resolving the main 
problem of the canonical chaos theory, where this quantum-classical corre-
spondence is absent, together with any true randomness (see Chapter 6 for 
more details). These properties of genuine, dynamically multivalued quan-
tum chaos disclose the abuse of various existing imitations of dynamic ran-
domness in quantum systems in general and quantum machines in particu-
lar, reduced most often to replacement of the intrinsic, explicitly derived 
                                           
16 Indeed, since ΔE   tends, at 0 , to the classical oscillation frequency in the unperturbed 
potential,  , it is evident that the criterion of eq. (53) can be presented in an explicitly classical 
form, π   , which already shows a basic agreement with the correspondence principle. 
Moreover, the detailed comparison with ‘standard’ models from the classical chaos theory 
shows [1,8,9] that the ‘classical’ chaos criterion of eq. (53), derived quantum-mechanically, co-
incides with the corresponding results obtained in the framework of classical mechanics. Even 
more, the classical chaos description within the conventional, also dynamically single-valued, 
theory contains itself essential deficiencies (including the absence of true, internal system ran-
domness) and should be replaced by the dynamically multivalued analysis at the level of classi-
cal mechanics, which is a version of our universal formalism (Chapters 3, 4) [1]. 
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system randomness by its postulated ‘penetration’ into the system from an 
indefinite outside source (see also below, Section 5.2.2). 
As far as quantum machine operation is involved, the regime of uni-
form chaos in the dynamics of its elementary step is especially important as 
the standard, dominating regime of essentially quantum dynamics. Indeed, 
if we have considerably different characteristic frequencies/energies, as it is 
necessary for the regime of multivalued SOC, we deal with at least semi-
classical dynamics that will tend to the fully classical (predominantly local-
ised) behaviour with growing frequency/energy ratio. The latter case corre-
sponds just to the qualitatively more distinct, ‘classical’ structure emer-
gence, where slowly changing, ‘self-organised’ external form contains 
within it many slightly different, incompatible system configurations that 
quickly replace each other in a random order (Sections 4.5.1, 4.7). By con-
trast, the essentially quantum, fully ‘dualistic’ behaviour is nothing else 
than the uniform (global) chaos regime whose existence already in the un-
perturbed, as well as perturbed, dynamics of individual quantum machine 
element, eq. (41), is determined by the universal criterion of eq. (53) (cf. 
Section 4.6.1). The latter actually describes the causally complete, com-
plex-dynamical internal mechanism of the well-known main property of 
quantum behaviour, simply postulated in the conventional theory, i. e. 
quantisation itself of any quantum system dynamics determined by the uni-
versal action quantum h [1,3], so that π ΔE    in our case (recall the 
corresponding delta-function occurrence in the conventional expressions 
for transition probabilities), 1  , and chaoticity is global (or coarse-
grained, or uniform). Correspondingly, any ‘quantum control of quantum 
dynamics’ cannot eliminate this strong chaoticity without being trans-
formed into classical, SOC type of dynamics already during every elemen-
tary interaction act, occurring even in the most ‘pure’, totally ‘coherent’ 
conditions, which demonstrates once more the basic deficiency of respec-
tive results of unitary quantum theory [90-107] and its understanding of 
randomness/uncertainty. Any real system dynamics permanently ‘deco-
heres’ by itself, in any its single step, due to the very essence of the unre-
duced “inter-action” process; the truly quantum behaviour involves, by def-
inition, a relatively large degree of this internal randomness. 
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A much more distinct regime of self-organised, ‘classical’ behaviour 
in principle allows of efficient control, but then one deals with classical 
machines, which do not possess any ‘magic’, cost-free efficiency of the 
unitary type. One can also express this result in terms of characteristic ‘dis-
tance between (elementary) realisations’, or (primary) ‘realisation spacing’, 
measured by the corresponding EP differences and expressing the chaotic 
‘uncertainty’ (smearing) of system configuration (in terms of characteristic 
energy parameters) [1,9]. It is easy to see from eqs. (21), (33), (48), (54) 
that this realisation spacing, effΔV , is generally of the order of 
2 π(Δ ) ΔE E   in the multivalued SOC regime and of the order of ΔE  
(energy level spacing in the absence of interaction) in the uniform chaos 
(essentially quantum) regime (i. e. effΔ ΔV E  in every case), which is 
another expression of the above conclusions. 
 
5.2.2. Fundamental properties and causally derived general 
principle of real quantum machine operation 
 
Based on the obtained causally complete description of the elemen-
tary interaction act of the quantum machine operation, we can now summa-
rise the ensuing fundamental properties and related principles of real quan-
tum machine dynamics, which reproduce and specify the universal results 
for the general case of complex (multivalued) dynamics of many-body in-
teraction system (Chapters 3, 4). The major property is, of course, the un-
reduced dynamic complexity, or chaoticity, itself, understood as unceasing, 
internally inhomogeneous and causally probabilistic process of system real-
isation formation and change that naturally occurs, as we have seen in the 
previous Section (see eqs. (47)-(52)), already in any elementary act of 
quantum-mechanical interaction, eq. (41), within a larger micro-machine 
dynamics (Sections 3, 4). The explicit derivation of multiple, incompatible 
results (realisations) of unreduced interaction process in our approach pro-
vides the consistent, dynamically justified definition of random-
ness/probability and related notions (see also below), which should be 
clearly distinguished from various postulated, a priori defined versions of 
the same notions in conventional science, giving rise to what we designate 
as ‘stochastic’ (or ‘statistical’) version of unitary theory widely used, in 
particular, for introduction of ‘probabilistic’ and ‘chaotic’ elements in the 
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dynamically single-valued description of quantum computation. It is im-
portant to emphasize that the universally defined, unreduced complexity, 
based on the physically real, dynamically derived phenomena of dynamic 
redundance and entanglement, naturally unifies, causally (realistically) ex-
tends and consistently specifies various related concepts, which are often 
intuitively (and ambiguously) introduced within the non-dynamical, unitary 
and abstract theories around quantum behaviour speculatively endowed 
with informational/computational ‘interpretation’. 
One of such ‘information-theoretical’ and ‘quantum-informational’ 
properties is non-computability attributed, in various ways, to any ‘interest-
ing’ (and correspondingly ‘sophisticated’) dynamics/behaviour, including 
for example [15] the unified origin of ‘mysterious’ quantum postulates, 
consciousness and (quantum) gravity. The conventional non-computability 
concept tries to formalise mathematically the vague idea of ultimately ran-
dom, ‘unpredictable’, ‘undecidable’, or ‘inimitable’ sequence of patterns 
(states) in system behaviour, but fails (and does not actually try) to explicit-
ly, consistently derive these properties from a simple initial configuration 
of a system, where these properties would not already be present/inserted in 
an explicit, trivial fashion. By contrast, our results for both simplest and 
general interaction cases (Sections 5.2.1 and 3.3/4.1 respectively) just ex-
plicitly show the detailed dynamic origin and mechanism of ‘non-
computability’, which simultaneously clarify the meaning of this notion it-
self appearing to be yet another expression of our unreduced dynamic com-
plexity and chaoticity. Indeed, the ‘ultimate’ uncertainty and ‘undecidabil-
ity’ in the redundant realisation choice, now dynamically derived in the un-
reduced EP method [1-4,8-13] (Chapters 3, 4) and expressed by the dynam-
ically probabilistic realisation sum of the general system solution, eqs. 
(24)-(27), (47)-(52), just causally specify the implied meaning of ‘non-
computability’, with all its possible nuances and aspects (including ran-
domness). It is easy to see that all the ambiguities, abstraction and incom-
pleteness of conventional imitations are eliminated in this dynamically de-
rived property of the unreduced interaction dynamics. As far as quantum 
computation is involved, we show, in terms of this well-specified, dynamic 
non-computability, that any quantum machine dynamics (Chapter 3), and 
even any its elementary step (Section 5.2.1), is always non-computable it-
self, because of omnipresent, interaction-driven system splitting into many 
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incompatible realisations, which is another expression of impossibility of 
ordinary, digital and unitary, modes of computation by quantum devices 
(cf. e. g. [27,78,117] for the opposite conclusion of the unitary theory). 
Since natural interaction processes develop discrete, progressively 
emerging levels of complex behaviour, starting from the multivalued quan-
tum dynamics [1] (Sections 4.4-4.7), the fundamental dynamic non-
computability and its mechanism will be independently reproduced at each 
level (instead of being only directly ‘inherited’ from lower levels). One ob-
tains thus the multilevel hierarchy of non-computable, or complex, or cha-
otic (in a well-defined sense) world dynamics, which explains the ‘non-
computable character of conscious thought’ at the highest complexity lev-
els [1,4], as well as non-computability of any other level of world dynam-
ics, without its direct reduction to manifestations of ambiguous ‘quantum 
weirdness’ (cf. [15,68-71]). Instead, it is this ‘quantum non-computability’ 
and ‘quantum mysteries’ (intrinsically unified with the dynamic origin of 
gravity) which obtain their causally complete, and actually universal, ex-
planation within the dynamic redundance paradigm. In particular, the most 
fundamental aspects of quantum mechanics, related to the dualistic behav-
iour of elementary particles and their very origin, naturally unified with the 
origin of gravitation, space, time, mass and other ‘intrinsic’ particle proper-
ties, are consistently explained as the lowest sublevel of ‘non-computable’, 
dynamically multivalued interaction between two primordial, effectively 
structureless protofields [1-4,11-13], the sublevel of complexity that pre-
cedes the one of interacting quantum entities within a quantum machine 
considered here. These dynamic relations between neighbouring levels of 
non-computable (multivalued) behaviour produce just the necessary, nei-
ther mechanistically reduced nor inconsistently mystified, hierarchy of 
world dynamics explaining its nontrivial, inimitable, undecidable, self-
developing and sometimes externally ‘mysterious’ character. 
Talking about the well-defined, dynamically multivalued complexi-
ty, chaoticity, entanglement, etc. of real quantum machine behaviour, we 
should emphasize the basic distinction of these unreduced, dynamically de-
rived concepts from their dynamically single-valued, unitary imitations in 
conventional theory that do not reveal the essence of the unreduced interac-
tion complexity, but only speculatively, artificially muddle the situation, 
which is already rather ambiguous because of the persisting ‘ordinary’ 
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quantum mystification. Such are unitary imitations of (quantum) ‘complex-
ity’, ‘chaos’, ‘randomness’, entropy, information (as well as related ‘foun-
dational’ approaches in quantum mechanics), which are extensively used in 
‘quantum information theory’ (see e. g. [14,53,59-67,72,73,81,110,118, 
156-174], in addition to general reviews on quantum information theory 
cited in Chapter 2). It is not necessary to enter into technical details of each 
particular imitation in order to see their general, fundamental deficiency: all 
those ‘quantum’ and ‘dynamical’ versions of randomness, chaoticity, com-
plexity, entropy and information are not obtained as a result of unreduced 
interaction development, but are postulated instead in the abstract form of 
‘ready-made’, already existing and intuitively ‘plausible’ manifestation, or 
‘sign’, of the corresponding property/phenomenon, which is actually 
equivalent to the unitary, dynamically single-valued, perturbative descrip-
tion leading to evident contradictions. Thus, ‘randomness’ and ‘complexi-
ty’ are often defined by formally introduced ‘correlations’ among elements 
of a given set, where minimal correlations are identified with maximum 
unpredictability and thus randomness. The unreduced, dynamic origin and 
the ensuing most important relations between elements remain, however, 
undiscovered within such mechanistic definition. The interconnected, and 
most often confused, values of complexity, entropy and information are de-
fined in the unitary approach by analogy with the postulates of classical 
statistical mechanics, where the classical (probability) distribution function 
is replaced by the quantum density matrix, being itself a postulated and ba-
sically deficient construction (see also Sections 3.3, 4.2). In that way one 
can obtain arbitrary values of ‘quantum complexity’ or ‘quantum entropy’ 
with ill-defined, purely abstract meaning, depending on the particular ap-
proximation used. A non-zero ‘complexity’ is thus typically attributed to 
the effectively zero-dimensional (dynamically single-valued, or unique) 
problem solution, whereas the reality-based, unreduced complexity always 
implies a dynamically multivalued and thus truly chaotic solution (Section 
4.1). Indeed, as noted in many places above (see e. g. Section 2(i)), the very 
problem of conventional, unitary quantum computation is that its true dy-
namic complexity is zero, whereas any real computational process needs 
positive, and actually quite large, dynamic complexity (see also Chapter 7 
for more details). That's why the extensive speculations around ‘quantum 
complexity’ (or ‘entropy’, or ‘information’) within conventional ‘quantum 
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information theory’ provide especially transparent examples of the abso-
lutely irrelevant, qualitatively deficient content of unitary, dynamically sin-
gle-valued and abstract imitations of the dynamically multivalued reality in 
conventional theory. 
The same kind of deficiency is inherent in the dynamically single-
valued imitations of ‘quantum chaos’ in quantum machines [14,65-67,156-
166]. The unreduced, dynamically multivalued interaction description 
clearly shows why the dynamically single-valued theory cannot find any 
true source of randomness in principle and corresponds to the zero value of 
genuine dynamic complexity (Section 4.1). At the lowest, essentially quan-
tum levels of world dynamics this absence of any truly dynamic random-
ness in conventional quantum mechanics becomes especially evident (see 
e. g. [155]), since here it cannot be so easily hidden behind imitations like 
‘exponentially diverging trajectories’ used at higher, ‘classical’ (macro-
scopic) levels of dynamics, where ‘randomness’ can be ‘quietly’ inserted as 
a lower-level ‘noise’ or ‘uncertainty in initial conditions’ (see also Chapter 
6). This difficulty does not stop, however, the most pertinacious imitators 
and they do find ‘genuine’ and ‘dynamical’ quantum chaos where other 
single-valued approaches have discovered only proven regularity. In reali-
ty, randomness is introduced of course only mechanistically, through a 
‘noise’ within the system that can be somehow ‘amplified’ by an obscure, 
actually postulated mechanism and give chaos where it is expected to exist 
by correspondence to the respective classical system. As a result, one ob-
tains a very peculiar mixture of contradictions, where the conclusion about 
possibility of stable (unitary) quantum computation also chaotically chang-
es from one article to another (probably depending on ‘noisy influences’ at 
much higher levels of interaction) and where the ‘post-modern’ play of 
words, so characteristic of today's official science, attains one of its highest 
peaks, so that, for example, ‘ergodicity in energy level distribution’ is arbi-
trarily mixed with ergodicity and randomness in real, configurational sys-
tem behaviour itself, etc. The ‘rigour’ of this ‘ironic’ science is ‘confirmed’ 
by ‘pictures’ produced in elaborate computer simulations within arbitrarily 
simplified, purely abstract ‘models’ with numerous adjustable ‘parameters’ 
(so that in practice it is rather useless to verify their correctness). The total-
ly consistent results of our dynamically multivalued analysis of real system 
dynamics reveal the origin of ambiguities of conventional ‘quantum chaos’ 
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theories (i.e. their perturbative single-valuedness) and thus show why there 
is no sense to plunge into more details of those fundamentally erroneous 
imitations of reality. 
In connection to this difference between genuine and imitative com-
plexity/chaoticity, one can mention the qualitative difference between our 
objections against unitary dynamics of real computing (quantum) systems 
and other existing doubts about conventional quantum computation [79-
88]. The latter are based rather on ‘practical’ impossibility of realisation of 
a possible ‘in principle’ theoretical solution (obtained always within the 
same, unconditionally accepted unitary paradigm), which is attributed most 
often to the destroying influence of (external) noise supposed to be relative-
ly strong for ‘sensitive’ quantum dynamics of ‘very small’ objects. Where-
as this ‘technical’ kind of difficulty can always be eliminated, in one way 
or another (indeed, due to the fundamental discreteness of quantum dynam-
ics the omnipresent noise does not prevent the observed existence of truly 
coherent quantum dynamics), we show explicitly that even the most ideal 
case of strictly ‘Hamiltonian’ (non-dissipative) dynamics is characterised 
by the universal, purely dynamical and therefore irreducible source of true 
randomness (Section 3.3), appearing already at every elementary interac-
tion act within quantum machine dynamics (Section 5.2.1). 
Moreover, it becomes evident that being the ultimate source of ran-
domness as such, the intrinsic chaoticity of real system dynamics also gov-
erns the behaviour of any ‘open’, ‘noisy’ and ‘dissipative’ system (includ-
ing e. g. the situation of ‘quantum measurement’ [1,10]) and provides both 
the ultimate origin of any ‘noise’ and dynamically random result of its fur-
ther development/amplification at higher complexity levels. This dynamic 
origin of any ‘noise’, which otherwise needs to be directly and inconsist-
ently ‘postulated’ in the conventional theory, is especially important and 
irreducible just for the essentially quantum dynamics, since it is confined to 
a few lowest sublevels of complexity, where no ‘other’ influence can come 
‘from below’, from an indefinite, fine-grained reservoir of ‘practically’ 
non-computable dynamics (in other words, the smallest possible ‘grain’ of 
real world dynamics is always given by Planck's constant, whether it de-
scribes a conventionally defined ‘noise’ or the ‘main’ system dynamics). 
This is another demonstration of the profound deficiency of conventional, 
‘stochastic’ approaches to randomness and chaoticity in quantum systems 
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becoming evident already by correct application of standard quantum pos-
tulates. 
The genuine dynamic randomness of real quantum system behaviour 
is closely related, by its very origin, to another manifestation of unreduced 
dynamic complexity, the dynamically multivalued, interaction-driven, 
probabilistic entanglement, or simply dynamic entanglement, between the 
system components. One should emphasize the essential difference of this 
physically real, fractally structured and permanently changing, probabilistic 
‘mixture’ between the interacting entities from its mechanistic, purely ab-
stract and especially actively mystified imitation known as ‘quantum en-
tanglement’ in conventional quantum theory and unitary quantum computa-
tion (see e. g. [83,110,118,172-176], as well as general references on quan-
tum computation from Chapter 2), where it is even used as the key argu-
ment in favour of the expected ‘fantastically high’ efficiency of quantum 
computation process. As it is clearly seen from our explicitly obtained gen-
eral solution of the unreduced interaction (or ‘many-body’) problem for 
both general and particular cases, eqs. (20)-(25) and (47)-(52) respectively, 
the real entanglement in a quantum system has a directly visible dynamical, 
interactional origin, so that the explicit ‘mixture’ of the component wave-
functions for different entities and eigen-states in a single expression for 
the total wavefunction is always obtained as their interaction-driven, physi-
cally real and unceasing recomposition, assisted by the corresponding EP 
structure formation. Thus, the dynamic entanglement between interacting 
degrees of freedom Q and  in the general case, eq. (25a), contains the ini-
tial interaction potential and eigenvalues (eq. (25b)) determined self-
consistently by solution of the Schrödinger equation with EP (eqs. (20), 
(25c)) that includes the whole process of unreduced interaction develop-
ment and in particular real dynamical collapse/reduction to the current real-
isation configuration (see also Sections 4.2, 4.3). 
As follows already from evident qualitative arguments confirmed by 
the rigorous analysis (Section 3.3), this real dynamical mixture of interact-
ing components can only emerge in a large number of incompatible, but 
equally possible versions (realisations), which leads to their unceasing 
change in the dynamically random order, eqs. (24), (52), giving rise in par-
ticular to the true quantum chaos and probabilistic quantum measurement 
[1,9,10]. Each system realisation corresponds therefore to a particular, 
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causally determined version of dynamic entanglement between its compo-
nents, which are forced by the main, driving interaction to permanently en-
tangle, disentangle and re-entangle into unceasingly emerging and replaced 
realisations, this intense internal life of a system constituting the essence of 
its existence as such, as opposed to ‘general’ definitions and mechanistic 
imitations of conventional science or ‘systems theory’. Correspondingly, 
the real ‘quantum entanglement’ also represents the intense, physically real 
‘internal life’ of a quantum system remaining completely beyond the ‘very 
averaged’ and purely abstract conventional description and consisting in 
unceasing sequence of interaction-driven system collapses to probabilisti-
cally chosen possible states (realisations) alternating with transient disen-
tanglement phases during system transitions between realisations. It is this 
causally probabilistic internal structure of (quantum) entanglement, or in-
teraction, process (originating from the fundamental protofield coupling) 
that explains the real, demystified, but complex-dynamical nature of ‘quan-
tum entanglement’ and ‘linear superposition’ postulates of standard quan-
tum mechanics (see also Section 5.3) and reveals the illusive basis of ‘mag-
ic’ efficiency of unitary quantum computation as being due to the funda-
mentally incorrect, dynamically single-valued (perturbative) imitation of 
real interaction processes. The necessity for the system to take many in-
compatible, ‘incoherent’ realisations will immediately destroy the false ex-
ponential ‘inflation’ of the single realisation in the unitary projection of re-
ality (see also Section 5.1), but the same phenomenon of irreducible dy-
namical chaos can play a constructive role leading indeed to the greatly in-
creased efficiency, though for a qualitatively different, multivalued (chaot-
ic) kind of micro-machine dynamics, actually realised in all natural, living 
systems operation (Section 7.3, Chapter 8). 
An inherent aspect of the dynamic entanglement concept is repre-
sented by the property of autonomous creativity of complex-dynamical in-
teraction process (Sections 4.3-4) and related solution of the ‘problem of 
configuration space’ in quantum mechanics. Namely, it is by way of inter-
action-driven, physically real entanglement between the interacting quan-
tum system components that the new entities, constituting the computa-
tion/interaction process result, autonomously, dynamically emerge in the 
essentially nonlinear process of system reduction/squeeze (Section 4.3) to-
wards its consecutive realisations that actually form physically real config-
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urations of (quantum) system (see eqs. (22)-(23), (25a,b), (50)-(51)) and 
thus the basis of physically real space structure of the corresponding com-
plexity level. These resulting system configurations, especially important 
for understanding/control of real quantum machine dynamics, cannot be 
obtained in conventional theory using only their postulated, imitative 
forms, which are artificially inserted into formal expressions describing 
‘quantum entanglement’ and other abstract ‘elements’ of unitary quantum 
evolution. The dynamically emerging ‘mixture’ of the interacting degrees 
of freedom, such as Q and  in eqs. (25) for the general interaction case, 
actually describe the tangible ‘texture’ of the emerging interaction product, 
which determines its specific ‘quality’ as that of a ‘new’ and ‘holistic’ enti-
ty. This physically real creativity of complex-dynamical quantum mechan-
ics is inseparably related, as we have seen, to the irreducible, dynamic un-
predictability of creation/entanglement results that can, however, be causal-
ly described in terms of dynamically determined probabilities of emerging 
system configurations/realisations (Sections 3.3, 4.4, 5.2.1). 
It is clear that chaotically changing configurations of a real quantum 
machine, obtained through the described process of dynamically multi-
valued entanglement, possess the intrinsic inimitability, leading to the gen-
eral non-universality, or ‘non-fungibility’, of both the detailed structure and 
total ‘level’ of quantum computation dynamics. This property of real quan-
tum behaviour agrees well with standard quantum postulates and corrects 
the corresponding erroneous expectations of unitary quantum computation 
theory, often referred to as its universality or ‘fungibility’ (see e. g. 
[21,25,32,46,103,177-181]) and implying the permanent, exact self-
reproduction, (quasi-) regularity of unitary quantum evolution. Note the es-
sential difference between this one-dimensional ‘universality’ of the uni-
tary imitation of reality and unrestricted universality of the general princi-
ples and formalism of the unreduced complex dynamics (Chapters 3,4) [1]: 
the truly universal description of unreduced system complexity and well-
defined direction of its general evolution (growth of complexity-entropy, 
Chapter 7) reveals the fundamental origin of the omnipresent non-
universality (non-repetitiveness) of the detailed real system dynamics. Con-
trary to the unified diversity of the unreduced complex dynamics, ‘univer-
sality’ of unitary evolution is physically senseless: it is close to the mathe-
matically universal linear decomposition of a function into a series/integral 
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over a (complete) set of ‘standard’ functions (such as the Fourier trans-
form). The conventional theory of universal quantum computation is re-
duced thus to infinite play with various versions of such abstract, linear ex-
pansion of mathematical functions over sets of other functions.17 
The difference between that mechanistic universality of abstract uni-
tary expansions and unified diversity of real quantum dynamics is concep-
tually close to the difference between the purely ‘digital’ mode of compu-
ting (including ‘simulation’) that encodes everything what happens in (al-
most) exact numbers and the ‘analogue’, or ‘dynamical’ (interactional), 
mode of natural micro-machine operation, where the resulting configura-
tions are simply obtained and compared directly, such as they are (includ-
ing their inevitable irregularities). It is evident that conventional, unitary 
quantum computation, despite any occurring ‘general’ speculation about 
‘complexity’ and ‘probability’, tends actually and inevitably to the digital, 
‘exact-number’ mode and the inherent ‘linear’ (sequential and abstract) 
logic (see e. g. [27,117]), which is closely related to the effectively zero-
dimensional logic of ‘exact solutions’ of the underlying dynamic single-
valuedness paradigm (unitarity). By contrast, the dynamically unpredictable 
behaviour of real quantum, classical and hybrid systems with interaction, 
where the emerging entangled configurations and their probabilities are di-
rectly determined by the interaction details, can be described and efficiently 
used only as analogue, ‘creative’, rather than simply ‘calculative’, kind of 
operation. 
The self-amplifying character of a real interaction process (equiva-
lent to its universal dynamic instability) leads to the dynamically discrete, 
or quantised, structure of interaction dynamics, which provides the causally 
complete, totally realistic explanation for the origin of ‘quantisation’, 
‘wavefunction collapse’, Planck's constant and its universality at the lowest 
sublevels of complex world dynamics (Sections 4.3, 4.6) [1,3,12,13]. Since 
                                           
17 In a broader sense, the same refers to the whole ‘new’, or ‘mathematical’, physics and modern 
‘exact’ science in general [1]: in accord with Bergson's sentence, it does not reveal any really 
new, qualitatively extended phenomena, properties, or entities, but provides instead a series of 
technically new reformulations, or ‘interpretations’, of the same, ultimately reduced, effectively 
zero/one-dimensional (zero-complexity) ‘model’ of reality, which correspond to various point-
like or line-like projections of a multi-dimensional structure observed from different aspects, but 
always reduced completely to its current zero-complexity projection (see also Chapter 9). A 
simple, mechanical translation from one ordinary language to another, revealing no new mean-
ing by definition, provides certainly an example of much more complicated and sensible work 
of that kind. 
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the internal structure of the quantised interaction ‘steps’ is formed by the 
dynamically probabilistic (multivalued) entanglement of interacting enti-
ties, it becomes clear why causal quantisation is inseparably related to the 
true randomness/probability: each quantised system ‘jump’ can be per-
formed in many equally real, but incompatible ways (directions), which de-
termines the fundamental unpredictability and ‘undecidability’ of the actual 
system choice (equivalent to ‘non-computability’ of quantum dynamics, as 
we have seen above in this Section). If one deals with ‘essentially quantum’ 
system dynamics, confined to the lowest complexity sublevels, then one 
has, by definition, the situation of ‘coarse-grained’ and strongly (or global-
ly, or uniformly) chaotic case of complex dynamics (Section 4.5.2): at the 
lowest level of complex world dynamics, the discrete transitions between 
system realisations cannot be further subdivided into smaller steps by any 
real experiment within this world, while the ‘distance’ between realisations, 
or the size of a jump between them, is relatively big (comparable with the 
average realisation size itself). This general property of quantum dynamics 
was also confirmed for the particular case of typical elementary interaction 
act within quantum machine dynamics (Section 5.2.1). 
These causally derived, totally realistic and demystified properties of 
unreduced quantum interaction mean that the abstract ‘quantum bit’ of the 
conventional theory of quantum computation is determined in reality by the 
same universal quantum of action, Planck's constant h, that underlies other 
basic features of quantum behaviour and that any practical incarnation of 
such causally extended, physically real ‘qubit’ will always contain the irre-
ducible dynamic uncertainty (‘quantum indeterminacy’) remaining relative-
ly large for the essentially quantum dynamics. Both these properties of un-
reduced quantum interactions, quantisation and randomness, determine the 
essential, qualitative difference of real quantum machine operation from its 
unitary imitation (cf. e. g. [182]), which can explain why they are so 
‘strangely’, but conveniently ‘overlooked’ by the conventional theory, in 
the evident contradiction to the standard quantum postulates themselves 
(see also Section 2(ii)). Indeed, although the real, complex-dynamical 
‘quantum bit’ thus obtained possesses the fixed ‘information content’, 
equal to h (see also Chapter 7), it appears to be extremely ‘volatile’ by its 
particular configuration (e. g. spatial location), which evidently puts an end 
to any hope for practical, full-scale realisation of any unitary, regular (re-
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versible) quantum computer, as well as to the very idea of such kind of op-
eration of a real quantum machine.18 
The physical reality and transparency of origin of this complex-
dynamic elementary ‘bit’, and actual step, of quantum machine operation, 
always determined by h, shows also that the existing vague hopes of uni-
tary theory to obtain a cost-free, reversible quantum computation scheme 
by means of some ill-defined ‘non-destructive measurement’ or a ghostly 
‘nonlocality’ (‘quantum teleportation’ etc.) using especially some ‘elud-
ing’, massless entities, like photons, are absolutely vain, irrespective of de-
tails determining only the exact manifestation of the unitary imitation defi-
ciency. The dynamically discrete and probabilistic nature of real structure 
(‘quantum bit’) emergence will always appear in irreducible interaction 
processes that determine the quantum machine operation. It is not difficult 
to see also that the relatively strong manifestation of dynamical random-
ness and discreteness in the essentially quantum dynamics (which is a par-
ticular case of the uniform chaos regime, Section 4.5.2), underlies the cor-
respondingly strong, pronounced character of specific features of complex 
quantum machine dynamics considered above, such as its intrinsic creativi-
ty, irreversible direction and non-universality. 
Finally, with growing interaction scale/complexity the dynamic for-
mation of classical (bound) configurations within quantum machine be-
comes inevitable (and necessary for a useful device); such states emerge as 
more regular, SOC type of dynamic entities/regimes (Section 4.5.1) pos-
sessing the internal, experimentally detectable fine-grained structure with 
the smallest grain size of the order of h (Section 4.7). In this sense, any re-
al, useful ‘quantum’ machine is rather a hybrid, ‘quantum-and-classical’ 
device; its characterisation as ‘quantum’ object means that it contains not 
only classical, but also essentially quantum, strongly chaotic elements in its 
functional, operationally important dynamics. 
                                           
18 The high dynamic uncertainty of the real ‘qubit’ can be expressed as the problem of ‘irreduci-
bility of n-ary quantum information’ [183], where already the standard quantum scheme implies 
that any ‘n-dimensional quantum state’ (emerging in a generic interaction process) cannot be 
separated into binary components, i. e. ‘qubits’, without ‘undesirable features’ (such as the irre-
ducible dynamic/quantum uncertainty). As our analysis shows, the quantum interaction uncer-
tainty is present in its results in any case, even before any additional ‘quantum measurement’ is 
performed and for the full dimensionality of the emerging system configuration, which means in 
particular that any purely mathematical transition to ‘n-dimensional’ unitary description [183] 
cannot solve the problem. The same argumentation is valid with respect to a similar problem of 
separability of (generic) quantum entanglement (see also Section 5.3). 
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The outlined universal properties of real quantum machine operation 
are unified by the underlying concept of unreduced dynamic complexity 
(Section 4.1) and can therefore be considered as particular manifestations 
of a general principle governing the emergence and evolution of any real 
(complex) structure, the universal law of conservation and transformation 
of complexity, or (dynamical) symmetry of complexity [1] (see also Chapter 
7 for more details). Indeed, since the unreduced quantum interaction dy-
namics is always represented by a globally chaotic regime and thus cannot 
be regularly ‘controlled’ (i. e. transformed into a globally ‘self-organised’ 
regime), it should possess its own, ‘incorporated’ guiding rule that deter-
mines the observed operation of natural atomic, molecular and living sys-
tems involving structure creation and development (where the eventual 
transition from quantum to classical type of dynamics also occurs ‘from the 
inside’, through the natural system development). The universal symmetry 
of complexity, constituting an integral part of the unreduced concept of 
complexity [1], just expresses that intrinsic ‘programme’ (and its progres-
sive realisation) within any real system, actually provided at the beginning 
of system existence in the form of its main, driving interactions represented 
by their initial, ‘potential-energy’ configuration (it does enter in our starting 
‘existence equations’, eqs. (1)-(5), (41)). This initial, ‘hidden’, ‘latent’, or 
‘folded’, form of dynamic complexity, called dynamic information, under-
goes the unceasing process of transformation into the complementary, ‘ex-
plicit’, ‘apparent’, or ‘unfolded’, form of dynamic complexity, called dy-
namic entropy (it extends the ordinary, equilibrium entropy to any kind of 
process or phenomenon), which constitutes the true, complex-dynamical 
essence of any system evolution. The total, strictly positive (and usually 
large) quantity of dynamic complexity does not change during its perma-
nent transformation from the hidden form of (ever diminishing) dynamic 
information into the explicit form of (ever growing) dynamic entropy, 
which expresses the universal dynamical symmetry (conservation and 
transformation) of complexity extending and unifying all the conventional 
conservation laws and other postulated fundamental ‘principles’ of canoni-
cal science (including the generalised first and second laws of thermody-
namics, i. e. the principles of energy conservation and degradation) [1]. 
Since this complexity development process constitutes the sense of 
any interaction (and thus any system existence), exactly expressed by pro-
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gressive emergence of changing realisations and their levels (‘levels of 
complexity’), we see that the symmetry of complexity, understood as its 
conserving transformation from conceived (potential) information into tan-
gible (realised) entropy, expresses the universal guiding line, or irreversible 
direction (orientation), of natural system evolution. And since any real sys-
tem has a finite initial stock of dynamic information, its essential existence, 
or generalised complex-dynamical life, can continue only until the com-
plete transformation of information into entropy, after which the system 
cannot change any more while remaining itself and thus cannot exist as 
such and falls into the state of generalised dynamic equilibrium, or com-
plex-dynamical death, characterised by a local maximum of relatively uni-
form, highly irregular kind of chaoticity.19 
Being applicable to any system dynamics, this unified law of evolu-
tion is especially useful, however, in the case of such ‘indistinct’ and ‘un-
controllable’ systems as quantum micro-machines, including their eventual 
dynamical transition to classical configurations of growing scale. Indeed, in 
that case the driving interactions, in their initial, ‘potential’ form, make the 
only possible ‘programme’ of quantum machine operation, with its dynam-
ically probabilistic behaviour at any single step, while the global system 
evolution does have a well-defined general direction, the one of growing 
complexity-entropy and diminishing complexity-information, which en-
sures the conservation of their sum, the total dynamic complexity. There-
fore any unitary, regular-step, one-dimensional (sequential) programming 
(and theory) of quantum machines has no sense at all (other than well-paid, 
but basically incorrect speculations and mathematical exercises), whereas 
the unreduced interaction analysis by the universally nonperturbative EP 
                                           
19 For example, the stage of maximal, ‘developed’ democracy in any civilisation evolution rep-
resents but a particular case of this kind of generalised system equilibrium, or death, after which 
the system (civilisation in this case) can only either totally disappear as such (by the naturally 
emerging processes of self-destruction) or perform a ‘revolutionary’ (quick and ‘global’ 
enough) transition to a superior, qualitatively different level of complexity, where the transfor-
mation of information into entropy will restart again, in a new way and with a new force (‘élan 
vital’). The straightforward application of these results, totally confirmed by all previous civili-
sations history, to the modern stage of global civilisation development is of vital practical im-
portance [1] and should quickly and definitely replace the dominating interplay of selfish, ex-
tremely short-sighted group ‘interests’ implemented by the ruling unitary system ‘priests’ in the 
form of low-level, political and apologetic, ‘games’ (manipulation) with the dangerously para-
lysed ‘mass consciousness’, which tend to present the ‘democratic’ civilisation decay and evi-
dent, fundamentally inevitable impasse as its desirable, ‘progressive’ evolution and the ‘best 
possible’ way of further development. 
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method just gives us the dynamically determined, really emerging system 
realisations and their respective probabilities (Chapters 3, 4, Section 5.2.1). 
The step-wise progressive emergence of complexity levels, including the 
important transition to classical behaviour, realises the universal direction 
of system development towards the growing complexity-entropy, which is 
the unique, and practically meaningful, guiding line for creation and con-
trol of ‘truly small’, quantum machines, or ‘nanomachines’, used for vari-
ous purposes (Chapters 7, 8). This ‘dynamically parallel’ programming 
(and information processing) is also applicable, of course, to any systems 
with explicitly chaotic dynamics and differs substantially from its unitary 
imitation by the conventional ‘parallel computation’, which is nothing 
more than a practically convenient version of sequential computation split 
up artificially into simultaneously performed, but totally disrupted pieces. 
Note also the persisting and inevitable confusions of conventional 
theory around the notions of complexity, entropy and information related to 
its dynamically single-valued reduction of real interactions. Thus the con-
ventional ‘information’ concept referring to operation of real computing 
devices corresponds rather to our generalised entropy, while the ‘true’, dy-
namic information is an equally tangible quantity, but related rather to con-
ventional ‘potential energy’ of the driving interaction, as opposed to purely 
mathematical expressions for an arbitrary mixture of ‘complexity-entropy-
information’ in terms of abstract-space elements (such as quantum ‘state 
vectors’) or empirically ‘counted’ states in conventional theories (see 
Chapter 7 for more details). The unreduced, complex-dynamical infor-
mation and entropy, changing in any elementary act of real interaction, 
without any artificially imposed ‘environmental’ influences, are basically 
dimensional quantities (which reflects their physically real origin) directly 
related to (extended) action or its derivatives (such as energy and momen-
tum) and naturally measured in the corresponding units [1]. This explains 
why the universal unit of information/entropy content in the unreduced 
‘quantum bit’ (appearing in the essentially quantum part of computing sys-
tem dynamics) is given by Planck's constant, h, contrary to artificial units 
and ambiguous realisation of conventional qubits in the unitary imitation of 
quantum interaction processes leading to the value of (abstract) information 
content in one quantum bit that varies as a function of changing results of 
system interaction with its unknown ‘environment’ [182]. 
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The ambiguous ‘environment’ appears inevitably in the unitary theo-
ry as a (forced) imitation of irreversibility (entropy growth) in the other-
wise reversible unitary dynamics of the whole system (quantum computer 
+ environment). However, the ‘irreversibility’ (and related entropy, infor-
mation, complexity, etc.) thus inserted from the outside have a fictitious, 
tricky character close to the corresponding introduction of the concept of 
entropy in classical (and quantum) thermodynamics, where the necessary 
‘uncertainty’ in system behaviour can only be obtained as a practical 
‘lack/impossibility of knowledge’ about ‘too complicated’ configuration of 
the ‘environment’ (playing the role of thermodynamical ‘heat bath’, or 
‘thermostat’), rather than any true, unreduced randomness that should have 
only purely dynamic origin, without any ‘help’ from the external ‘noise’. 
Such true randomness, originally and causally derived within the dynamic 
redundance paradigm, is the only way to avoid contradictions inevitably 
appearing e. g. in ‘quantum thermodynamics’ relying on imitative random-
ness, or ‘stochasticity’ (cf. [184-186]). That's why the artificially inserted 
‘redundancy’ of dynamically single-valued interaction between the ‘sys-
tem’ and the ‘environment’ [182] is but a unitary, inconsistent imitation of 
our dynamic redundance (the latter being derived for the isolated, nondissi-
pative computing system itself) and simply describes different hypothetical 
(and quite mutually compatible) excitations/changes in the ‘environment’ 
produced by its interaction with the system, which does not reveal any in-
trinsic randomness. The imitative character of conventional ‘quantum en-
tropy’ (e. g. ‘von Neumann entropy’ expressed through the density matrix) 
is in the fact that it grows only for the system (coupled to the environment), 
but remains unchanged for the combined ‘meta-system’ including both the 
system and the environment, which leads to the mentioned contradictions 
with apparently universal thermodynamical principles [184-186] resem-
bling those inherent in conventional interpretations of emergence of living 
systems and other ‘strongly nonequilibrium’ structures at macroscopically 
levels of reality (cf. [1]).20 The universally derived dynamic multivalued-
                                           
20 Many other references to ‘quantum thermodynamics paradoxes’ within the unitary science 
paradigm can be found in the materials of international conference dedicated to the problem 
(First International Conference on Quantum Limits to the Second Law, San Diego, California, 
2002), http://www.ipmt-hpm.ac.ru/SecondLaw/index.en.html. Note that as follows already from 
the conference title, the underlying conventional science results seem to imply a violation of the 
ordinary second law for quantum systems, which is not surprising taking into account the intrin-
sic deficiency of the unitary, dynamically single-valued description used that actually cannot 
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ness of any real interaction at any complexity level (Chapters 3, 4) provides 
the missing source of purely dynamic randomness within any kind of struc-
ture and thus the totally consistent, and actually unique, solution to all the 
thermodynamical and dynamical problems (including also that of quantum 
chaos, Sections 4.6.2, 5.2.1, Chapter 6). 
Another practically important consequence of the universal sym-
metry of complexity is the principle of complexity correspondence which 
states, in its application to computational processes, that any closed compu-
ting system cannot correctly simulate the behaviour of systems with higher 
than its own values of total dynamic complexity. In other words, the correct 
simulation is possible only if the full dynamic complexity of the simulating 
system exceeds that of the simulated system/behaviour. In view of the 
above general theory of computation in terms of complexity transfor-
mation, the complexity correspondence principle emerges by the direct ap-
plication of the complexity conservation law to a computing system that 
evidently cannot attain complexity levels higher than its internal complexi-
ty determined by all driving interactions (and thus it cannot reproduce any 
‘finer’ structural/dynamical details of the simulated system with higher 
complexity). The correspondence of complexity is especially important for 
quantum computing systems, since they are confined to the lowest com-
plexity levels and therefore cannot correctly simulate higher-complexity 
systems that constitute the majority of practically important phenomena. 
Since classical behaviour emerges from essentially quantum behav-
iour as a definitely higher complexity level (Section 4.7) [1,12,13], it fol-
lows that any purely quantum system cannot correctly simulate any classi-
cal, quasi-regular or explicitly chaotic, system, contrary to the results from 
a great variety of papers on conventional quantum computation ‘showing’ 
the opposite. As elementary classical states are usually formed starting 
from the simplest bound states (like atoms), it appears that even the really 
small, but practically important, realm of atoms and molecules is already 
                                                                                                                           
explain any ‘thermodynamical’ behaviour in principle, including its application at the level of 
‘usual’, macroscopic systems with classical dynamics (they simply provide a possibility of easi-
er manipulations using their much higher complexity and its diverse manifestations, while the 
problem remains basically unsolved). In reality, as we have seen, it is the unitary quantum (as 
well as classical) mechanics that should be considerably extended to its unreduced, dynamically 
multivalued version, after which all the ‘thermodynamical’ (as well as ‘quantum’ and ‘relativ-
istic’) ‘paradoxes’ disappear, being replaced by inevitable, natural manifestations of the unre-
duced dynamic complexity of any system dynamics. 
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beyond the possibilities of any quantum simulation. It is evident, in particu-
lar, that any essentially quantum dynamics cannot correctly reproduce the 
main property of permanent localisation of a classical system configuration 
without losing its quantum (delocalised) character. 
This our result actually demonstrates once more the hopeless illu-
siveness of the major underlying motivation of conventional quantum com-
putation theory developed as a ‘qualitatively more efficient’ way to calcu-
late a large majority of various real, mainly macroscopic and classical, re-
gimes of dynamical system behaviour. Indeed, the ‘digital’, ‘exact-number’ 
regime of a quantum computer is impossible because of the strong, ‘global’ 
chaoticity of essentially quantum dynamics (Sections 4.5.2, 4.6.2, 5.2.1), 
while its ‘analogue’, direct-simulation possibilities are strictly limited to 
quantum systems with lower dynamic complexity. We obtain thus another, 
fundamentally substantiated objection against the announced and ‘rigorous-
ly proven’ property of universality of unitary quantum computation, com-
pleting the arguments developed above in this Section and showing that 
unitary quantum computation is simply impossible as such. Now we see 
that not only unreal, unitary, but also any real, irreducibly chaotic quantum 
dynamics cannot properly simulate any classical behaviour (thus, the main 
property of classical behaviour, its permanent localisation, can hardly be 
reproduced by the irreducibly delocalised dynamics of essentially quantum 
system). As noted above, any real, practically useful (i. e. complicated 
enough) ‘quantum machine’ will always eventually perform (local) dynam-
ical transitions into classical type of state, and it is in that way that such re-
al, hybrid micro-machines will be able to approach the features of classical 
world, as it actually happens to natural micro-machines, including those 
that determine ‘simulation’ processes in the brain (the complexity corre-
spondence principle provides thus another fundamental objection against 
all theories of essentially quantum basis of high enough, ‘global’ levels of 
brain dynamics [68-71]). 
The outlined general limitations of purely quantum computation im-
posed by the complexity correspondence principle can be specified for sev-
eral particular situations. One of them concerns the problem of ‘quantum 
memory’ supposed to participate in operation of conventional quantum 
computer [47-49] (see also Sections 2(iv,v), 4.5.1, 4.7). It becomes clear 
now that even if quantum memory could exist, it could ‘memorise’ at max-
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imum structures from lower, essentially quantum complexity sublevels, 
which means, taking into account the globally chaotic type of essentially 
quantum behaviour, a direct reproduction of the corresponding uniform re-
gime of dynamical chaos (Section 4.5.1), having apparently no practical 
sense. As any function of memory is a complex-dynamical (multivalued) 
effect in principle [1], the idea of unitary quantum memory is totally erro-
neous because of the zero value of unreduced dynamic complexity for any 
unitary dynamics. And since any practically useful memory should have 
the properties of the (multivalued) SOC type of state with ‘distinct’ enough 
dynamical configuration, it becomes clear that even real, nonunitary, but 
globally chaotic quantum dynamics cannot realise a useful memory and the 
latter can actually start with classical, bound state emergence in quantum 
interaction dynamics (Section 4.7). Such states appear inevitably in any re-
alistically complicated micro-machine and therefore the natural develop-
ment of real, complex-dynamical ‘quantum’ interaction within a properly 
structured machine leads to production of those more ‘fixed’ and localised, 
classical configurations playing actually the function of ‘memory’ (that can 
be explicitly specified as such or not). It is important to note the essential 
difference of such kind of ‘distributed’, ‘dynamical’ (emergent) memory, 
inseparably mixed with ‘calculations’ and most probably dominating in 
natural nervous systems, from the pseudo-unitary, totally regular and ‘sepa-
rated’ image of memory borrowed from the architecture of usual modern 
computers (for those macroscopic devices, the inevitable memory chaotici-
ty and dissipativity remain often hidden within large enough hierarchy of 
participating complexity levels). 
Similar applications of the complexity correspondence principle con-
cern various other intuitive ‘projections’ of higher-level notions and phe-
nomena onto quantum dynamics and the reverse (see e. g. [52,55-57,62,63, 
68-71,187-190]), which become increasingly popular in conventional theo-
ry after the full-scale advent of quantum information idea (indeed, if ‘uni-
versal’ quantum computers can simulate, in principle, any process, then 
why can't one use this simulation results as the corresponding ‘quantum’ 
version/explanation of the simulated higher-level process/phenomenon?). 
The complex-dynamical basis of any real interaction and its results shows, 
however, that the naturally emerging hierarchy of unreduced dynamic 
complexity cannot be ‘inverted’ so that higher complexity levels would be 
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somehow ‘reproduced’ at its lower levels. In particular, any quantum pro-
cess, real or simulated, cannot reproduce just the essential, key properties 
of higher-level phenomena (classical, biological, social, financial, etc.). As 
for the unitary quantum schemes invariably used in conventional theory for 
‘quantum’ reproduction of higher-level dynamics, they look especially ab-
surd, since the unitary, zero-complexity quantum mechanics cannot proper-
ly explain even the real, complex-dynamical quantum phenomena them-
selves, using instead empirically based ‘postulates’ for the mystified ‘sub-
stantiation’ of its dynamically single-valued imitation of reality. Note that 
despite the intense ‘post-modern’ plays of words in ‘quantum generalisa-
tions’ of higher-level notions, the problem cannot be reduced to the choice 
of terminology, since the difference between various complexity levels is 
now properly explained and rigorously specified in the unreduced science 
of complexity (see Sections 4.1, 4.7). We deal here with a deeper, physical 
meaning of the unreduced dynamic complexity: its values corresponding to 
a certain ‘level of complexity’ directly account for a specific, tangible 
‘quality’ and ‘diversity of properties’ of entities from that particular com-
plexity level, which are well determined by the dynamic entanglement and 
dynamic redundance phenomena just constituting the real entities emer-
gence. Therefore formal projection of higher-level notions to lower-level 
dynamics (which is actually described, in addition, by its effectively zero-
dimensional projection) is strongly, qualitatively incorrect in principle, ir-
respective of details. By contrast, it is not impossible, in principle, to find 
some manifestations of properties from lower levels (e. g. ‘quantum-like’ 
properties) in certain patterns of higher-level system behaviour (confined to 
that, higher-complexity level), but such analogy implies the use of the ade-
quate formalism containing the causally derived (dynamically emerging) 
features of the corresponding complexity level (it should be provided, in 
particular, with the unreduced, dynamically multivalued interpretation and 
solutions), instead of the opposite, unjustified (postulated) ‘lowering’ of 
higher-level entities/phenomena down to quantum level (utterly simplified 
by its unitary description). 
A number of ‘hyper-simplified’ schemes within the unitary quantum 
computation theory itself can be mentioned as more explicit demonstration 
of its basic deficiency. These include such hypothetical possibilities as 
‘ground state quantum computation’ [45] and various ‘nonlocal’, ‘instanta-
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neous’ and ‘interaction-free’ applications of ‘quantum teleportation’ and 
other ‘quantum mysteries’ (e. g. [191]). Note that in a way these are the 
most ‘consistent’ realisations of the unitary quantum computation idea just 
pushing it to the extreme of its most ‘pure’ form and thus demonstrating its 
true essence. It is clear, for example, that if ever the unitary quantum com-
putation could be realised, it should form a sort of (relative) ‘ground state’ 
with (almost) uniformly chaotic internal dynamics, which actually consti-
tutes the physically real, causally substantiated structure of any ground 
state or the state of rest (as opposed to a more ordered state of motion) 
[1,9,12,13]. However, the problem is that such globally chaotic, highly ir-
regular state cannot simulate any more complex, SOC type of structure in 
principle, so that practically it could simulate only itself and similar, struc-
turally trivial states of matter. This consequence of the complexity corre-
spondence principle is generally applicable also to other ‘ultimate’ cases of 
quantum computation, which are different from its ‘generic’ case only in 
their more explicit demonstration of existing fundamental deficiencies. 
A similar kind of abstract over-simplification of reality within the 
unitary quantum computation initiative is demonstrated by estimates of the 
‘ultimate computing power’ of the real, tangible universe or any its finite 
portion [150,151]. The maximum (but really attainable) speed of computa-
tion (in operations per second) by the actual universe, considered as a uni-
tary quantum computer [62], is obtained, for example, by simple dimen-
sional division of its total energy by Planck's constant, while the universe's 
total informational capacity, or ‘memory space’, is given by its total equi-
librium-state entropy divided by Boltzmann's constant [150]. By analogy to 
the above ‘ground-state computation’ and in agreement with the complexi-
ty correspondence principle, it is clear, however, that the assumed equilib-
rium, or uniform chaos state (Section 4.5.2), which has, of course, nothing 
to do with the real, highly nonequilibrium universe structure, cannot repro-
duce anything more complex and structurally distinct than its own ultimate-
ly randomised configuration, irrespective of the detailed ‘computation’ dy-
namics (see also Section 7.1). It is true that by dividing e. g. the energy of a 
free electromagnetic wave by   one obtains a quantity with the dimension 
of frequency, but does it really mean that the freely propagating, linear 
wave can actually ‘compute’ something (or even ‘everything’, according to 
[150]), with the number of operations per second equal to its frequency? 
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Popular references to e. g. ‘complex adaptive systems’ dominating in 
the universe [62] shows that the adherents to this, indeed ‘ultimate’ imita-
tion of reality can well understand the difference, actually more than obvi-
ous, between the true universe content and the globally chaotic, hypothet-
ical state of its total equilibrium (which is practically never totally realised 
even in any limited part of a real, structure-producing universe). Taking in-
to account the huge and evident, ‘premeditated’ contradictions of such ‘un-
limited’, truly apocalyptic simplification of reality by the officially hon-
oured unitary science, it is difficult not to acknowledge not only its totally 
‘ironic’, ‘post-modern’, speculative content [5-7], but also practically 
fraudulent, explicitly parasitic practice, taking especially pronounced forms 
just in the case of ‘quantum computation’ and other similar ‘applications’ 
of conventional, the more and more abstract and mystified, quantum theory 
and ‘new physics’ in general (see also Chapter 9). In the meanwhile, the 
most powerful supercomputers, using the most advanced abstract theories 
and their most efficient algorithmic realisations produced by armies of 
carefully chosen scribes from hundreds of prestigious laboratories, cannot 
reproduce, during many hours of work, the shortest moment of existence of 
the smallest observable objects of the universe, its elementary particles, 
taken in their physically real, unreduced version. On the other hand, the to-
tally realistic, complex-dynamical content of the electron and other elemen-
tary particles, causally explaining their physical nature and all the ‘mysti-
cal’ peculiarities of their unified, ‘quantum’ and ‘relativistic’ behaviour, 
can be reproduced even by a ‘hand-made’ analytical theory, if one uses the 
consistent, logically correct and physically transparent description [1-4,11-
13], which is possible simply due to the non-perturbative, honest, causally 
complete analysis of a configurationally simple, but unreduced interaction 
process. The same dramatic, ‘non-computable’ difference between the uni-
tary, dynamically single-valued, and unreduced, dynamically multivalued 
descriptions of natural entities continues for all higher levels of complexity, 
including quantum chaos and measurement [1,9,10] (= real ‘quantum com-
putation’), classical behaviour emergence, many-body problems, living 
system dynamics, consciousness and all aspects of civilisation dynamics 
[1-4]. The system of close inter-connections, permeating the whole hierar-
chy of complexity and adequately described by the universal science of 
complexity [1], becomes only more evident by the easily made comparison 
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between the results of both approaches and their respective practical sup-
port (at the presently dominating level of consciousness). 
The physically real version of ‘quantum information’, being liberated 
from artificially mystified deviations of its conventional, unitary version, 
appears thus as a chaotic, dynamically multivalued and naturally quantised 
evolution of the corresponding physical system, which is different from the 
ordinary, ‘classical’ (macroscopic) and regular realisation of information 
processing just by the strongly irregular, ‘globally chaotic’ dynamic regime 
of any essentially quantum machine. The irreducible dynamic randomness, 
as well as the related quantisation and ‘nonlocality’ (now causally ex-
plained), of essentially quantum dynamics are due eventually to the ulti-
mately low (but strictly positive!) values of the unreduced dynamic com-
plexity of purely quantum systems, which cannot therefore reproduce, by 
‘simulation’ or ‘calculation’, any higher-complexity dynamics starting al-
ready from the elementary classical (permanently localised) systems like 
atoms. This specific regime of information processing, consistently under-
stood and described only with the help of unreduced, dynamically multi-
valued theory, can be present also at the level of classical (both micro- and 
macro-) dynamics of special, ‘chaotic’ types of computing system, but for 
systems containing essentially quantum operational elements this kind of 
strongly irregular dynamics is inevitable, in full agreement with the well-
known fundamental properties of quantum behaviour. The usefulness of 
such chaotic quantum, classical and hybrid machines is proved by their 
successfully working natural versions (determining and causally explaining 
e. g. the behaviour of all living systems and their elementary ‘units’). How-
ever, the practical, detailed understanding and reliable control of natural 
complex-dynamical machines, as well as creation of their useful artificial 
versions, becoming critically important today, definitely necessitate the un-
reduced, non-simplified description provided actually by the dynamic re-
dundance paradigm and qualitatively exceeding the results of effectively 
zero-dimensional imitations within all possible unitary approaches of con-
ventional science. 
Note in this connection that the appearing merely speculative, empir-
ically based observations about the eventual ‘quantum’ origin of any natu-
ral, ‘complex’ machine, followed by the conventional type of dynamically 
single-valued, abstract, mystified and arbitrarily postulated symbolism (see 
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e. g. [62,192-195]) represent only decadent, inconsistently deformed ver-
sions of the basically unchanged unitary approach, with all its irreducible 
deficiencies. The vain desire to obtain ‘something from nothing’ by any 
means, a qualitatively new, superior property from just another, as if suc-
cessfully ‘guessed’, but totally speculative ‘postulate’ or imposed abstract 
‘principle’, has already rendered so many bad ‘services’ to science (with 
the characteristic case of quantum computation), and now that the unre-
duced dynamic complexity of the world is practically subjected to the criti-
cally deep, purely empirical and therefore largely destructive modification 
at all scales and levels, one should be especially careful with the illusive 
‘unreasonable efficiency’ of extremely superficial, over-simplified ‘calcu-
lations’ of both purely mathematical and purely egoistic origin that tend 
‘strangely’ (but not unexpectedly) to be unified within one kind of ‘tricky’ 
thinking becoming critically dangerous right now by its unjust and com-
promising domination of entire scientific knowledge (Chapter 9). 
 
Finally, it is important to emphasize once more that the fundamental-
ly substantiated, well-specified and practically important conclusions about 
operation of real quantum micro-machines summarised in this Section 
demonstrate the usefulness of the underlying causally complete extension 
of quantum mechanics called ‘quantum field mechanics’ and constituting 
itself an application of the universal science of complexity based on the 
dynamic redundance paradigm to systems from the lowest complexity lev-
els [1-4,9-13]. The real quantum computation theory emerges, in particular, 
as application and development of the causally complete, dynamically mul-
tivalued theory of quantum chaos and quantum measurement [1,9,10] (see 
also Chapter 6) revealing the irreducible and omnipresent, purely dynamic 
origin of true randomness in any real process of quantum interaction. The 
obtained results not only show why the conventional, unitary theory of 
quantum information processing, quantum chaos and quantum mechanics 
in general is basically deficient, but provide the causally complete, com-
plex-dynamical theory of any quantum machine operation that reveals qual-
itatively new directions of their practical creation, in accord with the ob-
tained physically and mathematically consistent picture of already existing, 
natural system dynamics (see also Section 7.3, Chapter 8). These are also 
the properties of other realised and outlined applications of the quantum 
field mechanics (see e. g. [13] and Chapter 3 of ref. [3]) and the universal 
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science of complexity in general [1,4] supporting the causal completeness 
of its intrinsically unified description of the world dynamics, in contrast to 
the persisting ruptures and contradictions of the simplified, dynamically 
single-valued projection of reality maintained by the conventional para-
digm of ‘mathematical physics’ type that shows only further, dramatically 
growing and now critically large separation from the real world dynamics, 
starting already at its lowest levels. 
 
5.3. Complex-dynamical reality behind the mystified 
abstractions of official unitarity 
 
Application of the universal concept of complexity within the dy-
namic redundance paradigm to the lowest complexity levels, called here 
quantum field mechanics, provides the explicit, totally consistent and reali-
ty-based derivation of all the peculiar features of quantum behaviour from 
the unreduced interaction process analysis (Chapter 4) [1-4,9-13]. Since the 
conventional, dynamically single-valued theory continues to impose its ar-
tificially mystified abstractions, especially within the unitary theory of 
quantum information processing, we shall briefly summarise, in this Sec-
tion, the true, totally realistic and causally complete meaning of the corre-
sponding ‘quantum’ notions, based on their complex-dynamical origin and 
actually extending the realistic approach of Louis de Broglie, the true 
founder of quantum (or ‘undular’) mechanics (see ref. [2] for the details 
and references). Any quantum ‘computing’ system necessarily represents a 
sufficiently involved system of interacting entities, where not only the pos-
tulated ‘averaged’, externally observed, but the detailed (though maybe 
hidden and probabilistic) behaviour becomes practically important, contra-
ry to the case of more simple, elementary quantum systems dominating in 
conventional theory applications, where the problem of genuine, reality-
based understanding of formally postulated results could most often be 
transferred to the realm of ‘purely theoretical’, ‘interpretational’ or ‘philo-
sophical’ studies (see e. g. [15,16]). However, despite the dominating su-
perficial illusions, the resulting glaring inconsistencies of the official fun-
damental science could remain outside the truly important applications only 
until the deep enough advance of the empirically based technology into the 
structure of matter, and the modern story of quantum computation (and 
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other ‘microscopic’ applications, see Section 7.3, Chapters 8, 9) only con-
firms the well-known fact that any obvious lie in basic issues, especially 
when it is ‘generally accepted’ and seems to be ‘practically unimportant’, 
hides and prepares a major future failure and essential loss of opportunities. 
The real world structure starts, according to the quantum field me-
chanics [1-4,11-13], from the simplest possible system of interacting enti-
ties, the two physically real, initially homogeneous fields, or ‘protofields’, 
uniformly attracted to each other with a force which is sufficiently high to 
produce a large (local) deformation of at least one of the fields. One of the 
protofields has an electromagnetic (e/m) nature and gives rise, after being 
perturbed by the other protofield influence, to the directly observable e/m 
entities and effects, while the other field is called gravitational protofield, 
or medium, since it is responsible for the universal gravitation, even though 
its ‘matter’ cannot be perceived as directly as that of the e/m protofield (the 
gravitational protofield content should actually be represented by a viscous 
and dense enough ‘quark matter’, whose detailed structure is less important 
for the observed results of protofield interaction). 
The unreduced interaction analysis of the universal science of com-
plexity (reproduced in Chapters 3, 4 for the general case of many-body 
problem) shows that already such simple initial system configuration leads, 
for generic interaction parameters, to emergence of randomly distributed 
local structures, each of them having the form of essentially nonlinear, dy-
namically multivalued protofield pulsation (self-oscillation) called quantum 
beat and constituting the essence of a simple (massive) elementary particle, 
such as the electron [1-4,11-13]. Each massive elementary particle is repre-
sented thus by a complex-dynamical process of quantum beat in the system 
of two coupled protofields, consisting in unceasing periodic cycles of self-
amplified (essentially nonlinear) protofield squeeze (or reduction, or col-
lapse) and the reverse transient extension to a quasi-free protofield state, 
where the positions of consecutive centres of reduction appear in a dynami-
cally random order from the total set of their equally possible values that 
form ‘realisations’ of this particular system and give rise to the living, 
physically real structure of fundamental, ‘embedding’ space of the uni-
verse. The unceasing chaotic change of the emerging inhomogeneous 
structures (reduction centres) constitutes the naturally irreversible ‘flow’ of 
events thus defined, or physically real, fundamental time of the world, fur-
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ther ‘modulated’ (together with space) at higher complexity levels by their 
respective realisation change processes (Sections 4.3, 7.1). 
The elementary particles thus formed (Section 4.6.1) enter in the 
next level of interaction among them through the two protofields they 
share, which explains the nature and number of the two long-range funda-
mental interactions, the e/m and gravitational interactions.21 This level of 
complex-dynamical interaction development gives rise to the phenomena 
of quantum chaos, quantum measurement and elementary bound system 
formation (like atoms), the latter actually constituting the simplest struc-
tures from a higher-complexity, classical (permanently localised) type of 
behaviour (Sections 4.6.2, 4.7). This universal hierarchy of complexity lev-
els continues its natural development in the same fashion, up to the highest 
known levels (represented by consciousness and all its products) [1,4], but 
we shall now limit ourselves to the lowest levels of complexity (up to the 
simplest classical structures) that actually form the world of ‘quantum’ 
phenomena and see how the universal, standard properties of complex, 
multivalued dynamics give rise to the characteristic features of quantum 
behaviour, remaining unexplained (postulated) and ‘mysterious’ [15,16] in 
the framework of dynamically single-valued, unitary, zero-complexity 
world projection that constitutes conventional quantum mechanics (includ-
ing all its modern ‘interpretations’ and ‘modifications’). We shall see once 
                                           
21 This living, complex-dynamical and naturally unified world construction of the quantum field 
mechanics [1-4,11-13] is imitated in conventional, unitary science by various versions of recent-
ly appeared ‘brane-world’ model. Without going here into details of the latter, note however that 
it has all the characteristic limitations of a unitary projection, including the purely abstract and 
formally imposed (postulated) origin of arbitrary number of introduced entities (such as ‘dimen-
sions’, fields, interactions, particles and formal ‘rules’ of their description), replacing the intrin-
sic creativity of dynamic redundance and entanglement in the unreduced interaction analysis, 
which leads to numerous contradictions, unlimited multiplicity of ‘suitable’ models and predict-
ed (but never observed) new entities, and fundamentally unclear physical origin of the main 
structures, their emergence, evolution and properties. The whole set of such modern versions, or 
‘scenarios’, of conventional ‘field theory’ and cosmology form a strange agglomeration of ab-
stract symbols artificially subjected to arbitrary number of ‘conveniently’ adjusted abstract rules 
and supposed to ‘explain’ the real structure of real world, from which the abstract picture of ca-
nonical science obviously continues to deviate, both basically and practically, including already 
the most important, qualitative physical properties, such as explicit dynamic emergence of enti-
ties, wave-particle duality, dynamic indeterminacy and uncertainty at various levels of behav-
iour, omnipresent and strong ‘violations’ of all the predicted ‘simple’ symmetries, natural unifi-
cation of different fundamental interactions and ‘principles’ within real objects, etc. The situa-
tion in the canonical fundamental physics is the same as it would be in the field of graphical arts 
if we had there only works of extremely abstract painting representing real life by simple sets of 
separated dots and lines, but obligatory for buying from their authors by the state in practically 
unlimited quantities and for the prices determined by the authors themselves and their interested 
agents. 
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more that after being realistically and causally explained as manifestations 
of dynamically multivalued behaviour, the ‘magic’ properties of quantum 
systems cannot be considered as the basis for the equally ‘magic’, cost-free 
gain in computer efficiency predicted by the unitary, totally regular imita-
tion of quantum dynamics. The unitary theory, in any its version, is not 
suitable at all for description of a real quantum machine operation and pro-
vides its qualitatively erroneous picture (cf. Section 5.1), while the dynami-
cally multivalued, causally complete analysis of quantum interaction pro-
cesses explains a quite different, omnipresent kind of magic of natural mi-
cro-machine operation (Section 7.3, Chapter 8). 
 
(A) Quantum coherence, ‘decoherence’, randomness, chaos and den-
sity matrix. As shown in previous Sections, the abstract and artificially im-
posed ‘quantum decoherence’ of abstract ‘state vectors’ attributed in con-
ventional theory to the influence of ill-defined external ‘noise’ is nothing 
but unitary imitation of the totally internal phenomenon of dynamic multi-
valuedness and related randomness in the (spatial) sequence of system real-
isations, appearing as absence of their ‘coherence’. However, one should 
also understand the true, physically real origin of ‘quantum (undular) co-
herence’ of particles and their ensembles, showing itself in many observa-
ble effects of wave interference for simple enough quantum systems. It ap-
pears that both quantum coherence and dynamic ‘decoherence’ (random-
ness) are present, in a variable proportion, in every quantum system behav-
iour and can be interpreted as average (probabilistic) order in system reali-
sation sequence and its complementary, purely irregular component, re-
spectively [1-4,11-13]. The cases of dynamically multivalued SOC (Sec-
tion 4.5.1) and uniform chaos (Section 4.5.2) represent the extreme limits 
of this general coexistence of order and randomness, tending respectively 
to almost total regularity and maximum disorder, where the former is char-
acterised by narrow, -like and the latter by quasi-uniform, flat distribution 
of realisation probabilities. 
While the general coexistence of order and randomness, or partial 
coherence, is inherent (Section 4.1) in the very nature of the unreduced dy-
namical chaos/complexity concept (contrary to conventional imitations of 
chaoticity), the mentioned limiting cases of dominating SOC (coherence) 
or global chaos (incoherence) tend to alternate hierarchically in the pro-
gressively emerging levels of complex-dynamical interaction processes and 
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resulting entities. Thus, the canonical diffraction patterns produced by 
many individual quantum particles contain within their regular (coherent) 
undular shapes the irregular distribution of particle reduction centres that 
can be observed experimentally (see e. g. [196]), in full agreement with the 
dynamically multivalued content of the field-particle process (whereas the 
‘Bohmian mechanics’ cannot consistently explain this wave-particle duali-
ty, including especially the unavoidable wave transformation into particle 
and back, as well as dynamically random distribution of particles within the 
wave field). The irreducible ‘coherence’ of an elementary particle ‘with it-
self’ is related also to the holistic, indivisible nature of that complex-
dynamical object emerging at the lowest complexity level as a dynamically 
multivalued structure, unified by its physically real wavefunction (Sections 
4.2, 4.6.1) that just provides the well-specified, causal incarnation of the 
field-particle coherence. At higher quantum sublevels of complexity, in-
volving interactions between at least several particles, the number of possi-
ble system configurations (realisations) grow dramatically and maintenance 
of high coherence becomes difficult, which gives rise to the (genuine) 
quantum chaos phenomenon (Section 4.6.2, Chapter 6) and proves practical 
impossibility of unitary quantum computation that would need the ideal 
coherence of isolated particle behaviour. The degree of coherence (order) 
within any quantum system state/behaviour can be quantitatively character-
ised by any measure of inhomogeneity of the dynamically determined (spa-
tial) distribution of system realisation probabilities, which is given, in par-
ticular, by the generalised system wavefunction (or its squared modulus) 
extending the conventional wavefunction, density matrix and distribution 
function concepts (Section 4.2). It is important to emphasize that real, and 
always existing, ‘decoherence’ of a quantum system has a totally internal, 
purely dynamic origin determined by the driving system interaction itself 
and takes the form of dynamically random (probabilistic) order of realisa-
tion emergence, whereas the system coherence, also always present in its 
dynamics, is an equally emergent property appearing in the form of a par-
tial order/inhomogeneity in realisation probability distribution. The related 
system properties, its dynamic complexity, ‘non-computability’ of behav-
iour, etc. (Sections 4.1, 5.2.2) are always determined by the total set of in-
compatible, dynamically obtained and therefore permanently changing sys-
tem realisations and their respective probabilities (a separate, detailed dis-
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cussion of exact physical meaning of information and entropy as two dual 
forms of unreduced dynamic complexity, as well as their imitations in con-
ventional theory, can be found in Chapter 7). 
This dynamically determined, interaction-driven coexistence of in-
trinsic randomness and probabilistic order (coherence) is the unique proper-
ty of our unreduced, dynamically multivalued description of a configura-
tionally regular interaction process and can only be very inconsistently 
simulated by formally introduced, external ‘quantum randomness’, such as 
that of Nelson's statistical interpretation [197] of quantum mechanics (see 
e. g. [198-206] for only a limited selection of papers devoted to this kind of 
approach). Apart from arbitrary insertion of entities and rules, usual for the 
unitary, ‘mathematical’ physics, this approach has its own internal incon-
sistencies actually reduced to another formulation of standard ‘quantum 
mysteries’, which originate exclusively from the dynamic single-
valuedness that underlies all official theories and permitted interpretations. 
Similar to so many other versions of unitary approach (involving e. g. all 
‘zero-point field’ theories, conventional ‘decoherence’, quantum gravity 
and field theories), randomness is introduced here ‘stochastically’, i. e. 
formally, from the outside, and not as a dynamical result of internal, a pri-
ori absolutely regular interaction development. Unfortunately, any ‘hidden 
variables’ kind of approach, already looking quite ‘revolutionary’ within 
the heavily reduced framework of conventional science, is always under-
stood, in addition, in the mechanistically simplified sense of a direct influ-
ence upon quantum system of some ‘hidden’ medium which, according to 
its introduction, accumulates and conveniently ‘buries forever’ all the exist-
ing ‘mysteries’ of quantum behaviour. The most consistent (and almost 
never referred to) approach of this series is the original de Broglie's theory 
of ‘internal particle thermodynamics’ [207-209] constituting an integral 
part of his ‘nonlinear wave mechanics’ (see [1,2,11-13] for further refer-
ences): while the origin of ‘subquantum medium’ and its randomness re-
main unclear, the quantum ‘particle’ itself is outlined as a physically real 
entity dynamically emerging from the accompanying wave. 
Note also the essential difference of the consistently derived, totally 
realistic phenomenon of dynamic multivaluedness, explaining dualistic 
field-particle transformations and their randomness, from the conventional 
science substitute in the form of postulated and abstract many-worlds, or 
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‘multiverse’, interpretations (especially popular in unitary quantum compu-
tation theory): the detailed, essentially nonlinear mechanism of dynamic 
redundance (Sections 3.3, 4.2) shows how the system can change qualita-
tively its state and autonomously ‘choose’ between multiple, dynamically 
emerging possibilities for its current configuration without leaving the 
physically real space of the single, dynamically emerging and self-
developing (‘living’) universe. It is easy to see that the underlying mathe-
matically and physically complete (i. e. truly ‘exact’ and ‘general’) solution 
to the unreduced interaction problem resolves thus, simply due to its con-
sistency crudely violated in the unitary theory, bundles of inter-related 
‘mysteries’ from conventional quantum mechanics, relativity, field theory 
and cosmology [1-4,11-13]. 
 
(B) Quantum entanglement, nonlocality/‘correlations’, ‘teleporta-
tion’, reduction/measurement and duality/complementarity. The unreduced, 
interaction-driven, physically real entanglement of quantum system com-
ponents results only from the interaction development itself and has the 
permanently changing, causally probabilistic internal structure determined 
by the dynamic redundance phenomenon (Section 4.2). This complex-
dynamical entanglement is a totally realistic and universal phenomenon oc-
curring within any unreduced interaction process; its peculiarities for quan-
tum systems are determined by their lowest position in the unified hierar-
chy of complexity, so that one cannot observe the fine-grained, quasi-
continuous structure of occurring processes, which leads, in particular, to 
the canonical mystification of quantum properties. The unambiguous inter-
actional, complex-dynamical origin of quantum entanglement is demon-
strated, in particular, by the explicit entanglement expression in the ob-
tained general solution for the many-body system wavefunction (or gener-
alised distribution function), eqs. (24)-(25), (50)-(52). We see from those 
expressions that the interacting degrees of freedom are indeed physically, 
directly entangled among them, but this real quantum entanglement has the 
explicit origin in the driving interaction, which leads also to its dynamically 
probabilistic (Section 3.3) and dynamically fractal (Section 4.4) structure. 
It is the dynamically probabilistic structure of real, always multivalued en-
tanglement of interacting entities, rather than arbitrarily varying ‘decoher-
ing’ influence of the environment, that makes impossible in principle the 
real existence of any essentially quantum machine with unitary, or even 
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approximately unitary, dynamics (Sections 5.1, 5.2), as well as any particu-
lar application (e. g. [210]) of unitary, fictitious ‘entanglement’ from the 
conventional theory. 
Another, related expression of complex-dynamical, interactional 
origin of real quantum entanglement is provided by the accompanying for-
mulas for EP realisations, eqs. (25c), (48), showing that during each cycle 
of permanently changing entanglement the system performs the real dy-
namical squeeze, collapse, or ‘quantum reduction’ to the internally entan-
gled configuration of the forming current realisation. The resulting, entan-
gled system existence is impossible, therefore, without the transient phase 
of disentanglement, alternating with entanglement-reduction, during which 
the quasi-free system components ‘liberate’ and rearrange their compound 
configuration to start the next entanglement-reduction phase directed to-
wards the next, probabilistically ‘selected’ realisation. This peculiar transi-
ent state of quasi-free, undular existence of quantum system components, 
common for all its ‘regular’, entangled realisations, just forms the causally 
extended version of (generalised) wavefunction (Section 4.2) resolving all 
the ‘mysteries’ of its conventional version [1,4,11-13]. 
It becomes clear, in particular, that the conventional paradoxes of 
linear ‘quantum superposition’ of states and (interacting) objects are re-
solved by the internal complex dynamics within each such ‘linear superpo-
sition’, where the total quantum system described by the superposition 
wavefunction performs the unceasing cycles of reduction-extension to-
wards the constituent (superposed) ‘eigen-states’ describing in reality sys-
tem realisations, with the average frequencies of their appearance deter-
mined exactly by the respective, dynamically derived realisation probabili-
ties (Section 3.3). The permanent, dynamically dualistic transitions be-
tween the quasi-linear, weak-interaction state of wavefunction and essen-
tially nonlinear, but largely hidden phase of entanglement-squeeze (strong 
effective interaction) explain all the ‘mysterious’ manifestations of quan-
tum duality, or ‘complementarity’ (see also the end of this item), including 
the peculiar coexistence of external linearity of Schrödinger equation and 
the strongly nonlinear, corpuscular and probabilistic, properties of real 
quantum objects, giving rise to the causally complete derivation and dy-
namic interpretation of quantisation rules and uncertainty relations 
[1,4,12,13] (the coexistence of physically real linear and nonlinear aspects 
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of quantum dynamics was proposed and defended by Louis de Broglie, see 
[1,2]). 
It is not difficult to see that our universal expression of dynamic en-
tanglement, eqs. (25), represents the generalised form and dynamical origin 
of all its particular cases (such as general linear superposition, explicit 
component entanglement in a many-body system, etc.), whereas conven-
tional entanglement expressions hide the dynamic details revealed by the 
unreduced description behind the corresponding general ‘coefficients’ and 
‘eigenfunctions’ obtained for each particular case by formal (and strongly 
simplified) postulation of directly observable, irreducibly ‘coarse-grained’ 
quantum structures (see item (C) below for the case of macroscopic and 
classically amplified superpositions). The mystery of quantum entangle-
ment phenomenon, first highlighted by Schrodinger [175], obtains thus its 
consistent, physically realistic and conceptually nontrivial solution, ex-
plaining also the long problem stagnation within the unitary approach. The 
extended, complex-dynamical version of entanglement is much deeper than 
its canonical version not only because the former has universal origin and 
manifestations appearing at any higher level of complex dynamics, but also 
because already at the quantum level the causal entanglement phenomenon 
describes real, essentially nonlinear dynamical structure of any system or 
emerging entity, rather than exclusively a postulated linear combination of 
many-particle states with interchanged individual particle eigenstates (e. g. 
positions) implied by the conventional version of quantum entanglement 
and forming a part of the official ‘quantum mystery’. 
The canonical case of quantum entanglement can be causally inter-
preted now as real and permanent system jumps between its different reali-
sations with interchanged particle positions, similar to analogous causal in-
terpretation of any other ‘linear’ superposition of quantum states describing 
only the external ‘envelope’ of unceasing, highly nonlinear, explicitly de-
scribed quantum jumps between those states. Such complex-dynamical, in-
teraction-driven interchanges permanently occur in any essentially quantum 
many-body system, involving the complete hierarchy of various possible 
versions of its configuration (see also Section (C)) and largely exceeding 
the simplest canonical spin-flip case in a two-particle entangled system, 
which explains, in particular, the origin (and insufficiency) of ‘symmetrisa-
tion’ or ‘antisymmetrisation’ procedures postulated for such system wave-
functions by the conventional theory. 
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The same unified picture of unreduced complex dynamics and its 
formal expressions contain the causally clarified properties of ‘quantum 
nonlocality’ and ‘quantum correlations’, which appear to be more directly 
related to the mentioned ‘wavefunctional’ phase of disentanglement in 
quantum system dynamics. Any quantum (and actually any real, complex) 
system is always partially ‘delocalised’ because (i) it spends a part of its 
life in the delocalised state of wavefunction (or ‘intermediate realisation’) 
and (ii) due to the property of dynamic redundance, the system performs 
chaotic wandering in the localised, ‘corpuscular’ state of regular realisa-
tion, these two qualitatively different kinds of state (and manifestations of 
nonlocality) being related by the causally extended ‘Born's probability rule’ 
[1-4, 10-13] (the system tends to collapse towards the realisation localised 
around higher wavefunction magnitude and the reverse). 
The situation of ‘quantum correlations’ usually refers to a particular 
case of quantum superposition in a many-body system, where different su-
perposed states correspond to an ‘interchange’ of eigenvalues, such as posi-
tions or spin directions, between different system components (usually el-
ementary particles or atoms). While the system components remain in di-
rect, close enough contact/interaction among them, the ‘correlations’ be-
tween the properties of their observed configurations in each superposed 
state follow from the mentioned cyclic transitions of the whole system from 
one its configuration to another (generalised ‘quantum beat’ process) per-
manently occurring, it should be emphasised, within the system dynamics 
itself, apart from any ‘measurement’ from the outside that can only ‘catch’ 
a current phase of that internal system dynamics (one can also say that the 
unreduced interaction process permanently ‘measures itself’, passing un-
ceasingly by all its possible, dynamically quantised and probabilistically 
selected states, or realisations). However, even after an arbitrary large sepa-
ration between individual system components (always preceded by a stage 
of direct contact in that kind of setting) correlations between their configu-
rations will persist due to the persistence of unstoppable quantum-beat pul-
sation within each component, which is driven by the fundamental, un-
changeable protofield interaction and tends therefore to preserve its tem-
poral phase just at the lowest, quantum level of complexity, where any 
spontaneous, or ‘dissipative’, modification of a (quasi-free) system is im-
possible [1]. The latter property is generally lost at higher complexity lev-
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els permitting system modification through lower-level dynamics (dissipa-
tivity), which explains ‘mysterious’ peculiarity of quantum behaviour, 
where any measurement of separated components gives ‘mysterious’ corre-
lation between their properties (one should only take into account the quan-
tum beat process, playing the role of internal particle clock, ‘synchronised’ 
by initial interactional entanglement with those of other participating parti-
cles). We shall not give here formal expressions of the described properties, 
easily obtained as particular cases of our general expressions, eqs. (25). 
It is clear that such causally explained quantum correlations and non-
locality need not involve any ‘infinitely fast signal transmission’ and simi-
lar mystifications originating from total ignorance by the conventional the-
ory of the underlying complex interaction dynamics. Further theoretical 
and experimental refinement of the proposed picture is possible, including 
e. g. experimental tracing and control of the outlined processes of random 
walk of a system among its realisations, where even faster-than-light jumps 
between individual realisations are not excluded, in principle (though they 
remain an exotic assumption), since they do not automatically lead to the 
superluminal propagation of the observed averaged, random walk of the 
system. Note, however, that such kind of experimentation at the ultimately 
low complexity levels will always involve much ambiguity, simply because 
all our ‘instruments’ and measurement processes also make part of this 
world and are therefore fundamentally limited from below by dynamics of 
the same, quantum levels of complexity. This basic limitation, usually ne-
glected by conventional science because of its formal and abstract charac-
ter, refers to any kind of ‘fine’ experimentation with elementary quantum 
systems consuming lots of resources and oriented to ‘experimental confir-
mation’ (or rejection) of fundamental quantum theory ‘interpretations’. 
Specific manifestations of dynamic multivaluedness and entanglement at 
the level of highest quantum and lowest classical sublevels, determining 
real quantum machine dynamics and predicted by the quantum field me-
chanics (Chapters 3-5), can be better suited for ‘experimental verification’ 
and will certainly be much more useful practically, since they will consti-
tute an integral part of real quantum machine development and control. 
We have seen above that the internal, driving quantum system inter-
action leads to permanent ‘self-measurement’ of the system appearing as 
unceasing events of its localisation towards the constituent ‘eigen-states’ 
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(alternating with reverse delocalisation events). The ‘quantum measure-
ment’ process is the next higher level of such complex-dynamical interac-
tion, this time between the whole system and another, also quantum, sys-
tem constituting eventually a part of a larger, macroscopic and classical de-
vice. The two levels of interaction are closely related, so that quantum 
measurement, being generally a weaker interaction process, is reduced to 
‘catching’ the measured (and ‘self-measuring’) quantum system in one of 
its internal, permanently probabilistically changing eigen-states. The spe-
cific feature of quantum measurement [1,10], distinguishing it from a simi-
lar process of (genuine) quantum chaos that occurs around the same 
sublevel of complexity (Section 4.6.2, Chapter 6) [1,9], is a relatively 
small, but finite dissipativity of interaction between the measured system 
and the instrument elements, which serves both to open the way to further 
amplification of measurement result towards higher (macroscopic) com-
plexity levels (item (C)) and to choose the relevant basis of actually meas-
ured eigen-states among many other possible ones (this preferred basis, or 
‘representation’, of the measured system wavefunction is often reduced to 
possible values of coordinate/position of the system localisation centre, 
which forms thus the actually measured quantity). Transient dynamic local-
isation of the externally measured quantum system is similar by its mecha-
nism to the lower-sublevel localisation of self-measured system in the pro-
cess of its generalised quantum beat (which always continues ‘within’ any 
quantum measurement event), but is quantitatively larger in its spatial and 
temporal extension and resembles actually a transient formation of a classi-
cal, permanently localised kind of state (Section 4.7, item (C)). This causal-
ly specified, physically real ‘wavefunction reduction’ during ‘quantum 
measurement’ emerges as a temporary ‘bound state’ of the measured quan-
tum system and the participating (quantum) element of the measuring in-
strument, confined to its characteristic size (which explains the involve-
ment of postulated ‘instrument classicality’ in the conventional theory of 
quantum measurement), but then quickly decays into the normal, ‘extend-
ed’ process of internal quantum beat of the measured system (in general, 
with the new wavefunction parameters) and strongly, irreversibly changed 
state of the corresponding instrument (detector) element(s), with its classi-
cal ‘indicator’ degrees of freedom showing the measured system eigenval-
ue (if the instrument is properly tuned). 
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The obtained physically transparent picture of quantum nonlocality, 
its manifestations and limitation by localisation (measurement) processes 
permits one also to understand both the real basis and inconsistent specula-
tions behind various related, often deliberately ‘mystified’ notions of con-
ventional theory, which appear with growing intensity especially within the 
unitary fantasy of quantum information processing. One of the ‘central’ 
ideas of this kind is the notorious ‘quantum teleportation’ (of quantum 
states), which not only constitutes the key element in many proposed op-
eration schemes of quantum circuitry, but embodies the core of the whole 
quantum computation idea, with its magic and cost-free power to transfer 
real information and then why not real system states. Many other ‘quantum 
miracles’ born in the unitary science delirium, such as momentary quantum 
‘action at a distance’, ‘nondestructive measurements’, underground ‘corre-
lations’ and easily added ‘waves of consciousness’, have certainly much to 
do with the sweet dream of quantum teleportation. In the causally com-
plete, complex-dynamical picture of quantum interaction dynamics a sort 
of small-scale ‘teleportation’ (one could call it so) happens actually during 
each real ‘quantum jump’ of the system, i. e. its transition from one local-
ised realisation to the next one, usually very close spatially to the previous 
realisation. In the special case of spatially extended, ‘macroscopic’ quan-
tum state (see item (C) below) consisting from many entangled individual 
elements, a collective ‘teleportation’ of simple enough structures at higher 
distances can be ‘automatically’ realised by the same mechanism, including 
many small-scale, coherent ‘quantum jumps’. Finally, similar to the non-
local ‘quantum correlations’ transmitted, in principle, over arbitrary large 
distances (in ‘clean’ enough conditions), a simple quantum ‘state’ under-
stood only as its main parameter(s) (e. g. a given spin direction of particle 
of a certain species), but not as the individual carrier of those quantities, 
can evidently be ‘transmitted’ in the form of ‘correlations’ themselves. 
Therefore ‘quantum teleportation’ is a mere play of words, another way to 
describe the same, well-known ‘quantum mysteries’ remaining unexplained 
within conventional theory and acquiring causally complete interpretation 
in the quantum field mechanics. It is important that the realistically inter-
preted quantum ‘nonlocality’ and ‘teleportation’, for any their particular 
cases and ‘schemes’, always involve at least simplest, but real interaction 
processes and are therefore subject to their dynamic randomness (Sections 
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3.3, 5.2.1), which means that there can be no ‘pure’, unitary, totally coher-
ent ‘teleportation’, but only probabilistically determined, partially regular 
‘transmission’, coherence, ‘correlations’ and quantum state reproduction at 
a distance, even in the absence of any ‘noise’ beyond the main, driving in-
teraction processes (this conclusion agrees, contrary to unitary ‘miracles’, 
with the standard quantum postulates, cf. Chapter 2 and refs. [86,87]). 
Note also the related inconsistent confusion, within the conventional 
theory, between essentially different cases of massless (photons) and mas-
sive (electrons) particle dynamics, or those of quasi-free propagation, elas-
tic interaction and dissipative (de)excitation processes. This characteristic 
and tricky ‘entanglement’ within the scholar theory itself, based on its total 
and ‘officially permitted’ ignorance of real, physical origin of elementary 
particles and their detailed dynamics, is often used for ambiguous ‘experi-
mental demonstrations’ of ‘really performed’ elements of unitary quantum 
computation, where the undesirable ‘small deviations’ and theoretical diffi-
culties, conveniently left ‘for future studies’, describe in reality the irreduc-
ible obstacle to realisation of any full-scale version of unitary quantum 
computation. 
Note finally that the inseparable and irreducible mixture of nonlocal 
(undular) and local (corpuscular) system properties in its complex (multi-
valued) internal dynamics provides the causally complete extension of the 
famous feature of wave-particle duality in the essentially quantum type of 
behaviour. We see now that quantum systems behave ‘dualistically’ not be-
cause they are inexplicably ‘weird’ in principle, but rather because they ac-
tually and permanently change their current state between (generalised) lo-
calisation around different regular realisation configurations and extended 
state of the common intermediate (or main, or transitional) realisation con-
stituting the physically real version of wavefunction. This complex-
dynamical, interaction-driven duality of a real quantum system has the in-
trinsically probabilistic, nonunitary (and essentially nonlinear) character, 
which makes impossible its use in practical realisation of conventional, uni-
tary schemes of quantum devices. The universal character of the complex-
dynamical mechanism of quantum duality provides its direct extension to 
any level of world dynamics [1-4,11-13], where ‘corpuscular’ states are 
generalised as respective object ‘shape’ and trajectory (‘localised’ system 
configurations) and the ‘undular’ state becomes (extended) ‘distribution 
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function’ (formed by delocalised system transitions between the quasi-
regular configurations/trajectories). This universal, physically real duality 
of complex dynamics of any interaction process, having many particular 
manifestations [1], causally extends and explains the origin of the idea of 
‘complementarity’ of Niels Bohr, even though his intuitively directed at-
tempts to endow complementarity with the status of a universal principle of 
nature could inevitably have only ill-defined, obscure basis within the 
framework of unitary (single-valued) science paradigm. 
 
(C) Classicality, macroscopic quantum states and complex solid state 
dynamics. As shown before (Section 4.7) [1-4,12,13], the classical, perma-
nently localised type of behaviour emerges from the dualistic, quantum be-
haviour as the next higher level of developing interaction complexity repre-
sented by the simplest bound states, such as the hydrogen atom, which 
means that classical state emergence can be described as a generalised, 
complex-dynamical, internally driven ‘phase transition’ in a few-
component (quantum) system with interaction. It is important that quasi-
permanent localisation of bound states of quantum particles originates not 
in any ‘decoherence’ processes initiated from the outside, but in the unre-
duced, complex dynamics of the bound state itself and specifically in the 
dynamically random (multivalued) character of individual quantum beat 
processes within each bound system component. Since each component 
tries to perform its unceasing quantum jumps in random directions, the re-
sulting mutual ‘hits’ of the bound particles almost compensate each other 
and the probability of a large enough series of independent random jumps 
of the components in one direction, necessary for the ‘quantum nonlocality’ 
of the whole system, is extremely (exponentially) low. This probability can 
become much larger, however, if such bound system, classically localised 
in its isolated state, enters in a suitably chosen interaction process because 
in this case the quantum beat oscillations of system elements, giving rise to 
their quantum jumps, can form a spatially (loosely) ordered, or ‘coherent’, 
structure, so that the correlated jumps of system components in one direc-
tion are greatly facilitated by the global-motion, regular and often resonant 
correlations between the individual quantum beat processes. It is this kind 
of quantum beat dynamics that gives rise to the causally complete version 
of ‘quantum entanglement/superposition’ situation in many-body systems 
(see item (B)), where the neighbouring particles exchange their positions in 
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resonance with their (spatially coherent) quantum beat pulsation. As a re-
sult, a spatially extended, macroscopic quantum state can form as a partial-
ly spatially ordered system of many-particle quantum beat, which can be 
described as an essentially nonlinear, many-particle ‘standing wave’ in the 
system of two interacting protofields, forming the ‘quantum condensate’ of 
individual particles that ‘freely’ and coherently jump and exchange their 
places in resonance with each other. 
It is this kind of dynamically chaotic, essentially nonlinear, partially 
spatially ordered (coherent) and internally entangled system of quantum 
beat processes that constitutes the physically real structure of all ‘macro-
scopic quantum states’ involving Bose-Einstein condensation, such as su-
perconducting, superfluid states and (e. g. atomic) Bose-Einstein conden-
sates (cf. [211]). In the case of atomic Bose-Einstein condensates this es-
sentially nonlinear standing wave can also be called ‘gaseous solid’ be-
cause it unifies certain spatial order with the properties of a (quantum) gas, 
where atoms quasi-freely wander on a rather loose ‘lattice’. We obtain thus 
a more specific justification for classification of this popular, Nobel prize-
winning system [212] as a ‘novel phase of matter’, where we can see now 
(contrary to conventional description) the exact, complex-dynamical origin 
of the particular new order (symmetry) that appears in this qualitatively 
new phase of interacting atoms. We can also clearly understand the physi-
cal, dynamic origin of that ‘mysterious’ quantum affinity between identical 
Bose particles which is simply postulated in conventional science and then 
described within a formal statistical theory: the latter is but an external, av-
eraged expression of the underlying spatial coherence (SOC) of dynamical-
ly multivalued quantum beat processes for individual particles. Conven-
tional, unitary theories of many-particle quantum states always provide 
such ‘collectively averaged’ (or ‘statistical’), ultimately simplified and ab-
stract, empirically ‘guessed’ kind of description that does not take into ac-
count the detailed complex dynamics of interacting, coherent quantum beat 
processes of individual particles and their partially, probabilistically or-
dered spatial arrangement (thus, interaction is basically excluded from the 
conventional, purely statistical/averaged and formal description of Bose-
Einstein condensation or sometimes tentatively included in terms of ‘mys-
terious’ quantum effects and arbitrarily postulated equations for an ‘aver-
aged’ system wavefunction). 
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That is the reason why conventional theories can approximately ac-
count only for the simplest cases and properties, but in cases of more in-
volved many-body interactions, such as the high-temperature superconduc-
tivity, they ‘suddenly’ become inefficient and give contradictory, ambigu-
ous results, despite really huge quantities of efforts applied (see e. g. 
[213]). The unreduced, dynamically multivalued interaction analysis pro-
vides the unique possibility of correct description of those more explicit 
manifestations of the underlying complex behaviour (so that the hierarchi-
cally structured and totally consistent ‘theory of everything’ [214] is still 
possible, but outside the limits of conventional dynamic single-valuedness, 
and actually takes the form of the universal science of complexity [1]).22 To 
realise this possibility in full detail, one needs only to apply the universal 
many-body problem solution (Chapter 3) to each particular case. While the 
detailed analysis of each application of the universal complex-dynamical 
solution deserves a separate investigation, it becomes clear why no essen-
tial progress in the description of those more involved, ‘nonseparable’ 
problems in the modern many-body/solid-state theory can ever be achieved 
within the conventional, dynamically single-valued (unitary) approach, ir-
respective of its particular version details and the quantity of efforts ap-
plied. The necessity of the ensuing conceptually big, well-substantiated 
change in the whole solid-state physics development represents an im-
portant result in itself, naturally giving rise to a large diversity of results for 
particular systems and applications. 
As noted above, the situation of full-scale quantum micro-machine 
(including quantum computer) actually represents a generalisation of quasi-
macroscopic quantum system, where the distributed dynamic emergence of 
                                           
22 The novelty of the unreduced, complex-dynamical (multivalued) solutions to solid-state prob-
lems with respect to their solutions in the framework of conventional theory can be illustrated 
by the extended description of ‘quasi-particles’ in the dynamically multivalued theory: they are 
represented by an internally chaotic regime of multivalued SOC (Section 4.5.1), which means 
that any real ‘quasi-particle’ has its ‘private’, probabilistically determined ‘life’ in the form of a 
dynamically fractal, self-developing hierarchy of unceasingly changed realisations and their 
common transient state, or (generalised) wavefunction. Such unreduced, complex-dynamical 
quasi-particles can only be obtained beyond the limits of perturbation theory (invariably used in 
the canonical theory), which leads to the consistent and reality-based description of their emer-
gence and any ‘strong’ interaction effects giving rise to new phenomena and entities from a 
higher sublevel of complexity. All the main limitations of conventional unitarity, becoming now 
explicitly evident for those more involved applications of solid-state theory, are due to the fact 
that it always deals with the perturbatively simplified, effectively one-dimensional and often 
directly postulated ‘envelopes’ of real, dynamically multivalued structures, such as particles, 
quasi-particles and their arbitrary agglomerates (see also Chapter 8). 
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a classical kind of state (and thus definite interruption of quantum coher-
ence) is necessary for the useful machine operation. This shows, in particu-
lar, that practical applications of atomic Bose-Einstein condensates, often 
‘generally’ implied behind their peculiar properties, are fundamentally lim-
ited, besides their inevitable fragility, by extremely low dynamic complexi-
ty of any essentially quantum behaviour excluding any involved enough 
(localised) structure emergence necessary for any useful quantum machine 
operation, such as computation process (cf. [215]). In this sense, the exter-
nally ‘impressive’ quantum mysteriology of official science, in both its 
theoretical and experimental aspects, is definitely and inevitably con-
demned to failure, as far as sensible systems and useful practical applica-
tions are involved, while any qualitative future advance can only be per-
formed, for the same reason, with the dynamically multivalued, nonunitary, 
hybrid micro-machines already extensively realised in nature (see also 
Chapter 8). 
Note also that real macroscopic, many-body quantum states can ex-
hibit many global realisations (even for each particular system), which dif-
fer among them by the degree of probabilistic spatial order that can contain 
various (in general discretely structured, quantised) proportions of local 
‘defects’ (like voids of various size) in its roughly regular spatial structure. 
‘Quantum transitions’ between such various degrees of order/randomness 
in the microscopic spatial structure of the corresponding ‘lattice’ of inter-
acting quantum beat processes should have a peculiar, rather ‘abrupt’ (cata-
strophic) character (compared with order-disorder transitions in classical, 
incoherent many-body systems), which can be properly described only 
within the unreduced, dynamically multivalued interaction analysis (cf. 
[216]). The important underlying property of the unreduced structure of a 
large-scale quantum state is the nonvanishing, dynamically meaningful in-
teraction between its components that just gives rise to its peculiar features, 
such as ‘revival’ of quantum properties for ‘condensates’ of relatively 
heavy, individually classical entities (atoms and molecules), whereas the 
conventional theory is based on inconsistently postulated quantum proper-
ties of such extended states (including ‘Bose-Einstein condensation’) con-
sisting of allegedly non-interacting, quasi-free components, which inevita-
bly leads to another series of ‘unsolvable’ problems at the attempt to take 
into account the internal condensate interactions [213,214]. 
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Even without the detailed analysis, it is clear that the proposed exact, 
dynamically derived picture of macroscopic quantum states can explain 
many observed properties of atomic Bose condensates, complex supercon-
ductors and other similar systems, starting from the true, irreducibly com-
plex-dynamical (multivalued) nature of such ‘peculiar’ states of many-body 
quantum system. The experimentally observed, very diverse manifestations 
of that ‘peculiarity’, remaining obscure and disrupted within the conven-
tional theory, obtain now a unified and consistent explanation as explicitly 
appearing, but standard properties of the unreduced dynamic complexity, 
which are present, though maybe in a more hidden form, in any many-body 
system, despite their complete omission in the unitary approach, leading it 
to the obvious impasse. One example is provided by the observed ‘quantum 
entanglement’ between two macroscopically large, many-atom states [217], 
which can now be understood microscopically, in detail revealing, in par-
ticular, the origin of macroscopically ordered (coherent) entanglement of 
atom-scale quantum beat processes in the system of individually classical, 
‘heavy’ atoms (while, being considered within the conventional, unitary 
theory, the same situation contains a whole hierarchy of ‘mysteries’). Simi-
lar examples are provided by various macroscopic quantum states of the 
‘Schrödinger cat’ (or ‘quantum cat’) type, meaning that they contain a line-
ar, coherent superposition of several macroscopic ‘eigen-states’ with ex-
plicitly different, macroscopic measured characteristics (see e. g. 
[218,219]). Whereas the conventional theory ‘mysteries’ are only amplified 
in proportion to the quantum state size (in particular, all ‘decoherence’-
based approaches fail by their nature), the above picture of quantum prop-
erties revival for macroscopic ensembles of interacting particles clearly ex-
plains, similar to the case of microscopic quantum superpositions, the com-
plex-dynamical, interactional origin of such macroscopic linear combina-
tion as unceasing system transitions between the constituent ‘resonant’ re-
alisations, which can be traced down to the corresponding transitions in the 
local motions of neighbouring constituent elements (atoms, molecules, 
quasi-particles, etc.). 
Note once more that the dynamically random, globally chaotic char-
acter of internal structure of any such essentially quantum macroscopic 
state can produce only very simple, quasi-uniform kind of spatial structure 
(like an imperfect lattice) and is not compatible with any unitary or even 
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chaotic, but totally quantum, scheme of (practically useful) computa-
tion/creation process. This fundamentally substantiated conclusion of the 
causally complete theory of many-body quantum interaction shows that the 
vague and general promises of a vast variety of ‘magic’ future applications, 
accompanying recent experimental boom in the field, are largely and evi-
dently exaggerated, in contrast to the elementary limits imposed already by 
the well-established principles of standard theory (see Chapter 2). What 
those ‘fine’ and ‘quantum’ experiments actually demonstrate is the high 
fragility and esoteric conditions of existence of the ‘promising’ states in-
volved (especially when they are obtained from heavier particles like at-
oms), which only confirms their intrinsic dynamic instability predicted by 
the dynamically multivalued description of their real physical origin. 
As concerns the original Schrödinger cat paradox itself [175] and the 
related quantum measurement process, it contains essentially the causal 
complex-dynamic mechanism of classical or ‘reduced’ state emergence 
(Section 4.7, items (B) and (C) above), but in its simple, irreversible ver-
sion, i. e. without the following return of the measured/classical element to 
quantum type of behaviour that takes place in macroscopically large quan-
tum systems (including ‘Schrödinger-cat states’) due to a specially ar-
ranged, low-noise interaction between elements, as described above. Any 
slightly dissipative interaction process between two (or more) essentially 
quantum systems, actually constituting the ‘quantum measurement’ situa-
tion, leads to formation of a transiently localised (dynamically squeezed, or 
‘reduced’), pseudo-classical configuration of ‘bound’ quantum beats of in-
teracting systems. Therefore the delocalised and ‘coherent’, or ‘essentially 
quantum’, ‘linear’ mixture of elementary constituent state-realisations of 
the ‘measured’ system is destroyed already at this first stage of the real 
measurement process that does not need any postulated and ill-defined 
‘classicality’ ( macroscopic size) of the other, ‘measuring’ quantum sys-
tem. The transiently localised, ‘reduced’ configuration of the interacting 
couple of measured system(s) and quantum instrument element(s) quickly 
decays and the measured quantum system takes its ‘normal’, delocalised 
configuration (though generally changed in details), but certain essential 
moments of extended wave interaction (leading to diffraction in a double-
slit experiment, etc.) are lost during the ‘reduction’ stage, while the irreduc-
ibly changed, excited state of the measuring instrument element can be fur-
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ther amplified during its avalanche-like transfer to higher complexity lev-
els, occurring due to the mentioned small dissipativity of the element (i. e. 
its slightly open, leaky dynamics appearing as ability to be actually excited 
and transmit this small initial excitation through a hierarchy of further in-
teractions).23 It is that well-defined, dynamical, small, but finite ‘leak’ of 
interaction development to higher (macroscopic) complexity levels that ap-
pears to be necessary for the actual, experimentally feasible measurement 
of quantum system characteristics by the real measuring instrument, which 
needs thus to be fully classical in those its final, output structures (such as 
macroscopic, truly classical ‘indicator’/‘pointer’), as opposed to its sensory, 
input elements that should necessarily participate in a purely quantum in-
teraction process. 
Note the essential difference of this dissipative, but well structured 
aspect of classicality emergence in the causally explained quantum meas-
urement process from any ill-defined and abstract ‘decoherence’ of the 
(purely mathematical) wavefunction that still needs postulation of unex-
plained instrument ‘classicality’ as its ‘big mass’ introducing ‘much noise’ 
and thus somehow eventually destroying ‘quantum coherence’ (cf. [220]). 
In this latter interpretation the ‘cat’ from Schrödinger's paradox needs 
simply to be macroscopically big in order to reduce the probability of 
‘quantum superposition’ of several states to negligibly small levels (e. g. 
[219]), but this explanation cannot consistently account for existence of 
various macroscopic quantum effects and states (including coherent super-
positions of the Schrödinger cat type), on one hand, and readily observed 
emergence of classicality in microscopic, atom-scale interactions, on the 
other hand. In reality, as we have seen above, the quantum wave ‘reduc-
tion’ (physically real dynamic localisation) and related transient classicality 
emerge already at the first, ‘essentially quantum’ stage of quantum meas-
urement, which momentarily ‘kills’ not the ‘cat’ itself, but the possibility 
for it (or even for any its small part) to be in quantum ‘coexistence’ of sev-
eral states. After that the obtained, already essentially classical (quasi-
single-valued) result of ‘eigenvalue’ measurement of the essentially quan-
                                           
23 Note that avalanche-like amplification of the primal quantum measurement result is necessary 
only in the case of real registration of the measured system characteristics (‘eigenvalues’), in-
volving macroscopic final indicator, while ‘quantum measurement process’ in general refers to 
the first, elementary stage of wavefunction collapse that commonly occurs in real micro-systems 
and accounts, in particular, for interference pattern destruction in ‘quantum diffraction’ experi-
ments [1,10]. 
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tum measured system is simply stabilised by its amplification to higher 
complexity levels permitting one to actually register its irreversibly deter-
mined value (‘cat dead’ or ‘cat alive’), while the measured quantum system 
returns to its ‘normal’, delocalised state of quantum beat between its eigen-
values. In a similar way, the simplest classical, permanently localised states 
appear already at a very small scale, together with the elementary bound 
systems, e. g. atoms (which does not prevent them from possibility of quan-
tum properties revival in a suitably chosen interaction process involving 
quantum beat resonances, see items (B), (C) above and Section 4.7). 
It is also important to emphasize the essential difference of our dy-
namically derived, truly first-principles theory of quantum system collapse 
and measurement from any kind of postulated, artificially imposed stochas-
ticity of quantum systems in the unitary theory, existing in a large variety 
of formulations and often also called ‘dynamical’ collapse, (continuous) 
measurement, etc., which gives an illusion of a dynamically derived effect 
(like e. g. various versions of ‘intrinsic decoherence’ [221-225]). The prob-
lem of any such description is in the inevitably ensuing modification of the 
standard, extensively confirmed quantum formalism even in its properly 
dynamical, a priori linear part, whereas in our approach we explicitly derive 
the Schrödinger equation, in its usual, externally linear form, starting from 
the reality-based description of dynamically multivalued (chaotic) quantum 
beat process [1,4,12,13] whose essential, though hidden, nonlinearity pro-
vides the causally complete explanation for the ‘mysterious’ postulated 
‘additions’ to the linear standard scheme, and we continue in the same fash-
ion at higher levels of quantum/classical complexity (Sections 4.6, 4. 7, 
7.1), where the dynamic randomness (redundance) and the related general-
ised Schrodinger equation are independently derived at each level within 
basically the same, universal mechanism, instead of their postulated, artifi-
cial ‘extension’ from other levels in the canonical, stochastic unitarity.24 
                                           
24 The essential, interaction-driven nonlinearity emerges dynamically at the sublevels of com-
plexity both below and above the formally linear Schrödinger dynamics. The lower-sublevel 
nonlinearity behind the usual Schrödinger equation is hidden in the phenomena like wave-
particle duality (i. e. corpuscular behaviour of the same ‘wave’) and its irreducibly probabilistic 
manifestation (‘Born's probability rule’), which remain ‘mysterious’ within the conventional 
scheme and are formally imposed by the standard ‘quantum postulates’. The higher-sublevel 
nonlinearity appears in the form of true quantum chaos (Chapter 6) [1,9] and causal quantum 
measurement (Section 4.6.2) [1,10], which demonstrate the unreduced, complex-dynamical de-
velopment of externally ‘linear’ interaction in a configurationally simple quantum system de-
scribed by the standard Schrödinger equation (which is provided now with the unreduced, uni-
versally nonperturbative solution). 
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Being artificially imposed upon quantum system dynamics, the ‘intrinsic’ 
decoherence/stochasticity of the unitary approach will inevitably violate the 
standard, extensively confirmed (though unexplained) rules and will always 
need introduction of its (postulated) source, thus simply displacing the 
same, unsolved problem to hypothetical (and always ambiguous) ‘deeper’ 
levels of reality (this kind of trickery is a typical and inherent manifestation 
of unitary science deficiency [1]). 
Note that the true quantum chaos (see Section 4.6.2, Chapter 6) is 
close by its level of emergence and dynamically multivalued mechanism to 
quantum measurement process, but happens in the actual absence of (suita-
ble) dissipativity, so that the interacting quantum systems, instead of being 
transiently (and irreversibly) localised around one of possible centres of re-
duction (realisations), take successively and in a dynamically random order 
all possible (usually spatially delocalised) realisations. Combination of 
genuine quantum chaos with quantum measurement (dynamically ‘embed-
ded’ in it) is possible and naturally occurs in real quantum machine dynam-
ics, where each of the interaction processes and their combination are de-
scribed by the universal EP formalism (Chapter 3, Section 5.2.1) [1,9,10]. 
Note also the fundamental difference between the unreduced dynamic 
complexity of real, dynamically multivalued interaction processes, used 
here for explanation of quantum system behaviour, and the appearing imi-
tations of quantum (and classical) complexity (e. g. [225-229]) actually re-
duced, despite the intense terminology of ‘novelty’, to the conventional, 
dynamically single-valued ‘science of complexity’ that replaces dynamic 
randomness by mechanistically inserted ‘stochasticity’ etc. (see also [4]). 
 
The basically incomplete (unitary) and totally abstract interpretation 
in scholar quantum mechanics of the above realistic, complex-dynamical 
picture of unreduced quantum system behaviour (items (A)-(C)) shows es-
pecially clearly its inevitable deficiency just in the quickly growing field of 
quantum theory applications to more complicated, man-made, modified 
and controlled micro-systems, where the fundamental limitations of the ca-
nonical single-valued imitation of reality are ‘suddenly’ transformed from 
the ‘unreasonable efficiency’ of the evidently contradictory ‘postulates’ to 
the absolutely senseless and openly fraudulent system of arbitrary guesses 
and purely mathematical fantasies. One characteristic sign of this ‘ironic’ 
[5] and show-business kind of science, directly related to the present dis-
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cussion of the essence of ‘quantum’ behaviour, is the infinitely ‘inventive’ 
play of ‘puzzling’, ‘quantum’ words without sense intermixed with equally 
vain speculations of ‘post-modern’ kind of ‘philosophy’ (see also Chapter 
9). It is impossible to miss the avalanche-like flux of all those quantum 
‘games’, ‘entanglements’, ‘distillations’, ‘nonlocalities’, ‘teleportations’, 
‘tomographies’, ‘internets’, ‘contexts’, logics, ‘impossible’ states and 
‘magic’ properties, arbitrary endowed with a desired fantastic meaning, 
penetrating into all the ‘solid’ printed sources of official science, its most 
prestigious departments and popular branches, but contradicting already the 
standard postulates (cf. Chapter 2) and the common sense itself (the latter 
fact is considered, apparently, as a decisive advantage of applied ‘quantum 
mysteriology’, permitting its swift-handed promoters and the ‘friendly’ sci-
entific bureaucracy to scrounge more money from the unaware, hypnotised 
‘public’). This latest, ‘information-oriented’ generation of unitary quantum 
speculation is added to and combined with previous, equally unlimited lies 
of abstract quantum-mechanical ‘interpretations’, including various ver-
sions of quantum ‘histories’, ‘many worlds’ (or ‘multiverse’), ‘decoher-
ence’ (‘superselection of pointer states’ and ‘predictability sieve’), etc. (see 
also Chapter 9), which leads to a completely intractable and misleading 
mixture of useless, abstract, esoteric ‘narratives’ only obscuring still more 
the naturally ‘veiled’ reality and suppressing, by their artificially amplified 
noise, any attempt of truly consistent and realistic problem solution. Being 
often overcharged with technically sophisticated, tricky mathematical sym-
bolism, the pseudo-scientific post-modern abstraction rarely deals with the 
unreduced system dynamics, often replacing its most essential, ‘nonin-
tegrable’ parts with formal ‘arrows’ pointing to a ‘guessed’/postulated re-
sult that expresses usually the evidently incorrect extension of a perturba-
tion theory approximation. We could disprove and mention here only the 
most frequent, obvious and dangerously noisy verbal exercises (deceitful 
‘narratives’) of conventional unitarity, with the hope that the proposed 
causally complete picture of the unreduced, multivalued dynamics behind 
‘quantum mysteries’ can clearly show the universal way out of the science-
killing impasse of the blind math-physical cabbala. It is evident that the lat-
ter cannot actually go any further than the canonical ‘interpretations’ of the 
standard quantum formalism proposed already at the time of its creation, 
but tries simply to ‘redescribe’ it in a philosophically large variety of fic-
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tions, which can only repel potential and serious science participants and 
supporters (and actually does so), but never lead to real problem solution. 
The inflating mega-joke of unitary quantum information and other official-
ly promised ‘miracles’ of unitary science becomes now too banal even for a 
banal ‘post-modern’ show. 
In conclusion of this brief summary of our causal description of the 
main ‘peculiarities’ of quantum behaviour as manifestations of respective 
universal properties of the unreduced complex (multivalued) dynamics, 
items (A)-(C), note that one general feature underlying their proposed, in-
trinsically unified and totally realistic description is the physically unified 
initial world configuration in the form of two physically real (‘material’), 
interacting protofields [1-4,11-13] that eventually gives rise, after con-
sistent analysis of the interaction process development, to such features of 
quantum behaviour as quantum coherence, nonlocality, dynamic duality 
(complementarity), classicality emergence, etc., in addition to the causally 
complete explanation, within the same picture, of intrinsic, universal prop-
erties of quantum entities, such as mass (in the dynamic unity of its inertial, 
relativistic and gravitational manifestations), electric charge, spin, number 
and origin of fundamental interaction forces, etc. This totally realistic and 
naturally, dynamically unified picture of all the main observed properties of 
micro-world behaviour, additionally amplified by their consistent macro-
scopic extension [1], provides in itself a strong argument in favour of quan-
tum field mechanics and universal science of complexity in general, which 
can be compared with the persisting ‘quantum mysteries’ of conventional 
science able, at best, to arrange for a limited number of separated and arti-
ficially adjusted ‘experimental confirmations’. It becomes clear, therefore, 
that further practical work with micro-machine control and design can be 
successful only within the unreduced, dynamically multivalued description 
of reality. 
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6. Genuine quantum chaos and its consistent transition 
to the true dynamical randomness in classical mechanics 
 
Since any quantum machine dynamics is essentially based on non-
dissipative interaction of machine elements among them and with external 
systems, it is clear that one deals here with the same general situation as in 
the quantum chaos problem considering similar cases of arbitrary, nonin-
tegrable quantum interactions, even though a real quantum machine can in-
clude eventually many integrated systems with simple enough configura-
tions considered within usual quantum chaos studies. The results of our 
analysis of both general (Chapters 3, 4) and particular (Section 5.2.1) cases 
of interaction within a generic quantum machine confirm this similarity 
with the quantum chaos problem because they actually provide its general 
solution, eqs. (20)-(27), (47)-(52), that reveals the intrinsic, purely dynamic 
source of true randomness in any real quantum system in the form of dy-
namically redundant number of mutually incompatible elementary solu-
tions, or system realisations, eqs. (24), (52). Whereas in terms of quantum 
machine theory the obtained solution demonstrates fundamental deficiency 
of usual, unitary description of a quantum system and reveals the principles 
of unreduced, dynamically multivalued operation of any real machine, in 
the case of quantum chaos problem we obtain the source, and the meaning 
itself, of genuine, purely dynamic randomness in a Hamiltonian quantum 
(and eventually classical) system, which is absent in the canonical quantum 
chaos theory, in contradiction with the correspondence principle and dy-
namical, logical necessity for the true randomness existence at the very ba-
sis of complex, self-developing world structure. The most transparent rela-
tion to quantum chaos is provided by our analysis of an elementary case of 
quantum interaction, represented by a time-periodic perturbation of a 
bound motion (Section 5.2.1), which is also one of the few standard formu-
lations of the quantum chaos problem considered previously within the 
same approach [1,8,9]. The obtained quantum chaos criterion, eq. (53), has 
a universal meaning and ensures the conceptually important correspond-
ence with the respective criterion of classical chaos (see below). 
The extended work on quantum chaos description within the conven-
tional quantum theory [127,144,155,156,161-164,230-294] results mainly 
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in the fundamentally substantiated absence of any true, intrinsic random-
ness in a (closed) quantum system dynamics that would be definitely chaot-
ic for its classical analogue [155,230-257], which constitutes a major con-
tradiction, but is not really surprising in view of the basic unitarity (dynam-
ic single-valuedness) of the underlying conventional quantum theory. Cor-
respondingly, the study of specifically ‘involved’, but fundamentally regu-
lar, zero-complexity quantum dynamics of such ‘apparently chaotic’ quan-
tum Hamiltonians (any real system belongs to this class) leads to the con-
cept of ‘quantum chaology’ [235] or ‘pseudo-chaos’ [236,247-250] includ-
ing actually all conventional quantum (and eventually classical) ‘chaos’ 
and represented by some ‘sophisticated’, but regular, quantum (and classi-
cal) dynamics showing certain, more or less universal, ‘signatures’ (or 
‘signs’) of that ‘involved regularity’ or related peculiarities of tricky math-
ematical objects like zeta-functions [231,233,234,237-240,254-257] (these 
manifestations of regular ‘chaoticity’ actually make part of the general 
phenomenon of external ‘signatures’ of basically absent ‘chaos’, and ‘com-
plexity’ in the whole, in the conventional, dynamically single-valued ‘sci-
ence of complexity’, see [1]). 
The absence of any true randomness in ‘chaotic’ quantum systems, 
confirmed by ‘rigorous’ unitary analysis and apparently by the fundamental 
quantum postulates themselves, leaves a clear impression of confusion, 
which can only amplify the existing doubts about consistency (or ‘com-
pleteness’) of standard quantum mechanics (see e. g. [230]). As we have 
seen above (Section 4.6), it is the latter that should indeed be extended to 
the dynamically multivalued (nonunitary) theory [1,9,10-13] which natural-
ly includes the irreducible and universal source of true, purely dynamic 
randomness without introducing any change in the basic Schrödinger for-
malism or ‘borrowing’ randomness from the environment. The canonical 
science does not dare to change its mechanistic, zero-complexity ‘founda-
tion’ and tries therefore to resolve the evident contradiction around the ab-
sent true chaoticity in a way usual for the ‘mathematical’ physics, i. e. by a 
number of mathematical tricks replacing the missing unreduced, dynami-
cally multivalued solution of ‘nonintegrable’ equations and ‘showing’ ei-
ther that chaos (and actually any irregularity) means, also in classical phys-
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ics, something else than straightforward randomness (e. g. a sort of exter-
nally sophisticated regularity) [230-261,281-287], or that real chaoticity 
still exists, also in quantum systems, if one looks at them ‘at a different an-
gle’ (but always within the same, unitary paradigm) [156,262-280,288-
294]. None of such imitative ‘solutions’ and their existing arbitrary ‘mix-
tures’ can, however, provide true consistency and finally the whole prob-
lem is transformed into infinite series of mathematical games, verbal defi-
nitions and pseudo-philosophical speculations, with the harmful practical 
consequences for such critical applications as quantum computers and nan-
otechnology (Chapters 7, 8). The artificial, useless intricacy of unitary imi-
tations of complexity attains a particularly high degree in such field as 
quantum chaos becoming an ‘unsolvable’, obscure problem in itself (it is 
objectively difficult to simply get through the misleading and ever growing 
agglomeration of vain technical exercises), which demonstrates the direct 
harmful influence of the conceptually dead unitary paradigm upon the sci-
entific knowledge development in the whole (Chapter 9). 
The interpretation of quantum and classical chaos in terms of ‘in-
volved regularity’ starts already in the main quantum chaos theory and the 
ensuing concepts of quantum chaology and pseudochaos [155,235,236,245-
251]. The fundamental absence of quantum chaos is matched here with the 
presence of its classical analogue by playing with various time scales at 
which the behaviour of a Hamiltonian system ‘appears’ to be ‘irregular’ 
(whereas randomness as such remains without any unambiguous definition 
and source). It is stated [247-250] that at short times of quantum, quasi-
classical system evolution, 1r ln( )t t I    (where   is the Lyapunov 
exponent of chaotic dynamics of the corresponding classical system, I is 
the characteristic action value, and rt  is called the random, or Ehrenfest, 
time scale), the quantum chaotic system will manifest the ‘apparent’ mo-
tion instability due to the pseudo-classical effect of ‘exponentially diverg-
ing trajectories’ (or wave packets, in the quantum system) that can be dis-
tinguished only until the critical spread of quantum wave packets makes 
them unresolvable at rt t .25 In the limit of classical system the ratio I   
                                           
25 Note that already this formal use of results obtained for classical chaotic systems in the de-
scription of purely quantum, though quasi-classical, evolution does not seem rigorous. This 
‘method’ of silent, formal extension of classical chaos results to quantum dynamics in order to 
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goes to infinity and with it rt , which is interpreted as the correct quantum-
classical correspondence, since we obtain in this limit the trajectories that 
‘diverge exponentially’ at any time, giving apparently a chaotic classical 
system. It is easy to see, however, that one obtains in that way not a truly 
chaotic, but only ‘pseudo-chaotic’, basically regular classical system with-
out any true randomness. Indeed, for any value of I  , one finds a regular, 
quasiperiodic quantum motion at rt t . In other words, one obtains an 
imitation of chaoticity by a long-period, but actually regular motion that 
‘practically’ never repeats itself and still shows no true randomness. 
It is important to note that the conventional concept of classical cha-
os itself, used here for quantum chaos interpretation and considered to be 
endowed with a source of true dynamical randomness (see e. g. [139-145]), 
is reduced in reality to just that kind of simulated chaoticity taking the form 
of ‘intricate’ regularity (as it is especially explicitly seen in the famous ‘pe-
riod doubling scenario’ containing in its ‘chaotic’ region only the ‘infinite-
ly long period’ of regular motion, but not any direct, local motion random-
ness). In this sense one obtains indeed a ‘quantum-classical correspond-
ence’ in the conventional chaos theory, namely the correspondence be-
tween unitary, incorrect imitations of complexity/chaoticity by respective, 
dynamically single-valued reductions of quantum and classical dynamics. 
The falsification is inherent in the divergent-trajectories criterion itself: 
randomness as such is actually introduced through ‘unknown’ deviations in 
initial conditions (without indication of any its dynamical source and mean-
ing), whereas the exponential law of neighbouring trajectories/states diver-
gence represents a totally regular function, supposed to ‘amplify’ the exter-
nally introduced, ill-defined and postulated randomness. 
Now, this ‘exponential amplification’ itself is but an obvious math-
ematical trickery, in both official quantum and classical chaos theories. The 
main description of local motion instability, giving the notorious ‘Lyapun-
ov exponents’ that permeate the whole conventional ‘science of complexi-
ty’, is based on perturbative, local linearisation of the allegedly ‘nonlinear’ 
                                                                                                                           
‘derive’ then its ‘chaoticity’ and ‘correspondence’ to classical dynamics has become common in 
the conventional quantum chaos theory (see below), whereas the same, ‘exact’ science cannot 
even properly explain what the essentially quantum and classical types of behaviour actually 
are, how the latter emerges from the former and vice versa. 
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system dynamics, which is valid only within a small spatio-temporal do-
main of its standard application limited just by the value unity of the ob-
tained exponential function argument (i. e. at 1t   in the case of tem-
poral evolution). However, the main ‘result’ of classical chaos theory is ob-
tained, starting from this perturbative expansion, just far outside the region 
of its validity, where (e. g. at 1t  ) the exponential function can only 
‘become itself’ and show clear deviations from a power-law behaviour that 
would not give the necessary, sufficiently high ‘randomness amplification’. 
In the above ‘quantum-classical correspondence’ of conventional 
chaos theory a tricky ‘logic’ is used even more than once: first, by incon-
sistent introduction of classical, false exponential divergence and Lyapunov 
exponent into purely quantum evolution and, second, by extension of the 
false result, obtained in the limit rt  , to ‘any time’ t (whereas in reality 
at rt t  one obtains the unitary quantum regularity). The latter circum-
stance is especially evident and leads to the contradictory conclusion that 
“the phenomenon of the “true” (classical-like) dynamical chaos, strictly 
speaking, does not exist in nature” [248]. As we have seen above (Sections 
3.3, 4.1), the true chaos does exist, both in nature and its unreduced, realis-
tic description within the dynamically multivalued interaction analysis, 
whereas its pathological absence in the unitary imitation of conventional 
science is the inevitable consequence of its dynamically single-valued re-
duction of reality [1,8,9]. In general, it is evident, even in the framework of 
conventional science, that a unitary system evolution, ultimately smooth-
ened and non-creative as it is, cannot contain any source of true, dynamical 
randomness in principle, and this is the single and ultimate origin of all 
those ‘irresolvable difficulties’, ‘fundamental contradictions’ and ‘myster-
ies‘ of conventional quantum chaos, quantum mechanics and other fields 
and applications of unitary science where the omnipresent manifestations 
of unreduced dynamic complexity simply become more explicit. 
Actually the same kind of improper extension of local perturbative 
expansion is used in many other ‘basic’ cases of conventional science for 
production of false exponential dependence [1] (e. g. in conventional cos-
mology or unitary evolution operator expression in quantum and classical 
mechanics), which appears to be very convenient, because of its very ‘ex-
tendible’ variation, for unitary imitation of absent change/emergence and 
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randomness provided in reality by the ‘abrupt’, faster-than-exponential, 
dynamically probabilistic creation and destruction of incompatible system 
realisations (see Sections 3.3, 4.1). This universal ‘method of mathematical 
physics’ starts with a quite general equation of the form df dt  ( , ,...)L f t  
(where L can be any function of its arguments), then produces formal per-
turbative expansion of the function on the right into powers of f and, taking 
into account only the term with the first power of f, incorrectly extends the 
ensuing ‘exponential’ solution beyond the range of the starting expansion 
validity (where the assumed ‘exponential’ dependence remains in reality 
but a linear or other power-law function). It is no coincidence that one and 
the same ‘method’ of false exponential dependence thus defined is used in 
the unitary science first to derive its incorrect, exponential-function expres-
sion for the ‘evolution operator’ and then to justify the related ‘magic’ 
properties and ‘strange’ results, such as exponential efficiency of (unitary) 
quantum computers (see Section 5.1) and the conventional chaos concept 
based on ‘exponentially high sensitivity to perturbations’ (see also below). 
This means, in particular, that the highly publicised ‘butterfly effect’ in the 
conventional chaos paradigm and its ‘rigorous’ expression in terms of Lya-
punov exponents [141-145] provide a basically wrong image of the origin 
and character of real motion instability. This is not really surprising, since 
we deal here with the situation where the results of linear, local instability 
analysis are boldly applied to characterisation of global behaviour of non-
linear systems, without any serious justification of that ‘spontaneous’ ex-
tension. As our universally nonperturbative analysis of the unreduced inter-
action process shows, any real system evolution is strongly, permanently 
and globally unstable and consists in very abrupt, ‘faster-than-exponential’ 
and frequent enough change of system realisations, where both realisation 
dynamics and realisation change process are driven by the same, ‘main’ in-
teraction between the system components, so that the exponential depend-
ence cannot develop either within individual realisations, or between them, 
or even in the average system change determined by the observed power-
law dependences [1] (see also Section 5.1). 
Returning to quantum pseudo-chaology and its play with temporal 
scales serving to imitate the correspondence between quantum and classical 
‘chaos’, one should mention another time scale, Rt  1( )I    (where  
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is a characteristic motion frequency and  is a model-dependent exponent 
of the order unity), called relaxation, or diffusive, or Heisenberg time scale 
[247-250]. It is a period during which (i. e. at Rt t ) the quantum system 
evolution shows a diffusion-like behaviour coinciding, but only in average, 
i. e. by its statistical properties, with the corresponding classical chaos. 
Since usually R rt t , this statistically averaged imitation of classical chaos 
persists much longer than the above detailed quantum replica of classical 
instability at rt t . However, such apparent quantum chaotic ‘diffusion’ 
ends up, or ‘localises’, after Rt t  and the inevitable regularity of unitary 
quantum evolution appears explicitly in the ‘chaotic’ system dynamics. The 
ambiguity of such ‘pseudo-chaotic’, but in reality absolutely regular ‘diffu-
sion’ demonstrates once more the imitative ‘power’ of the conventional 
theory of dynamical systems. Transition to the classical limit, I  , 
reproduces the situation with the same transition for the random time scale 
rt : though formally Rt   at 0 , for each finite I   there are times, 
Rt t  (though maybe very large), for which quantum and classical behav-
iour differ not only in detail (since R rt t t  ), but also statistically (in av-
erage), while even at rt t  the quasi-classical quantum dynamics tends ra-
ther to a regular imitation of ‘diffusive’ manifestations of dynamical chaos 
(which may also be the case for the purely classical, but always dynamical-
ly single-valued, theory of dynamical ‘chaoticity’). 
As the above analysis of the unreduced system evolution shows, in 
reality the system will tend to perform dynamically random transitions be-
tween its incompatible, but equally feasible realisations (in the real, ‘coor-
dinate’, or configuration, space) with the average time period, t , of the 
order of the characteristic period of motion within each realisation, 
1t   , so that r RΔt t t   and the true quantum (and classical) chaos 
is established as quickly as the system dynamics itself, without waiting 
long enough for a sufficiently large ‘divergence of trajectories’, asymptotic 
regime establishment, etc., as it should always be the case for any funda-
mental system property, such as chaoticity,26 and we obtain another clear 
demonstration of the qualitative difference between the real world dynam-
                                           
26 In the semiclassical and classical systems the difference between realisations can be relatively 
small in the SOC regime of multivalued dynamics, but this does not eliminate its intrinsic chaot-
icity, even if the latter does not appear explicitly in observations (cf. Sections 4.5-4.7). 
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ics, adequately represented by the dynamically multivalued EP formalism, 
and its unitary imitation (including the canonical theories of ‘ergodicity’, 
‘mixing’, ‘entropy’, etc. in classical mechanics and statistical physics). 
In summary, the most pertinent, purely dynamic, ‘direct’ approach to 
evolution of Hamiltonian quantum systems with few interacting entities 
that show (imitative) ‘chaotic’ behaviour in their classical versions reveals, 
within its unitary, perturbatively reduced analysis, no true, or even imita-
tive, chaoticity (dynamical randomness) in quantum systems, but predicts 
instead persisting deviations of their behaviour from the corresponding 
classical system, even in the quasi-classical range of parameters [231-257], 
thus confirming most honest (and actually rather pessimistic) estimates by 
the conventional quantum theory of its own completeness [230] (see also 
[1]). This fundamental inconsistency of conventional quantum mechanics is 
accompanied by a large series of ‘smaller’, but equally irreducible defects 
of its application to ‘chaotic’ dynamics. Thus, it remains unclear why one 
should look for dynamic randomness in quantum behaviour, or even its 
pseudo-chaotic ‘signatures’, only in the limiting, semiclassical regime of 
quantum dynamics. Whereas the latter could, in principle, provide some 
necessary ‘hints’ on quantum chaoticity by analogy with its classical ver-
sion, the quantum chaos phenomenon in the whole, for any its content, 
should refer to arbitrary, but especially fully quantum (undular) regimes of 
Hamiltonian chaos, which is not the case of conventional theory. In the at-
tempt to reveal the non-existing unitary quantum chaoticity and its corre-
spondence with classical chaos, the standard theory performs the more and 
more serious deviations from consistency and wishfully inserts results of 
the classical phase-space analysis (often doubtful in itself) into quantum 
chaos description (see e. g. [152-154,258-264]), where the statistical prop-
erties of dynamical system behaviour (‘ergodicity’ etc.) become tacitly and 
strangely intermixed with those of its spectral characteristics (in contradic-
tion with the main results of the same quantum chaology). Another serious 
drawback of conventional theory appears as inevitable involvement of 
time, and in particular infinitely large time, in the definition of chaoticity 
(and related notions, such as ‘ergodicity’, ‘mixing’, etc.), both in quantum 
and classical dynamics (and the correspondence between the two, as we 
have seen above). Similar to the previous (and actually any other) limita-
tion of conventional chaos description, this one is the inevitable result of 
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the fundamental absence of any true randomness in the dynamically single-
valued imitation of real interaction processes, which leads to invention of 
various substitutes with the help of mathematical trickery of unattainable or 
‘complicated’ limits, etc. 
In addition, practically all results in the conventional theory of quan-
tum (as well as classical) chaos are obtained for extremely simplified, 
schematic ‘models’ of real dynamical systems, represented most often by 
so called ‘maps’, which are purely abstract recurrence relations only imitat-
ing dynamical system evolution by an over-simplified mathematical ‘game’ 
that does not correspond at all, even approximately, to any real system be-
haviour. In addition to their artificially reduced dimensionality (often it is 
just one ‘spatial’ dimension plus time) and extremely simplified interaction 
models used, chaotic maps show serious deviation from reality by their 
formal, non-dynamical discretisation, which is especially important in the 
case of quantum dynamics, where the natural, complex-dynamical quanti-
sation has a relatively large and well-defined ‘step’ size determined by 
Planck's constant (Sections 4.3, 4.6, 7.1). The apparent ‘chaoticity’ in such 
kind of totally artificial, ultimately simplified and non-realistic ‘dynamical 
systems’ is often estimated or ‘confirmed’ with the (essential) help of com-
puter simulations (i.e. ‘numerical experiments’), being finally reduced to an 
involved regularity of purely mathematical objects, like canonical fractals 
or particular number distributions (see also below), which has nothing to do 
with real, interaction-driven chaoticity and fractality of a generic dynamical 
system (Sections 4.1, 4.4). When such, already ultimately deformed ‘mod-
el’ of reality is analysed also in the framework of strongly reduced unitary 
scheme of quantum evolution (representing but another example of the 
above ‘method’ of false exponential functions, see also Section 5.1), then 
one can only ask what is the arbitrary deviation from reality and consisten-
cy that is not used in such imitation readily subjected, nevertheless, to ‘suc-
cessful’ experimental verification (this is another demonstration of the ‘un-
limited’ general possibilities of this ‘decisive’ argument of official sci-
ence). By contrast, our results for quantum chaos are obtained as the unre-
duced (dynamically multivalued) solution of the exact (Schrödinger) dy-
namic equation describing a real, non-simplified interaction process (Chap-
ter 3, Section 5.2.1), which leads to revelation of the explicit, omnipresent 
source of true, purely dynamic chaoticity in essentially quantum systems, 
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naturally passing to its unreduced classical counterpart in the ordinary sem-
iclassical limit ( 0 ) [1,8,9]. 
Setting aside the helpless task of finding any true chaoticity in the 
unitary wavefunction dynamics, some approaches try to evade the unpleas-
ant situation by using other, ‘secondary’ versions of quantum formalism 
that deal with directly observable quantities, such as various ‘distribution 
functions’ [265-269] (which should give one the impression of being ‘clos-
er’ to classical mechanics with its apparently ‘well established’ chaoticity). 
The basically incomplete character of any such formulation of quantum 
mechanics with respect to not only realistic approach, but even the conven-
tional Schrödinger scheme, makes it even easier to mechanically insert the 
missing randomness, thus replacing its dynamic origin with an artificial 
stochasticity (as a result of ‘coarse-grained’ distribution, ‘irreducible densi-
ty matrix representation’ and other mathematically decorated tricks). In any 
case, the obtained quantum ‘chaos’ and its classical ‘correspondence’ enter 
in the evident contradiction with the opposite result (‘pseudo-chaoticity’) of 
Schrödinger evolution analysis in quantum chaology [230-264], which does 
not lead, however, to any noticeable confusion and thus falls within a per-
mitted degree of ‘consistency’ of official theory. 
The same actually refers to another, related way to find a ‘true’ quan-
tum chaoticity by analysing sensitivity of quantum evolution to small per-
turbations of the Hamiltonian or similar effects of ‘quantum decoherence’ 
[164,270-280]. It is argued, within this approach, that if the absence of tra-
jectories in quantum mechanics makes impossible the analysis of ‘sensitivi-
ty to initial conditions’ of classical chaos theory, it is still possible to con-
sider quantum dynamics sensitivity to Hamiltonian (interaction) variation, 
after which the ‘exponentially high’ sensitivity of quantum chaotic systems 
to Hamiltonian perturbations is readily obtained as a hint on the ‘true’ 
quantum chaos and its (previously absent) correspondence with the classi-
cal chaos. However, the formerly established and actually undeniable ab-
sence of chaoticity in the unitary quantum evolution, including any its ‘per-
turbed’ version, should not depend on the way of system analysis. Indeed, 
it is not difficult to see that any attempt of motion instability introduction 
through ‘sensitivity to perturbations’, in both quantum and classical chaos 
theory, is reduced eventually to the evident fraud of ‘false exponential de-
pendence’ described above (i. e. incorrect extension of perturbative expan-
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sion validity domain), while in reality the unitary (dynamically single-
valued) system evolution always remains stable in the whole (regular), as 
should be expected. The omnipresent dynamic instability and true random-
ness of unreduced, dynamically multivalued interaction processes are in-
compatible with exponential or any other smooth ‘sensitivity to perturba-
tions’, since they originate in the fundamentally nonunitary (qualitatively 
nonuniform) character of the main, internal system dynamics itself (Chap-
ters 3-5), which cannot be even approximately imitated by artificial intro-
duction of non-existing ‘exponential divergence’ and other similar ‘tools’ 
of unitary theory. 
The inevitable regularity reappearance in conventional quantum cha-
ology naturally degrades towards ultimately mechanistic, non-dynamical 
reduction of ‘chaotic’ quantum (and classical) behaviour to a ‘visibly’, ex-
ternally ‘intricate’, but internally totally regular behaviour of purely math-
ematical entities [170,281-287], like various number distributions in their 
natural sets (irrational numbers, prime numbers, etc.) or very ‘uneven’ (but 
actually regular) sequence of steps in various simple recurrence relations 
(including the widely used ‘random number generators’). This tendency 
towards ‘chaos without chaos’, ‘predictable randomness’ and ‘regular 
complexity’, obtained as an ‘exact solution’, can be clearly traced in the 
very basis of conventional, dynamically single-valued science and in par-
ticular its approach to quantum and classical chaoticity. It shows also a 
close correlation with a much wider tradition of official science mechani-
cism, taking the form of ‘mathematical physics’ (cf. [114]) and trying to 
reduce reality to purely mathematical, exact and fixed (‘eternal’) laws, re-
maining ‘ideal’ and simple, devoid of any imperfect ‘flesh and blood’, with 
their uncontrollable and living complexity. If the observed inimitability of 
natural structures is eventually determined by an ‘arithmetical chaos’, then 
there is no surprise that such ‘arithmetical world’ of ‘exact solutions’ not 
only can be universally simulated on a unitary quantum computer 
[21,24,25,46], but represents itself such a computer and results of its opera-
tion [62,63,150]. Everything in such mechanistic world acquires a special, 
cabbalistic meaning determined by a regular sequence of digits (or other 
abstract symbols), including space and time, ‘chaos’, ‘complexity’ and thus 
eventually consciousness and intelligence itself (cf. Chapter 9). 
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A tacit mixture of arithmetic ‘chaoticity’ and the above ‘sensitivity-
to-perturbation’ kind of imitation is applied to generate a ‘new’ notion of 
quantum chaoticity in larger, many-body quantum systems [156,288-290] 
and it is this kind of approach which is extensively used in the analysis of 
unitary quantum computer dynamics and assumes, of course, the existence 
of special, ‘decohering’ interactions as the necessary source of (ill-defined) 
randomness [14,157-160]. In that way, the most complicated case of dy-
namical chaos in the quantum many-body system, directly related to the 
expected practical application, is considered in the mainstream research by 
combining the maximum number of erroneous concepts and ambiguous 
wordplays. The real many-body system is replaced by an ultimately simpli-
fied ‘model’ that appears to be totally misleading even for a small number 
of interacting entities in a non-dissipative system. Since even such over-
simplified problem cannot be solved within the dynamically single-valued 
approach, computer simulations inevitably involving uncontrollable addi-
tional simplifications are heavily applied, which makes the situation yet 
more obscure and actually helps to hide the evident deficiency of the un-
derlying imitation (cf. [158]). The false ‘chaoticity’ is actually introduced 
from the outside, through ambiguous ‘random’ influences, with the ‘origi-
nal’ conclusion that a strong enough external noise can destroy the system 
dynamics when the noise magnitude is comparable to that of characteristic 
parameters of intrinsic system dynamics. This kind of ‘dynamical chaos’ is 
actually indistinguishable from the postulated randomness of the artificially 
imposed noise, while the statistical properties of spectral characteristics are 
arbitrary confused with the signs of randomness in the dynamical system 
behaviour. Moreover, the underlying imitative concept of ‘hypersensitivity 
to perturbations’, actually represented by ‘residual’ interactions in a quan-
tum computing system, is evidently inconsistent from the beginning: one 
can thus consider any part of a useful, ‘computing’ interaction within the 
machine as perturbation and arrive at the conclusion that it will generically 
show ‘exponential (strong enough) growth’ and destroy the very computa-
tion process it is supposed to create (provided it is ‘rigorously shown’ that a 
generally comparable, or smaller, ‘residual’ interaction can do it). 
As a result, the conclusions of this ‘quantum chaos’ analysis con-
cerning the feasibility of unitary quantum computation vary chaotically 
themselves [14,157-160,164] from reaffirmation of ‘exponentially high’ 
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efficiency of unitary quantum computers to prediction of very serious prac-
tical difficulties of their realisation.27 We deal here with multiple, superim-
posed imitations of unitary theory: the non-existing ‘chaos’ of a quantum 
computing system is ‘adjusted’ so as to demonstrate its ability to simulate 
the equally false quantum and classical conventional ‘chaoticity’ (where 
the supposed ‘universal’ simulation of classical chaos contradicts also the 
fundamental ‘complexity correspondence principle’, see Sections 5.2.2 and 
7.1-2). The possibility of ‘inverting time arrow in macroscopic systems’ 
with the help of unitary quantum computer [158], revealed in that way with 
the help of simplistic model simulation on an ordinary computer, provides 
a concentrated demonstration of genuine ‘power’ of officially dominating 
unitary imitations of chaoticity in any kind of system (as well as the corre-
sponding quality of the ‘well-established’ and ‘peer-reviewed’ truth of 
conventional science in general). 
The ultimate inconsistency of fundamental and applied theory of 
many-body quantum systems within the dynamically single-valued ap-
proach is the unavoidable consequence of its basic limitations. As the unre-
duced interaction analysis shows (Chapter 3), the intrinsic, dynamical ran-
domness emerges in any real, even totally noiseless (non-dissipative) sys-
tem of interacting elements (Section 3.3) and even within a single elemen-
tary interaction act (Section 5.2.1), which not only makes impossible prac-
tical realisation of a useful (large-scale) unitary quantum computation, but 
also shows that any real computation/production process cannot have, and 
be described by, a unitary, single-valued dynamics/evolution in principle 
(see also Chapter 7). It appears also that a positive issue from this impasse 
exists (contrary to the difficulties predicted by conventional theories of 
quantum chaos/decoherence) and consists in development of explicitly dy-
namically multivalued (complex-dynamical, truly chaotic) quantum ma-
chines (Sections 5.2.2, 7.3, Chapter 8) that will necessarily involve, how-
ever, a combination of dynamically emerging quantum and classical (local-
ised) states/elements and can be described, even approximately, only within 
the universally nonperturbative, dynamically multivalued analysis of the 
universal science of complexity [1-4,9,10], which makes any conventional, 
                                           
27 That specific kind of ‘rigour’ and ‘consistency’ of results is actually characteristic of the en-
tire quantum information theory and modern fundamental science in general, which is directly 
related to the fatal limitation of the underlying, artificially imposed unitary approach and the 
corresponding perverted organisation of official science (see Chapter 9). 
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unitary theory of quantum computation/production absolutely useless and 
practically harmful (as it is clearly demonstrated by the conventional theory 
of quantum chaos and its application to quantum computation analysis). 
Note finally that some other versions of the dynamically single-
valued theory of quantum (and classical) chaoticity exist and continue to 
appear (see e. g. [291-294]), but as the above analyses and examples clearly 
show, they cannot step out of the basic limits of unitary theory and reveal 
any true, dynamical randomness, which is just situated definitely beyond 
those limits and takes the universal form of unreduced, dynamically multi-
valued evolution of any real, noiseless interaction process. This conclusion 
involves also various computer estimates and simulations in the field of 
quantum chaos, since they use themselves simplified, unitary models of re-
al interaction processes, while in order to reproduce adequately the dynam-
ically multivalued character of real system dynamics, one should explicitly 
take it into account in the detailed scheme of computer simulation (which 
can also increase dramatically its efficiency [1], even without illusive ‘mir-
acles’ of unitary quantum computation). 
Returning now to the unreduced, dynamically multivalued theory of 
quantum chaos (Section 5.2.1) and its universal criterion, eq. (53), we note 
first the different, frequency resonance character of this criterion, as com-
pared to conventional quantum (and classical) chaos criteria, always essen-
tially involving the direct magnitude of the driving interaction [139-145, 
231,245-250]. In our approach the omnipresent chaoticity attains its maxi-
mum simply at resonance between essential components of system dynam-
ics, where chaos becomes ‘global’, or uniform (see eq. (35) for the general 
case), irrespective of interaction amplitude, while the conventional theory 
emphasises the role of the latter, i. e. in the unitary approach chaoticity 
‘naturally’ appears to be stronger for stronger ‘perturbation’ of a regular 
background motion. It is this qualitative feature of our theory that simpli-
fies correspondence between quantum and classical chaoticity: the quantum 
ratio of quantised energy increments, eqs. (35), (53), naturally passes to 
classical frequency ratio as 0 , and also physically quantum resonance 
condition of global chaos has the same meaning as the respective classical 
condition (at the corresponding, higher complexity level), which again 
demonstrates universality of our description of chaoticity/complexity. 
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The resonance criterion of maximal chaoticity has a transparent 
meaning in terms of our qualitative interpretation of dynamic multivalued-
ness (Section 3.3): the large number of incompatible entangled combina-
tions of ‘everything with everything else’ (system realisations) within the 
unreduced interaction dynamics giving rise to its chaoticity is present al-
ways, but the dynamically random realisation change process has the most 
pronounced, explicit form just at resonance between the interacting eigen-
modes, as it gives the maximum number of equally important and suffi-
ciently (equally) different system configurations (realisations). By contrast, 
the association of classical and quantum parameters in the conventional 
chaoticity criteria cannot be put into such transparent ‘proportionality’ and 
universality just because of the improper occurrence of interaction magni-
tude, which is due, in its turn, to the basic deficiency of the unitary concept 
of chaoticity itself, where (false) randomness is introduced artificially and 
silently in a ‘small’ form of ‘noise’ and should therefore be inflated, or am-
plified, by the direct interaction force to the scale of global chaos. 
Note also the general physical transparency and technical simplicity 
of our resonance criterion of global chaoticity, eqs. (35), (53), as compared 
to much more involved interpretations of the unitary chaos theory (includ-
ing e. g. the ambiguous condition of ‘overlapping resonances’ in the classi-
cal chaos theory [139-142]; it is clear from the above that at the global cha-
os onset the ‘resonance width’ can only coincide with the ‘separation be-
tween resonances’). We can clearly see now that the ‘well-known’ and ‘el-
ementary’ phenomenon of resonance itself, with its canonical, ‘catastrophi-
cally amplified’ behaviour, forms the natural, universal basis for emergence 
of global chaos regime and the phenomenon of true, dynamical chaos in 
general (including the complementary regime of multivalued SOC struc-
tures, if the resonance is ‘out of tune’), provided the unreduced, dynamical-
ly multivalued analysis of the driving interaction is performed (which is not 
the case for the conventional theory of resonance phenomena and various 
speculations around the ‘role of resonance’ in the official, unitary ‘science 
of complexity’). 
The interaction magnitude still can indirectly appear in a reformula-
tion of our resonance chaos criterion, if we notice that practically any real 
part (element) of a system with interaction has a range of many ‘eigen-
frequencies’ and it is an ‘average’ or ‘effective’ frequencies (or level spac-
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ings) of interacting parts that enter the global chaos condition, eqs. (35), 
(53). The existence of more than one eigen-mode frequency for an element 
is a result of its nonlinearity (here understood in the ordinary, ‘non-
dynamical’ sense), i. e. the difference of the internal element potential from 
the quadratic coordinate dependence of the harmonic oscillator potential 
(which gives the single oscillation frequency). The real element nonlineari-
ty usually leads to a decrease of its eigen-frequency (energy level spacing) 
for higher (excited) energy levels with respect to the lowest (ground state) 
value. One can characterise this zero-order nonlinearity (of the system ele-
ment) by replacing the single element frequency,  , or level spacing 
E   , in the elementary (quantum) chaos criterion, eq. (53), by the ef-
fective frequency, eff 0l    (or effective level spacing eff 0E E l   ), 
where 0 1l   is a measure of the zero-order potential nonlinearity (the une-
ven ‘steepness’ of the potential well) and   is the harmonical-
approximation frequency, obtained for the lowest bound states. It is clear 
that 0l  can also be expressed through the effective value, eff0V , of the zero-
order potential, eff 00 0 0l V V , where 00V  is close to the ground-state energy. 
In a similar fashion, the frequency, π , of the (nonharmonic) driving inter-
action should be replaced by the effective frequency effπ π 1l  , where 1l  
can be expressed through the effective value, eff1V , of the driving interac-
tion potential, characterising nonlinearity of its temporal dependence: 1l 
eff 0
1 1V V . The global chaos criterion of eq. (53) can now be rewritten as 
eff 0
eff 1 1 1 0
eff eff 0π π 0 π 0 π 0 1
1E El l V V
l l V V
      
       
 
 .                  (55) 
Note that the appearance of potential values here does not change the 
basically resonance, force-independent character of our main chaos criteri-
on, eqs. (35), (53), providing instead just another its mathematical expres-
sion. In this form, however, the rigorously derived criterion of global quan-
tum chaos, eq. (55), practically coincides, up to notations, with the classi-
cal chaos criterion from the conventional theory [139-142] (our resonance 
parameter κ is equivalent to the ‘resonance overlap parameter’ from the 
classical chaos theory, whereas a related parameter 2K   is also used in 
the quantum and classical chaos description, see also [1,9]). This natural 
quantum-classical correspondence is the intrinsic property of our universal 
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analysis and its general criterion of uniform chaoticity as a characteristic 
limiting regime of complex (multivalued) dynamics (Section 4.5.2).28 
By contrast, the conventional criterion of classical chaos [139-142] is 
obtained for a very special, unrealistically simplified ‘model’ (the ‘standard 
map’), under a number of additional approximations and unproved assump-
tions, which can be ‘convincingly confirmed’ only by (largely adjustable) 
computer simulations. Most important is the fact that a consistent criterion 
and the very notion of dynamic randomness cannot be unambiguously in-
troduced in the conventional theory because of its single-valuedness and 
are finally replaced by a number of imitations of the ‘arithmetical chaotici-
ty’ type described above. As for the quantum chaos phenomenon and crite-
rion, they both are actually absent in the conventional theory, since classi-
cal imitations of chaoticity cannot be extended to quantum mechanics even 
as imitations because of a more explicit appearance of the unreduced, dy-
namically multivalued complexity at those lowest levels of world dynam-
ics. At the same time, it is the single criterion of eqs. (35), (53), (55) that 
gives, within the unreduced interaction analysis, both physically transpar-
ent (resonance) criterion of global chaos onset in any quantum , including 
essentially quantum, system dynamics and its classical version (directly or 
in the straightforward semiclassical limit). 
Moreover, a related criterion, 1   (and 1  ), determines, within 
the same theory, emergence of the complementary limiting regime of mul-
tivalued ‘self-organisation’, or SOC, in quantum, classical, or any arbitrary 
                                           
28 If one actually considers the corresponding, periodically perturbed classical system, then the 
criterion of its global chaoticity can and should, of course, be obtained from the classical equa-
tions of motion. However, due to the unrestricted universality of our analysis within the unre-
duced EP method (Chapter 3), one can be sure that the result, given by eq. (35) for the general 
case, will be the same as the one obtained by the direct semiclassical transition in the purely 
quantum-mechanical solution, demonstrated by eqs. (53), (55). We see here two general aspects 
of universality, the ‘absolute’, direct universality of the main results, such as the dynamic multi-
valuedness/entanglement phenomenon and the related criteria of global chaos/SOC regimes 
(Section 4.5), and their detailed correspondence between the neighbouring levels of complexity 
(such as quantum and classical dynamics), explicitly realising the unbroken ‘reductionist’ pro-
gramme (i. e. consistent derivation of a higher-level phenomenon/property from its lower-level 
components). The latter is possible in the universal science of complexity [1] due to its unre-
duced interaction analysis describing explicit emergence of (dynamically multivalued) new enti-
ties (Sections 3.3, 4.1-4.3, 4.7, 5.2.2) and impossible in conventional science because its dynam-
ically single-valued imitation can never reproduce the creative interaction (emergence) process, 
which shows how the well-known, but unexplained failure of the ‘principle of reduction’ in 
conventional science is clarified and repaired in its complex-dynamical (multivalued) extension. 
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system (Sections 4.5.1, 4.6, 4.7, 5.2.1), thus unifying all the separated and 
often mutually opposed imitations of conventional theory of ‘complexity’ 
(‘chaos’, ‘self-organisation’, ‘self-organised criticality’, ‘adaptability’, 
‘phase transitions’, etc.) within a single, extended and well-defined concept 
of universal dynamic complexity [1] (Chapters 3, 4), where every structure 
is explicitly obtained (emerges) as a ‘confined chaoticity’, while the omni-
present and true dynamical randomness is always ‘entangled’ with a degree 
of regularity (appearing through the structure of individual realisations and 
their probability distribution). The resulting crucial extension of conven-
tional theory demonstrates convincingly the advantages of the unreduced, 
dynamically multivalued description of reality over its single-valued, per-
turbative projections of canonical science. 
Other known features of chaotic behaviour, such as ‘stochastic layer’ 
in the regime of global regularity, fractal structure of system dynamics with 
its properties and ‘signatures of (quantum) chaos’, can be obtained [1,9] 
within the same method of unreduced EP (Chapters 3, 4, Section 5.2.1) and 
demonstrate the same kind of ‘natural’ quantum-classical correspondence 
(at 0 ) as the one demonstrated above for the global chaos criterion. 
The existence of true chaoticity of the same, universal origin (dy-
namic multivaluedness) in any, even quasi-regular (SOC) regime of system 
dynamics follows directly and naturally from our theory, in the form of the 
above well-specified coexistence of randomness and regularity. It is the 
remnant true chaoticity in the regime of multivalued self-organisation, at 
1   or 1   (Section 4.5), that appears in the form of ‘stochastic layers’ 
in the conventional theory of classical chaos [142]. However, ‘stochastici-
ty’ in the latter is reduced inevitably to ambiguous, perturbative imitation 
of ‘exponentially amplified’ external randomness or ‘involved regularity’ 
(e. g. ‘mixing’), completely separated from explicit emergence of structures 
(incompatible with the perturbative analysis used) or even from its imita-
tion in usual ‘science of self-organisation’ (synergetics, self-organised crit-
icality), which forms a separate group of approaches (see e. g. [129-131]) 
without any natural place for randomness [132-134]. The conventional the-
ory of stochastic layers (or ‘weak chaoticity’) is necessarily limited also to 
classical systems, whereas our universal analysis reveals the same phenom-
enon in quantum (though usually semiclassical) systems, with its natural 
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transition to classical stochastic layer at 0 . Without going here into the 
detailed theory of chaotic SOC dynamics, note that the graphical analysis 
of the unreduced EP equations, eqs. (20)-(21), (47)-(48), shows [1] that in 
the limit of low-frequency perturbation ( 1  ) the magnitude of chaotic 
fluctuations of changing realisation properties, or ‘stochastic layer width’, 
is directly determined by the adiabatically induced shift of realisation pa-
rameters and therefore proportional to a small power of 1  , while for the 
high-frequency perturbation ( 1  ) the differences between chaotically 
changing realisations decay exponentially as a function of 1  , in agree-
ment with the corresponding results of classical chaos theory [142] (but ob-
taining now a qualitatively extended meaning mentioned above). 
The remnant stochasticity of multivalued SOC regimes can be con-
sidered as a particular manifestation of the unreduced, dynamically multi-
valued fractality (Section 4.4) that has also many other features (note again 
that the conventional, non-dynamic fractality [122-128], with its mechanis-
tic ‘scale invariance’, is totally separated from both conventional self-
organisation/SOC and classical ‘stochastic layer’ studies, despite its evident 
general relation to the latter). All the properties of quantum (and classical) 
systems with various degrees of dynamical randomness, including the ob-
served eigenvalues and density distributions, should possess dynamically 
fractal structure, which implies, according to the unreduced EP analysis 
(Section 4.4), the unceasing, dynamically probabilistic system change at 
each level of fractal hierarchy, leading to the autonomous dynamic adapta-
bility of real interaction processes [1]. Contrary to this naturally appearing, 
intrinsic fractality of unreduced quantum interaction, the conventional theo-
ry of quantum chaos tends to arbitrarily confuse fractal structure of a quan-
tum system with that of its classical limit (see e. g. [154,260]), where frac-
tality is also inserted artificially and in the reduced, dynamically single-
valued version, excluding permanent probabilistic variation. 
A major manifestation of the unreduced dynamic fractality, especial-
ly important just for quantum systems, is that it serves as a universal causal, 
complex-dynamical mechanism of the phenomenon of quantum tunneling 
[1] (that can now be generalised to any higher complexity level). Indeed, 
already the general structure of the universal EP solution to the many-body 
interaction problem shows that any real potential barrier has actually an ‘ef-
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fective’, dynamical origin, and its observed smooth, average shape hides 
within it permanent chaotic and fractally structured potential variations that 
lead to finite barrier ‘transparency’ with respect to a confined entity. Con-
trary to the ‘mysterious’ origin of tunneling in the standard quantum me-
chanics, this complex-dynamical penetration ‘within’ the barrier occurs by 
quite real motions of gradual chaotic ‘percolation’ realising a particular 
case of the universal dynamic adaptability mechanism mentioned above 
and introduced in Section 4.4 (it remains more hidden in the dynamically 
single-valued approach just at the microscopic, quantum levels of dynam-
ics). One should also distinguish this dynamically multivalued mechanism 
of tunneling in real, configurational space (where possible system configu-
rations/realisations are clearly determined themselves within the same theo-
ry) from the so-called ‘chaotic tunneling’ or ‘chaos-assisted tunneling’ of 
conventional, dynamically single-valued theory of chaos [152-154], which 
is analysed in abstract (phase) spaces and represents either a play of words 
or another unitary imitation of unreduced, dynamically probabilistic tunnel-
ing in natural processes. 
Finally, the ‘signatures of quantum chaos’, such as specific statistical 
properties of chaotic system energy spectra or ‘quantum scars’ in the sys-
tem density distribution, replacing the absent true chaoticity in convention-
al ‘quantum chaology’ [155,231-235], can also be provided with possible 
complex-dynamical interpretation [1]. Thus, the tendency to ‘energy level 
repulsion’ in the presence of chaos can be related, in terms of the unre-
duced EP approach, to the appearance of a finite, perturbation-induced en-
ergy distance in the system spectrum, described by terms like 0n  and 
πn  in the denominators of EP expressions, eqs. (21b) and (48b) respec-
tively. Quantum ‘scars’ in the probability density distribution are likely to 
be due to close and ‘entangled’ separations between energy levels of differ-
ent realisations, appearing especially around resonances of various orders, 
which are conveniently described by the geometry of dynamically multi-
valued ‘tori’ of the ‘extended KAM picture’ (Section 4.5.2) and the graph-
ical version of EP equation solution [1]. 
Note that being a technically simple, basically analytical and physi-
cally transparent theory, our approach to quantum chaos analysis readily 
finds applications to real, unreduced quantum systems and processes repre-
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sented in the theory as they are, contrary to over-simplified models (like 
‘maps’) from the unitary theory. In addition to the quantum computation 
dynamics considered in this work, we can mention a group of proposed ap-
plications to energetic particle scattering in crystals [8], where a number of 
interesting and easily observable effects is predicted, in compliance with 
the already existing experimental data, for various cases of swift particle 
scattering, including channeling and electron microscopy. 
In this Chapter we have emphasised that the unreduced, dynamically 
multivalued solution to the problem of interaction in any real quantum sys-
tem provides the universal source of genuine, purely dynamic randomness, 
or (extended) quantum chaos [1,8,9], naturally passing to the true classical 
chaos in the ordinary quasi-classical limit and absent in the conventional, 
dynamically single-valued (unitary) theory of quantum chaos. This funda-
mental difference is especially important in theory applications to descrip-
tion of more complicated cases of quantum interaction, such as quantum 
information processing (quantum computers) and quantum machines in 
general. It becomes clear, in particular, that because of irreducible quantum 
randomness within any real interaction process, the conventional, unitary 
scheme of quantum computation cannot be realised in principle (in a prac-
tically useful version), even in the total absence of ‘decohering’ interac-
tions or noise and irrespective of ‘error correcting’ tools or other ‘protec-
tive’ mechanisms applied. The realistic, dynamically multivalued version 
of quantum machinery needs the unreduced description (provided by the 
universal EP formalism, Chapters 3, 4, Section 5.2.1) and the ensuing, 
qualitatively new purposes, criteria and strategy (Sections 5.2.2, 7.3, Chap-
ter 8). 
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7. Computation as a complexity development process: 
The physical information theory 
7.1. Dynamic information as a form of dynamic complexity, 
its unceasing transformation into dynamic entropy 
and the universal symmetry of complexity 
 
The universally nonperturbative analysis of arbitrary, many-body 
system (interaction process) within the unreduced EP method of the univer-
sal science of complexity (Chapters 3, 4) [1] describes explicit emergence 
of qualitatively new entities made up by multiple, permanently and proba-
bilistically changing, quantised versions of entanglement of the interacting 
system components, or system ‘realisations’. One and the same system is 
described, on one hand, by the starting dynamic equations expressing 
‘problem conditions’ at the beginning of interaction process and general-
ised as the ‘system existence equation’, eqs. (1)-(5) (Section 3.1), and, on 
the other hand, by the resulting dynamically probabilistic sum over system 
realisations, eqs. (24)-(25) (Section 3.3), provided with the dynamically, a 
priori determined values of realisation probabilities, eqs. (26), and express-
ing the unceasing process of realisation change in a dynamically random 
order, as a result of the same interaction process. The qualitative difference 
between the initial and final system configurations is evident and provides 
the explicit expression of creativity of any real interaction process leading 
to new entities emergence and absent in the dynamically single-valued 
(unitary) imitations of conventional science, for which there is no qualita-
tive, explicitly obtained difference between the ‘beginning’ and the ‘end’ 
and thus no unreduced event, no real change (the latter can only be postu-
lated and described by a mechanistically simplified imitation). Now having 
explicitly obtained the events of change which clearly demonstrate system 
development from the beginning to the result of the driving interaction pro-
cess, how can we conveniently, universally describe the course and direc-
tion of that real, qualitative development? 
The plurality of explicitly obtained, dynamically related and proba-
bilistically changing system realisations expresses the universally defined 
dynamic complexity of the final system state (Section 4.1): a consistent 
measure of the unreduced system complexity, C, is provided by any grow-
ing, positively defined function of the total number, N , of its (observed) 
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realisations, or their rate of change, equal to zero for the (unrealistic) case 
of only one realisation (for example, 0 lnC C N  or 0 ( 1)C C N  ). 
Since the number of system realisations (as well as the related distribution 
of their probabilities) is the dynamically, a priori determined quantity (the 
maximum realisation number is determined, in particular, by the number of 
interacting modes/degrees of freedom, see Section 3.3), it is clear that the 
total system complexity, C, cannot quantitatively change and should re-
main constant during the driving interaction development from the initial to 
the final system configuration. What evidently changes is not the quantity, 
but the qualitative form of dynamic complexity: whereas in the final system 
state we have explicitly emerging, fully created (and changing) system real-
isations, at the beginning the interacting system components possess only a 
potential for realisation creation, even though this potentiality takes an 
equally real, ‘material’ form of (generalised) ‘potential energy’. 
Due to the explicitly specified system change in the course of its 
driving interaction development, we have the right to introduce the corre-
sponding two qualitatively different forms of complexity, one of them de-
scribing the form of the quantitatively permanent total system complexity, 
C, at the start of interaction process and called dynamic information (or 
simply information), I, and another one referring to the same system com-
plexity at the end of the driving interaction development, describing its re-
sults and called dynamic entropy (or simply entropy), S. Both dynamic in-
formation and entropy (as well as the total dynamic complexity) thus intro-
duced have absolutely universal meaning and application, determined by 
the unreduced, multivalued dynamics of a real interaction process or sys-
tem and therefore qualitatively different from the corresponding imitations 
of conventional (dynamically single-valued) science, including various 
branches of the scholar ‘science of complexity’. In particular, all the three 
forms of unreduced complexity are basically positive, , , 0C I S  , and the 
conserved total complexity equals to the sum of information and entropy: 
const 0C I S     .                                  (56a) 
Since total complexity remains unchanged (for a closed system), we have 
the following expression of this universal law of complexity conservation 
(applicable to all its manifestations and measures in particular phenomena): 
0S I     ,                                        (56b) 
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where the increments of information and entropy refer to any given stage 
(period) of system evolution. The last condition in eq. (56b) means that the 
permanency of the sum in eq. (56a) is actually maintained by the unceasing 
and unavoidable transformation of complexity from the permanently dimin-
ishing information I to the increasing entropy S, driven by the main interac-
tion itself. 
It is extremely important that one obtains, in that way, the universal 
expression of the direction and meaning/content of any system evolution 
(interaction development). At the beginning of interaction development one 
has 0S   and C I , so that the total (positive) system complexity is pre-
sent in the ‘folded’, or ‘latent’ (‘hidden’) form of dynamic information (or 
generalised potential energy). The system (interaction process) develop-
ment consists in the unceasing, interaction-driven decrease of I that should 
be compensated by the equal increase of S, in accord with the conservation, 
or symmetry, of complexity. This interaction development process, or gen-
eralised system ‘life’ [1], is finite and continues until (effective) infor-
mation stock drops practically to zero, while entropy attains its (local) max-
imum, so that C S . This means that the system complexity C, remaining 
unchanged in quantity, is now totally transformed into its explicit, or un-
folded, form of dynamic entropy. One can also describe this transformation 
as the development (or unfolding, or extension) of the system (interaction) 
potentiality, represented e. g. by its potential energy and providing the 
causally specified version of Bergsonian ‘élan vital’, into its final (spatial) 
structure. It is this final stage of system development that is described by 
the dynamically probabilistic change of system realisations, eqs. (24)-(25), 
together with their dynamically random fractal structure (Section 4.4). It is 
also the generalised state of equilibrium, or system ‘death’: the system still 
possesses the full hierarchy of realisation change processes, but this hierar-
chy cannot develop its new levels any more and will therefore (usually) de-
grade into processes with more chaotic and less distinct structure. 
One obtains thus an essential extension of the conventional ‘entropy 
growth law’ (known also, in a reduced formulation, as the ‘second law of 
thermodynamics’), eliminating all its difficulties and naturally unifying it 
with the ‘first law of thermodynamics’, or ‘energy conservation law’ 
(where energy is now extended to any measure of dynamic complexity): it 
is the universal conservation, or symmetry, of (unreduced) dynamic com-
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plexity that determines any system (and world) evolution/development, 
while this symmetry can be realised only through the permanent, omnipres-
ent, interaction-driven and therefore unavoidable transformation of the 
qualitative form of conserved complexity from (diminishing) information 
to (growing) entropy. It is very important that the omnipresent growth of 
the extended, dynamic entropy accompanies not only processes of evident 
decay/disordering, but also creation of any inhomogeneous, externally or-
dered structure, since every such structure, according to our results for the 
multivalued SOC regime of complex dynamics (Section 4.5.1), is actually 
represented by the dynamically random transitions between similar enough, 
but different realisations, densely packed within the observed regular, or 
even static, external shape (representing the average system realisation). 
Hence, in the unreduced science of complexity the (extended) ‘law of en-
tropy growth’, ‘law of information decrease’ and ‘law of complexity con-
servation’ suppose and involve each other, since they describe one and the 
same development and the unique way of existence of any real system, pro-
cess, or phenomenon, which can be described as the universal (dynamical) 
symmetry of complexity. 
It can also be shown [1] that this universal symmetry of complexity 
is the unified and ‘ultimate’, totally realistic extension of all the postulated 
‘conservation laws’ (such as conservation of energy, momentum, or electri-
cal charge) and ‘principles’ (such as all ‘variational’ principles or ‘principle 
of relativity’) of conventional science and is therefore uniquely confirmed 
by the whole body of observations supporting all the (correct) fundamental 
laws known in conventional science, but remaining irreducibly separated 
within its invariable unitary approach. Moreover, the universal symmetry 
of complexity, in its unreduced form, can be provided, contrary to the pos-
tulated conservation laws of unitary science, with a solid theoretical foun-
dation using the fact that violation of complexity conservation could only 
be compatible with existence of highly irregular, non-dynamically chaotic 
structures, where unpredictable, ‘virtual’ emergence of an ephemeral in-
homogeneity does not originate in any underlying interaction, but appears 
without any meaningful, causal reason, just ‘by itself’ (the conventional 
science idea of ‘vacuum fluctuations’ in the form of ‘virtual (massive) par-
ticles’ is close to that kind of randomness and therefore clearly contradicts 
the complexity conservation law [1]). It is evident, therefore, that any kind 
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of existence of anything ‘real’ in a widest possible sense, i. e. perceptible 
and interacting (producing sensible consequences) at least ‘in principle’, 
cannot be realised without strict validity of the unreduced complexity con-
servation law (its ‘small’ violation will inevitably propagate to the whole 
system dynamics and lead to the same result as a ‘big’ one, similar to the 
‘sensitivity’ of chaotic dynamics or gas escape through a small leak in a 
large container). 
It is not surprising that the universal symmetry of complexity consti-
tutes simultaneously the unified evolution law obtained in the form of uni-
versal Hamilton-Lagrange-Schrödinger formalism (two related equations 
reproduced below in this Section) [1] that not only generalises all possible, 
already known (correct) and yet unknown dynamic equations for particular 
systems from any complexity level, but also considerably extends each of 
them by providing its causally complete, dynamically multivalued (and 
eventually fractal) solution, eqs. (24)-(31), instead of usual ‘unique’, dy-
namically single-valued (perturbative and effectively zero-dimensional) im-
itation of solution basically different and separated from the unreduced re-
ality it is supposed to describe ‘rigorously’ and ‘exactly’ (let alone the ab-
sence in the unitary science of objective, repeatable and clearly expressed 
laws describing higher-complexity, ‘non-physical’ system behaviour). 
A particular corollary of complexity conservation law is especially 
important for the theory of complex-dynamical, including quantum and 
computing, machines. It is called complexity correspondence law (also 
rule, or principle) and states that a system with a given total complexity 
cannot correctly reproduce, ‘compute’ or ‘simulate’ in any sense, a dynam-
ic system behaviour with greater unreduced complexity (cf. Section 5.2.2). 
Indeed, if the unreduced complexity is characterised by the total number of 
incompatible, different realisations inevitably taken by the system (or the 
equivalent rate of their change), then a greater system/behaviour complexi-
ty will necessarily contain some really new elements, which are absent in 
its lower-complexity imitation. Since complexity usually emerges in the 
form of holistic ‘levels’, each of them containing ‘exponentially many’ new 
realisations that provide a ‘qualitatively new’ behaviour, a lower-level sys-
tem will typically miss something ‘essential’ in its imitation of higher-
complexity behaviour. The limiting case of such deficiency is provided by 
nothing else than the whole body of dynamically single-valued knowledge 
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of conventional, unitary science (including its versions of ‘complexity’) 
that tries to imitate the extremely high multivaluedness of the real world 
dynamics (where one of the simplest basic blocks, the free electron, con-
tains already around 100 permanently changing realisations [1]) with the 
help of a single, unchanged realisation equivalent to exactly zero value of 
unreduced dynamic complexity (Section 4.1), including all the imitations of 
conventional ‘science of complexity’ (see [1] for more details). 
Since the zero-dimensional projection of conventional science does 
not see the true, irreducible character of the difference between systems 
from different complexity levels (they all are reduced to artificially, 
smoothly ‘moving’ and dimensionless ‘points’ from abstract, postulated 
‘spaces’), it is not surprising that the scholar theory tries to inconsistently 
imitate and arbitrarily mix dynamic behaviours from absolutely different 
complexity levels: quantum behaviour is supposed, for example, to repro-
duce classical dynamics [158,189,190], including that of the whole uni-
verse [62,150], or economical system behaviour [57,187], or (generalised) 
biological evolution [56,74], or even conscious brain operation [15,68-71]. 
It is interesting to note that all such qualitatively incorrect, eclectic mix-
tures of different complexity levels in conventional science constitute the 
recently appeared and very intensely promoted, ‘advanced-study’ concept 
of unitary ‘interdisciplinarity’ (or ‘cross-disciplinarity’, or ‘trans-
disciplinarity’). 
In the theory of (unitary) quantum computation this evident violation 
of the complexity correspondence principle (and the directly related sym-
metry of complexity) takes the form of the concept of ‘universality’ of 
quantum computation pretending to be able to reproduce any process/phe-
nomenon, but especially those more complicated cases, where usual, clas-
sical computers fail [21,25,46,58,64,67,81,103,157,158,177-181]. As 
shown above (Chapter 5), conventional, unitary quantum computers cannot 
correctly reproduce any, even quantum system dynamics (quite similar to 
the underlying unitary paradigm of conventional quantum mechanics). But 
even real, dynamically multivalued (chaotic) quantum systems could at 
best correctly reproduce the behaviour of other quantum systems with the 
same or lower complexity, but never any higher-level, classical behaviour, 
starting already from the simplest bound systems, like atoms (Section 4.7). 
Moreover, it appears that such purely quantum simulation of purely quan-
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tum behaviour can hardly be realised in practice and in addition does not 
seem to have any sense with respect to more realistic, hybrid (and explicitly 
chaotic) systems with the dynamically emergent classical behaviour (Sec-
tions 5.2.2, 7.2-3, Chapter 8).29 
Before outlining the exact dynamical expression of the universal 
evolution law, it would be not out of place to emphasize the essential dif-
ferences of the universal concepts of dynamic information and entropy in-
troduced above from their multiple imitations in conventional science espe-
cially abundant and confusing within its ‘quantum information theory’ and 
related mystified ‘interpretations’ of ‘quantum weirdness’. Note, first of all, 
that what is usually meant by ‘information’ in conventional science (in-
cluding the official ‘science of complexity’ and ‘quantum information pro-
cessing’) corresponds rather to a simplified, unitary version of our dynamic 
entropy, whereas our dynamic information has no analogue in conventional 
science, including its ‘theory of information’, and corresponds rather to ex-
tended version of ‘potential (interaction) energy’, being actually represent-
ed by the (generalised) mechanical action and its derivatives (see below). 
Indeed, any real representation of information ‘bits’, either ‘classical’ or 
‘quantum’, deals with the fully developed structure of material carriers of 
those abstract bits. Therefore if one thinks of the physical theory of infor-
mation, one should not forget that any really registered/processed ‘quantity 
of information’ is actually represented by entropy (in its generalised ver-
sion of dynamic complexity-entropy). Conventional theory cannot discern 
between information and entropy because of its invariably single-valued, 
one-state structure that does not accept any real change, transformation be-
tween qualitatively different states of the same system. Since the existence 
of such changes in many dynamical processes is empirically evident, con-
                                           
29 Note that the complexity correspondence principle does not exclude certain, limited resem-
blance between patterns of behaviour from different complexity levels. Moreover, such very 
general ‘repetition’ of dynamical patterns follows from the ‘holographic’ property of the fractal 
structure of the world complexity meaning that universality of the dynamic complexity mecha-
nism (Chapters 3, 4) leads to a general (but not detailed!) ‘resemblance’ between emerging 
structures and their dynamic regimes, which irregularly and roughly ‘repeat’ themselves in the 
sequence of emerging complexity levels (Sections 4.5-7) [1]. In any case, lower-complexity be-
haviour can at best only roughly reproduce the features of higher-complexity dynamics, similar 
to a small portion of a hologram that reproduces the whole image, but with a poor quality. It is 
probably this, holographic property of the unreduced dynamic complexity that is actually im-
plied behind the arbitrary ‘interdisciplinary’ generalisations within the zero-complexity world 
projection of unitary science that leads to incorrectly ‘extended’, presumably complete similari-
ty between different complexity levels starting from a few ‘generally similar’ features. 
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ventional science starts an infinite series of imitations around entropy, 
complexity, information and randomness arbitrarily confusing them with 
one another (for example, by defining information or complexity as entropy 
with the negative sign, or ‘negentropy’), inserting randomness, its arbitrary 
measures and related entropy/information/complexity in an artificial, exter-
nal and formal way, etc. [53,59-62,72,73,81,110,115,129,130,150,169,170, 
174,182,183,270,272,274,295-336]. 
Moreover, if we take the conventional version of each of those con-
cepts, even apart from its ambiguous relations to (actually absent) other 
forms of complexity, we find fundamental differences with respect to the 
corresponding unreduced, dynamically derived versions of the universal 
science of complexity. In our description we first explicitly obtain the mul-
tiple, incompatible, but dynamically related system realisations, which are 
forced to permanently replace each other by the action of the same, driving 
interaction that creates the explicitly obtained structure of each individual 
realisation and then transiently disentangles it into the common state of the 
wavefunction, or intermediate realisation (Section 4.2), during system tran-
sition to the next realisation. Only after having explicitly derived this dy-
namically entangled, unified, but permanently internally changing, ‘living’ 
construction of system dynamics, can one ‘count’ the explicitly emerging, 
individually specified and a priori defined system realisations and be sure 
that all the relevant ‘units’, in their unreduced configurations, and only 
them, are taken into account. Instead of all this involved internal structure 
of unreduced complexity, constituting the main sense of system dynamics 
and its development, conventional science simply postulates various ‘rea-
sonable’, purely formal (mathematical) expressions for probability, entro-
py, information, or complexity based on counting arbitrary, ill defined, ab-
stract ‘units’, ‘states’, or ‘events’ expressed by identical ‘bits’ and sup-
posed to be eventually accessible through experimental observations 
(which become unrealistically complicated, including their computer ver-
sions, starting already from the case of several interacting bodies). Such 
‘arithmetical’ complexity, entropy, information and probability are quite 
close conceptually to the ‘arithmetical’ kind of conventional ‘dynamical’ 
chaos [281-286] mentioned above (Chapter 6) and are not really more sen-
sible than the underlying simple enumeration of observation results with 
the help of natural number sequence (1, 2, 3, ...) or any other formal, al-
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ways effectively one-dimensional set of simplified, homogeneous symbols 
and artificial rules applied to them. 
It is not surprising, therefore, that conventional definitions of infor-
mation (arbitrarily confused with entropy and complexity) are completely 
devoid of the main quality one would expect from a reasonable notion of 
information, its irreducible meaning, or information content. They just 
compute and recompute different mathematical quantities defined in a for-
mal way on fundamentally senseless, one-dimensional mathematical strings 
(see e. g. [169,170, 295,299,300,305,309-312,314,331,334-336]), but can-
not consistently define, in terms of information, the elementary difference 
between any two simplest, but meaningful notions, or ‘qualities’, from the 
‘ordinary life’, which constitutes another ‘mystery’ of the ‘exact’ conven-
tional science, the mystery of (real, meaningful) information, or knowledge 
content (see below), that persists despite all the technically ‘elaborated’ 
(and highly speculative) studies within the conventional, dynamically sin-
gle-valued paradigm around ‘physical’ theory of (classical and quantum) 
information (see e. g. [37,80,113,150,170,300-306,310,321, 330-336]).30 
It is clear from the above that the irreducible, and actually causally 
complete, content, or meaning, of real, implemented information (repre-
sented in practice by complexity in the form of entropy) is described just by 
the unreduced dynamics of multivalued entanglement-disentanglement 
process, constituting the true essence of any real interaction (Section 4.2). 
When we count the explicitly obtained realisations we know, in our ap-
proach, the rigorously defined qualitative characteristics of the units we 
count, including the detailed internal structure of realisations accounting 
for their ‘material’ quality, or texture, in the form of dynamically entangled 
system components, and the dynamical, probabilistically fluctuating fractal 
structure, both within and outside the realisations. It is that tangible, indi-
vidually specific (inimitable), permanently changing, but intrinsically uni-
fied, externally irregular/asymmetric, and at the same time highly dynami-
cally ordered, fractally tender construction that determines the unreduced 
structure of the real, physical and human, ‘information (knowledge) con-
                                           
30 Conventional science tries to look for a formal solution of the mystery of meaningful infor-
mation by defining various forms of ‘conditional’, ‘mutual’, ‘joint’ entropy/information, etc. 
(see e. g. [300,301,309,310,335]), but it is evident that such kind of ‘solution’ cannot advance 
further than just a reformulation of the same problem, remaining always ‘unsolvable’ within the 
unitary paradigm. 
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tent’, including the finest details of its always somewhat uncertain and 
changing meaning, within both elementary notions or ‘messages’ and the 
entire body of knowledge. All those properties are rigorously derived with-
in our mathematical description of the unreduced interaction results (Chap-
ters 3, 4) constituting a particular level of complexity-entropy. 
In that way one obtains also the rigorous definition of knowledge it-
self, without any reference to its ‘carrier’, type, or particular way of pro-
duction: knowledge is represented by the unreduced dynamic complexity of 
the cognising system, in the form of its tangible dynamic entropy (as op-
posed to one-dimensional and ambiguous conventional ‘information’ ex-
pressed in abstract, dimensionless ‘bits’), including its detailed, dynamical-
ly multivalued (multi-dimensional), fractal structure and dynamic uncer-
tainty, as they are explicitly derived in our approach (it becomes clear that 
a real cognising system should possess a high enough minimum complexi-
ty) [1]. As concerns the process of cognition (acquisition of knowledge), it 
is actually represented by the above universal transformation of dynamic 
information (hidden complexity) into the explicit (unfolded) form of entro-
py, or knowledge, of cognising (learning) systems, driven by their interac-
tion with the ‘objects’ of cognition that involves also their internal interac-
tion processes.31 It follows that knowledge is represented by a tangible, 
‘material’, spatial (and fractal) dynamical structure subjected to the unceas-
ing realisation change of unreduced dynamic complexity, rather than a 
fixed set of abstract symbols and rules, as it is often imposed by conven-
                                           
31 Already this rather general, but fundamentally substantiated, concept of knowledge and cog-
nition leads to practically important conclusions and implies, in particular, that the maximum 
attainable knowledge for an individual, a civilisation (group, society), or any other cognising 
system is predetermined by the complexity (in the form of information in this case) of the world 
being cognised, cognising subject and intensity/depth of interaction between the two (depending 
critically on their internal interactions, especially those between the elements of the cognising 
subject), even before the process of cognition has started. If, however, the complexity of the 
object of cognition (e. g. the world in the whole) and intensity of its interaction with the cognis-
ing subject remain approximately fixed (as it often happens in reality) then the key quantity de-
termining the finally attainable quantity of knowledge and the related system ability to induce 
the world complexity-entropy growth, or system intelligence [1], is the total cognising system 
complexity initially present in the hidden form of dynamic information and not subjected to 
change during various system interactions. It is therefore not the mechanistic sum of various 
acquired informations, or ‘erudition’, and neither the abilities to increase it that determine the 
practically important intelligence of the cognising system, but rather its total, unreduced dynam-
ic complexity mainly given at the system birth and then only changing its form from the hidden 
information to the explicit entropy in the process of cognition. These empirically confirmed 
conclusions are now rigorously derived within a fundamentally substantiated and mathematical-
ly exact theory, which is not limited in its further detailed applications to intelligent systems of 
any complexity and origin (see also Section 7.3). 
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tional science, in agreement with its mechanistic, dynamically single-
valued paradigm. The unreduced, complex-dynamical knowledge concept 
possesses the unlimited universality and exact definition of completeness, 
so that being applied at the level of human civilisation complexity, it natu-
rally comprises and unifies all kind of knowledge, such as all ‘exact’, ‘nat-
ural’, ‘humanitarian’ sciences, ‘arts’, spirituality and various practical 
skills, whereas they remain irreducibly separated into small unrelated piec-
es within the conventional, unitary and ill-defined, kind of knowledge (with 
its unitary concept of information). On the other hand, the dynamic infor-
mation, being a qualitatively different (but equally real) form of complexi-
ty, as compared to entropy/knowledge, plays rather the role of a necessary 
‘élan’, or ‘desire’/predisposition, for acquisition of knowledge, often imi-
tated within various inexact, ‘philosophical’ or ‘spiritual’, ideas around 
‘teleology’ and ‘vitalism’ [1]. The true, dynamic information is therefore 
something that one ‘does not know yet’, but it is a definite, real potential to 
know always involving, however, an irreducible dynamic uncertainty of the 
result, whereas the dynamic entropy-knowledge describes just a particular 
result of this intrinsic potential realisation (possessing its own internal un-
certainties). This dualistic relation between the two fundamental forms of 
unreduced complexity, information and entropy, is the same at every level 
of complexity, but one can meaningfully describe it in terms of knowledge 
and its acquisition process for high enough levels of complexity containing 
autonomous systems with sufficiently stable memory functions etc. [1]. 
It is clear from the above analysis that everything one observes, 
measures and ‘processes’, including ‘information’, is actually represented 
by a form of our universal dynamic entropy, as it should be expected taking 
into account the physically ‘realistic’, tangible and ‘unfolded’ character of 
this form of complexity equivalent to the generalised space structure 
(whereas its folded form, the dynamic information, is involved in the inter-
nal dynamics of emergence of those observable structures and relates more 
closely to the entity of time, see below). In this connection it is important to 
understand the advantages of the extended entropy concept within the dy-
namic redundance paradigm with respect to its imitation within conven-
tional, dynamically single-valued (unitary) science. Thus, the extended en-
tropy, together with the unified dynamic equation it satisfies [1] (see be-
low), is explicitly derived from the unreduced interaction dynamics of any, 
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‘nonequilibrium’ state (including the case of causally understood quantum 
systems), upon which the physical meaning itself of ‘nonequilibrium’ and 
‘equilibrium’ states, as well as the unceasing system evolution from the 
former to the latter, is causally specified in the form of the above universal 
law of conservation and transformation of complexity. In particular, the ab-
solute (total) equilibrium, or generalised complex-dynamical death, of any 
system (even the one consisting from just a few interacting bodies) is uni-
versally derived as the state of totally developed complexity, where the dy-
namic information (generalised potential energy) is totally transformed into 
entropy (generalised kinetic/thermal energy) attaining thus its absolute 
maximum for this system. In a similar way, a partial equilibrium state is 
attained by the system at the end of a given complexity level development, 
after which a new highly nonequilibrium state can emerge in the form of 
the next complexity level (provided the system is not at the end of its com-
plexity development, where the last, most complex partial equilibrium co-
incides with the absolute equilibrium). 
This causally substantiated definition of equilibrium in terms of sys-
tem dynamics itself, without evoking any ambiguous exchange with the 
environment (‘thermal bath’) and related abstract postulates, is important 
especially in cases where conventional ‘interaction with the environment’ 
becomes explicitly contradictory, for example in cosmology, where the 
‘system’ is the whole universe with unknown ‘boundaries’ and ill-defined 
‘exterior world’, or in quantum mechanics, where any system interactions 
lead to either no change at all or a relatively big, step-wise change. One can 
compare the totally consistent and universal concept of dynamic entropy 
from the unreduced science of complexity [1] with the situation in conven-
tional science where even the simplest notion of equilibrium is simply pos-
tulated in purely abstract terms, so that the fundamental origin of the ‘ther-
modynamical arrow of time’ (the irreversible tendency towards equilibri-
um) remains unclear, whereas generic, nonequilibrium states, necessary for 
any process ever to occur, are inconsistently described in terms of (postu-
lated) ‘local’ or ‘pseudo-’ equilibrium dynamics, again not revealing the 
fundamental, physical origin of nonequilibrium state and its tendency to-
wards equilibrium (note that these issues of the ‘old’, classical physics are 
not clarified by the latest results of the scholar ‘science of complexity’, de-
spite the evident involvement of dynamic complexity in these phenomena). 
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Another major advantage of the extended concept of (dynamical) en-
tropy with respect to its unitary imitation is related to the intrinsic, proba-
bilistic entanglement between order/regularity and disorder/randomness 
within a generic system state of the multivalued SOC type (Section 4.5.1), 
which means that the emergence/existence of any, even quite externally 
‘regular’ structure or dynamic behaviour is expressed by a definite growth 
of entropy, rather than its decrease postulated in conventional science that 
inconsistently attributes emergence of structures to ‘virtual’, local viola-
tions of the entropy growth law or to ‘openness’ of the structure-forming 
system supposed, following Schrödinger [337], to ‘consume the negative 
entropy’ from the ‘environment’ (whereas an elementary estimate easily 
reveals the evident quantitative inconsistency of this assumption).32 Not on-
ly the universality and true origin of the entropy growth law are thus estab-
lished within the unreduced concept of complexity, but this ‘asymmetrical’ 
principle of growth/maximum appears now rather as intrinsic mechanism of 
maintenance of the universal dynamic symmetry of complexity, due to the 
existence of the dual, ‘opposite’ complexity form of dynamic information 
(absent in the unitary science) whose decrease compensates exactly the in-
crease of entropy, thus leaving their sum, the total dynamic complexity, 
always constant (if all interactions and complexity sources are properly 
                                           
32 Thus, in the canonical case considered by Schrödinger a living organism acquires its dynam-
ical order, or negentropy, by consuming the ordered environment (mostly as food) or, equiva-
lently, renders its ‘excessive’ entropy to the environment (basically quite similar to a man-made 
machine like refrigerator). It is evident, however, that the amount of complexity, or ‘dynamical 
order’, of the organism is much greater than that of the food (or any other resources) it con-
sumes. This fact constitutes even one of the main principles of living matter existence: fabricate 
complex structures from much simpler components. Most evident manifestations of this princi-
ple include production of very complex, living forms from non-organic substances by plants and 
generation of higher brain activities, such as conscious thought, by sufficiently developed ani-
mal species that physically consume only pieces of biologic, but much less complex, matter. On 
the other hand, the negentropy consumption concept refers only to ‘wide open’ processes, while 
many systems producing very complex order within them are practically closed to any noticea-
ble influx of a suitable ‘food’ (e. g. a planetary system evolving up to life emergence on one of 
the planets), which clearly designates the limits of the unitary imitation of reality within conven-
tional science. In fact, the main part, or even the totality, of the developing complex structure of 
both open and closed systems does not come from the outside, but is encoded from the begin-
ning in the internal dynamic information, or generalised ‘potential energy’ of internal system's 
interactions (which just determine its specific nature). The dynamic information realisation in 
the case of living organism is evident: it is the system of interactions of the organism's genome 
that determines almost entirely the resulting organism complexity. Note the essential difference 
of this result from the corresponding postulates of conventional, unitary genetics considering 
genome only as a one-dimensional, weakly interacting, quasi-regular ‘list of instructions’ that 
closely resembles an ordinary computer programme, in contradiction with the evident and huge 
gap in complexity and autonomy between such computers and living systems. 
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taken into account). Therefore the universal symmetry of complexity, ob-
tained as the unique principle of existence/development of the world and 
any its part, can actually be maintained only by permanent, unavoidable 
transformation of the qualitative form of complexity, from the folded (la-
tent) form of dynamic information (potential energy) to the unfolded (ex-
plicit) form of dynamic entropy (spatial structure). 
One may also note the fact that in the case of our unified evolution 
law its formulations as conservation or symmetry of complexity mean the 
same, whereas every classical conservation law of a particular quantity 
(always being a measure of unreduced complexity) is different, and usually 
derived, from the corresponding postulated, formal symmetry of an under-
lying abstract entity (this transition from symmetry to conservation is 
known as Noether's theorem). Thus, the momentum and energy conserva-
tion laws do not result, in our description, from system invariance with re-
spect to spatial and temporal shifts respectively (as it is the case in the ca-
nonical science), but rather both momentum (energy) conservation and 
space (time) uniformity are manifestations of the symmetry/conservation of 
dynamic complexity of the considered system, which reflects the specific, 
‘emergent’ character of the universal science of complexity (absent in con-
ventional science), i. e. the fact that every entity, including space, time, 
momentum and energy, is explicitly obtained, in accord with its actual 
emergence, as a result of unreduced interaction development expressed by 
that unified (evolution) law, the symmetry of complexity. 
The obtained intrinsic, dynamic ‘entanglement’ between causally de-
rived randomness of unceasing realisation change and order of their aver-
age envelope, expressed by the extended entropy growth law, confirms 
once more that ‘complexity’ and ‘chaoticity’ mean actually the same, with-
in their unreduced, dynamically multivalued description (Section 4.1), and 
more complicated, involved, elaborated spatial structures, associated with 
growing complexity (emergence), contain in them also proportionally more 
of chaoticity, randomness, dynamic disorder (expressed by dynamical en-
tropy growth), contrary to the opposite ideas of conventional, dynamically 
single-valued science, leading to so many irresolvable ‘paradoxes’ in ther-
modynamics, understanding of temporal change/evolution, quantum me-
chanics, life sciences, etc. (see also Section 7.3, Chapter 8). As concerns 
particular quantitative measures of complexity, entropy and information, 
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expressing the universal symmetry/transformation of complexity in various 
its particular manifestations, they can take correspondingly diverse forms, 
but usually differing between them only by a constant factor. Thus, if inte-
gral measures of complexity characterise its development through the dy-
namics of the total (effective) number of realisations, or (generalised) ac-
tion  , its differential measures describe the same processes in terms of 
temporal rate of realisation change, or (relativistic) energy E, and spatial 
rate of realisation change, or (generalised) momentum p, equivalent (actu-
ally proportional) to the integral measures [1] (more details below). 
The notion of dynamic information is characterised by still greater 
differences than entropy with respect to any conventional imitations al-
ready because, as explained above, the canonical ‘information’ is always 
reduced in reality to dynamic entropy, whereas our unreduced, dynamic in-
formation cannot exist in the unitary theory with its basic absence of quali-
tative change/transformation and can be considered as the complex-
dynamical, essentially nonlinear extension of conventional ‘potential ener-
gy’ and ‘action’ (see below) which, however, are never recognised in con-
ventional theory as forms of clearly defined information. It is not surprising 
that our unreduced information is directly related to the universal dynamic 
origin of randomness revealed by the unreduced concept of complexity: it 
is the causal, interaction-driven development of the a priori totally regular 
and relatively poorly structured initial system configuration, containing dy-
namic information usually in the form of ‘potential energy of interaction’ 
(see e. g. eqs. (1)-(5)), that gives the dynamically multivalued/redundant 
general solution necessarily involving causally random realisation change 
(eqs. (24)-(25)), which just expresses the result of information transfor-
mation into entropy. It is clear that any postulated, mechanistically inserted 
kind of randomness, or ‘stochasticity’, of unitary quantum information the-
ory (e. g. [109,338]) has actually nothing to do with that fundamental con-
nection between the unreduced interaction development and inevitable dy-
namic randomness of any real information implementation in the form of 
dynamic entropy. In a similar way, it becomes clear that various unitary-
theory speculations about the ‘(thermodynamical) cost’ of ‘real’/‘physical’ 
information (e. g. [80,113,300-304]) cannot actually reflect real system op-
eration already because the difference between unreduced information and 
entropy cannot be seen within the single-valued imitation of dynamics, 
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whereas application of conventional ‘equilibrium’ thermodynamics and the 
related mechanistic uncertainty of ‘noise’ have little to do with the true, 
dynamical origin of randomness in the essentially nonequilibrium process 
of information transformation into entropy. Contrary to some very selective 
and limited ‘principles’ of the unitary computation theory around ‘thermo-
dynamical cost’, we have shown in our unreduced interaction process de-
scription (Chapters 3-6) that any real, practically useful ‘operation’ within a 
‘computation process’ has the strictly positive cost of increasing dynamic 
uncertainty that can be expressed, as we have seen above in this Section, as 
a growth of dynamic entropy at the expense of corresponding decrease of 
dynamic information, ensuring the exact conservation (symmetry) of the 
total dynamic complexity (= information + entropy). 
The dynamically multivalued concept of information and its trans-
formation into entropy in the course of any interaction, process, motion (all 
of them realising universal complexity development) is therefore much 
larger than the conventional idea about (abstract) information ‘bits’ starting 
from an ill-defined ‘incomplete knowledge’ whose mechanistic, meaning-
less ‘completion’ independent of the content is described by an acquired 
quantity of thus formally defined (postulated) ‘information’. The origin of 
this conventional imitation of information becomes clear now: in the ab-
sence of the true, dynamically defined change in its dynamically single-
valued (unitary) projection of reality, conventional science tries to imitate 
the actually ‘felt’ process of novelty acquisition in a system by a formal di-
vision of already existing, unchanged elements into ‘already known’ and 
‘yet unknown’ ones, while the postulated, mechanistic growth of the num-
ber of the former at the expense of the latter is presented as ‘information 
growth’. Since nothing really new (rather than existing, but ‘previously ig-
nored’) can appear in system dynamics, according to the unitary science 
results, it tends, instead of acknowledgement of this evident deficiency (cf. 
[339]), to its presentation as fundamental and universal ‘law of conserva-
tion of information’, especially in relation to recent propagation of ideas 
around information and quantum computation (see e. g. [327,333,335]). In 
reality, as shown in our unreduced, dynamically multivalued interaction 
analysis, a qualitative change is omnipresent and described just by inevita-
ble, unceasing and universal information decrease (rather than its acquisi-
tion/growth or ‘conservation’) compensated by the equal growth of dynam-
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ic entropy (e. g. in real computing systems), even for the processes of ex-
ternal order (structure) emergence in a closed system (such processes are, 
in fact, denied by conventional theory, but permanently happen in nature). 
As concerns the subjectively felt growth of intuitively defined ‘knowledge’ 
about previously existing, but subjectively ‘unknown’ entities (reduced in 
conventional theory to abstract ‘bits’ of one-dimensional information) it is 
also correctly described by the dynamic entropy growth of the cognising 
system, which is usually smaller, however, than the entropy growth associ-
ated with those entities emergence itself. Therefore we deal here not with a 
simple difference in verbal definitions (terminology) around infor-
mation/entropy, but with a fundamental, qualitatively big difference be-
tween the real, dynamically multivalued and creative world dynamics (ad-
equately described in the universal science of complexity) and its reduced, 
mechanistically fixed imitation within the dynamically single-valued para-
digm of the whole conventional science (including usual ‘science of com-
plexity’, ‘theory of systems’, ‘cybernetics’ and ‘information theory’) that 
does not contain any real, qualitative change in principle. 
It is important to note also that finer fractal parts of the unreduced 
interaction results (Section 4.4) represent the physically real, causally spec-
ified, dynamically multivalued potential energy and thus dynamic infor-
mation for the next (higher) level(s) of complexity development (provided 
there was enough of dynamic information in the initial complexity stock of 
the system in question), which shows how the two dual forms of dynamic 
complexity alternate their dominance of system behaviour at the consecu-
tive levels of its developing complexity. In fact, it is this alternating, inter-
action-driven emergence of fractally structured dynamical, or ‘physical’, 
information (or causally specified ‘potential energy’) from ‘nonintegrable’ 
parts of the current-level spatial structure (dynamical entropy) and the ‘re-
verse’ transformation of this physical, tangible information into the next-
level entropy (spatial structure) that provides the causally complete under-
standing of the fundamental property of autonomous creation (self-devel-
opment) of system structure from the lower-level, previously existing dy-
namic information, which is directly related to the problem ‘nonintegrabil-
ity’/‘nonseparability’ (see Section 4.4) and absent in conventional theory in 
principle (being replaced with various ‘proto-scientific’ speculations and 
plays of words, such as ‘becoming’, ‘self-organisation’, ‘emergence of 
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meaning’, ‘autonomous agents’, ‘adjacent possible’, ‘autopoïesis’, etc.). 
That is the unreduced essence of the notion of physical information, which 
indeed reveals itself as being a tangible, ‘material’ entity, a part of the de-
veloping system, its ‘living body’, represented by the probabilistic dynam-
ical fractal and possessing intrinsic, causally defined (dynamical) ‘fertility’ 
with respect to ‘unfolded’ (spatial) structure production by its interaction-
driven transformation into entropy. Needless to say, the underlying explicit, 
causally complete, dynamically multivalued, fractally structured problem 
solution (Sections 3.2-3, 4.4) [1] is very far from the abstract guesses, 
‘arithmetical’ imitations and related vain (but extremely intense) specula-
tions of conventional science about information, its ‘physical’ content (“in-
formation is physical”) and role in both classical and quantum applications 
(e. g. [61,62,72,73-75,80,81,110,113,115,150,169,170,174,182,183,272, 
274,299-311,316,319,322-336]). 
It would be especially important to emphasize that within this new, 
unreduced understanding of the universal science of complexity the dynam-
ic information (including its lowest, quantum levels) is obtained as a well-
specified, integral and tangible part of the system and its dynamic complex-
ity and constitutes thus an intrinsic, major system property showing its 
(permanently changing) potential for creative development (thus also gen-
eralising usual, formally introduced ‘potential energy’ from classical me-
chanics). This feature of unreduced information should be compared to 
conventional, mechanistic information as if consisting of a special, ‘math-
ematical matter’ of ‘pure bits’, which is basically detached from, and exists 
independent of, any tangible system structure (contrary, for example, to 
usual energy) and is often endowed therefore, directly or indirectly, with 
the mystical quality of an ‘informational aether’ distributed throughout 
space as a sort of ‘primal’, supernatural ‘tissue’, or ‘programme’, of the 
world that determines the observed, tangible structures by way of mysteri-
ous (and most certainly ‘quantum’!) influences. Such ‘informal’ attitudes 
of official, ‘objective’ and ‘exact’, science are quite clearly implied behind 
the famous ‘it from bit’ hypothesis [316] and its further development in-
tending to say that ‘it’, or ‘material world/structure’, somehow emerges, 
and is therefore to be derived, from ‘bit’, or ‘pure information’ (exclusively 
coherent, of course, with a ‘pure thought’ of a ‘chosen’ community of 
‘mathematical’ sages). In reality, as we have seen, the dynamic information 
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(generalised potential energy) is a quite ‘material’, tangible entity (which 
does not prevent the existence of other, much higher, actually impercepti-
ble levels of both information and entropy [1]) and it is due to its well-
specified physical origin that the unreduced information is directly trans-
formed into a more ‘visible’, ‘unfolded’, actually observed structure of 
space, or dynamic entropy of a higher emerging level of complexity, which 
gives rise, in its turn, to the next level of dynamic information (potential 
energy), and so on. The purely dynamic uncertainty is intrinsically in-
volved in the dynamic information structure, the process of its transfor-
mation into entropy and the emerging results, which form, in addition, the 
hierarchy of qualitatively different levels of complexity and therefore the 
regular, identical and abstract ‘bits’ of conventional information concept, 
extensively used in modern (or rather ‘post-modern’) physics, provide but a 
very rough approximation of reality, which is not more exact than its de-
scription through enumeration of existing entities by integer number series 
(which is a good illustration of the true, ‘ultimate’ motivation of canonical, 
‘mathematical’ physics: reduce the world to numbers and science to count-
ing). The essential difference of real interaction processes from their uni-
tary imitations is that the former cannot perform merely an abstract ‘calcu-
lation’ process, as it is implied behind the conventional ‘computation’ idea, 
but always involve also irreducible, explicit creation, or ‘production’, of 
new entities (less visible, but present, in the case of usual computers), 
which changes completely the sense and strategy of practical applications 
of quantum (and explicitly chaotic classical) computation processes (Sec-
tions 7.2, 7.3, Chapter 8). 
Whereas our universal notion of dynamic information is applicable at 
both classical and quantum levels of complexity, the conventional myster-
ies of information, arbitrarily confused with equally inconsistent imitations 
of entropy and complexity, become increasingly obscure within its applica-
tions to quantum systems, especially popular in relation to unitary quantum 
computation (see e. g. [61-63,72,73-75,110,150,167,169,174,182,183,301, 
316-333]). The ill-defined ‘informational’ properties are attributed here to 
everything including the already highly mystified and misunderstood con-
ventional notions of wavefunction, density matrix, ‘quantum entangle-
ment’, ‘teleportation’, ‘nonlocality’ (‘Bell inequalities’), ‘quantum bit’, 
‘subquantum matter’, etc. (see also Section 5.3). The extreme simplifica-
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tion of the unitary, effectively zero-dimensional projection of real, multi-
valued dynamics and its evident contradiction to observations inevitably 
lead thus to another extremity, that of unlimited ‘fantasy’ around ‘quantum 
information’. As becomes clear from our unreduced interaction process 
analysis, the causally complete, physically real versions of both quantum 
system dynamics and its information/entropy/complexity result from the 
same, complex-dynamical (multivalued) picture of interaction development 
described by the universal symmetry of complexity (at its lowest, ‘quan-
tum’ sublevels). The specific features of dynamic information (and entro-
py) at the quantum levels of complex world dynamics are reduced mainly 
to the well-defined, dynamically fixed quantum of dynamic information 
(action) change, equal to Planck's constant h, as will be specified below 
(whereas the same information at the classical levels of dynamics is trans-
formed into entropy in various portions of action determined by character-
istic ‘periods’ of a particular system behaviour), and also to very low stabil-
ity of physical realisation of a bit within any essentially quantum dynamics 
representing a particular case of the uniform (global) chaos regime (Sec-
tions 4.5-7, Chapters 5, 6). This causally complete, truly realistic under-
standing of physical information transformation at the quantum levels of 
dynamics shows fundamental impossibility of unitary quantum machine 
realisation (related to the unitary imitation of information) and also puts an 
end to various tricky, artificially mystified ‘narratives’ of the ‘post-modern’ 
official abstraction around ‘informational interpretation of quantum me-
chanics’, representation of the whole world or its arbitrary parts as a (uni-
tary) quantum computer (information processing machine), ‘it-from-bit’ 
speculations, ‘quantum networks’, ‘spin networks’, etc., creation of direct 
links between quantum behaviour, living cell dynamics, brain activity, con-
sciousness, gravitation and ... actually any arbitrary, mystified imitation of 
reality by the ‘top’ official science, all of it being thoroughly maintained 
and published, despite the glaring inconsistency, in the best sources of ‘ex-
act’ science with the help of quite real, ‘classical’ networks of educated 
swindlers. 
A meaningful illustration of the difference between the unitary imita-
tion of quantum and classical information and its unreduced, complex-
dynamical version can be obtained from elementary analysis of unitary es-
timates of the ‘computational capacity of the universe’ or any its material 
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part [150]. These estimates are based on the formal attribution of the capac-
ity to compute (in bits per unit time) with the maximum speed of the order 
of E   to any ‘piece’ of mass-energy E, whereas the ultimate capacity of 
matter to register/memorise is expressed through its equilibrium, conven-
tional entropy (divided by the Boltzmann constant Bk  and ln2 ) in a state 
with “maximum entropy”, when “all matter is converted into radiation”. As 
follows from the above, the unreduced, dynamic entropy, determining the 
memory capacity of a real system, need not attain its absolute maximum in 
the equilibrium, highly disordered state (of ‘uniform chaos’) and, moreo-
ver, the system should be in a qualitatively different, highly nonequilibrium 
and well-structured state (of ‘multivalued SOC’) in order to be able to reg-
ister the information with a reasonable efficiency/stability. The total system 
complexity-entropy (transformed from the complexity-information in the 
course of information registration) will be determined by the total number 
of realisations, which need not coincide with the number of fixed identical 
system ‘units’. 
Consider, for example, a small part of the ‘universe capacity’ repre-
sented by a single human brain. In the simplest approach, registering struc-
tures are composed from synaptic links and if there are of the order of 410  
links for each of 1010  neurones, then the total number of memory system 
elements, N, is not smaller than 1210  to 1410  (taking into account possible 
differences between neurones, but also the existence of other possible links 
and memory elements). Now, the key point is that the complex-dynamical, 
nonequilibrium interaction processes between N elements can produce up 
to !N  different combinations of elements, or operative system ‘realisa-
tions’, where each combination can encode, or register, a ‘bit’ of infor-
mation (let us accept here this reduced designation of our complex-
dynamical realisation). Therefore the ‘ultimate’ brain memory capacity is 
of the order of ! 2π ( )NN N N e , which for the lowest estimate of 
1210N   gives the capacity of not less than 1212 11 10(10 )! (3.4 10 ) 
131010 . This number is so much greater than not only one-dimensional uni-
tary estimate of the ‘ultimate universe capacity’ (of the order of 9010  bits 
[150]), but also any reasonable numbers concerning mechanistic, ‘linear’ 
universe structure, that it is clear that any possible uncertainty in the model 
or parameter values cannot change the qualitative result: a single brain 
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memory capacity exceeds by an actual infinity anything ever imagined by 
the conventional unitarity for the whole universe, and the real brain opera-
tion is limited not by its maximum formal capacity, but rather by practical 
impossibility (and absence of necessity, at least today) of dealing with such 
huge volumes of information.33 
It is important that the above ‘miraculously’ high memory capacity is 
obtained not by means of some obscure ‘quantum magic’, but simply due 
to the unreduced complexity of real, ‘classical’, but multivalued and crea-
tive system dynamics (considered in a simplified, minimal version for this 
quick estimate), and therefore the same kind of increase will be obtained, 
of course, for any other explicitly chaotic, dynamically multivalued ‘com-
puting’ system (the maximum increase will always be much greater for sys-
tems with higher complexity and thus, for example, for classical systems it 
will be greater than for lower-level, quantum ones).34 In addition, the same, 
causally complete and universal picture of multivalued interaction dynam-
ics explains the canonical quantum ‘miracles’ themselves (Sections 4.6, 
4.7) [1-4,11-13], but similar to higher complexity levels, the ‘magic’ effi-
ciency of real quantum dynamics has a real cost in the form of its funda-
mental dynamic uncertainty (which is especially and irreducibly high at 
those lowest, quantum complexity levels). 
We obtain thus indeed ‘exponentially high efficiency’ of any real, 
quantum or classical, explicitly multivalued (complex) system dynamics 
with respect to its unitary imitation simply due to the exponentially large 
growth of the number of state-realisations, actually (and autonomously) 
                                           
33 Note in passing, however, that the obtained ‘incredibly high’ capacity of real, complex-
dynamical brain operation shows also that the system possesses a new, superior quality, rather 
than simply quantitatively increased performance. This ‘new quality’ can be associated with 
consciousness obtained in the detailed, dynamically multivalued picture of brain dynamics as an 
emergent property accompanying the dynamic appearance of the corresponding, high enough 
level of the same, universally defined hierarchy of complexity [1,4] (see also Section 7.3). 
34 Consider, as additional confirmation, a slightly different estimate of the number of brain op-
erational units that takes into account only combinations of directly connected links between 
neurones. If each of 1010n  neurones has 410L   links to other neurones, then possible (dif-
ferent) link combinations form a series of connected hierarchical ‘generations’ of consecutive 
neurones, with the number of combinations in the last, n-th generation growing as nL  (which is 
much greater than the total number of links, 1410N nL  ). The total number of connected 
links combinations from all generations is then obtained as 2 3 (1 2 3 ... )... n nLL L L L    
20( 1)/2 2 1010n nL    for the above parameter values. Even if there is an over-estimate because 
of inevitable links repetition, we basically obtain the same exponential growth of the number of 
operational states (or memory cells), with the exponent determined by the system element (neu-
rone connection) number. 
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taken by the system. In the case of pseudo-regular, SOC type of dynamics 
of ordinary modern computers this multitude of practically indistinguisha-
ble (in that case) realisations is effectively ‘hidden’ within each system el-
ement, or physical ‘bit’, remaining thus sufficiently stable, but in the case 
of explicitly multivalued, considerably irregular ‘computer’, such as any 
quantum computer or classical brain, those multiple, hierarchically branch-
ing realisations are effectively ‘deployed’ by the driving system interac-
tions up to their individual distinguishability, so that the total system ele-
ment number N ‘jumps’ to the argument position of the exponential func-
tion determining the total number of actually taken, distinct state-
realisations. It is also clear why this dynamically multivalued ‘information 
decompression’ with ‘exponentially high efficiency’ is obtained not for 
nothing (as it seems to be the case in the unitary theory of quantum compu-
tation), but in exchange for the irreducible and essential dynamic uncertain-
ty of system dynamics, which alters completely the purposes and principles 
of construction of such complex-dynamical ‘computer’ (see Section 7.3, 
Chapter 8). The latter kind of machine, realised in various natural systems 
with high enough dynamic complexity (including eventually the whole 
universe), uses the above multivalued, exponentially efficient and ‘auto-
matic’ (purely dynamical) ‘decompression’ of its own information pro-
cessing for ‘adaptable’ and common solution of conventional ‘difficult’ and 
‘unsolvable’ problems, usually formalised under the unitary, effectively 
one-dimensional notions of ‘NP-complete’, ‘non-computable’, or ‘non-
decidable’ problems, these notions themselves being a huge (one-
dimensional) simplification, or ‘compression’, of the now clearly specified, 
dynamically multivalued origin of all the unitary ‘difficulties’. 
A similar, qualitative difference appears between the unitary and 
complex-dynamical estimates of the speed (power) of computation. Where-
as the mechanistic, physically ill-justified estimate (conceptually repro-
duced also within the conventional science of neural networks) gives the 
number of 12010  of ‘ultimate’, ‘quantum’ operations for the whole universe 
during its whole history [150], the modest frequency of switch of each ele-
ment state in the brain of the order of 10 or even 1 Hz gives the maximum 
number of elementary changes (or operations) of not less than 
131010  per 
second (it is again clear that a real brain uses but a small fraction of this 
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maximum capacity which considerably exceeds, nevertheless, the parame-
ters of any existing, or even ever possible, computation device or scheme 
of conventional, unitary type). The detailed, purely dynamical, ‘emergent’, 
interaction-driven origin of the state-realisation plurality of a real system is 
especially important for the correct understanding of this exponentially 
high speed of complexity development, appearing as complex-dynamical, 
or chaotic, parallelism, or dynamic adaptability (Section 4.4), of the ex-
plicitly multivalued interaction process that occurs within the same, fixed 
number of ‘processing units’ due to their chaotic realisation change, as op-
posed to the conventional concept of ‘parallel information processing’ al-
ways reduced to mechanistic multiplication of operational, simultaneously 
working units. It is the unreduced, complex-dynamical parallelism of brain 
operation that explains its crucial differences from any conventional ‘super-
computer’ and makes unnecessary any additional assumption about obscure 
‘quantum consciousness’ mechanisms allegedly hidden at a deep sub-
neurone level and explaining the ‘miraculous’ power of conscious brain 
operation (e. g. [15,68-71]). 
Note also that though being quantitatively simplified, our estimate of 
real, multivalued complex dynamics refers to actual computing system, like 
the brain, while the unitary estimate of the computation speed by E   does 
not reflect any feasible computation dynamics and actually crudely violates 
the law of entropy growth, complexity correspondence principle and thus 
the complexity conservation law in general (see above in this Section). 
Thus, the quantum beat process within every single electron produces in-
deed of the order of 2010  reduction-extension cycles and associated chaotic 
spatial jumps per second (an estimate for the quantum beat frequency, 
20 0m c h  , where 0m  is the electron rest mass) [1-4,11-13], but consider-
ing seriously any such elementary free-electron life-cycle as an operation 
of any (let alone unitary) ‘computation process’ by the universe is but a 
misleading play of words (even if the associated ‘information’ could be 
used, the electron would need to be transformed into e/m radiation, which 
makes the estimate senseless). Moreover, when one passes from the indi-
visible natural entities like elementary particles to their various agglomer-
ates, constituting the actual universe structure, then the total energy of eve-
ry agglomerate and their ensemble reflects only the number (per unit time) 
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of chaotic and chaotically added quantum beat jumps of all elements, or 
system inertial (and gravitational) mass, but not any computationally sensi-
ble changes, or ‘operations’, at all, even for any ‘ultimate’, imaginary com-
putation process (the number of computationally useful operations is de-
termined only by suitable, higher-level interactions within the system, pre-
serving its basic structure). Therefore the tremendous under-estimation of 
real system computation capacities within the unitary imitation contains, in 
addition, a fundamentally incorrect over-estimation of mechanistic compu-
tation capacities of any ‘piece of energy’ formally divided by   and any 
‘piece of entropy’ formally divided by Bk  (in both cases one deals actually 
with states close to the ‘uniform chaos’, or ‘equilibrium’, regime of essen-
tially quantum dynamics and therefore possessing the lowest possible actu-
al computation capacities because of their least distinct/stable structure for 
the given entities). The obtained qualitatively big difference between the 
unitary and complex-dynamical (multivalued) estimates of real system ca-
pacities is a good illustration of the advantages of development of the ex-
plicitly chaotic (dynamically multivalued) kind of micro-machines, as 
compared to their pseudo-unitary existing versions and illusive unitary 
quantum schemes (see Section 7.3, Chapter 8). 
 
Now, in order to obtain the adequate mathematical expression of the 
above universal law of complexity conservation and transformation, eqs. 
(56), taking into account all the mentioned properties of the unreduced en-
tropy and information, we need first to determine the suitable physical 
quantity for dynamic information and entropy representation (as discussed 
above, information expression in dimensionless ‘bits’, as well as entropy 
expression in usual ‘thermal’, equilibrium-state units, does not reflect the 
real interaction/computation processes). The physical transformation of in-
formation into entropy, appearing as interaction/computation process, takes 
the form of emergence and change of incompatible system realisations, 
where each realisation configuration is the causal expression of the general-
ised, but physically real, observed space ‘point’ of the corresponding com-
plexity level, while the neighbouring realisation separation gives the dy-
namically discrete (quantised) element, or unit, or increment of that dynam-
ically obtained, or ‘emergent’, space (Section 4.3) [1,11-13]. Specifically, 
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the size, x , of these natural space elements, determining the dynamical 
structure and thus properties of really perceived, physical space (at each 
given level of complexity), is obtained in our universal analysis as the sepa-
ration between the ‘centres of reduction’ of neighbouring realisations, de-
termined, as can be seen from the explicit expressions for the realisation 
configurations, eqs. (25) (Section 3.3), by the difference, ri , between the 
corresponding eigenvalues of the effective dynamic equation, eqs. (20), 
that can be estimated, in its turn, by the eigenvalue separation of the auxil-
iary equations, eqs. (17), approximated by an averaged, or ‘mean-field’, in-
teraction, eqs. (28), (29) (Section 4.4). Keeping in mind this well-specified 
link between the quantised space structure and the underlying essentially 
nonlinear, dynamically multivalued interaction process, all that we need to 
retain for our present purpose is that a given complexity level emerges in 
the form of spatial structure determined by its element(s), x , which result, 
and can be causally derived in our approach, from the unreduced interac-
tion dynamics. The second universal form of dynamic complexity appears 
as the time period, t , of realisation change process determining the (irre-
versible) flow of the emergent time (at a given complexity level), which 
characterises the ‘intensity’ (temporal rate) of emergence of space elements 
(Section 4.3) [1,11-13], so that the temporal rate of the emerging structure 
propagation, or velocity, v , of thus rigorously defined system motion (Sec-
tion 4.6.2), is given (for the simplest motion case) by the ratio of the 
emerging space and time elements, x t v = . 
It is clear from the above analysis of complexity transformation pro-
cess that the emerging spatial structure elements, x , and their averaged 
(global) period of emergence, t , characterise the unfolded, explicit form 
of the driving interaction complexity, or dynamic entropy S. Since the 
emergent space and time are quantised (Section 4.3) [1], the same refers to 
the complexity transformation and all its ‘participants’, i. e. dynamic entro-
py, information and total complexity. It becomes clear that, in agreement 
with eqs. (56), the interaction complexity is transformed from the ‘hidden’ 
(folded) form of information into the observed form of entropy (space 
structure) in discrete ‘quanta’, where the emergence of each element of 
space structure, x , during the time period of t  realises the dynamically 
discrete entropy increase by S  from the equal, but ‘disappearing’ quan-
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tum of dynamic information, I S   , while the total complexity C re-
mains quantitatively unchanged, 0C   (but it experiences the quantised 
qualitative transformation). Contrary to the general expression of com-
plexity conservation law, eq. (56b), here the quantised changes of infor-
mation and entropy are fixed by the interaction dynamics and directly relat-
ed to the underlying quanta, x  and t , of the two main manifestations of 
emerging complexity. In view of the fundamental character of participating 
quantities, this relation can only take the form of proportionality between 
I  or S  and both x  and t , which means physically that the complexi-
ty transformation, I S   , is realised and observed as nothing else than 
the time-dependent structure emergence. Since, however, the emerging 
complexity increments, x  and t , characterise directly the corresponding 
change of the dynamic entropy S , it is more pertinent to express the dy-
namics of complexity transformation/conservation (or interaction develop-
ment) as a relation of proportionality between the dynamic information 
quantum I  and space and time quanta x  and t : 
I E t p x       ,                                      (57a) 
where E  and p are coefficients (the negative sign before the positive E 
expresses the ‘natural’, but actually conventional, condition that time per-
manently grows with always decreasing information). This complex-
dynamical relation is immediately recognised, however, as a similar ex-
pression for the increment of mechanical action,  , known from classical 
mechanics (eventually extended to quantum mechanics), where our univer-
sal description should be valid. 
We obtain thus an important generalisation of the quantity (function) 
of action and its meaning, which shows that action can be universally in-
terpreted as the most natural integral measure of dynamic information de-
termined by the underlying essentially nonlinear, dynamically multivalued 
and entangled process of interaction (taken at the very beginning of its de-
velopment). This actual, realistically founded meaning of action cannot be 
revealed and remains totally unknown in conventional, unitary science, 
where action, similar to other quantities, is introduced as an abstract value 
by means of formal postulates. Now the basic expression of the disappear-
ing complexity-information increment through the emerging complexity-
entropy (space and time) increments, eq. (57a), takes the familiar, but uni-
versally extended form, 
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E t p x       ,                                     (57b) 
where E and p have the meaning of generalised (total) energy and momen-
tum, respectively, while all the increments are finite and determined by the 
complex interaction dynamics (cf. Section 4.3). The related expressions for 
energy and momentum generalise their well-known expressions as partial 
derivatives of action to the case of finite increments: 
constxE
t
 
  
  ,                                       (58) 
consttp
x
 
 
  .                                        (59) 
Note that x here and below can generally be understood as vector, with the 
ensuing vectorial meaning of the obtained quantities and expressions. The 
last equations show that energy and momentum represent the universal dif-
ferential measures of dynamic complexity-entropy, generally equivalent 
and directly related to action as integral complexity measure. The differen-
tial form of dynamic information transformation, eq. (57), can also be writ-
ten as 
L p E v  ,                                          (60a) 
where the system Lagrangian, L, is defined as the discrete analogue of the 
total time derivative of action: 
L
t
 
  .                                              (61) 
It is also easy to understand that the lowest, essentially quantum lev-
els of world dynamics are characterised by the unique, fixed value of the 
dynamic information quantum equal to Planck's constant, | | h  , and 
transformed, in the course of interaction development, into the equal quan-
tum of dynamic entropy (represented by the emerging space structure in the 
form of de Broglie wavelength, see below). This uniqueness and universali-
ty of the action quantum are due to the lowest position of the quantum 
complexity level in the hierarchy of world dynamics, so that the fundamen-
tal interaction between the primordial protofields, as well as its results, 
cannot be further subdivided within this world (contrary to higher complex-
ity levels, where the action-information quanta are not uniquely fixed) 
[1,3,12,13]. On the other hand, we see that the extended, dynamical ‘quan-
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tum information’, contrary to its speculative unitary imitation, is naturally 
and universally quantised and measured in units of h, in accord with the 
underlying quantum dynamics, while preserving the totally realistic physi-
cal meaning of ‘potential’, always diminishing form of interaction com-
plexity (equivalent, in the differential expression, to the generalised poten-
tial energy). The quantum versions of the basic relations of eqs. (58), (59) 
have the well-known form (not understood, however, in its real meaning, 
within conventional quantum mechanics): 
E h  ,                                             (62) 
hp hk  ,  or  
h
p
   ,                                 (63) 
where const1 ( ) |xt     is the internal, quantum-beat frequency of transi-
tions between realisations of essentially quantum system, const( ) |tx     
is its de Broglie wavelength and 1k   is the corresponding ‘wave vector’ 
(in that way one obtains, in particular, the realistic interpretation of de 
Broglie wave as the emerging, complex-dynamical space structure of a 
quantum object) [1-4,12,13]. 
Both the simplest, quantum-mechanical and general manifestations 
of the complexity development law, eqs. (57)-(63), show that the interac-
tion-driven transformation of dynamic information into entropy, constitut-
ing the physical essence of any ‘information processing’, is indistinguisha-
ble from a structure emergence process, where the appearing structures re-
alise the final complexity form of (dynamical) entropy, but are usually tak-
en in the unitary science paradigm as empirical expressions of dimension-
less ‘bits’ of subjectively defined and arbitrarily measured ‘information’. 
The universal expression of the complexity conservation and transfor-
mation law, determining both structure emergence and information pro-
cessing, is obtained from the differential form of the universal symmetry of 
complexity, eq. (56b), and the above energy definition as a universal meas-
ure of dynamic complexity, eq. (58). Dividing eq. (56b), expressed in units 
of action, by t  at constx  , we get 
const const, , 0x tH x t
t x
   
        
   ,                      (64) 
where the Hamiltonian,  ( , , )H H x p t , considered as a function of 
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emerging space configuration (or ‘generalised coordinate’) x, momentum 
const( ) |tp x      and time t, just expresses the implemented, entropy-
like form of differential complexity, const( ) |xH S t      (S is expressed in 
units of action here). In agreement with eq. (60a), the Hamiltonian can also 
be expressed through the system Lagrangian that depends canonically on 
coordinate, time and velocity (rather than momentum): 
H p L v  .                                          (60b) 
The obtained eq. (64) is the universal extension of the Hamilton-
Jacobi equation known from classical mechanics (e. g. [138]), but now val-
id for any, always complex-dynamical process of structure creation and dy-
namic information transformation into entropy [1]. Among the essential 
differences of the extended version, eq. (64), from the standard Hamilton-
Jacobi equation we emphasize the causally complete, complex-dynamical 
interpretation of action, based on the unreduced analysis of the underlying 
essentially nonlinear, dynamically multivalued interaction (Chapters 3, 4) 
and including the emergent quantisation of all participating quantities. It is 
important also that the solution of eq. (64) or any its equivalent form (see 
below) is to be found by the same unreduced, universal analysis, which 
leads inevitably to the dynamically multivalued entanglement at a new, 
emerging level of structure expressed by the causally probabilistic general 
solution, eq. (24) (Section 3.3), and describing fundamentally uncertain, 
but also permanently developing, creative process of complex-dynamical 
‘computation’ (Section 7.3, Chapter 8). 
As explained above, the universal conservation (symmetry) of com-
plexity has two inseparable aspects. One of them is the permanence itself of 
the total, unreduced dynamic complexity that can only be attained through 
equal by modulus, but opposite in sign changes of dynamic information 
and dynamic entropy, realising thus the exact transformation between these 
two forms of complexity just directly expressed by eq. (64). The second 
aspect concerns the unreduced interaction mechanism underlying this uni-
versal evolution law, i. e. the dynamically multivalued entanglement be-
tween the interacting system components (Chapter 4), which consistently 
explains why the number of chaotically changing realisations, and thus 
complexity-entropy, can only grow in any real (interaction) process. One 
has here the causal, rigorously derived and physically transparent mecha-
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nism of the inevitable complexity development and its irreversible, well-
defined direction from diminishing information to growing entropy that can 
be formally expressed by the following condition added to eq. (64): 
const 0x
t
 
 
  ,                                      (65a) 
or 
const, , , 0tE H x t
x
 
      
  .                            (65b) 
We see that the generalised entropy growth law can be universally ex-
pressed as positive definiteness of the generalised Hamiltonian or total en-
ergy-mass, eq. (65b), which provides a new insight into this ‘well-
established’ (but poorly understood) law of fundamental physics. The ‘nat-
ural’ condition of positive value of the ordinary, ‘relativistic’ energy-mass 
of a particle or body obtains now a rigorous foundation that reveals the in-
ternally chaotic, multivalued interaction dynamics as the universal origin of 
mass [1-4,11-13] which, among other important consequences, makes un-
necessary the resource-consuming search for (and interpretation of) an arti-
ficially invented, mechanistic source of mass in the form of additional enti-
ty (‘Higgs particles/fields’). Moreover, both the causal definition of energy, 
intrinsically equivalent to mass, and the condition of its positivity as the 
universal expression of generalised entropy growth are automatically ex-
tended now to any system and complexity level. We emphasize that this 
latter condition, eqs. (65), is rigorously and universally justified by the 
multivalued interaction dynamics (Chapters 3, 4), as it is explained above. 
The resulting natural unification of the extended energy conservation and 
entropy growth laws within the universal symmetry of complexity obtains 
now its convenient formal expression in eqs. (64), (65) revealing the true, 
qualitatively extended meaning of the ‘well-known’ quantities and relations 
mechanistically postulated in conventional science. 
The dynamical expression of the universal entropy growth law by eq. 
(65a) can also be interpreted, in agreement with ‘intuitive’, empirically 
based postulates of conventional science, as unambiguous, consistently de-
rived direction of causal time flow, or ‘time arrow’: time unceasingly 
grows, or any system inevitably evolves, only in the direction of decreasing 
dynamic information and increasing entropy, corresponding to both visible 
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structure degradation and creation, which means that complex-dynamical 
(multivalued) transformation of the folded, informational complexity form 
into its explicit form of entropy is the single possible, omnipresent way of 
existence of anything. It is remarkable also that this apparent asymmetry of 
the time flow, absolutely necessary for any real entity existence and devel-
opment, constitutes itself a part of the encompassing universal symmetry of 
complexity, eq. (64), so that the true origin and purpose of the ‘asymmet-
ric’ direction of time is but realisation and preservation of that global 
symmetry of complexity. The unified evolution law of eqs. (64), (65) im-
plies that it is the Hamiltonian function that actually provides the exact ‘en-
tropy growth rate’ expressed by the action time derivative with the negative 
sign and physically determined by the specifically, locally configured bal-
ance of the universal symmetry of complexity (the dynamic information 
‘wants’ to be unfolded into new entropy, but the already existing structures 
‘resist’), rather than by any skewed ‘principle of extremum’ helplessly 
sought for by the unitary theory of complexity and dynamical systems (see 
also the end of this Section). The suitable expression for the Hamiltonian 
results from the same multivalued dynamics analysis, involving derivation 
of the generalised dispersion relation (see refs. [1,2,12,13] for details). 
If the system is in a state of global motion ( 0p  ), then the condition 
of eq. (65b) can be further specified. Indeed, the system Lagrangian, equal 
to the total time derivative of action, eq. (61), expresses the temporal rate 
of action change ‘in the moving frame’ of the global system motion and 
should be negative, 0L  , as follows from the generalised entropy growth 
law. This means, according to eqs. (60), that 
const, , , 0tE H x t p
x
 
       
 v  .                        (65c) 
Since the energy pv  here expresses the energy of global system motion 
(see also [1-3,12,13]), the latter condition means simply that practically any 
real system (interaction process) possesses, in addition to this global mo-
tion part, a positive component of the total energy corresponding to the rest 
energy-mass and given by the temporal rate of action change (with the neg-
ative sign) in the process of irregular system wandering, or ‘random walk’, 
around its averaged, global motion. In other words this means that, irre-
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spective of its state of motion, the system preserves its minimum, intrinsic 
identity in the ‘rest frame’, expressed by the finite, positive complexity 
(multivalued chaoticity) in the form of its rest energy-mass. Since 0E E 
20m c , where 0E  is the rest energy of the globally moving system with 
the total energy E and p m v  for a large enough class of motions [1-
3,12,13], it becomes clear that the condition of eq. (65c), expressing the 
generalised entropy growth law, is equivalent to the basic relativistic limi-
tation cv , which reveals the deep complex-dynamical origin of relativ-
istic effects [1,12,13] simply postulated in the form of abstract ‘principles’ 
and rules in the canonical interpretation. 
The relation between the dynamic entropy growth law and causally 
extended relativity can be further developed, if we rewrite eq. (60a), using 
eqs. (58) and (61), as 
constx p
t t
 
   
  v  ,                                (60c) 
which is none other than the standard expression of the total derivative 
through partial derivatives (see also eq. (59)). Taking into account the fact 
that | | 0      , while 0 1 t   , const1 ( ) |xt     are realisation 
change frequencies determining the ‘velocity of time flow’ in the ‘moving 
frame’ with respect to itself (‘intrinsic’ time flow) and in the ‘rest frame’ 
respectively, we see that the observed time flow causally (dynamically) 
slows down in the ‘moving frame’ with respect to the ‘rest frame’ (i. e. the 
intrinsic time of globally moving interaction processes goes slower than the 
one for processes globally at rest) because in a globally moving ‘frame’ 
(interaction process) a proportion of the purely random energy reservoir of 
the rest energy-mass growing with the global motion velocity is spent for 
the global system motion [1,2,12,13], in addition to its purely regular com-
ponent (‘one cannot obtain a useful result without some losses’): 
0 gl
p         
v v  ,  0  ,                    (65d) 
where gl v  is the average frequency of system realisation change 
within the global (averaged) system motion and | | p     is the emerg-
ing characteristic length of the global motion. For the lowest, quantum lev-
els of complexity, | | h   is Planck's constant and h p   is the de 
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Broglie wavelength (revealing thus its causal origin [1,2]). This relation 
can be further transformed [1,2,12,13] into the standard expression of the 
effect of ‘relativistic time retardation’ that now obtains, however, a consid-
erably extended, causally substantiated (realistic) and complex-dynamical 
meaning, which naturally unifies not only quantum and relativistic effects, 
but also the dynamic entropy growth law within the universal symmetry of 
unreduced dynamic complexity (in particular, relativity effects, including 
those of extended general relativity, are obtained, as in eq. (65d), for arbi-
trary systems and levels of complexity, time and space [1,13]). 
If the system is isolated, so that its energy const( ) |xE t       re-
mains constant, then the universal complexity transformation law, eq. (64), 
takes a reduced form that does not contain explicit dependence on time: 
const, ,tH x t E
x
 
     
  .                                 (66) 
Note, however, that contrary to the conventional science version of this 
equation, the real physical time, determined by the unceasing change of ex-
plicitly obtained realisations, reappears in the general solution of eq. (66), 
in agreement with eq. (58) applied at the new sublevel of complexity, 
where it can be written as 
t
V
   
  ,                                         (67a) 
| |V  being the EP difference between the neighbouring realisations found 
from eq. (66) (see eq. (25c)) and   the corresponding action (complexi-
ty) increment. The total discrete time flow at the corresponding complexity 
level consists from the individual time increments ( )it : 
 0 ii
ii i
t t t
V
          ,                           (67b) 
It can be seen from here that the fractal structure of realisations (Section 
4.4) determines, through | |iV  and i , the fractal structure of time flow. 
The universal evolution equation of a newly created structure, eq. 
(64), is formulated in terms of action-complexity change between ‘local-
ised’ system states, each of them corresponding to a fully developed reali-
sation. However, the system also spends a part of its time in transitions be-
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tween those regular realisations occurring through a specific, intermediate 
realisation-state of quasi-free, disentangled and delocalised system compo-
nents, forming the physically real system ‘wavefunction’, or ‘distribution 
function’ (Section 4.2) [1,4,11-13]. Therefore the ‘localised’ type of de-
scription of eq. (64) should be completed by the related dual, ‘delocalised’ 
equation for the generalised wavefunction (distribution function) ( , )x t
describing system behaviour in its qualitatively different state during transi-
tion between the regular (localised) realisations. The system in the state of 
wavefunction as if transiently returns to its state at the beginning of its in-
teraction process, when the system complexity (at the current level) had the 
form of dynamic information, contrary to its transformation into the dy-
namic entropy in the developed-interaction state of regular realisation. 
Since the integral complexity measures (number of system realisa-
tions) multiply for the adjacent sublevels, the total complexity of realisation 
change process, or ‘wave action’  , can be presented as the product of its 
wavefunction (lower sublevel, or dynamic information) and action express-
ing actually the developed complexity form of well-structured realisations 
(higher sublevel, or dynamic entropy),      [1,4,11-13]. The total 
system complexity estimated by the logarithm of realisation number takes 
thus the proper form of the sum of information and entropy. It is advisable 
then to consider the change of the wave action during one cycle of reduc-
tion-extension (consecutive realisation change) of the considered interac-
tion process. Since the total system complexity remains unchanged and 
physically the system returns, after a cycle, to its previous state, the wave 
action increment equals to zero: 
0           ,                              (68a) 
or 
0


     ,                                     (68b) 
where 0  is the characteristic action value of the emerging realisation dy-
namics (it may include also a numerical coefficient accounting for the un-
dular nature of the wavefunction, for certain complexity levels [1,4,12,13]). 
The obtained relation, eq. (68b), is the generalised, causal quantisa-
tion relation for any complex (multivalued) dynamics taking the form of 
standard, but now causally explained ‘quantisation rules’ at the level of 
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quantum-mechanical behaviour (consistently derived as quantum beat dy-
namics in our approach, Section 4.6.1). The realistic physical meaning of 
the quantisation relation of eqs. (68) is that it describes the cycle of real, 
qualitative system transformation from the ‘extended’, disentangled, ‘in-
formational’ form of the generalised wavefunction to the localised, entan-
gled, entropy-like (structural, or spatial) form of a regular realisation and 
back, which is the elementary cycle of consecutive realisation change in the 
multivalued interaction dynamics. This physically real system transfor-
mation during realisation change is replaced in conventional, dynamically 
single-valued quantum mechanics and field theory by formally postulated 
quantisation rules and related abstract ‘operators of creation and annihila-
tion’ of postulated (and ill-defined) localised states, or ‘particles’, obtained 
as if from nothing, which is the unitary, linear imitation of dynamically 
multivalued entanglement and disentanglement of the unreduced, essential-
ly nonlinear interaction process (Chapters 3, 4) [1], whereas the conven-
tional ‘science of complexity’ or ‘information theory’, operating at higher 
complexity levels, cannot use this simplified construction of unitary quan-
tum theory and therefore do not consider any explicit object appearance 
and disappearance in the course of interaction at all. 
The dual, wavefunctional form of the universal complexity transfor-
mation law, eq. (64), is now obtained by substitution of causal quantisation 
rule, eq. (68b), into eq. (64), which gives the generalised Schrödinger 
equation (extending its causal derivation for quantum complexity levels to 
any higher level of complexity [1,4,12,13]): 
 0 const constˆ , , ,x tH x t x t
t x
              ,                (69) 
where the ‘operator’ form, Hˆ , of the system Hamiltonian is obtained from 
the ordinary Hamiltonian of eq. (64) with the help of the above quantisation 
rule, eq. (68b), followed by multiplication by . As a result, the operator 
Hamiltonian is a function of the discrete analogue, const( ) |tx    , of the 
partial derivative operator from the standard quantum mechanics ( )x  , 
causally originating now from the generalised momentum definition of eq. 
(59) in combination with the dynamic quantisation of eqs. (68). Similar to 
the conventional quantisation, higher powers of this operator correspond to 
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higher derivatives (rather than to higher powers of the first derivative), 
which can be explained by the properties of the underlying reduction-
extension (realisation change) process, together with the proper ‘order’ of 
operators (where every real ‘annihilation’ of an entity can only follow, but 
not precede, its creation) [1]. The usual, quasi-continuous form of the uni-
versal Schrödinger equation (and the corresponding form of the generalised 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation for action) can be justified in cases of sufficient-
ly ‘fine-grained’ (quasi-uniform) structure of the emerging entities flux on 
the real (observed) scale of a problem: 
0 constˆ , ,tH x t
t x
            .                          (70) 
The two dually related forms of the universal complex-dynamical 
evolution equation, eqs. (64), (68)-(70), describing (together with the ac-
companying relations of eqs. (58), (59), (65)-(67)) the way of existence and 
development of any system with interaction, can be called the universal 
Hamilton-Schrödinger formalism of the unreduced science of complexity, 
where the universal method of finding the causally complete, dynamically 
multivalued problem solution (Chapters 3, 4) at each naturally emerging 
complexity level is actually included in the problem formulation. In partic-
ular, we can see now that the accepted quite general form of the initial 
problem expression (see eqs. (1)-(5) from Section 3.1) also corresponds to 
the universal Hamilton-Schrödinger equation with the explicitly designated 
interaction potential, even though we did not make any such assumption at 
the beginning of our analysis. 
As mentioned above, the universal symmetry of complexity, repre-
senting the generalised expression of the unreduced development of any 
interaction process, naturally constitutes the unified, causal extension of all 
the conventional ‘fundamental principles’ and ‘conservation laws’. For this 
reason, the universal evolution equations, eqs. (64), (69), being the unified 
mathematical expression of the universal symmetry of complexity, should 
represent the single dynamic equation of the universal science of complexi-
ty, which is the unified, causally explained extension of all correct equa-
tions of conventional science (usually accepted by way of only empirically 
justified, formal postulation of an abstract mathematical relation). Whereas 
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the detailed confirmation of this statement may come from various compar-
isons of our unified equations with the known basic constructions of usual 
science, the formal correspondence of the universal Hamilton-Schrödinger 
formalism with practically any correct, ‘linear’ or ‘nonlinear’, dynamic 
equation can be directly seen from eqs. (64) and (69). Thus, if we use the 
following expansion of the Hamiltonian in power series of its arguments: 
   
,
, , ,
n
m
mn
m n
H x t h x t x
x x
                   ,                  (71) 
where ( , )mnh x t  are the known expansion coefficients (and dependence on 
( )x  can appear from an effective interaction), then the generalised Ham-
ilton-Jacobi and Schrödinger equations take the form 
   
,
, 0
n
m
mn
m n
h x t x
t x
                                 (72) 
and 
        10
0,
, ,
nm m
mn mn
n m m
h x t x h x t x
t x
  
  


                 (73) 
respectively (where the corresponding powers of 0  are included in coef-
ficients ( , )mnh x t  in eq. (73) for simplicity). It is clear that many model 
‘evolution equations’, ‘master equations’, equations for ‘order parameter’, 
‘nonlinear’, ‘wave’ equations and other postulated equations of usual theo-
ry (see e. g. [340]) remaining separated within it, can now be classified as 
particular cases of eqs. (72), (73), provided with a well-specified, realistic 
interpretation; others can be transformed into a suitable form. 
An equivalent, ‘Lagrangian’ formulation of complex interaction dy-
namics, extending the corresponding Lagrange method from the classical 
(dynamically single-valued) mechanics [138], can be obtained by discrete 
integration of the Lagrangian definition of eq. (61), giving the expression 
for the integral action-complexity: 
 
 curr
in
,
,
x t
x t L t

 

   ,                                 (74) 
where the sum is taken over all consecutive realisation-trajectories (or real 
‘paths’)   between certain initial realisation in  and the current realisa-
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tion-trajectory curr ( , )x t  determining the current configuration, or general-
ised position, of the system. We obtain the causal substantiation and exten-
sion of the canonical ‘least action principle’, unifying it with the extended 
‘entropy growth law’ and ‘energy/mass conservation law’ into the universal 
symmetry of complexity. Indeed, the causally extended action ( , )x t  of 
eq. (74) permanently decreases in the course of system jumps between its 
realisations along averaged trajectory because action is the expression of 
dynamic information decreasing at the expense of growing dynamic entro-
py, in order to ensure conservation of their sum, the total dynamic com-
plexity (represented, for example, by the total energy of a closed system). 
Moreover, system jumps along trajectory occur probabilistically and there-
fore the real trajectory is unceasingly and chaotically ‘shifted’ within its 
averaged, smeared trace, which provides causal, realistic extension for the 
idea of ‘virtual’ (imaginary) trajectories used in the formulation of the clas-
sical least action principle [138]. It is the symmetry (conservation) of com-
plexity that determines real, chaotic trajectory fluctuations in the real in-
teraction processes, as opposed to the usual formal, inexplicable minimisa-
tion of the abstract action function with respect to imaginary, infinitesimal 
trajectory variation around its allegedly ‘real’, but unrealistically smooth 
and ‘infinitely thin’, version. 
Note that the extended version of Lagrangian approach is formally as 
universal as the above Hamilton-Schrödinger formalism and actually they 
constitute together related aspects/formulations of the unified description of 
complex (multivalued) system dynamics that can be called the universal 
Hamilton-Lagrange-Schrödinger formalism. However, the Lagrangian ver-
sion of this unified formalism is oriented to systems with more localised, 
not too smeared trajectory/configuration (SOC type of complex dynamics, 
Section 4.5.1), while the Hamilton-Schrödinger description is more con-
venient in the case of strongly chaotic, ‘distributed’ kind of complex dy-
namics (uniform chaos regime, Section 4.5.2), which explains, in particu-
lar, why we do not develop here, in the study of essentially distributed sys-
tem behaviour, the least action principle up to the differential form of dy-
namic equations (the so-called Lagrange equations, such as Newton's sec-
ond law, which replace the Hamilton-Jacobi equation from the ‘nonlocal’ 
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problem formulation). Here again, we obtain the causally complete, realis-
tic explanation of the difference between the canonical approaches of Ham-
ilton and Lagrange in terms of the underlying multivalued dynamics that 
remains hidden within usual, dynamically single-valued science approach. 
The ‘wavefunctional’ version of Lagrangian approach also exists and 
takes the form of the modified and generalised, complex-dynamical version 
of conventional ‘Feynman path integrals’ [1]. It is obtained by using the 
causal quantisation rule, eq. (68b), in the above expression for the action-
complexity, eq. (74), which gives the following relation between the gener-
alised wavefunction (distribution function) as a distributed system feature 
and localised system jumps between realisations expressed by its Lagrangi-
an and the intrinsic time increments: 
 
   curr curr
in in
, ,
0 0
0 0
,
x t x t
x t L t  
 
 
  
 
         ,              (75) 
where 0  and 0  are characteristic values. Note the essential difference 
from the exponential function under summation (integral) in the canonical 
path integrals and related methods of ‘mathematical physics’, which is a 
particular manifestation of the ‘false exponential dependence’ phenomenon 
in the unitary science (cf. Section 5.1, Chapter 6) [1], resulting from the in-
correct extension of a perturbation theory approximation beyond the limits 
of its validity, whereas in reality one deals with a linear or close power-law 
dependence (which is none other than the integral version of the universal 
quantisation rule of the unreduced interaction dynamics, eqs. (68)). Other 
differences from the unitary version are the dynamically discrete (quan-
tised), rather than quasi-continuous or formally discrete, structure and 
physically real, rather than ‘virtual’ and abstract, character of actual system 
wandering among different ‘paths’ (realisations). The unitary version re-
fers, by definition, to a single realisation, which explains its deficiency. 
We shall not further develop here the details of the extended La-
grange version, eqs. (74), (75), of the universal formalism of the unreduced 
science of complexity because in this work we consider the applications, 
such as essentially quantum machines, where system dynamics is basically 
nonlocal and uniformly chaotic, so that the Hamilton-Schrödinger version, 
eqs. (64)-(73), of the universal formalism usually appears to be more con-
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venient. Let us emphasize once more that the unity of all the related ex-
pressions of the universal complexity development law comes from the un-
derlying symmetry of complexity, maintained dynamically within any sys-
tem (interaction process) by the unceasing transformation of dynamic in-
formation into entropy, eqs. (56). Dynamic discreteness (quantisation, un-
certainty) and causal randomness (indeterminacy) are universal and una-
voidable features of any real system (interaction process), but their relative 
magnitude and character vary considerably for different complexity levels. 
At the lowest, quantum levels of dynamics we have universally determined 
quantisation (the complexity/information/entropy quantum   is always 
equal to h, Planck's constant) with relatively big quanta and strong (uni-
form/global) chaoticity, while most simple (externally ‘regular’) cases of 
classical behaviour correspond to non-universal and relatively small magni-
tudes of both quantisation and chaoticity. 
The universal symmetry of complexity, substantiated and quantified 
in this Section, should be distinguished from various recent attempts, al-
ways performed within the unchanged, unitary science paradigm (postulat-
ed, dynamically single-valued and abstract imitations of multivalued reali-
ty), to guess a new, additional ‘principle of nature’ that could explain the 
behaviour of special, ‘complex’ or ‘far-from-equilibrium’ systems, desira-
bly in terms of most popular substitutes, such as unitary (arithmetical) ‘in-
formation’ or ‘complexity’. Apart from the false ‘information conservation 
law’ invented in that way (e. g. [327,333,335]) and already discussed above 
in this Section, we can mention various versions of equally illusive ‘fourth 
law of thermodynamics’ that vary arbitrarily between the ‘law of fastest 
possible entropy (complexity) growth’ in nonequilibrium systems, includ-
ing fastest possible free-space invasion by greedy ‘autonomous agents’ 
[336], and the opposite laws of ‘informational entropy’/complexity de-
crease as a result of system ‘self-organisation’ [299,341] or its ‘slowest 
possible growth’ [342-344], or else obscure ‘laws of chaos’ 
[130,226,241,266] based on a ‘plausible’ philosophy, but actually formally 
postulated for abstract (and very limited) mathematical ‘models’, etc. (see 
also [345,346] as examples of conventional science limitations in the sub-
ject). As already noted above, in reality the system always transforms qual-
itatively (from dynamic information into entropy) its quantitatively un-
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changed complexity in an optimal, rather than extreme, way determined 
mathematically by the Hamiltonian function (see especially eqs. (64), (65)) 
and realising a sort of probabilistic balance (= symmetry!) between the 
generalised potential of dynamic information, as if trying to unfold ‘as 
quickly as possible’ under the driving interaction influence, and the gener-
alised inertia of dynamic entropy of already existing/created structures, as 
if resisting ‘as much as they can’ to further novelties (the effects of finite 
compressibility, friction, ‘dissipativity’, etc. within the interaction process). 
Contrary to the unitary guesses, always inconsistently ‘skewed’ and 
incomplete, the unreduced, really universal and totally realistic law of na-
ture, the dynamic symmetry of complexity, eqs. (56)-(75), is consistently 
derived within the nonperturbative, multivalued interaction analysis (Chap-
ters 3-5) and is actually equivalent to the unified, unreduced description of 
any system dynamics, i. e. any real world dynamics is the omnipresent 
symmetry and not only ‘is described by’, or follows from, a formal ‘law of 
symmetry’. Instead of inserting artificial entities and new ‘principles’, ac-
tually only inconsistently modifying the well-established laws, the sym-
metry of complexity just takes into account the dynamic multivaluedness of 
really existing system realisations and thus provides the truly causal expla-
nation for the ‘established’ laws of conventional science, but now liberated 
from the inevitable contradictions and defects of their unitary versions. In 
the following Sections we show in more detail how the obtained essential 
advance in understanding of fundamental evolution laws leads to qualita-
tive change in the direction and efficiency of practical problem solution. 
 
7.2. Computation as complexity conservation 
by transformation of information into entropy and its 
particular features at the level of micro-machine dynamics 
 
Any computation or ‘information processing’ is physically realised 
as a series of interactions and can therefore be described in terms of the 
universal symmetry (conservation) of complexity maintained by transfor-
mation of dynamic information into entropy (Section 7.1). It is important to 
understand that it is the latter form of dynamic complexity, the dynamic en-
tropy, that represents physical, always intrinsically random (dynamically 
multivalued) implementation of ‘bits’ of conventional, abstract ‘infor-
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mation’, whereas our dynamic information is the ‘hidden’, potential state of 
dynamic complexity at the very beginning of the corresponding interaction 
process, generalising usual ‘potential energy’. This nontrivial internal 
structure of any computation reveals its meaning and character as unceas-
ing series of hierarchically ordered qualitative changes, or events (cf. Sec-
tion 2(i)), causally random in their spatial order and irreversible in time, in 
contrast to the conventional, unitary picture of computation (information 
processing) showing it as a reversible and nondissipative, in principle, ma-
nipulation with totally controlled (regular) carriers of abstract, pre-existing 
‘bits’ of canonical, senseless ‘information’. This unitary imitation of com-
putation includes various ‘physical’ theories of information pretending to 
be especially close to reality (e. g. [37,80,113,150, 300-306,310,321,330-
336]), but actually reduced to ambiguous speculations around the same, 
unitary and abstract theory involving various ‘mind games’, ‘gedanken ex-
periments’ and unrealistic, meaningless assumptions (such as ‘infinitely 
slow’ information processing). 
The unitary theory of information and computation is certainly in-
spired by operation of usual, classical and apparently regular, computers. 
In terms of unreduced, complex-dynamical (multivalued) theory of compu-
tation, this case corresponds to the self-organisation limiting regime of 
multivalued dynamics (Section 4.5.1), which explains the visible regularity 
of usual computers, but leaves the irreducible place for the internal ran-
domness and irreversibility. These latter properties appear in the form of 
thermal dissipation (usually having a rather low, but finite, limited from be-
low level) and occasional ‘malfunction’, such as unexpected ‘halt’ or ‘cy-
cling’ (in addition to ‘algorithmic’ instabilities, such as catastrophic error 
accumulation processes). Note that it is the dynamically multivalued, com-
posite structure of every physical ‘bit’ realisation in conventional computer 
that determines both its (small) intrinsic randomness and relative stability 
with respect to various small (e. g. thermal) perturbations and thus ensures 
the almost unitary (regular) mode of its operation.35 Therefore the detailed 
                                           
35 In other words, if you want to obtain the maximum possible, almost total regularity, you 
should accept a small intrinsic irregularity constituting the very mechanism of, and the inevita-
ble payment for, that almost complete regularity. This rather natural consequence of the entropy 
growth law is somehow ‘lost’ in the conventional theory of systems, computation and control 
which assumes a major possibility of totally ‘coherent’, regular processes, where one may deal 
only with external irregularities that can be reduced to any desired level by monitoring system 
interaction with the environment. 
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analysis of conceptual and experimental structure of usual computer opera-
tion shows that its apparent ‘unitarity’ is basically illusive, even though this 
illusion does have a rational basis. Another essential part of this illusion is 
related to the fact that many explicitly complex (dynamically multivalued), 
creative actions indispensable for actual, useful operation of a usual com-
puter, including its ‘programming’, control and elimination of dynamical 
halts at all levels, are ‘tacitly’ inserted by the effectively strong interaction 
with another, explicitly chaotic (multivalued) ‘computing system’, the hu-
man brain (see also below). 
Each dimensionless ‘bit’ of abstract unitary ‘information’ is physi-
cally realised in the ordinary computer as a multivalued dynamic regime 
(interaction process) of the SOC type characterised by certain finite, classi-
cally large value (or ‘quantum’) of complexity-action, h  , needed to 
change, with a high enough probability, the global bit state (i. e. to change 
‘0’ to ‘1’ or the contrary) with the help of an ‘external’, higher-level inter-
action. The classical bit state in the usual, pseudo-unitary computer is high-
ly (but not infinitely!) stable due to its physical composition of many suffi-
ciently independent, lower-level components (subsystems) with dynamical-
ly random behaviour, such as atoms, which reduces the probability of their 
simultaneous random (‘spontaneous’) ‘switch’/motion in one direction to 
exponentially small values.36 This mechanism of (relative) classical com-
puter stability is quite similar, and even directly related to, the mechanism 
of dynamic formation of elementary classical, localised state in the form of 
a bound state of two quantum particles (Sections 4.7, 5.3(C)). If, however, 
the interaction between different classical bit states becomes comparable 
with the characteristic external influence necessary for the individual bit 
switch, then the quasi-uniform chaos regime (Section 4.5.2) reappears at 
the level of global system dynamics and one obtains a qualitatively differ-
ent, explicitly chaotic (multivalued) type of ‘computation’ by a classical 
system, actually realised in neural networks (see below). 
                                           
36 Under the simplest assumption, the negative argument of the exponential function here is pro-
portional to the number of subunits to the power around unity. A more complicated structure of 
interactions between the components, their association in a hierarchy of groups can lead to other 
particular forms of the exponential smallness in question. However, the main feature of interest 
remains unchanged: the negative argument of the exponential function is large by its absolute 
value for large number of components and drops to order unity (thus eliminating the exponent) 
when the number of components falls down to one. 
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In that way the intrinsic nonunitarity of any computation becomes 
more evident in cases of explicitly complex (multivalued) computing sys-
tem dynamics, such as any essentially quantum dynamics (quantum com-
puters) or explicitly chaotic classical dynamics (brain, neural networks). In 
particular, the specific properties of quantum computation and information 
processing are determined by the characteristic features of respective com-
plexity levels (Chapter 5). As a result, one obtains such unique properties 
of quantum computation as the universally fixed and relatively large value 
of the dynamic information quantum (or real ‘quantum bit’), equal to 
Planck's constant h, or the irreducible and large magnitude of dynamical 
randomness at any step of quantum system dynamics, which can be re-
duced and partially ‘controlled’ only after transition to the next, superior 
level of complexity known as classical (permanently localised) dynamics 
(Section 7.1), contrary to the basically wrong, mechanistically applied uni-
tary-science idea of ‘quantum control of quantum systems’ [90-107]. 
It is evident that these particular features and limitations of real 
quantum system dynamics are related to its causally complete description 
as the lowest levels of complex world dynamics, so that the natural diversi-
ty of the intrinsically multivalued dynamics is reduced to its absolute mini-
mum at the level of essentially quantum behaviour (which also explains its 
peculiar, apparently ‘exotic’ properties). This result can be extended to a 
universally applicable consequence of complexity conservation law called 
complexity correspondence principle (see also Sections 5.2.2, 7.1) [1]. It 
states that any system cannot correctly simulate/reproduce the behaviour of 
any other system whose unreduced dynamic complexity is greater than the 
same quantity for the simulating system, or in other words, the (effective) 
dynamic complexity of the (correct) simulator should be greater than the 
simulated system/behaviour complexity.37 Any violation of this rule enters 
                                           
37 Taking into account the real dynamics of computation process, one can advance even a 
stronger version of the same principle stating that in practice the effective complexity of a cor-
rect computation process should be at least one complexity level higher than the simulated sys-
tem complexity. It is a consequence of the generalised entropy growth law stating that one can 
never avoid having a finite quantity of useless work and wasted resources. In the case of compu-
tation, one needs to have some ‘auxiliary’ actions (like energy dissipation or intermediate result 
memorisation) that do not directly contribute to the reproduction of simulated system properties, 
but are necessary for realisation of the computation process. This amplified version of com-
plexity correspondence rule implies, for example, that one can simulate an essentially quantum 
behaviour starting only from quantum-and-classical (or hybrid), rather than purely quantum 
computation level (see also below). 
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in direct contradiction with the universally confirmed and rigorously sub-
stantiated complexity conservation law (Section 7.1). The relative error of 
imperfect, low-complexity simulation of a higher-complexity behaviour is 
determined by the relative complexity difference between the two systems. 
The most evident manifestation of the complexity correspondence 
principle just refers to possibilities of real quantum computation in simula-
tion of other system behaviour. Namely, it is rigorously proved now that 
any essentially quantum system/behaviour could properly simulate only 
other essentially quantum behaviour (with lower complexity), but definitely 
not any higher-level behaviour, starting already from elementary classical 
systems. According to the above estimate, the relative error in quantum 
simulation of classical behaviour will be close to unity, which has a trans-
parent physical interpretation: the essentially quantum behaviour is qualita-
tively different from classical behaviour by definition, since quantum be-
haviour is irreducibly nonlocal and coarse-grained, while an elementary 
classical system is permanently localised (around its classical trajectory) 
and fine-grained. In other words, the irreducible quantum nonlocality pre-
vents any reproduction of classical trajectory localisation (which is a mani-
festation of a considerably higher complexity of classical behaviour, con-
trary to what one could imagine within the unitary approach and its mecha-
nistic ‘intuition’).38 
This fundamentally substantiated and realistically explained result of 
the universal science of complexity shows that the opposite statement of 
the unitary theory of quantum computation, insisting upon ‘universality’ of 
(unitary) quantum computation (see e. g. [21,25,46,58,64,67,103,157,158, 
177-181]), is strictly wrong. The evident falsification of reality by the con-
ventional theory of quantum computation turns out to be especially gro-
tesque taking into account its extremely simplified, zero-complexity (uni-
tary) approach, which represents the fatal and artificial reduction to zero of 
already relatively low, but definitely non-zero and absolutely high com-
plexity of real quantum dynamics. In addition, conventional quantum com-
puters are supposed by their proponents to be uniquely efficient in solution 
of just particularly complicated, ‘non-computable’ problems, ‘unbreakable’ 
by ordinary, classical computers (which actually possess much higher 
                                           
38 Note that any abstract, ‘arithmetical’ calculations can also be classified as ‘classical’ type of 
dynamics because of their intrinsic regularity (localisation). 
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complexity than any quantum computer).39 As concerns the announced 
‘successful experimental realisations’ of conventional quantum computa-
tion, their details clearly show that they can well be sufficiently ‘inexact’ to 
account for the irreducible quantum errors, but those unavoidable errors are 
incorrectly presented as acceptable, ‘technical’ deficiency of ‘first’, imper-
fect attempts that can be eliminated in subsequent, more involved versions. 
We have seen, however, that any quantum dynamics is irreducibly ‘coarse-
grained’ and random, including any possible methods of its ‘quantum con-
trol’ (this conclusion agrees, by the way, with the standard quantum postu-
lates, contrary to the conventional schemes of unitary quantum computa-
tion, see also Section 2(ii)). 
It is evident that the same complexity correspondence principle re-
fers to any kind of machine (not only ‘computers’) at any complexity level. 
If we apply it to arbitrary quantum machines, we immediately come to the 
conclusion that in order to be useful for our real, higher-complexity, mac-
roscopic and ‘classical’ needs, quantum machines should necessarily in-
clude some essential classical elements, naturally entangled with their es-
sentially quantum parts. This ‘quantum-classical entanglement’ takes the 
form of dynamic emergence of classical behaviour from purely quantum 
dynamics, being a particular case of higher complexity level emergence in 
the course of complexity development process (Section 7.1) [1] and usually 
                                           
39 Note that already from a general point of view the idea that unitary quantum computers (or 
any other computers) can solve ‘non-computable’ problems only due to their ‘exponentially 
high’ power looks as a basically incorrect one. Indeed, all the obscure notions of conventional 
science around ‘non-computability’, ‘nonintegrability’ and related properties show in any case 
that these are manifestations of a fundamentally and qualitatively different character of prob-
lems in question, with respect to ‘ordinary’, much more simple, ‘computable’ or ‘integrable’ 
problems. It is difficult to expect therefore that such fundamental obstacle can be surmounted 
just by highly (‘exponentially’) increased computation power. In order to master a qualitatively 
more complicated range of problems, one should certainly introduce a qualitative, conceptual 
novelty in the approach to their solution (analytical or numerical), which should corresponding-
ly describe qualitatively new, extended properties of reality actually accounting for the ‘non-
computability’, ‘nonintegrability’, or ‘non-decidability’ of its fundamentally simplified represen-
tation in the non-extended approach. The dynamic multivaluedness paradigm confirms this gen-
eral conclusion and specifies the conceptual novelty hidden behind the conventional ‘non-
computability’ and other ‘difficulties’ as the dynamically multivalued, self-developing entan-
glement of interacting entities within any system, behaviour, or phenomenon (Chapters 3-5). It 
is the unreduced dynamic complexity of a problem (and the real system it describes) that consti-
tutes the true, universal and causal, origin of all the ‘irresolvable’ difficulties of the unitary 
problem reduction. The effective complexity correspondence between a problem and the totality 
of tools applied for its solution (including the explicitly man-made, ‘analytical’ parts) also be-
comes thus universally and transparently justified by the ensuing complexity correspondence 
principle, which states that the computation process complexity should exceed that of the com-
puted system/behaviour. 
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occurring as formation of elementary bound state of several quantum sys-
tems (Sections 4.7, 5.3(C)). The intermediate, transient phases of this irre-
ducibly complex-dynamical (multivalued) transformation constitute, where 
they can appear, the process of ‘quantum measurement’, now obtaining its 
causally complete interpretation [1,10]. The resulting system, consisting 
from at least two large neighbouring (groups of) complexity levels, can be 
called quantum-and-classical, or hybrid machine, irrespective of its detailed 
origin and function (natural, artificial, computer, generator, etc.). Taking 
into account the physical structure of real material objects, we can conclude 
now that all the existing structures, including living systems, operate, at 
their several lowest (microscopic) complexity levels, as such hybrid ma-
chines whose irreducibly complex-dynamical (multivalued) functioning, 
revealed within our unreduced interaction analysis, explains the observed 
unique properties of nature in general and living organisms in particular, 
including their quasi-autonomous evolution and the emergent property of 
intelligence [1]. We can see also the objective reason for the fundamental 
impossibility of causal understanding of natural micro-machine dynamics 
and any its property within the dynamically single-valued, perturbative ap-
proximation of conventional science (including the scholar solid-state 
physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, etc.). 
This actually unavoidable transition to classicality in the dynamics 
of any real, practically useful ‘quantum’ machine (including quantum com-
puters) means that essentially quantum dynamics can exist only as an inte-
gral part of a real quantum machine that will necessarily contain also essen-
tial classical parts/stages, naturally emerging as various bound states of ini-
tially purely quantum (unbound) components by the complex-dynamical, 
totally realistic interaction mechanism of (generalised) ‘quantum measure-
ment’ [1,10] (which has nothing to do with the artificially inserted, abstract 
‘decoherence’ of conventional theory, see Sections 4.7, 5.3(C)). Therefore 
the real, natural or artificial, quantum machines are essentially hybrid de-
vices in their internal dynamics, which is quite different from the conven-
tional theory expectations with respect to ‘natural’ possibility of essentially 
quantum machines (also at higher, macroscopic levels like e. g. in the 
‘quantum brain/consciousness’ hypothesis), where the emergence of classi-
cality can be ‘somehow’ added as a result of ‘quantum measurement’ per-
formed rather outside of the proper system dynamics and remaining charac-
teristically ‘mysterious’ in detail. 
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It is important also to emphasize the essential difference between this 
clearly specified, dynamically multivalued character of irreducible com-
plexity manifestations in micro-machine dynamics and various ‘guesses’ 
about complexity ghosts, or ‘signs’, within the unitary quantum theory (e. 
g. [192-195,345-352]), based rather on empirical intuition about natural 
‘quantum machines’, but actually using unitary and highly speculative imi-
tations of ‘complexity’ that remain fundamentally incompatible with any 
unreduced complexity manifestations in natural micro-systems (Section 
7.1). All those unitary imitations of explicitly complex-dynamical, irregular 
and diverse micro-systems, including ‘quantum neural networks’ [192,193, 
347-349], ‘synthetic’ and ‘smart’ quantum structures [194,195, 348], 
‘quantum biocomputers’ [352,353] and unifying quantum ‘biologic’ prin-
ciples [354], demonstrate especially grotesque, surrealistic contrast be-
tween the general promises and particular results of the unitary, ‘exact’ sci-
ence paradigm, revealing the sheer contradiction with its own ‘criteria of 
truth’ and the elementary consistency demand. 
 
7.3. Universal direction of system evolution, 
causal interpretation of intelligence and transition 
to creative computation/production processes 
 
The described qualitatively new properties of real quantum ma-
chines, based on the explicitly chaotic (dynamically multivalued) character 
of the driving interaction processes, change completely the meaning itself 
of micro-machine operation and related concepts of their creation, use and 
control. As shown above, the unitary, regular control assumed in conven-
tional theory is fundamentally impossible. On the other hand, the unre-
duced complex dynamics has its own, natural law and ‘direction’ of devel-
opment corresponding, according to the universal symmetry of complexity, 
to the permanent growth of complexity-entropy at the expense of equal de-
crease of dynamic complexity-information (Section 7.1). The unavoidable 
emergence of classical behaviour within the essentially quantum dynamics 
(in the form of elementary bound states) is an example of such natural 
complexity development within the real micro-machine. The details of 
complexity development process depend on the system interactions (in-
cluding outside influences), in agreement with the universal formalism of 
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the unreduced science of complexity (Chapters 3, 4, Section 7.1). Therefore 
the regular ‘programming’ and control of unitary, conventional machines is 
replaced for any explicitly complex-dynamical (multivalued) machine, in-
cluding all quantum (hybrid) machines, by the universal criterion of opti-
mal (or desired) complexity-entropy growth realised through the proper 
modification of system interactions, which should be considered, however, 
only in their unreduced, dynamically multivalued (essentially nonunitary) 
version. One always obtains, for that kind of machine, the explicitly coarse-
grained, dynamically random system evolution, unpredictable in details and 
irreversible. In return, the system possesses its own intrinsic creativity (the 
capacity for self-development, or dynamic adaptability) and related expo-
nentially high efficiency of real, ‘incoherent’, dynamically multivalued 
evolution (see Section 7.1 for detailed estimates). 
This superior efficiency of creation by unreduced complexity devel-
opment with respect to its quasi-unitary reduction within the ordinary, 
regular machines is the evident result of the main feature of dynamic mul-
tivaluedness itself, explicitly appearing at the truly chaotic stages of natural 
interaction processes and adding many supplementary, real and dynamical-
ly created state-possibilities to the single realisation of the unitary operation 
scheme. Since the developing interaction complexity naturally forms the 
multitude of its dynamically related levels with many realisations at each of 
them, we obtain indeed exponentially many realisation-possibilities for the 
explicitly complex system instead of only one ‘linear’ realisation of quasi-
regular machine: tot 1( )nN N , where totN  is the total number of system 
realisation-states, 1N  is the average number (‘geometrical mean’) of reali-
sations at each level and n is the number of levels. It is important that hier-
archical complexity levels develop the fractal structure of their realisations 
dynamically, i. e. in correspondence, guaranteed by interactive multi-
valuedness, with already existing structures (this is the property of interac-
tive, or dynamic, adaptability, Section 4.4), so that the system develops its 
structure in the direction of the ‘right solution’ by actually performing only 
a ‘linearly’ small part of all the exponentially large number of complex-
dynamical ‘operations’ (probabilistic realisation switch), which provides 
the complex-dynamical extension of conventional, unitary ‘parallelism’ in 
the machine (especially computer) operation, necessarily based on propor-
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tional, mechanistic addition, or (linear) superposition, of individual unit 
powers. One should not forget also that deeper-level realisation switches 
occur at progressively (exponentially) decreasing time scales, which are de-
termined by corresponding interaction splitting itself, eqs. (67), so that the 
whole exponentially large hierarchy of 1( )nN  realisations is ‘processed’ by 
the system ‘in the same time’ (comparable with the duration of a higher 
level realisation switch), which reveals another aspect of extended, dynam-
ically multivalued parallelism of unreduced dynamics. Due to the hierar-
chical, dynamically determined structure of unreduced interaction com-
plexity, the ‘computing’ power contributions from whole separate levels 
(rather then single units of one level) are thus multiplied (rather than add-
ed), which gives the exponentially high efficiency of properly oriented 
multivalued dynamics for both quantum and classical degrees of freedom, 
without any ‘quantum’ or other ‘miracles’ from conventional theory (see 
also Section 7.1). 
Correspondingly, the result of any explicitly chaotic machine opera-
tion, including that of real quantum (hybrid) machines and neural networks 
(brain), cannot be reduced to any unitary ‘calculation’ or ‘information pro-
cessing’ expressed in purely abstract ‘numbers’. It always contains really 
emerging, tangible and unpredictable in detail (asymmetric) structures con-
sisting from permanently changing system realisations and constituting 
‘material products’ of system operation, with their inimitable properties 
and internal complex-dynamical ‘life’ (Section 7.1). The underlying com-
plexity development process can be described as an intrinsic, inseparable 
mixture of the essentially inexact ‘calculation’ of the necessary parameters 
of the ‘adaptable production line’ and the production (creation) itself sub-
jected to the same uncertainty in details (but not in the general process di-
rection, determined by irreversible complexity unfolding). Therefore the 
purpose and strategy of construction and complex-dynamical control of real 
micro-machines (and other explicitly chaotic machines and processes) is 
quite different from the mechanistic unitary ‘instructions’ directing the sys-
tem along the regular, shortest trajectory towards the desired, exactly pre-
determined state. We do not need any more to mechanistically and sense-
lessly separate the processes of unitary calculation with questionable effi-
ciency and the following production stage, but can concentrate on the final 
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purpose of production within a single process, leaving to the complex ma-
chine dynamics itself to choose the optimal way to the final goal in accord 
with the universal symmetry of complexity (usually this way will be ex-
tremely involved in detail, dynamically fractal, probabilistic and therefore 
‘non-computable’ for the unitary machine and approach).40 Not only de-
spite the multiple ‘errors’ the explicitly chaotic computing system can cor-
rectly and efficiently unfold its hidden complexity and thus ‘solve a diffi-
cult problem’, but also only due to the intrinsically random, dynamically 
driven deviations can it possess the superior capacity of creation, inaccessi-
ble for any ordinary, regular machine and including such features as auton-
omous structure development according to the inherent ‘purpose’, ‘desire’, 
or ‘élan’ (the ‘free will’ property) and ability to understand (intelligence, 
consciousness). 
The ordinary, unitary ‘programming’ of a fixed structure and regular 
instruction list for the conventional computer is replaced, for the explicitly 
multivalued (including quantum) machines, by (1) the proper choice of ini-
tial interaction configuration, determining the stock of system complexity, 
in the form of dynamic information, to be developed into the final form of 
dynamic entropy/structure (the complex-dynamical ‘hardware’, or ‘device 
configuration’) and (2) additional control (complexity introduction) in 
some key, ‘turning’ points of interaction development that can be realised 
with the help of analytical description and causal understanding of the uni-
versal science of complexity (Chapters 3-5, Section 7.1) assisted, where 
necessary, by numerical calculations on a usual, classical and quasi-unitary 
computer working within the unreduced complexity description (the com-
plex-dynamical ‘software’, or ‘user programming’). It is important that 
both the detailed process development and its general direction/purpose 
will be determined by the single, universal criterion of explicit complexity 
development (optimal growth of dynamic entropy). As follows from this 
                                           
40 Note that even the operation of usual, classical and quasi-unitary computers can be considered 
as a limiting, degenerate case of multivalued dynamics, which approaches closely enough to the 
limiting case of SOC regime (Section 4.5.1) with very dense realisation distribution within each 
emerging quasi-regular structure. The high enough (though never complete) regularity and pre-
determined parameters of macroscopic structures within the usual computer permit their inter-
pretation in terms of abstract, dimensionless ‘bits’. The situation changes, however, in cases of 
unavoidable ‘halts’ or ‘non-computable’/‘unsolvable’ problems, where each conventional com-
puter at each particular state behaves specifically and unpredictably, suddenly revealing the un-
reduced, though indeed largely hidden, complexity of its ‘computation’ dynamics. 
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criterion, complex-dynamical (multivalued) processes determine any ma-
chine operation, including usual, quasi-regular machines/computers. In-
deed, programming of ordinary devices should always be done by pro-
grammers with explicitly complex, multivalued dynamics (actually repre-
sented by human brain operation), which remains ‘in the background’ in 
that case, but is indispensable just because it introduces the necessary com-
plexity. Therefore the realisation of both (generalised) hardware and soft-
ware for any real machine/computer is based on essentially complex-
dynamical, multivalued interaction processes, but in the case of conven-
tional, externally ‘regular’ machines the unreduced complexity manifesta-
tions remain more hidden within the detailed computation process or its 
human preparation dynamics. Note that the unitary approach in general and 
especially its application to computation process description are based on 
the opposite picture, where not only ‘small’ but inevitable deviations from 
regularity of the ordinary, quasi-unitary machines/systems are neglected, 
but also the relatively high and obviously irreducible irregularity of explic-
itly chaotic computation dynamics (both quantum and classical) is deliber-
ately replaced by a unitary imitation, usually in the form of external, artifi-
cially inserted ‘stochasticity’ subjected to regular ‘control’ procedures. 
 
The described complex-dynamical ‘autonomy’ of explicitly chaotic 
machine dynamics that chooses itself the ‘best’ way to the final goal of to-
tal complexity unfolding (with a finite risk of local ‘impasses’) has the 
property of elementary ‘understanding’ by the system of its own dynamics 
and purposes, inherent in the system, as opposed to the completely ‘stupid’, 
senseless and mechanistic character of any quasi-unitary, regular machine 
operation (and any unitary construction/scheme in general), which should 
be totally administered from the outside, through the imposed deterministic 
‘program’. This actually brings us to the causally complete, objective inter-
pretation of the property of intelligence and consciousness in the universal 
science of complexity [1,4]. Intelligence can be consistently defined as the 
total dynamic complexity of a sufficiently autonomous system from a high 
enough level of complexity (entering thus in the category of intelligent, or 
cognitive, systems) [1], which gives automatically the universal quantita-
tive, dynamically derived measure of intelligence. The universal symmetry 
of complexity shows immediately (see Section 7.1) that intelligence is a 
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quantitatively conserved, but internally, qualitatively developing system 
property (during its finite lifetime), with its unceasingly and irreversibly 
growing part of wisdom (knowledge) equal to the system dynamic entropy 
and diminishing part of cleverness (keenness, eagerness to know) expressed 
quantitatively by dynamic information. 
Note that in the usual case of a reasonably open cognitive system one 
can include the effective ‘environment’ into the system while applying the 
above definition of its intelligence. However, the system intelligence as 
such is always basically determined by its internal (total) complexity fixed 
at birth (system emergence), while the necessary interaction with the envi-
ronment plays rather the role of a necessary ‘trigger’, or ‘catalyst’, of de-
velopment that can introduce only small direct changes to the total system 
complexity (even though relative variations of the current level of dynamic 
entropy-wisdom at first stages of development can be greater). In fact, this 
property of cognitive system, i. e. relative independence of its intelligence 
from the environment, constitutes an integral part of its definition, specify-
ing the demand for a ‘high enough’ level of its complexity [1]. These con-
clusions of the universal science of complexity enter in fundamental con-
tradiction with a recently proposed concept of intelligence representing the 
best results of conventional, unitary science of complexity and based on the 
popular method of computer simulations with a group of competing 
‘agents’ [355]. It is concluded that intelligence is ‘inseparable’ from the 
environment and totally determined by system (or ‘agent’) interaction with 
it, being defined by an ‘operational’, rather than analytical, criterion of 
‘victory’ of a ‘more intelligent’ agent in a market-like competition, ob-
tained as a result of its more successful cheating on its less ‘advanced’ col-
leagues and depending essentially on various, generally random external 
factors [355]. As a matter of fact, the contrast between the two approaches 
is not surprising at all and only reflects the corresponding difference be-
tween the unreduced (dynamically multivalued) and imitative (unitary) ver-
sions of complexity, thus confirming the former. Indeed, the effectively 
one-dimensional, zero-complexity, mechanistic ‘agents’ from any unitary 
version of ‘complexity’ are always totally dependent upon ‘undirected’, 
random environmental fluctuations just because of ultimately low, zero 
value of their true, unreduced complexity, this situation being quite similar 
to various mechanistic imitations of ‘complexity’ and ‘chaoticity’ in the 
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unitary science (see e. g. Chapter 6). Note, however, that when such higher-
level notions as intelligence intervene in the ordinary play of words of the 
unitary ‘science of complexity’, a deeper, ‘human’ preferences and quali-
ties become more evident and come out of their usually hidden (but always 
existing) ‘background’ within a formally ‘objective’, but actually quite in-
telligent (in the desired sense) scientific study (see also Chapter 9). 
It is not surprising that such environment-dependent cheating, ‘mi-
nority games’, or any other unitary imitation of intelligence cannot afford 
any reasonable definition of consciousness representing a superior level of 
intelligence. By contrast, the universal science of complexity is not limited 
‘from above’ and therefore the causally complete concept of consciousness 
is naturally obtained as the same, unreduced dynamic complexity (of an au-
tonomous, cognitive system), but starting from a still higher (than simple 
intelligence) level of complexity [1], encompassing system interactions 
with, and classically fixed (localised) knowledge about, a much larger, 
‘embedding’ reality (the ‘world’, or ‘universe’). Due to the hierarchical, 
‘emergent’ structure of unreduced complexity (Section 7.1), this means that 
consciousness includes (developing) intelligence and that a system can be 
quite intelligent, but not really conscious (or ‘human’), which only con-
firms, of course, empirical observations and certain intuitive expectations. 
In a similar way, the real, complex-dynamical consciousness (contrary to 
its unitary imitations) includes itself a hierarchy of smaller and bigger lev-
els appearing through the actually accessible scale of unreduced reality 
comprehension, which is limited from below (by the maximal practical, 
globally chaotic, ‘animal’ intelligence), but need not be limited from above. 
Consciousness realisation within the human brain (providing its 
unique known case) can be described in more detail in the universal science 
of complexity by application of its unified approach to the unreduced elec-
tro-chemical interactions between and within the brain cells, which leads to 
the generalised Schrödinger equation as a result of causal quantisation pro-
cedure (see eqs. (68)-(73) from Section 7.1), where the generalised wave-
function  describes now the real, fractally structured electro-chemical 
wave field of intelligence/consciousness, or the brainfunction [1,4]. The 
complex-dynamical reductions, or ‘collapses’, of the brainfunction, occur-
ring by the universal mechanism of essential nonlinearity development 
(Sections 4.2-3) at the corresponding, macroscopic level of electro-
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chemical interaction in the brain, appear in the form of ‘suddenly’ emerg-
ing ‘impressions’, ‘thoughts’ and ‘ideas’. As always, the dynamically mul-
tivalued, fractal and probabilistic entanglement of interaction components 
(eqs. (20)-(31)) constitutes the key feature of the complex-dynamical sys-
tem description, distinguishing it qualitatively from any formal imitations 
of unitary science around fundamental understanding of brain operation 
‘complexity’ and providing, in particular, the essential properties of con-
scious brain operation, which remain basically, causally ‘inexplicable’ 
within the unitary approach [7]. Consciousness emergence from the lower 
complexity level of non-conscious, ‘animal’ intelligence can be under-
stood, in particular, as a higher-level analogue of transition from essentially 
quantum, delocalised to classical, permanently localised behaviour of ele-
mentary bound systems (Section 5.3(C)). 
These results can evidently have a multitude of constructively orient-
ed, creative applications in various branches of ‘brain science’, including 
especially the use of the obtained causally complete, unified understanding 
of real brain operation for creation of artificial intelligent and now even 
conscious systems. We also obtain a rigorous proof of fundamental impos-
sibility of these problems solution within the conventional, unitary ap-
proach, which is confirmed by existing results (see e. g. [5,7]) and points to 
the necessity and well specified direction of qualitative change in strategic 
research orientation. In connection to quantum machine problem, it be-
comes evident, in particular, that any ‘quantum’ concept of consciousness 
(see e. g. [15,68-71]) is basically wrong, while any essentially quantum 
machine cannot be ‘smart’ (cf. [194,195,351]), i. e. possess properties from 
higher, classical levels of complexity. Both conclusions directly follow 
from the complexity correspondence principle, being itself a manifestation 
of the universal symmetry of complexity and stating that a (computing) 
system cannot simulate/reproduce any behaviour with the unreduced dy-
namic complexity higher than its own complexity (Sections 7.1, 7.2, 5.2.2). 
Since causally explained quantum behaviour is limited to lowest complexi-
ty levels (Section 4.6), any quantum dynamics could at best reproduce an-
other quantum behaviour with the same or lower complexity. 
The qualitative difference between explicitly complex-dynamical 
(multivalued) operation of intelligent/conscious systems and conventional, 
quasi-unitary ‘computation’ becomes thus clearly and rigorously specified 
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within the dynamic redundance paradigm and the ensuing universal con-
cept of complexity [1], which reveals, in particular, the deeply erroneous, 
totally unrealistic nature of conventional science illusions about ‘quantum’ 
and other unitary versions of artificial ‘thinking machines’ that could re-
produce, at least partially, the essential properties of natural intelligence 
(see also Chapter 8). It is also important that the obtained guidelines for 
development of a qualitatively new, essentially chaotic (multivalued) kind 
of machines and technology have the universal meaning with possible ap-
plications to various levels of machine/system dynamics and different types 
of systems: quantum (hybrid) and classical, micro- and macro-, ‘compu-
ting’ (simulating) and producing, ‘thinking’ and ‘practically realising’, ‘in-
dividual’ and ‘social’, etc. 
The main, essential feature of this new kind of machines, also pre-
sent in natural systems, but thoroughly eliminated from conventional, uni-
tary theory and technology, is the omnipresent, autonomous creation of 
new entities (structures and dynamic regimes), with the unavoidable pay-
ment for this capacity in the form of irreducible, and relatively large, dy-
namic uncertainty in the detailed parameters of the ‘products’ and their 
creation process. The created new entities form the emerging system con-
figurations described in the universal science of complexity by system real-
isations, with their well-defined, entangled and fractal, internal structure 
and a priori probability distributions (see e. g. eqs. (24)-(27)). By contrast, 
unitary science, intrinsically opposed to the natural system creativity, can-
not find the unreduced, nonperturbative problem solution and is limited 
therefore to semi-empirical postulation (guessing) of the emerging system 
configuration and properties, which cannot be efficient in any case of ex-
plicitly complex dynamics (cf. e. g. the problem of ‘configurational space’ 
and other canonical ‘mysteries’ in conventional quantum mechanics [1-4]). 
The unavoidable dynamic randomness of explicitly complex dynam-
ics appears not as a shortcoming, but rather as an advantage at this superior 
level of science and technology and can actually be regulated in a necessary 
way (but not eliminated!) with the help of universal formalism and general 
results of the new science of complexity (Chapters 3-5) [1]. It is interesting 
to note, in particular, that essentially quantum stages of real, chaotic micro-
machines do not critically depend on various external, ‘noisy’ or parasitic 
influences, just because of their already present genuine, purely internal 
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chaoticity (multivaluedness), as opposed to the fatal role of ‘decoherence’ 
for the unitary quantum computer dynamics (including unitary imitations of 
‘quantum chaos’) related to the absolute, and therefore infinitely vulnera-
ble, regularity of unitary dynamics (so that the assumed ‘decohering’ influ-
ences should eventually produce a ‘chaotic’, though ill-defined, state of 
unitary machine, in contradiction to its postulated principle of action, cf. 
refs. [14,157-160] and Chapter 6). 
Another characteristic feature of the new old machinery with ‘living’ 
dynamics is that various levels, scales and regimes of dynamics, remaining 
separated within the unitary operation, tend now to be dynamically, ‘natu-
rally’ unified within a single system that autonomously evolves and switch-
es between them, realising the optimal complexity development (from dy-
namic information to entropy) in accord with the imposed initial sys-
tem/interaction configuration. Thus, as we noted many times in previous 
Chapters, the lowest, essentially quantum levels of machine operation can-
not solve any sensible, useful task without producing dynamically elemen-
tary classical (bound and localised) states that can be directly transmitted to 
user or further evolve, within the same system or ‘dynamical factory’, into 
states from still higher complexity levels (as it permanently happens within 
every living organism or ecosystem). Therefore the essentially quantum 
stages of a useful ‘quantum’ machine operation can actually exist only 
within a hybrid, ‘quantum-and-classical’ machine, where both quantum and 
classical stages, as well as their dynamical links are important, contrary to 
the case of ‘purely’ classical machines, where the underlying quantum dy-
namics remains hidden and unimportant because their essential operation 
(complexity development) starts from classical complexity levels. 
Another unifying tendency joins inseparably, within a single com-
plex-dynamical process, what is called ‘computation’ and ‘production’ in 
the unitary technology. Indeed, we have shown above (Sections 5.2.2, 7.1, 
7.2) that the canonical, regular, unitary ‘calculation’ is impossible within 
any real quantum or other explicitly chaotic system, whereas its actual dy-
namics does consist in unceasing production, or creation, of new structures 
and dynamic regimes. The necessary ‘computation’ of their optimal se-
quence and parameter adjustment is naturally incorporated into the same 
complex, multi-level, fractal dynamics, which simultaneously constitutes 
the essence of autonomous, complex-dynamical, nonunitary (probabilistic) 
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system ‘(self-)control’. Correspondingly, the conventional, unitary, 
‘straightforward’ and regular control is never possible in its pure form, 
even for quasi-unitary (SOC) kind of dynamics, and becomes practically 
senseless in the case of explicitly chaotic machines. The omnipresent and 
evident examples of the ‘mixed’, ‘computation-and-production’ kind of op-
eration are provided by many natural micro- and macro-machines, such as 
a single living cell or the global brain dynamics, the latter case clearly 
demonstrating the ‘mixed’ character of intelligence/consciousness that uni-
fies such functions as ‘calculation’, ‘memorisation’, creation and rear-
rangement of results into one, inseparable interaction process, in sharp con-
trast to conventional, quasi-unitary computers. 
It is important that the outlined qualitative specificity of explicitly 
complex-dynamical machines obtains a causally complete, reality-based 
explanation within the dynamic redundance paradigm, as opposed to purely 
empirical, intuitive guesses, pseudo-philosophical speculations and post-
modern, ‘fashionable’ and ‘advanced’ plays of words by self-chosen 
‘priests’ of unitary science, so abundantly appearing lately in the most ‘sol-
id’, professional and popular science sources. Since the empirically based 
technology development has definitely brought civilisation, just at the pre-
sent particular moment of its development, to direct practical exploration of 
those ‘explicitly complex-dynamical’ (chaotic) regimes of behaviour (such 
as ‘quantum limit’ in micro-electronics, or brain dynamics, or genetic ma-
nipulations, or the planetary ecology and development levels), we can state 
that a ‘sustainable’, definitely and provably progressive future development 
of science and technology (and thus life in the whole) can only be realised 
by passing, starting from now, through the profound transition to the de-
scribed ‘creative computation/production processes’ in practically any kind 
of activity. In the next Chapter we specify the essential details of this quali-
tative transition concerning especially micro-machines and taking into ac-
count some recently advanced ‘initiatives’ of unitary science (such as ‘nan-
otechnology’), which remains unchanged in the intrinsic limitations of its 
basic, dynamically single-valued and mechanistic approach, but often tries 
to dress them in the fashionable clothes of a ‘new paradigm’. 
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8. Dynamically multivalued, not unitary or stochastic, 
micro-machines as the real basis for the next 
technological revolution 
 
Although applications of conventional quantum mechanics to micro-
system description have been concentrated lately on ‘quantum computers’ 
as a real quantum machine prototype, it is not difficult to see that other 
branches of applied science and technology quickly converge to similar 
types of ultimately small structures representing just another kind or aspect 
of micro-system composed of essentially quantum (i. e. explicitly multi-
valued) elements. One can refer, for example, to the actively promoted and 
rather smeared group of concepts unified under the term of ‘nanotechnolo-
gy’ and studying possibilities of creation of various ‘nanomachines’ and 
‘nanostructures’ [356-359] based on the original concept by Richard 
Feynman [360]. Whereas many objects and structures with characteristic 
element size of nanometre scale ( 10 100 Å ), encompassing just a few 
typical interatomic distances in a condensed phase of matter, can now be 
really produced and studied in detail (up to one-atom manipulation), the 
central, widely announced and ‘truly fantastic’ ambition of nanotechnology 
concept [356,357] goes much farther and apparently encounters a strong 
barrier of practical realisation: it deals with creation of active, productive 
machines conceived as nanoscale copies of ordinary, macroscopic mecha-
nisms with a similar spectrum of complicated, locally complete dynamical 
functions, as opposed to only passively used, static (and often quasi-
regular) ‘nano-structures’. 
Yet another direction of ‘spontaneous’ quantum machine emergence 
today comes from molecular biology, including especially practical genet-
ics and related micro-system analysis (see e. g. ref. [361] on this subject 
discussed here in its conceptual, rather than technical, aspects). This ten-
dency towards natural, already existing nanomachine understanding and 
control could, of course, be expected and makes progressively its way 
among more artificial approaches (while retaining usual limitations of uni-
tary science, see the end of Section 7.2 for discussion and references). It is 
important to emphasize that both artificial and natural micro-machine stud-
ies are performed inevitably within the same over-simplified, dynamically 
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single-valued (unitary) approach of conventional science, meaning that 
‘machines’ and systems of any origin and size are always basically inter-
preted in the extremely mechanistic sense of a totally regular, ‘clock-work’ 
kind of effectively one-dimensional, sequentially acting mechanism (includ-
ing the artificially inserted, non-dynamical, external ‘randomness’, ‘chaot-
icity’ and ‘multi-stability’/‘parallelism’), exactly as it happens within the 
conventional version of a particular kind of micro-machines, quantum 
computers (see e. g. refs. [362-364] for general presentations of the field 
and Chapters 2, 5, 7 for detailed discussions and references). This conclu-
sion and the underlying causally complete picture of complex (multivalued) 
dynamics of any real micro-system (Chapters 3-7) remain totally valid for 
and applicable to conventional genetic studies and related living cell (or-
ganism) dynamics, which generally follow the same reduced, unitary, se-
quential logic of usual, mechanistic, predetermined and non-creative ‘pro-
gramming’ deprived of unreduced, strong-interaction effects, despite many 
‘general’ speculations about genome ‘interactions’ and ‘complexity’ under-
stood as a loosely interpreted ‘intricacy’ and the evident qualitative differ-
ence of living and biological ‘machines’ from any man-made device, in-
cluding multiple, well-known ‘enigma’ around emergence, evolution and 
essential dynamics of life. 
Since our approach and its results are intrinsically universal (Chap-
ters 3, 4), we shall concentrate our present discussion of practical micro-
technology strategy on the most popular and ‘hot’ idea of nanomachines 
(nanotechnology), while noting that all the main conclusions and their fun-
damental substantiation are equally well and directly applicable to other 
micro-technology directions (including its biological branches) and have 
already been outlined and practically specified in previous Chapters for the 
case of quantum computers.41 It is important to emphasize, in this connec-
tion, that the unitary nanotechnology ideas also have their underlying, more 
‘fundamental’ (though completely erroneous) basis in the conventional, 
unitary theory development, starting from the corner-stone formulation of 
the idea by Feynman [360] (it is actually only repeated with variations in 
                                           
41 It may be worthy of recalling that the prefix ‘micro-’ (‘machine’, ‘technology’, etc.) in our 
present terminology actually includes all ‘small’ structures and scales (such as ‘nanostructures’) 
for which the unreduced dynamic complexity appears in explicitly nonunitary (dynamically 
multivalued) forms, including essentially quantum, hybrid and explicitly chaotic classical types 
of behaviour. 
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the modern ‘practical nanotechnology’ approach [356-359]),42 then passing 
by the quantum technology/revolution branch [362-365], up to post-
modern, pseudo-philosophical speculations around ‘quantum brain’, ‘quan-
tum consciousness’, ‘quantum self’, ‘quantum society’, etc. [366,367] (see 
also [15,68-71,350]). It is not difficult to see that those unlimited ‘quan-
tum’ fantasies of unitary approach are closely related to a yet more general, 
deeply mechanistic way of destruction of real-world complexity in favour 
of ‘spiritual machines’ persistently promoted within certain direction of 
thinking, which is hardly distinguishable from one-dimensional imitations 
it tries to impose (see e. g. [368] and further discussion in Chapter 9). 
Returning to the situation in conventional nanotechnology [356-359], 
based on such ‘revolutionary’ ideas as ‘nanorobots’, ‘molecular motors’, or 
‘atomic assemblers’, we note the relation with our general results (Chapters 
3, 4, 7) applied above mainly to quantum computers (Chapters 5, 7), but 
actually valid for any kind of real micro-machine. It has been rigorously 
shown, in particular, that any essentially quantum behaviour (inevitably de-
termining major stages of nanomachine dynamics) is characterised by 
causally derived and relatively large (‘global’) dynamical randomness and 
discreteness (‘quantisation’) due to the dynamically multivalued entangle-
ment between the interacting system components. These irreducible mani-
festations of genuine quantum chaos (Chapter 6) destroy all the key as-
                                           
42 It is interesting to note that the conventional nanotechnology idea comes thus from the same, 
widely advertised ‘genius of theoretical physics’, R.P. Feynman, who was at the origin of the 
unitary quantum computer idea [18] evoking eventually all (post-) modern ‘quantum miracles’ 
(on paper) and quantum mystification (real). These two extraordinary ‘successes’ of unitary 
thinking are not occasional and just continue the series of previous ‘breakthroughs’ promoted 
with the invariably high intensity of praise. Thus, ‘Feynman path integrals’ originate from im-
proper extension of perturbation theory results beyond the region of its validity (which leads to 
the ‘false exponential dependence’ [1], see also the end of Section 7.1), while they do not re-
solve any of the canonical ‘quantum mysteries’ and remain totally within its purely abstract 
formulation in terms of mathematical ‘spaces’ of ‘state vectors’ (the same is actually true for 
path integral applications beyond quantum theory). Finally, ‘Feynman diagrams’, probably the 
most popular ‘achievement’ from the same series, are nothing but ‘figurative’ and largely ‘intui-
tive’ (subjective) representation of perturbation theory results, preserving all its ‘fatal’ limita-
tions, such as omnipresent divergence and inability to describe any truly ‘interesting’, qualita-
tive novelty, whereas the ‘intuitive’ construction of such ‘tools’ as diagrams certainly opens 
much larger space for unjustified extension of result validity, play with ‘free parameters’ and 
vain, ‘philosophical’ speculations. The illusions of unitary quantum computation and deceptive 
abundance of “room at the bottom” [360] (today's ‘nanotechnology’ hype) represent therefore 
just a small (and let's hope final) part of a long-lasting flux of losses generated by only one, dis-
proportionally boosted and unreasonably canonised ‘high priest’ of unitary thinking whose in-
fluence largely dominates until now over its well-organised troops remaining ‘brainwashed by 
Feynman’ [369], even more than they can imagine (see also Chapter 9). 
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sumptions of the conventional nanotechnology concept, such as unitary de-
sign, ‘programming’ and ‘control’ of a basically regular, sequential (i. e. 
unitary) machine function realised according to the desired pattern that 
should be predictable in any its essential detail. The real micro-machine 
dynamics has a qualitatively different character described by the hierar-
chical, creative and unpredictable in detail (explicitly multivalued) process 
of complexity development (Chapter 7), which can be represented mathe-
matically by the dynamically probabilistic fractal [1] (Section 4.4), inacces-
sible to any unitary imitation. Note that this conclusion remains valid with 
respect to classical elementary stages of nanomachine dynamics because 
they are also characterised, due to the main concept of ‘ultimate smallness’, 
by an intrinsically coarse-grained structure, where the universal action 
quantum h   of essentially quantum dynamics is replaced by a non-
universal, but relatively large action quantum x p    , x  and p  be-
ing the characteristic minimal increments of element (e. g. atom) position 
and momentum. 
One may note also that the naïve fantasies of conventional nanotech-
nology concept trying to directly, mechanistically endow micro-machine 
dynamics with the properties of ordinary, macroscopic mechanisms are 
fundamentally deficient because they represent explicit violation of the 
universal complexity correspondence principle and the underlying sym-
metry of complexity (Sections 5.2.2, 7.1, 7.2), which state that a lower-
complexity, e. g. quantum or simplest classical, system cannot reproduce a 
higher-complexity, ‘macroscopic’ behaviour in principle, since the differ-
ence between the two just determines the essential difference between the 
conserved complexity levels. A loosely formulated version of complexity 
correspondence principle implies that the number of ‘useful things’, or ac-
tions, a mechanism can produce is roughly proportional to the height of its 
complexity level within the total hierarchy of complexity and thus also, in 
average, to the characteristic length scale at that level because those things 
or actions are represented by system realisations whose number determines 
the unreduced dynamic complexity of the system (Section 4.1). Therefore 
the ultimately small systems, nanostructures and nanomachines, can be use-
ful only in producing the simplest, elementary operations, which usually 
need then to be directly utilised and amplified within the connected hierar-
chy of larger structures with growing complexity, as it actually occurs in all 
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natural, biological microsystems exemplified by the hierarchy of cell struc-
ture and dynamics. 
This means, in other words, that the ultimately small parts of a ma-
chine or device cannot in principle be as autonomous as usual, macroscopic 
constructions, contrary to the main ‘motivating’ ideas of conventional nan-
otechnology [356-360]. The underlying unitary approach statement [360] is 
therefore basically wrong and the ‘room at the bottom’ is strictly limited by 
the relatively low maximum complexity and thus diversity of functions it 
can contain, which is a typical limitation to illusive unitary ‘miracles’ im-
posed by the realistic, complex-dynamical (multivalued) analysis of unre-
duced interaction processes (see Chapters 5, 7 for similar conclusions for 
quantum computers). Indeed, complexity can be most consistently meas-
ured in the units of generalised action (Section 7.1), so that the characteris-
tic complexity value is proportional to the characteristic system size and 
momentum (see above), where the latter is limited by the characteristic 
binding (interaction) energy in the system (i. e. by the condition for the sys-
tem to remain intact as such). 
One should note here that the comparison should be made between 
respective system dynamic regimes that can be closer either to the global 
chaos (Section 4.5.2), like it occurs in the case of living micro-system dy-
namics, or to the multivalued SOC (Section 4.5.1), as it is the case for the 
ordinary macroscopic machinery (including, of course, conventional ‘mi-
croprocessors’ and other formally ‘small’ units). The explicitly chaotic dy-
namics can produce complex enough effects already at the nanoscale size 
of elementary cell structures, but it absolutely needs the unreduced, dynam-
ically multivalued analysis for its adequate description and control. The 
unitary approach of conventional nanotechnology refers to the pseudo-
regular, SOC type of device and it is this kind of structure that needs much 
higher complexity level to show a sufficiently involved (and externally 
regular) behaviour. 
Now one can clearly see the objective, unavoidable origin of the ‘fa-
tal’ reality simplification within the conventional nanotechnology concept: 
it is the dynamic single-valuedness of the whole unitary science approach, 
which artificially neglects, within its invariably perturbative analysis, the 
possibility of any serious, qualitative change (i. e. explicit emergence of a 
new entity) as a major result of arbitrary, generic interaction process, nec-
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essarily involving the irreducible, intrinsic randomness. That's why our ob-
jection against the conventional nanotechnology idea exceeds considerably 
any particular, technical details or formal, postulated ‘principles’ of con-
ventional, unitary science used as main arguments both for and against 
nanotechnological fantasies in the existing professional and popular discus-
sions (see [356-359] and references therein). 
However, much more important is the fact that our causally complete 
analysis provides the universally applicable, objectively correct (consistent 
and realistic) problem solution that should be used to replace the over-
simplified mechanistic approach of unitary science and show explicitly the 
qualitatively new direction of nanotechnology development based on the 
totally causal, realistic understanding of detailed nanomachine dynamics. 
The artificial nanostructure dynamics is not fundamentally different, within 
this causally complete description, from the natural nanomachine opera-
tion: both can be objectively described as living machines, which means 
that the objective purpose and inevitable result of the underlying interaction 
development is the system complexity development, from the ‘folded’ form 
of dynamic information (generalised potential energy) to the explicit form 
of dynamic entropy (generalised kinetic or thermal energy). This complexi-
ty transformation describes explicit, dynamically probabilistic emergence 
of new entities and levels of complexity, impossible in any version of uni-
tary approach in principle. Therefore the illusion of ‘exact’ unitary pro-
gramming/design of conventional nanotechnology is replaced by the ex-
plicit creation design and control with the help of unreduced, dynamically 
multivalued analysis of the universal science of complexity [1] (Chapters 
3-7), which implies a ‘mild’ control and ‘approximate‘ kind of change in-
troduced rather at certain, key points of intrinsically unstable interaction 
dynamics. This qualitatively new, complex-dynamical system construction 
and monitoring is governed by the universal criterion of optimal complexi-
ty development (Chapter 7) realised by hidden complexity introduction in 
the form of properly modified interaction potential (system configuration). 
By contrast, the unitary, ‘totalitarian’ control of conventional approach di-
rectly contradicts the property of system creativity and actually totally sup-
presses it (with the exception of rarely occurring and undesirable machine 
failures). 
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It is evident that the described general picture and detailed mecha-
nism of real micro-machine dynamics change completely the strategic di-
rections, purposes and accents in practical micro-technology development. 
One line of this development is based on the permanently growing minia-
turisation of microstructure elements that approach today the ‘quantum lim-
it’ (usually attained just within the nanometre size scale), where essentially 
quantum effects become unavoidable. Our results show (Chapters 5, 6) that 
the pseudo-unitary character of conventional, classical micro-machine (be-
ing in reality a multivalued SOC regime, Section 4.5.1), cannot be pre-
served in the quantum domain and will inevitably be replaced by the quali-
tatively different, essentially chaotic (explicitly multivalued) behaviour, 
contrary to conventional science illusions about a possibility of unitary 
quantum interaction dynamics. This means, practically, that one can pre-
serve approximate unitarity (regularity) of usual machines only above the 
‘quantum limit’ (i. e. without any essentially quantum element operation),43 
or else one should pass to a quite new, explicitly complex-dynamical (mul-
tivalued) type of micro-machine that can be properly described only within 
the unreduced, dynamically multivalued approach and formalism (Chapters 
3, 4) and will contain both essentially quantum elements and dynamically 
emerging classical, chaotic or pseudo-regular, behaviour. 
Note in this connection that although classical behaviour, contrary to 
essentially quantum interaction dynamics, can take the form of a pseudo-
regular, ‘self-organised’ type of dynamics (Section 4.5.1), the tendency to-
wards the true, intrinsic chaoticity increases with decreasing size of classi-
cal structures. This result follows directly from the physical origin of the 
unreduced SOC regime, where the ‘regular’, embedding shape is provided 
by a higher-level, generally much larger structure, which cannot be fitted 
within very small element/system construction. One can see also that the 
purpose of preserving maximum regularity (pseudo-unitarity) is not only 
                                           
43 Note that it is this way of successful, but empirically based (technological) miniaturisation of 
working machine elements above the quanticity and chaoticity thresholds that constitutes the 
actual source of promotion of the conventional nanotechnology initiative, rather than any its 
‘futuristic’, and actually wrong, fantasies. However, there is nothing conceptually or scientifi-
cally (fundamentally) new in that kind of ‘initiative’, which simply tends to say that all those 
already existing micro-structures have been really useful and therefore one should continue to 
develop them. One deals here with the invariably repeated way of the exhausted unitary para-
digm to prove its importance and ask for huge extra support by making reference to purely em-
pirical advance of technology that actually has nothing to do with abstract manipulations of 
conventional unitarity (see also Chapter 9). 
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fundamentally unattainable for ultimately small, nanoscale micro-
machines, but should not constitute the main goal of the future nanotech-
nology development, which can enter into the stage of practically unlimited 
creation just by stepping outside of unitary thinking limits underlying actu-
ally the whole conventional technology. We argue that it is this ‘shift of 
paradigm’ from unitary to explicitly multivalued, ‘living’ machines that de-
termines the truly revolutionary status and wide perspectives of na-
nomachine creation and control within a clearly understood, intrinsic unifi-
cation of more ‘artificial’ branches of nanotechnology and more ‘natural’ 
biotechnology fields. 
Moreover, that kind of new progress does not need to be limited to 
microscopic structures and machines (where it becomes practically inevita-
ble as we have seen), but can and should be extended to the total human 
technology in the widest possible sense, including not only ‘machines’ as 
such, but also living and thinking systems (Sections 7.1, 7.3), man's inter-
action with ‘natural environment’, social processes, ‘psychological’ levels 
of complexity, etc. It is not difficult to see that one obtains thus a unique 
opportunity for positive solution of the accumulating ‘global’, ‘unsolvable’ 
problems within a unified new way of the whole civilisation progress to-
wards qualitatively higher complexity levels, which can only be based on 
the unreduced complexity development [1] and should replace the currently 
dominating ‘industrial’ level and related unitary thinking that quickly de-
grade to ultimate ‘singularity’ of over-simplified, ‘machine-like’, effective-
ly one-dimensional living and thinking representing actually only inevita-
ble and now close collapse of that kind of civilisation. 
It is important to emphasize once more that the outlined bright per-
spectives of the unreduced, complex-dynamical version of nanotechnology 
(and eventually any other technology) are totally due to its fundamental dif-
ference from the conventional, unitary version and the existing ‘objections’ 
against it always remaining within the same, unrealistic, artificially reduced 
doctrine of unitary thinking (see e. g. [356-359]) and leaving no place for a 
realistic and consistent solution of arising problems. The same refers to 
various appearing substitutes for the unreduced dynamic complexity, caus-
ally complete quantum effects and other explicit manifestations of dynamic 
multivaluedness of real interaction processes, those substitutes pretending 
to bring ‘true novelties’ and ‘new understanding’, but actually remaining 
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within the same, dynamically single-valued paradigm of conventional sci-
ence and only playing with its unavoidable ‘mysteries’ as if permitting eve-
ry poorly substantiated fantasy in their interpretation (see Chapters 5-7 for 
more detailed discussions and references). In particular, the dynamically 
derived and thus causally defined randomness of the dynamic redundance 
paradigm (see e. g. Section 4.1) is replaced in the unitary theory, including 
official ‘science of complexity’, by external, artificially inserted (postulat-
ed) ‘stochasticity’, ‘probability’, associated ‘stochastic equations’, etc. The 
ensuing concepts of ‘chaos’, ‘complexity’ or ‘multistability’ and related 
ideas about ‘chaotic computers’, ‘control of chaos’ in various kinds of ma-
chines and any other ‘applications’ of mechanistic ‘stochasticity’ can only 
introduce further confusion in the already quite ‘mystified’ conventional 
science (see also Chapter 6) and lead inevitably to technological impasses 
and real danger at the attempt of their serious introduction into practice.44 
It is important therefore to develop the emerging new, indeed very 
powerful practical technologies exclusively on the basis of the unreduced, 
truly ‘exact’ understanding of real, unreduced interaction processes and use 
the ensuing qualitatively new concepts, such as the dynamic multivalued-
ness paradigm, as a guiding line for further empirical studies. Such totally 
consistent derivation of general direction and methods of applied, techno-
logical research is the true, practically indispensable role of fundamental 
science, dangerously missing today in its fruitless unitary version that be-
comes the more and more detached from reality and artificially mystified in 
its ‘theoretical’ branch, or else remains totally dependent upon chaotic and 
often dangerous jerks of the blind technological empiricism. 
  
                                           
44 It is sufficient to recall the failure of ‘controlled’ nuclear fusion and ‘fifth generation comput-
ers’ (or ‘thinking machines’), ‘unsolvable’ and dangerously growing environmental and social 
problems, clearly felt, but actually unopposed dangers of biotechnological manipulations, 
among many other ‘big’ problems and related ‘mega-projects’ of conventional science, all of 
them being unified by the unreduced complexity manifestations and insurmountable, now clear-
ly explained resistance to the unitary science approach, despite really fantastic quantities of ef-
forts, publicity and financial resources being helplessly wasted for their accomplishment (see 
ref. [1] for more details). The characteristic lie-theft cycle of conventional fundamental science, 
starting from mega-money obtained with a reference to previous successes of empirical tech-
nology (which is a lie) and ending with a silently buried mega-failure (which is a theft), contin-
ue to reproduce itself (e. g. within the conventional nanotechnology initiative [356-360]) due to 
the deeply rooted deficiency of unitary thinking and organisation of that kind of knowledge, 
which in reality is much less irreplaceable, than it tends to state in its ‘public relations’ discus-
sions (see also Chapter 9). 
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9. Human implications of quantum computation story: 
Unitary calculations and show-business kind of ‘science’ vs  
real problem solution within intrinsically creative knowledge 
 
 
Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's 
clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves. Ye shall 
know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of 
thorns or figs of thistles? Even so every good tree bring-
eth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil 
fruit. A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither 
can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. Every tree that 
bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and cast into 
fire. Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them. 
Matthew 7:15-20 
 
 
We have shown, in previous Chapters, that the consistent analysis of 
the unreduced interaction processes in any quantum, classical and hybrid 
computer or other machine reveals a great deal of complexity that can now 
be rigorously and universally defined within the emerging new paradigm of 
dynamic multivaluedness (redundance) reflecting the totality of really oc-
curring phenomena. It becomes clear also that the conventional, unitary 
theory is reduced, in any its particular version or application, to a huge, fa-
tal simplification of real interaction processes, where the plurality of per-
manently changing, incompatible system realisations is replaced by only 
one, ‘averaged’ realisation corresponding to the zero value of unreduced 
dynamic complexity and leaving no place for any qualitative change, or 
‘event’, of new entity emergence and thus for the related useful result ex-
pression. Nevertheless, the unitary theory of quantum computation, infor-
mation and other quantum-mechanical applications, as well as dynamically 
single-valued description of ‘complexity’ and ‘chaoticity’, continue their 
prosperous development in practically all ‘prestigious’ and ‘solid’ estab-
lishments of official science, including teaching courses and research in 
‘top’ universities, as well as powerful state-supported ‘initiatives’ with in-
variable ‘deep hints’ on the expected ‘top secret’ and ‘strategic’ applica-
tions (now often provided with a mystical aura of ‘quantum’ magic), 
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whereas any attempt of realistic description of the same processes is thor-
oughly excluded from any ‘peer-reviewed’, i. e. subjectively controlled, 
publication of official science, let alone financial support from ‘solvent’ 
public or private sources. 
The accumulated contradictions between real situation in science and 
its official practice are so great, evident and stagnating that their persis-
tence cannot be explained only by the effectively totalitarian, ‘plutocratic’ 
kind of practical organisation of science (to be discussed below), but 
should also involve deeper, mind-related aspects, which become thus in-
separably entangled with practical research development and results and 
actually step forward as the factor of main importance, exceeding now the 
usual dominance of ‘practical needs’, as it can be especially clearly seen 
just for the case of quantum computation and related subjects. Of course, 
the existence of a connection between the dominating ‘state of mind’ and 
progress in science and technology is not new or surprising: in a very gen-
eral and loosely interpreted sense one can describe all human activity as 
‘machines producing other machines/structures’, where the quality of prod-
ucts is certainly determined by that of producers. However, the modern 
critical stage of empirical technology and industrial society development 
capable, for the first time, to practically, essentially influence and trans-
form the ‘natural’ world complexity within its entire range of scales, push-
es this eternal relation to the boiling point of a ‘generalised phase transi-
tion’ [1], where the existing ‘directions of thinking’ and fundamental ap-
proaches are intensely ‘self-organised’, on a highly chaotic background, in-
to much more distinct and very divergent, differently oriented tendencies, 
while the whole system instability is so high that objective or even occa-
sional domination of one or another tendency can easily lead to extremely 
serious changes varying between fatal, catastrophic degradation and explo-
sive development into a superior level of living. 
Returning to the quantum computation story, we note that although 
the unreduced, complex-dynamical (multivalued) description of the under-
lying interaction processes involves important conceptual novelty (called 
here ‘dynamic redundance paradigm’ [1]), it does not involve extremely 
complicated mathematical methods and results and emerges inevitably and 
‘naturally’, if only one avoids to fall into the evident sin of ultimate reality 
simplification within a version of ‘perturbation theory’ just killing all the 
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essential, ‘nonintegrable’ and ‘nonlinear’, links of the considered interac-
tion process. Correspondingly, the dynamic multivaluedness phenomenon, 
as well as its universal presence in any unreduced interaction process, has a 
physically transparent, qualitative interpretation (see Section 3.3) confirm-
ing its inevitability and omnipresence in terms of really simple explanation, 
which, however, continue to be strangely missed or rather deliberately ig-
nored by conventional science. On the other hand, the idea of unitary quan-
tum (or any other) machines enters in a direct and evident contradiction 
with so many basic, well-established and multiply confirmed laws of con-
ventional science (see Chapter 2) that their strange coexistence and finan-
cially prosperous development within the same framework leave at least an 
‘ironic’ impression (cf. [5-7]) of the officially maintained doctrine of ‘rig-
orous’, ‘objective’ and ‘honest’ character of such kind of knowledge (al-
ways evoked in justification of its large financial support from common 
sources). 
The mental, content-related reason for those ‘unlimited’ contradic-
tions within conventional science can be better understood just for the case 
of quantum, explicitly complex-dynamical computers, since their analysis 
inevitably involves higher-level concepts and leads to the causal theory of 
intelligence and consciousness (Chapter 7). It would be difficult to imagine 
such counter-productive, massive and evidently inconsistent obsession by 
the fundamentally wrong concept of unitary dynamics if that very unitarity 
was not inherent to a certain kind of intelligence and direction of thinking 
that became dominant in science soon after the ‘new physics’ break-
through, which was actually performed at the beginning of the twentieth 
century by the last classical realists (see refs. [2-4]), immediately and very 
actively replaced, however, by abstract formalists and mystery-makers, or 
‘mathematical’ physicists, for whom that unitary, ‘calculative’ thinking and 
closely related obscurantism were just as natural and exciting as the ‘com-
plex-dynamical’, ‘creative’ thinking has always been and remains for the 
minority of ‘physical’ physicists (one should, of course, distinguish the 
genuine realism and creation, oriented towards objective, consistent truth, 
from their numerous imitations within abstract unitary ‘models’ and incon-
sistent fantasies). What the story of quantum computation clearly shows is 
that one should not (and actually cannot) avoid the adequate understanding 
of those objectively existing, practically important differences in thinking 
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and levels of consciousness, since they are inseparably entangled with the 
resulting knowledge content and play the key role in its development, espe-
cially at the current critical stage of revolutionary change. 
Another characteristic manifestation of intrinsically mechanistic, 
low-complexity, unitary tendency in thinking takes the form of ‘computer 
physics’ (or ‘computer science’ in general), practically dominating today's 
development of many most prosperous and ambitious fields of fundamental 
science and implying that the progress in reality understanding can be basi-
cally obtained by computer simulations alone, which use only simplest, 
conceptually trivial input data. This ‘new kind of science’ tends to have re-
ally universal ambitions (e. g. [311,370]) and even pretends to dominate 
unitary complex system studies [371], despite the evident contradiction be-
tween the mechanistic, basically trivial character of usual computer opera-
tion and the unreduced complexity of higher-level natural, e. g. living and 
intelligent, systems. That the ‘strange’ persistence of those contradictions 
in the official science should necessarily have deeply lying mental roots is 
confirmed by appearing insights into that kind of intelligence, performed 
within most developed approaches of the unitary science itself. Thus, a 
computer simulation of interaction processes in the medium of ‘intelligent’ 
agents with pronounced ‘market’ talents [355] arrives at a peculiar conclu-
sion that their intelligence, and by a deeply rooted extrapolation any intelli-
gence (natural or artificial), has a purely ‘social’, external origin without 
any essentially inbred, intrinsic root, since it can be attributed mainly to 
each agent interaction with the exterior environment, based in addition up-
on ultimately ‘calculative’, self-seeking, but also mechanistically random-
ised (stochastic) type of behaviour. It is evident that such specific, external-
ly driven and thus inevitably parasitic kind of ‘intelligence’ is objectively 
opposed to intelligence interpretation in terms of unreduced (dynamically 
multivalued) complexity [1] (see Section 7.3), but shows, on the contrary, 
perfect correspondence with the dynamically single-valued, zero-
complexity content of unitary science imitations. 
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L'essence des explications mécaniques est en effet de con-
sidérer l'avenir et le passé comme calculables en fonction 
du présent, et de prétendre ainsi que tout est donné. Dans 
cette hypothèse, passé, présent et avenir seraient visibles 
d'un seul coup pour une intelligence surhumaine, capable 
d'effectuer le calcul. 
H. Bergson, L'évolution créatrice (1907) [339] 
 
 
The unitary (dynamically single-valued) theory of quantum computa-
tion and the underlying concept of mathematical physics in general are thus 
evident manifestations of unitary thinking, which cannot be strictly unitary, 
of course, but still definitely tends to zero-complexity, simplified, mecha-
nistic ‘calculations’, either in abstract mathematical constructions or in 
computer simulations that apply great speed of calculations to over-
simplified ‘models’, or even in practical matters of research organisation 
and realisation. That tendency towards technically involved, but effectively 
zero-dimensional projection of dynamically multivalued reality explains 
the ‘strange’ persistence, during the last hundred years, of evident incon-
sistencies in the whole body of ‘exact’ modern science, as well as the re-
sulting ‘end of science’ [5], of that kind of science, to be exact (indeed, a 
zero-complexity world has no place for any development in principle, cf. 
Section 7.1). The natural or acquired adherence to zero-complexity, point-
like world ‘model’ favours its simplistic reduction to a sequence of ‘pure’ 
numbers (symbols, geometric constructions) detached from any other, ‘sub-
jective’, ‘qualitative’, material content and equivalent to an ‘ideal’, regular 
and sequential (unitary) computer programme and results of its realisation 
qualified as ‘information’ (see Section 7.1). However, the unreduced, phys-
ical reality – ensuring, by the way, everyday existence of any, even most 
‘abstract-minded’ mathematical physicists – does not want to enter into the 
narrow framework of mechanistic unitarity, which explains the evident in-
efficiency of unitary theory applications to phenomena involving explicit 
manifestations of complexity, such as essentially quantum behaviour or 
higher-complexity systems showing pronounced tendency towards in-
volved structure creation. This leads the externally dominant, but internally 
bankrupt unitary thinking to inevitable payment for its ultimate destruction 
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of complexity, in the form of vain and confusing multiplication of artificial, 
abstract entities (attempting to replace the dynamic plurality of real world 
structures) and related mutually incompatible ‘theories’ absolutely separat-
ed from reality (and from each other), as well as intentional, unjustified 
mystification of the unexplained and actually missing world dynamics 
(which is especially clearly seen in the case of notorious ‘quantum myster-
ies’, cf. Section 5.3, or else astronomical ‘dark matter’ enigmas [13]). 
It is important to emphasize that conventional, ‘mathematical’ phys-
ics, and unitary science in general, is not more mathematically consistent, 
or ‘exact’, than other possible kinds of knowledge, contrary to what is im-
plied by the conventional science paradigm itself and especially by the self-
seeking, deceitful propaganda of unitary science merits. In fact, as it is 
clearly shown within the unreduced interaction analysis of the universal 
science of complexity [1] (Chapters 3-5), the dynamically single-valued 
imitation of multivalued reality in conventional science, including its most 
mathematically ‘heavy’ branches and ‘complexity’ versions, corresponds to 
the maximum possible inconsistency of mathematical presentation of reali-
ty: indeed, unitary science always deals with the minimum possible number 
of realisations by considering only one, averaged and actually arbitrarily 
deformed system realisation that replaces the multilevel, fractally struc-
tured and ‘living’ plurality of permanently changing realisations of any real 
system. The persisting fundamental problems of conventional science and 
its strange dependence on the officially accepted ‘mysteries’ result just 
from that ultimate mathematical inconsistency of its dynamically single-
valued approximation of reality (one can recall the long series of ‘rigorous-
ly’ proved, but actually totally wrong, ‘uniqueness theorems’ of conven-
tional science as a characteristic example of fundamental, evident incon-
sistency, now revealed and causally explained in the universal science of 
complexity [1], see also footnote 3 in Section 3.3). 
We see that the difference between the conventional, dynamically 
single-valued and the unreduced descriptions of reality is not in the choice 
of mathematical tools used (basic tools remain the same and are quite sim-
ple), but rather in the way they are used in each case. The unitary science of 
the twentieth century has silently transformed mathematics from a simple, 
though indispensable, technical tool, evidently blind as such, into the 
unique and absolute purpose of any fundamental research. This quick, arti-
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ficial promotion of mathematics from a ‘servant’ to the ‘queen’ of sciences 
has not been useful, however, for either science or mathematics, since 
while science is artificially put into a state of conceptual stagnation, its 
technical tool, remaining inevitably blind and simple as it is by its nature, 
takes now a myriad of ambiguous, arbitrarily produced and perverted forms 
in the vain hope to guess by chance only the external shape of nature's real 
complexity. One obtains thus the well-known ‘uncertainty’ of modern 
mathematics reduced in practice to unlimited cabbalistic delirium. 
As for the officially presumed ‘great successes’ and ‘unreasonable 
efficiency’ of the standard, ‘mathematical’ physics, they can always be 
simulated by introduction of the necessary number of artificial, abstract en-
tities and rules and their adjustment to the ‘experimental data’, but without 
any consistent, causally complete understanding of real, physical world 
structure and explanation of the inevitably emerging para-scientific ‘mys-
teries’ and ‘strange’ postulates, which are arbitrarily excluded from the 
main criterion of truth of unitary science (correspondence between theory 
and observation). What is ‘successful’ in the unitary science farce is the 
tricky publicity and ‘management’ of its ‘public relations’, using real ad-
vances of empirical, intellectually blind technology (applied science) for 
hiding the disastrous failure of fundamental knowledge and justification of 
its ever growing, unconditional financial support. 
Remaining restricted by its zero-dimensional image of reality, the of-
ficial unitarity tends to arbitrarily ‘guessed’ and artificially fixed (postulat-
ed) imitations, or ‘models’, of natural system properties ‘existing’ only in 
abstract structures or ‘spaces’, where purely mathematical ‘elements’ and 
‘dimensions’, absent in physical reality, serve as exclusively symbolical, 
conventional substitutes for real, empirically observed entities, so that ‘cor-
respondence between theory and experiment’ in separate, subjectively cho-
sen points is artificially arranged from the beginning, by the postulated 
choice of spuriously redundant (rather than dynamically redundant!) ab-
stract entities. The growing number of ‘justifiable’ unitary ‘models’ also 
obtains its explanation: the number of single-valued models is determined 
by system realisation number (actually huge) and thus its unreduced com-
plexity (which explains, in particular, the strong, a priori failure of unitary 
science methods at higher complexity levels [1]). The scholar fundamental 
science considers, however, such grotesque caricature of reality and its 
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mechanistically adjusted, provocatively incomplete ‘agreement with exper-
iment’ as ‘perfect understanding of reality’, often equipped with such epi-
thets as ‘first principles’, ‘causality’, ‘realism’, or ‘new paradigm’ and pro-
vided correspondingly with all possible and impossible technical invest-
ments,45 personal profits and honours (despite the stagnating ‘unsolvable’ 
problems and scandalous ‘mysteries’), which only confirms a quite specif-
ic, internally over-simplified, but externally, practically infinitely tricky 
character of the underlying unitary ‘intelligence’. 
Moreover, being eventually poisoned by its own myth of a ‘proven’ 
success, the dominating unitarity becomes really mad and tends to claim 
that it is those grotesquely simplified, deadly fixed and disrupted construc-
tions of conventional symbolism and its abstract ‘spaces’ with the ‘neces-
sary’ elements and desired number of dimensions which constitute the fun-
damentally genuine, ‘mathematical’ reality, whereas all ‘ordinary’, ob-
served and measured world entities are only a sort of its ‘envelope’, or a 
‘secondary’, superficial reality somehow ‘spanning’, or mechanistically 
‘moving through’, a ‘manifold’ of those unchangeable, ‘ideal’ (but now, in 
fact, arbitrarily deformed and perverted!) Platonic constructions (see e. g. 
[372-377]). Any interaction development, expressed by the mathematical 
procedure of consistent equation solution (or result derivation), let alone its 
dynamically random, probabilistic version, remains a much too complex, 
impossible action for that kind of unitary madness, actually just expressing 
the true essence of the whole conventional, dynamically single-valued the-
                                           
45 Recall e. g. astronomical spending on the search for doubtful, and most probably nonexistent, 
gravitational waves and other ‘cosmological’ experimentation in favour of over-simplified, sub-
jectively assumed ‘models’, as well as so many other ‘exotic’, unnecessary experiments in con-
firmation of blind assumptions of today's ‘post-modern’, purely speculative and occult version 
of unitary science, oriented to nowhere from the beginning, but selfishly promoted under gen-
eral slogans like ‘the search for truth’ or using atavistic beliefs in simple, ‘material’ irrationality 
or ‘supernatural’ physics from the part of unitary system governors (recall the generously spon-
sored ‘antigravity’ research within the ‘zero-point field’ theory of the ‘respectful’ unitary sci-
ence, among so many other similar ‘initiatives’, especially in the high-energy physics, actually 
nourished by ‘secret’ hopes for another source of a ‘super-power’ that could permit ‘anyone’ 
who controls it to conquer and rule the world without any progress of intellectual or spiritual 
capacities). While the latter hope seems, but only seems, to be supported by the superficial 
‘dominance’ of the ‘nuclear club’ members in the world affairs, their evident inability to solve 
any of the serious real problems, so dangerously accumulating today (including those in the 
content and organisation of fundamental science) clearly demonstrates that the true human 
‘power’, providing the unique source of real progress, can only be based on the totally con-
sistent understanding of reality, situated far beyond the limits of blind semi-empirical ‘tricks’ of 
unitary thinking. The ‘developed’ unitary science of today can only use the standard features of 
the unreduced complexity, looking ‘mysterious’ within its own, artificial limitations, for self-
seeking speculations and deceitful promotion of its ‘magic’ power. 
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ory with maximum transparency that avoids any artificial and irrelevant 
appeals to ‘realism’ performed sometimes within certain versions of the 
same unitary symbolism. Needless to say, it is just those extreme branches 
of the unlimited unitary cabbala that dominate absolutely in the depart-
ments, centres and laboratories of theoretical physics throughout the world. 
Insisting on the primacy of their abstract, ‘pure’ constructions, the masters 
of unitarity ‘suddenly’ become surprisingly practical and particularly at-
tached to the rough, material world, demonstrating truly professional use of 
some of its most dirty practices, once the problem of financial support for 
their ‘disinterested’ research is involved. The grotesquely inflated, imperti-
nent and crazy pretensions of unitary thinking champions hide only per-
verted emptiness of spirit and mediocrity of thought. 
 
 
Tandis que, par la force même des choses, s'appesantit sur 
la recherche et sur l'enseignement scientifiques le poids des 
structures administratives, des préoccupations financières 
et la lourde armature des réglementations et des planifi-
cations, il est plus indispensable que jamais de préserver 
la liberté de l'esprit scientifique, la libre initiative des 
chercheurs originaux parce qu'elles ont toujours été et se-
ront sans doute toujours les sources les plus fécondes des 
grands progrès de la Science. 
Louis de Broglie, Nécessité de la liberté dans la recherche 
scientifique (1962) [381] 
 
 
The unique direction of escape from the fatal diseases of stagnating 
unitary science is clearly specified by the realistic world picture of the uni-
versal science of complexity [1]: one should definitely abandon the artifi-
cial, subjectively imposed limitations of unitary thinking and apply the 
mathematically and physically complete, unreduced description of natural 
phenomena inevitably involving a qualitative, conceptual knowledge ex-
tension, that of the omnipresent dynamic multivaluedness. On this way one 
immediately encounters, however, the rigid wall of specific internal organ-
isation of unitary science, hidden behind its externally ‘liberal’ and ‘open’ 
façade and closely related to the above limitations of its content. Since the 
body of unitary knowledge is formed from various equally incorrect, zero-
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dimensional (zero-complexity) projections of dynamically multivalued re-
ality, separated from both each other and the real world structure, its actual 
organisation follows the same simplification and degenerates into effective-
ly totalitarian rule of competing clans of self-designated ‘sages’, forming 
veritable ‘scientific’ mafias and subjectively ‘chosen’ due to their ‘best’ in-
ternal organisation (realised through unlimited favouritism) and ‘proximity’ 
to the ruling powers and money sources (usually equally corrupt and form-
ing the same kind of structure on the whole society scale, irrespective of 
external, ‘embedding’ regimes and ideologies). Any ‘success’ in that kind 
of science organisation is determined in reality not by the officially an-
nounced ‘search for truth’, i. e. totally consistent understanding of real 
world behaviour, but rather by agreement with a subjectively dominating, 
unitary imitation of reality usually originating from, and therefore exclu-
sively supported by, local and global ‘high priests’ (mafia bosses) of uni-
tary science. 
The universal concept of complexity can be directly applied to sci-
ence (and society) organisation itself and such application shows immedi-
ately that the unitary science content and its dominating, also quasi-unitary 
organisation type are objectively unified by the fundamental tendency of 
artificially imposed simplification, or reduction, of natural dynamic com-
plexity. Such relation between form and content of unitary knowledge is 
not occasional and can be considered as manifestation of the general ‘com-
plexity correspondence principle’ applied above (Sections 5.2.2, 7.1-2) to 
micro-machine operation and being itself a corollary of the universal sym-
metry of complexity. This causally derived principle shows also that any 
further progress in the knowledge content (towards the unreduced complex-
ity of the real world), apparently indispensable for further existence of fun-
damental science as such and civilisation progress in general, needs a high-
er-complexity system of science organisation that should progressively re-
place the rigid totalitarian structures of unitary knowledge organisation [1] 
(see also the end of this Chapter). 
It is clear from the above difference between unitary imitations of 
truth and its unreduced, dynamically multivalued content exactly reflecting 
the real world structure that the latter kind of knowledge, based on the 
causally complete, intrinsically consistent understanding of reality, just 
have the minimal, practically vanishing chances to be accepted, or even 
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simply ‘taken into account’, by the corrupt unitary hierarchy that cannot, on 
the other hand, realise any true progress of knowledge, so badly needed to-
day, and thus forms a deadly fixed jam on the route of progress. In the evi-
dent absence of truly consistent problem solutions and thus any real pro-
gress, the official science naturally degrades to thoroughly decorated, ‘ele-
gant’ lies serving exclusively for subjective, unmerited ambitions satisfac-
tion of their authors and having nothing to do with the officially proclaimed 
science goal of ‘search for the (objective) truth’. In fact, the massively sup-
ported, dominating lie of the unitary imitation of reality acts right against 
the unreduced truth and any honest attempt to find it. 
It is not surprising that arbitrary deviations in the unitary science 
content are accompanied by equally impressive spectrum of all possible 
versions of bad practice in its organisation and functioning, such as using 
the notorious ‘peer-review’ system for efficient and extremely strict pre-
vention of support and publication in ‘recognised’ printed sources of any 
professional, but ‘free’ result, obtained beyond subjective interests of the 
governing scientific mafias, or ‘elites’, especially if it contains an evident 
‘grain of truth’ able to disprove the ‘officially accepted’ doctrine and thus 
presents a potential menace to high positions of its officially ‘prominent’ 
authors. In that way a special, governing caste is formed and put into a po-
sition of uncontrolled and unjust dominance, where it has the exclusive 
‘right to kill’ or to publish anything it wants, combined with the unlimited 
access to unpublished results of those who are actually deprived from any 
real possibility of publication in ‘official’ sources supported, by the way, 
by public, ‘common’ money. In this climate of scientific criminality and 
intellectual, if not financial, fraud the ‘usual’ moral, unofficially main-
tained rules and ‘good manners’ in research, such as reference to previous-
ly published, or even unpublished, work by other authors on the same sub-
ject, correct authorship, or proper respect for junior colleagues and their 
rights, become quite unusual and practically extinct, which often trans-
forms the real situation within science into an intellectual prison or concen-
tration camp. As a result of all those disgusting ‘minority games’, the real 
quality of ‘solid’, generously supported publications of official science is 
often indistinguishable from a parascientific delirium, including all kind of 
unitary imitations around occasionally appearing sound, realistic ideas 
which, however, cannot be accepted for publication themselves, in their 
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original version by a ‘rigorous’ peer-review selection procedure.46 
One obtains thus an ‘ironic’, post-modern science choice between 
the absence of any really useful, new results (in which case the paper can 
be published) and the absence of publications in ‘recognised’ sources (i. e. 
the true novelty is permitted only if it can be ignored). Although this situa-
tion is established now under the cover of ‘developed’, ‘Western’ democra-
cy, it practically realises the purpose of the openly totalitarian version of 
unitary organisation that had existed, for example, in the communist Soviet 
Union, where the obligatory official permission for open publication, deliv-
ered and personally signed by an openly gathered peer-review panel of 
chief scientists, was concluded with a notorious phrase: “This paper can be 
published in an open source because it does not contain any essential, new 
result”. One needs only to compare the modern content of any of the most 
prestigious physical journals, especially taken per unit volume, with that of 
the same journal but edited several tens of years before in order to see the 
striking resemblance between the purpose of ‘totalitarian’ and the practical 
result of ‘democratic’ peer-review version, i. e. the ever more dominating 
mediocrity of the essential content. 
Although the true origin of the evil, the unitary way of thinking, is 
now clearly visible behind the official establishment cover, one cannot help 
wondering at the speed and degree of degradation of the entire ‘enterprise’ 
of conventional science, which takes especially large scale just in the most 
prosperous parts of modern ‘technological paradise’, where the scientific 
activity profits from quite comfortable conditions, élite social status and in-
                                           
46 In that way one obtains the ‘sustainable’ vicious circle of lie, theft and perversion of the ‘de-
veloped’ unitary system of knowledge and power, where a previous, ‘well-established’ lie is 
used for justification of a new theft and perversion producing the ‘next generation’ of officially 
supported lie and so on. And when finally the deviation from reality and harmful practical con-
sequences become too big and create a catastrophic system crisis, those who have thoroughly 
developed the devastation present themselves rather as its ‘innocent victims’ and after having 
‘severely denounced’ their own methods and (sometimes) visibly punished some formal ‘top 
clerks’ of the compromised system, enthusiastically give rise to its new version involving new 
vicious circles of lie. In science the start of the ‘developed unitarity’ domination, with its char-
acteristic lie-theft cycle, can be clearly traced down to some ‘new physics’ interpretations at the 
beginning of the twentieth century, where e. g. an especially ‘prodigious’ amateur scientist 
quickly becomes an official ‘genius’ by producing and surprisingly easily publishing a conven-
iently formalised, but also fatally simplified compilation of the ideas of other, much deeper 
thinking scientists, without any reference to their work (the practice considered as unacceptable, 
severe deviation before that new ‘liberation’, which revealed quite soon its other aspects and 
consequences). Being initiated in that way, the ‘new physics’ development proceeded in the 
same direction and has inevitably attained the ‘end-of-science’ situation of today, including the 
over-simplified, trickily ‘arranged’ content and unlimited, criminal deviations in practical or-
ganisation. 
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creased public care. Whereas much smaller deviations in economic life of 
the same countries are still treated as a serious crime or at least ‘miscon-
duct’ and usually punished or at least ‘denounced’, the evident forgery and 
well-known moral debauchery in the official fundamental science can only 
be mildly criticised in special, ‘intellectual’ sources practically limited just 
to ‘closed’ circles of the ‘averted’ participants of the process, while they 
continue to profit from ever growing material support from public sources, 
most prestigious prizes and practically unlimited dissemination of their 
bankrupt imitations in the press and all educational establishments.47 It fol-
lows that what is considered as a serious, unacceptable deviation within the 
‘classical’ set of values becomes now a common, practically acceptable 
kind of behaviour in the system dominated by unitary thinking and its in-
trinsic adherents. 
 
The modern mafia-like mode of unitary science organisation is the 
inevitable consequence of its split, decaying content and therefore both 
have emerged, not occasionally, immediately after the definite ‘crash’ of 
the ‘perfect’, classical version of the same unitary science at the beginning 
of the twentieth century known for its destructive tendencies in all spheres 
of life. Whereas the true, fundamental origin of that scientific revolution 
                                           
47 This situation in science shows, by the way, that the so-called ‘(developed) democracy’, often 
presented as ‘at least a reasonable (or the best possible) guarantee’ against the worst, the author-
itarian, unconditional domination of rulers at power, not only does not provide any such guaran-
tee, but actually shows itself as but a more elaborated, hidden and therefore much more danger-
ous version just of that absolute, ‘infinitely’ unfair and unreasonable domination of a group of 
tricky ‘usurpers’ of power, against which this same democracy should provide the ‘best’ cure. 
Indeed, any most ‘democratic’ system of unitary power, with all its official ‘hierarchy’ of abso-
lutely dominating establishment constitutes evidently just the most ‘developed’, i. e. decadent 
and hypocritical, version of the same, unitary kind of social structure [1], where the explicit, 
‘honest’ oppression rule of a ‘naïve’, ‘non-democratic’ unitarity is simply replaced by a more 
involved, but actually not less strict domination of ‘bosses’ with unconditionally high possibili-
ties (though they may not directly coincide with the officially proclaimed, formally changeable 
‘governors’, being hidden instead within an intricate enough system of monetary and political 
manipulation). It should not be surprising that, as both history and today's reality invariably con-
firm, the ‘democratic’ version of unitarity actually serves only as a transient, precursory stage 
for the inevitable following advent of its another, open, natural and therefore more stable, au-
thoritarian version (one can compare the total historical duration and real creation results of 
‘democratic’ and ‘authoritarian’ phases within all known, unitary civilisations). Transition to the 
qualitatively different, nonunitary, intrinsically creative (progressive) kind of social structure 
and way of development becomes possible and even irreplaceable today [1], but it has nothing 
to do with any version of conventional, unitary ‘democracy’ that provides only mechanistic, 
formal imitations of ‘liberty’, ‘equality’ and ‘progress’ used actually for suppression of the real, 
unreduced version emergence (including any superficial ‘liberalisation’ of the decadent unitary 
power, which always leads in reality to the opposite result, i. e. establishment of a particularly 
‘hard’, totalitarian version of unitary rule becoming unavoidable in the atmosphere of omnipres-
ent chaoticity that results inevitably from that unitary ‘liberalisation’). 
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was just the beginning of the end of visible, but actually superficial ‘suc-
cesses’ of unitary approach of the classical epoch (known as ‘Newtonian 
science’) and the advent of unreduced, multivalued complexity manifesta-
tions (in the form of quantum behaviour, relativistic effects, chaoticity, etc., 
see [1-4]), the emerging ‘new physics’ doctrine had failed completely to 
reveal the underlying complex interaction dynamics and had actually re-
produced the unitary, dynamically single-valued approach of classical 
physics, but now inevitably in its explicitly incomplete, contradictory and 
therefore mystified (irrational), abstract and ‘paradoxical’ (internally frus-
trated) version strangely resembling most occult branches of medieval mys-
ticism (such as the notorious cabbala), but promoted ‘paradoxically’ under 
the brand name of ‘mathematical physics’ pretending to be especially ‘ex-
act’ (i. e. ‘objective’) and ‘rigorous’ (i. e. ‘consistent’). Contrary to the self-
conceited statement of modern official science, the ‘new’ physics (e. g. 
[378]) represented by the canonical postulated, abstract and irreducibly 
separated theories of quantum behaviour, relativity and chaos (‘statistical 
physics’) cannot be considered as a natural extension of classical, Newtoni-
an science, since it has multiplied (considerably) the number of mysteries, 
rather than consistent explanations (solutions) of old and new puzzles, and 
this is clearly because it remained completely within the same qualitative 
concept as the classical physics (now causally specified as dynamic single-
valuedness, or unitarity), but has been vainly applied to explicitly multi-
valued, empirically obtained manifestations of the unreduced complexity of 
nature. As a result, in modern science, contrary to the classical science, the 
more we know, the less we understand.48 
                                           
48 An important nuance should, however, be added to the snapshot of the ‘revolutionary’ epoch. 
It appears that the key discoveries of the new physics themselves, constituting its main content 
and remaining unchanged during a century, such as Planckian quantisation of radiation process-
es (Planck's constant), de Broglie wave of a massive particle, Schrödinger equation, Lorentz 
transformations of space-time and first insight into dynamical system complexity by Poincaré, 
have been performed by convinced realists strongly oriented towards ‘objective’, absolute and 
universal kind of truth (see e. g. [2-4] and further references therein). However, those solitary 
giants of the ending classical epoch were extremely quickly replaced, together with their ‘old-
fashioned’ values and ‘too long’ search for the unreduced, consistent truth, by well-organised, 
collectively acting and thinking groups of swift-handed parvenus of the new, ‘revolutionary’ 
wave and characteristically ‘prodigious’ flavour who used the confusion of the transitional peri-
od and the justified ‘thinking pause’ of realistic scientists in face of the discovered qualitatively 
new phenomena in order to promote their unmerited domination by ‘quick and easy’ kind of 
answers to all ‘big’ questions, inevitably involving that grotesque mixture of abstract mathemat-
ics, postulated mysteries, unlimited relativism, shameless fraud and dirty politics which actually 
dominated the whole physics of the twentieth century, despite the long and vigorous opposition 
to it from the defeated ‘giants’ [2-4]. It is the modern ‘end of science’, in all its aspects, which 
realises the unavoidable payment for that kind of ‘progress’. 
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The century of destruction, with its world wars, atomic horrors, ideo-
logical oppositions, mass media, mass production and mass extinction, cre-
ated a quite prolific ground for the most prosperous growth and unjust 
domination of fruitless unitary substitutes, using the new, ‘collective’ 
modes of their own promotion within various political versions of unitarity 
deadly ill with the same disease, ‘social AIDS’, hitting and paralysing first 
just the central ‘units of control’ (it is not difficult to see that all those de-
structive social phenomena and related tendencies of moral degradation al-
ways originate themselves from the same simplified, unitary kind of think-
ing that further uses them for unfair promotion of its one-dimensional imi-
tations, in science and elsewhere). The resulting ‘feast of destruction’ has, 
however, a naturally limited life cycle and can continue only until the de-
struction is complete and one is left with a total chaos of low-level dynam-
ics of decay. At that point, just attained around the recently celebrated ‘mil-
lennium border’, the futility of conventional fundamental science becomes 
especially evident on the background of purely empirical technology and 
applied science successes, in spite of desperate, but less and less convinc-
ing efforts of the bankrupt unitary science to attribute the latter to its own 
(actually non-existing) advances. The difference between the two is clearly 
illustrated, for example, by the persisting contrast between quickly advanc-
ing practical development and applications of ordinary, classical and regu-
lar, computers and exclusively academic ‘successes’ of conventional quan-
tum computers, despite all their promised ‘miracles’ and high quantity of 
efforts applied during the last twenty years. In the meanwhile, the ‘liberat-
ed’ and technically super-powerful, but intellectually blind technology 
modifies today (and inevitably destroys) the full range of natural complexi-
ty, without any idea about its true content and consequences of its change, 
becoming therefore objectively dangerous on the global scale, whereas the 
unitary science remains enslaved by the militant empiricism and cannot 
help in principle. 
The ensuing justified and critically growing ‘public distrust of sci-
ence’ is one of the worst practical consequences of unitary science separa-
tion from reality, even not so much because of the underlying intuitive (but 
actually appropriate) fear of unpredictable technology results, but because 
of the clearly perceived, real and persisting absence of understanding of 
those results, arbitrarily extended to ‘science’ in general, by not only any 
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‘lay’, but also quite highly educated people (including, in fact, professional 
scientists themselves). Whereas the usual ‘political trick’ of the dominating 
science elite consists in infinite (and unjustified) complaining about low 
quality/intensity of science teaching and popularisation, presented as the 
main origin of the dramatic fall of younger generation interest in it, we 
clearly see now that the true, objectively specified source of conventional 
science esotericism is hidden deeply in its essential content and is the same 
one as that which separates it from reality it pretends to describe, while 
making it instead obscure and abstract: this source of failure is the fatally 
reduced, scientifically incomplete, dynamically single-valued image of re-
ality inherent in the conventional science approach. A ‘lay’ person (but also 
any ‘professional’ with a normally ‘human’, nonunitary kind of intelli-
gence) can well understand and be interested in both the observed reality as 
it is and its unreduced, complex-dynamical and hence realistic picture with-
in the causally complete kind of knowledge (exemplified by the universal 
science of complexity), but the same person (as well as any ‘education sys-
tem’) cannot be responsible for the intrinsic limitations of the artificially 
reduced unitary science content just giving rise to all the ‘bad consequenc-
es’ and creating the obscure and abstract, really repulsive flavour of that 
particular, very special kind of knowledge (and associated way of think-
ing). In other words, ‘unreduced complexity’, ‘realism’ and ‘understanda-
bility’ (attractiveness) of knowledge mean the same, upon which we obtain 
the scientifically rigorous, exact interpretation of those ‘vague’ notions 
around social impact of science, as well as a clearly specified, fundamental 
reason for the growing and thus totally justified public ‘distrust’ of the uni-
tary kind of science (which is still massively imposed as the unique possi-
ble kind of scientific knowledge, including its reduced, ugly and inefficient, 
versions of ‘complexity’). 
Therefore, instead of spending lots of public money on the vain pub-
licity campaigns for the conceptually dead unitary science, totally enslaved 
by the pure, blind empiricism, it is time for the whole ‘establishment’ to 
acknowledge the evident facts and start listening to those propositions of 
change which involve true, explicitly demonstrated solutions to fundamen-
tal and practical problems (including science organisation itself). It is not 
by low-level popularisation of a ‘physics of beer froth’, or fraudulent play 
of words around ‘quantum teleportation’, or with the help of artificially 
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forced, massive promotion of ‘elegant’ lies of unitary imitations of reality49 
that one can hope to regain the motivated public interest in and trust of sci-
ence, but rather by explicitly proposing the new, realistic, transparent and 
unified kind of knowledge whose existence is proven de facto within the 
dynamic redundance paradigm by actual demonstration of its fundamental 
basis and numerous applications to real problem solutions at various levels 
of complexity [1-4,13] (including the case of micro-machine dynamics ana-
lysed here in more detail). 
In direct relation to ‘public understanding of science’ is the popular 
‘intellectual’ talk about the ‘two cultures’, where the first, ‘artistic’ culture 
is represented by the humanities in the university courses and the second, 
‘technical’ culture originates in the ‘exact sciences’. The growing rupture 
between the two cultures was emphasised by C.P. Snow [379] and then 
permanently discussed, mostly from practical points of view, up to recent 
attempts to unify the splitted whole within a superficial ‘third culture’ (see 
e. g. [380]) always representing, however, only perverted variations of 
mechanistic ‘interdisciplinarity’ and cumulative ‘erudition’. We can see 
now that what was intuitively characterised as ‘technical’ culture, whose 
understanding is difficult for people with the ‘artistic’ kind of thinking, cor-
responds to a rigorously specified simplification of reality by unitary think-
ing, i. e. artificial reduction of real, dynamically multivalued world com-
plexity to the zero complexity value of only one, fixed realisation, starting 
already from the most fundamental, ‘physical’ entities, which not only are 
‘difficult to understand’, but actually could not exist in the zero-complexity 
version attributed to them by the unitary science. It is quite natural, howev-
er, that the difference between the unitary reduction of reality and its ob-
served manifestations generally grows with the unreduced dynamic com-
plexity and becomes practically unacceptable starting from high enough 
complexity levels, expressing thus the objective meaning of conventional 
                                           
49 Note, in particular, massive introduction of such ‘interdisciplinary’ subjects and even scien-
tific degrees as ‘public understanding of science’ into study programmes of many ‘leading’ uni-
versities, which means that the farther unitary science is from real, fundamental problem solu-
tion, the more public money is spent by its decadent hierarchy for large-scale propaganda of its 
ever more obscure and abstract speculations. It is evident that such ‘practical measures’ as if ‘in 
favour of science’ can only give the opposite, negative result, since as recent experience con-
vincingly shows, in reality one cannot deeply influence anybody's consciousness by force and 
the unaware ‘general public’ vigorously attacked by the militant unitary scientism can only ex-
ternally yield to the official pressures, but intrinsically will be only more turned away from sup-
port and understanding of such kind of knowledge, dangerously associating it with science in 
general, with any kind of ordered, not purely empirical knowledge. 
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knowledge division into ‘exact (fundamental) sciences’ (lowest complexity 
levels), ‘natural sciences’ (medium to high complexity) and ‘humanities’, 
or ‘liberal arts’ (highest complexity levels) [1]. One should also take into 
account the fact that the first, ‘artistic’ culture deals with the unreduced dy-
namic complexity only until it remains at a purely empirical, ‘subjective’ 
level. Once it tries, however, to impose a ‘science-like’ order upon its ob-
jects of interest, i. e. to understand them, it immediately falls into the same 
deadly sin of unitary thinking, i. e. complexity reduction, appearing in the 
form of simplified ‘classification schemes’ and other fixed, abstract con-
structions. Therefore in reality there can be only one, universal kind of in-
trinsically complete and permanently developing knowledge and culture (or 
understanding) that inseparably unifies within it the qualitatively extended 
versions of conventional ‘sciences’ and ‘arts’ and where the ‘non-
quantifiable’ notions of the latter can be explicitly and consistently quanti-
fied, while the ‘mathematical’ ideas from the former can be expressed in 
qualitative, physically transparent terms of really existing entities, without 
losing any ‘scientific’ rigour [1]. 
 
It is not surprising that in the persisting ‘contradictory’ situation in 
science the ongoing discussions of ontological and organisational problems 
of its unitary version (though silently and incorrectly considered as the 
unique general kind of scientific knowledge) acquire increasingly intense 
and public character (e. g. [5-7,381-410]) thus actually confirming the es-
sential doubts [339] about the conventional science validity that appeared 
together with the ‘new physics’ (and rightfully rejected the latter as a really 
new paradigm). However, the situation does not seem to show any sign of 
positive change and it is not difficult to see why: any, even most vigorous 
criticism of the existing system of knowledge cannot induce a constructive 
change without a clear, realistic alternative to that kind of knowledge being 
designated at least in its main lines. The existing ‘official’ propositions in-
volve only fruitless, ill-specified generalities (like the recent tendency for 
mechanistic ‘interdisciplinarity’), or else amelioration of details or external 
aspects (‘façade repainting’) of existing system, without any real, deep and 
well-specified change of content and form of the fundamental knowledge 
system that can alone induce the necessary qualitative transition in practi-
cal, socially large role of knowledge. Indeed, almost all the ‘officially ac-
cepted’ criticism of unitary science is produced by its well-placed adepts 
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and demonstrates nothing but various attempts to save the existing system 
by modifying only its details, including especially reinforcement of one's 
own position within it (which closely resembles the case of Soviet ‘pere-
stroyka’ or else a modern ‘enlightened’ bureaucrat complaining about ‘too 
much bureaucracy’ in his work).50 Moreover, criticism of conventional sci-
ence without clear designation of its really different, extended version often 
produces a mechanistic opposition reaction of unitary ‘priests’ in power 
who take the role of ‘shamans of scientism’ [408] and tend to present that 
criticism as an attack against any kind of scientific, properly ordered 
knowledge, or ‘anti-science’ movement, favouring, according to them, the 
development of disordered, anarchical state of knowledge (see e. g. [409]), 
whereas in reality the observed ‘chaos in science’ is the direct result of arti-
ficial, huge limitation inherent in its very special (though unfairly dominat-
ing) version, the unitary science. This blind and deadlock opposition can 
only amplify the existing crisis, leading already to destructive ‘science 
wars’, which cannot produce any positive result in principle. 
In the meanwhile, further decadence of content and organisation of 
unitary science gives rise to its ever more odious, grotesque forms which, 
however, continue to be mechanistically maintained, ‘despite everything’, 
within the officially adopted system. Thus, the self-seeking promotion of 
senseless and contradictory abstractions in professional and popular 
sources of information borrows increasingly its methods from the show-
                                           
50 Note, in particular, the ambiguous role of various ‘commissions on ethics in science’, related 
discussions and ‘subjects of study’ inserted at the dawn of the new millennium at various levels 
of the official science establishment and supposed to provide ‘ultimate’, higher-order solutions 
to various particular problems of potentially dangerous science applications or incorrect practic-
es within science itself. It remains unclear, however, how such kind of purely ‘moralistic’, non-
professional intervention can resolve a difficulty originating from fundamental deficiency of the 
well-specified, professional science, without introducing a major qualitative change in that sci-
ence content and organisation. The illusion that it can only amplifies the existing flaws and dan-
gers of unitary science trying to preserve in that way its basic structure intact. Which ‘ethical 
commission’ would decide, for example, that the whole content of unitary quantum chaos, quan-
tum computation and information theories, richly decorated with all kind of fictitious ‘teleporta-
tions’ and supported by many most ‘prominent’ scientists in ‘prestigious’ institutions for many 
years, is but a huge scientific fraud full of evident lies and elementary contradictions, such as 
direct, unexplained deviations from the fundamental, well-established and recognised laws of 
the same science (see e. g. Chapter 2)? And even if it would one day, then why shouldn't the 
same decision be taken with respect to exactly the same situation in such equally ‘élite’, but to-
tally corrupt domains as modern ‘quantum field theory’ and related official ‘cosmology’ and 
‘gravity theory’? In the meanwhile, the false ‘ethical’ zeal around real dangers of unitary sci-
ence is actually used by all kind of parasitic ‘scientologists’, having nothing to do with the sci-
entific creation itself, for grabbing their share in the pie of public spending on science actually 
controlled by their equally blind and corrupt ‘colleagues’ from the ‘political sector’ of the same 
unitary system ‘elite’. 
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business kind of activity of a corrupt monetary system, where what really 
matters is not the actual content of a result, but rather its ‘appreciation’ by 
easily manipulated crowds of intellectually paralysed ‘lay public’ and con-
formist ‘professional critics’ chosen, of course, from the same milieu of in-
terested ‘priests’ and their ‘clans’ that governs the estimated ‘research’ and 
strongly defends its absolute right to subjectively decide who tells the truth 
worthy of support (see e. g. [411]). “How to sell science better” is the ma-
jor problem and purpose of the unitary science ‘paradigm’ that actually and 
openly dominates in its most ‘advanced’ structures, determining their real 
activity. 
Today's system of public money distribution for science support de-
liberately, and often even officially (by its rules), suppresses explicit solu-
tion of real, fundamental or applied, problems practically always resulting 
from the individual work, but favours instead creation of highly centralised, 
effectively totalitarian ‘networks’ of ‘post-modern’, speculating scientists 
around various unitary imitations, actually forming self-seeking clans, so 
that these ‘networks’ themselves are considered as the main result of ‘sci-
entific’ activity [412] (including the generous payment for the pleasures of 
‘networking’ process from ‘public’ money sources, which are actually al-
ienated from the public and its true interests by the destructive, unitary sys-
tem of governance and its selfish ‘elites’). One always gets exactly what 
one really wants to obtain and therefore it is no wonder that after having 
spent many billions of dollars, one year after another, just for the develop-
ment of parasitic, fruitless clans, one gets just the mafia-like structure of 
European science, which finds itself, however, ‘strangely’ behind other 
‘developed’ (also corrupt) science structures in essential, properly scientific 
results involving real problem solutions that need actually only a small por-
tion of the vainly wasted treasure for their detailed elaboration. 
A ‘successful’, but in reality wrong and fruitless, theory, ‘concept’, 
or ‘approach’ thus imposed in the ugly arrangement of selfish ‘political’ 
interests between the clans is then intensely advertised and popularised for 
sell on the world-wide scale with the help of totally subordinate ‘science 
media’ and money sources that rely essentially on the virtual absence of 
any truly critical, motivated attitudes within a ‘developed’ industrial socie-
ty, with its ‘post-modern’ (parasitic and indifferent) life style of a banal 
show that has been gradually invading its ‘mass-consciousness’ state with 
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the help of the same, only formally ‘free’ media and really interested, but 
selfish governing structures. How many publicity noise, highest distinc-
tions and prestigious prizes were associated only in more recent times with 
all those useless, inconsistent and imitative ‘renormalisation groups’, ‘dia-
grams’, ‘path integrals’, ‘quantum field theories’, ‘(quantum) cosmologies’, 
‘cybernetics’, ‘artificial intelligence’ promises, ‘general systems theories’, 
‘complexities’, ‘chaoticities’, ‘time arrows’ and many other ‘breakthrough 
concepts’ and ‘advanced study’ paradigms (cf. [1,5-7]), but the fundamen-
tal problems involved remain unsolved and the related contradictions ac-
cumulate, while the announced ‘prodigious’ theories, being in reality but 
extremely superficial fakes and deliberately intricate plays with adjustable 
symbols, rules and parameters, simply replace one another and then silently 
disappear, after having vainly consumed the desired quantities of public 
money for selfish pleasures of the ‘happy few’ from self-designated ‘scien-
tific elites’ and ‘educated community’. 
Now one can clearly “know them by their fruits”, but using their un-
balanced power, the “false prophets” of the unitary science continue to 
transform the temple of knowledge into “a den of thieves” and lead the 
whole society to a catastrophic version of the ‘end of science’, so that a de-
liberate, professional sabotage of science development could not be more 
efficient than the ‘spontaneous’ action of unitary approach promoters. The 
destroyed, ultimately perverted intellectual landscapes and critically high, 
justified public distrust of that kind of science are the main results of uni-
tary thinking domination with unlimited ‘glory and power’ during the 
twentieth century. The same, well-known story helplessly and grotesquely 
repeats itself like a phrase from a spoiled record: again and again “a corrupt 
tree bringeth forth evil fruit” and the crazy, catastrophically growing obses-
sion with the idea that the crude force of unitary system power and money 
‘can do everything’ leads inevitably to the proportionally terrible disaster, 
as it was clearly demonstrated many times only during the last hundred 
years of modern history. There is no other choice within the unitary kind of 
thinking and organisation: being intrinsically limited to the cage of its ulti-
mately low complexity, the unitary system inevitably and painfully alter-
nates between the ‘totalitarian’, more or less open, domination by authori-
tarian ‘clans’ and ‘democratic’, more or less deceitful, but completely fruit-
less and auto-destructive state of ‘global chaos’. However, contrary to its 
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own, self-protective mythology, the unitary system, including all its ver-
sions and their inevitably destructive dogmata, is not the unique, and cer-
tainly not the ‘best possible’, way of real world existence and development 
(see the end of this Chapter). 
The super-authoritarian, self-seeking structure of the official science 
operation, badly hidden now behind its ‘democratic’ discourse, can have 
only one, easily predictable orientation and result. Particular speculations 
and justifications of evidently false imitations of reality take, on the contra-
ry, a practically infinite variety of most exotic forms and colours. It is 
enough to have a look at the main directions and examples of recent ‘inter-
pretations’ of quantum mechanics or metamorphoses in the officially sup-
ported ‘quantum field theory’ and ‘cosmology’ to see that there indeed 
‘everything is possible’ (on paper), every kind of deviation, inconsistency, 
or sudden change of opinions depending simply on the last cry of a purely 
subjective, ‘post-modern’ vogue promoted by a privileged ‘priest’ and his 
clan or recast of the haphazard distribution of ‘experimentally measured’ 
(but in reality subjectively interpreted and arbitrarily fitted) parameters of a 
postulated, but inconsistent ‘model’.51 The muddy flux of unitary imitations 
of reality of ‘post-modern’ age includes also permanently appearing preten-
tious versions of completely ‘new kind of science’, ‘third culture’, ‘spiritu-
                                           
51 In connection to quantum computation story one can recall, for example, an especially ‘prodi-
gious’ version of ‘multiverse’ interpretation of quantum mechanics, where the multiple ‘possi-
bilities’ of quantum behaviour are ‘obtained’ by postulation of an artificial, mechanistic dissec-
tion of the abstract Hilbert space of states, or ‘multiverse’, into ‘slices’ corresponding to those 
individual possibilities, or ‘universes’, the whole ‘process’ being arbitrarily equipped with a 
wordplay label of ‘information flow’ [74,75]. Another particularly ‘prodigious’ speculation con-
siders the whole universe evolution as operation of a unitary (sequential and regular) computer 
[150], after a very intense talk about ‘complexity’ in quantum computation under the auspices 
of the most ‘advanced’ complexity studies in the Santa Fe Institute [62] (see also Section 7.1). 
The ‘informational’ [72,73,317,319,330], ‘consistent-histories’ [329,413-415], ‘decoherence’ 
[92,146-149,182,224,225,274,414,415] and various other ‘interpretations’ of quantum mechan-
ics (e. g. [15,16,74,75,77,196-206,416-434]) contribute to infinite series of vain post-modern 
‘narratives’ chaotically flickering around the same, persisting ‘mysteries’ of the standard theory 
[2-4,15,16,435,436] and involve also the expensive, ‘super-fine’ experiments, where plays of 
words and related logical ‘loopholes’ (discovered, of course, only after the ‘seminal paper’ pub-
lication) are accompanied by expensive plays with devices and numbers around basically defi-
cient unitary ‘models’, while the results obtained never clarify anything in reality understanding 
(see e. g. [437-440]). The underlying pretensions of the ‘advanced’ unitary science to ‘ultimate 
reality’ understanding (e. g. [441]) only emphasize its imitative content and truly ‘unlimited’ 
organisational possibilities (where for example some main participants can vigorously deny the 
very idea of ultimate reality and unified understanding in favour of different ‘discussion clubs’ 
[411], while an existing consistent version of unified reality description cannot have any chance 
to be even considered as such without being subjectively ‘promoted’ by one of the leading 
‘clubs’). 
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ally upgraded’ or ‘ethically controlled’, ‘interdisciplinary’ science and oth-
er ‘edge’ ideas from specially ‘chosen’ minds, ‘most complex and sophisti-
cated’ by their own definition52 and therefore supported by equally ‘prodi-
gious’ market dealers, often claiming their ‘strong’ opposition to conven-
tional knowledge, but proposing, in fact, just another set of postulated, ab-
stract entities and simplified deviations from truth, quite falling within the 
same, unitary way of thinking and its practical consequences (this ‘false 
prophet’ phenomenon is characteristic of any apocalyptical ‘epoch of 
change’, or ‘generalised phase transition’, in science and society [1]).53 In 
view of their evident inconsistency, the post-modern ‘narratives’ of decay-
ing unitarity are often justified by the purpose of ‘free’, ‘artistic’ creation as 
if approaching science to a desirable ‘interdisciplinary’ state bordering on a 
futuristic art. However, when they fight for an effectively unconditional 
support for their ‘art works’ from the part of unaware public/sponsors, the 
unitary ‘artists’ forget about the ‘beauty’ of artistic creation and ‘suddenly’ 
change their decorative “sheep's clothing” into the real habits of “ravening 
wolves”, thus confirming once again the ancient wisdom. 
The ultimate subjectivity, abstraction and fruitlessness of content of 
modern official, unitary science, as well as ‘Jesuitical’ methods of its prac-
tical organisation, actually throw it back to the level of medieval, pre-
Cartesian scholasticism, i. e. infinite and vain interpretation of the officially 
fixed, pre-established (and therefore fantastically incorrect) ‘truth’, which 
effectively cancels, rather than extends, all the really great achievements 
and values of realistic, classical physics based on the ideas of Renaissance. 
The unlimited, grotesquely disproportional idolisation and related politici-
sation of knowledge are the accompanying human, ‘social’ components of 
                                           
52 For a particular illustration of the true content and ‘flavour’ of that kind of activity, see e. g. a 
short account by J. Mejias, “Which universe would you like?”, originally published in Frankfur-
ter Allgemeine Zeitung (28 August 2000, No. 199, p. 33) and reproduced in English translation 
at http://www.edge.org/documents/press/faz_8.28.02.e.html, as well as many other materials 
from the same web site (see also refs. [150,368,380]). 
53 Those particularly ‘unlimited’ fantasies of the unitary theory, clearly revealing its badly hid-
den internal dissatisfaction and evident contradictions, are often based on arbitrary, postulated 
‘mixture’ between different complexity levels. Thus in many cases related to ‘quantum infor-
mation’ concept and mentioned in this work, a ‘quantum’ type of behaviour and formalism are 
directly attributed to higher complexity levels or, on the contrary, higher complexity manifesta-
tions, such as consciousness, are used for a ‘radical’ explanation of the canonical quantum mys-
teries (see e. g. [15,68-71,77,187,189,190,192-195,350,354,366,367,419,421,422,442-450]). 
This kind of approach directly contradicts the complexity correspondence principle (Section 
7.2) supported eventually by all well-established conservation laws and therefore could be easi-
ly avoided upon elementary application of the unreduced science of complexity [1-4]. 
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the ‘developed’, scholastically fixed unitarity, where what really and exclu-
sively matters is not the announced higher-level search for an ‘objective’, 
independent truth showing what is right, but a low-level fight of selfish, 
‘personalised’ interests aiming to show who is greater (since it is his, pri-
vately owned ‘interpretation of (the fixed) truth’ that will be recognised by 
the corrupt system as the official, currently absolute truth, irrespective of all 
those ‘living natures’ and ‘unreduced realities’!). Vain, artificially mysti-
fied symbolism and intentional, tricky obscurity are the main, clearly visible 
properties of the most ‘advanced’ branches of ‘exact’ unitary science that 
closely resembles now, by both its content and ‘methods’ of intrinsic ad-
herents, such forms of knowledge as medieval alchemy, occult cabbala, no-
torious astrology and other esoteric ‘metaphysics’.54 The effective, real 
darkness of the modern ‘scientific’ age is deeply lurking behind the exter-
nal bright cover of illusive technological ‘enlightenment’, which is the in-
evitable final stage of the destructive ‘new science’ influence on 
knowledge, starting from its ‘triumphant’ appearance at the nineteenth cen-
tury fall. 
                                           
54 Referring to a deeply rooted link between the unitary kind of thinking and irreducible mys-
tique in the official science base, we can cite a well-known statement by Albert Einstein, the 
father of the canonical ‘new physics’: “The most profound emotion we can experience is the 
sensation of the mystical. It is the sower of all true science.” Indeed, although Einstein produced 
a famous ‘attack’ against the irrational ‘enigmas’ of quantum mechanics canonised by another 
great mysteriologist, Niels Bohr, those ‘friendly’ objections did not contain any hint on a posi-
tive, causal solution. Moreover, Einstein's main contribution to the ‘new physics’, his interpreta-
tion of the Lorentz relations between space-time and motion, or canonical ‘special relativity’, as 
well as gravity inclusion within his ‘general relativity’ scheme, rely totally on postulated formal 
‘principles’ and ‘adjusted’ (guessed) mathematical relations, without any causal understanding 
of occurring physical processes within the tangible reality (such realistic understanding of ‘rela-
tivistic’ effects, intrinsically unified with the causally complete picture of ‘quantum’ behaviour, 
can be obtained only taking into account the unreduced complex dynamics of the underlying 
interaction processes [1-4,11-13]). As a result, one reaps in today's scholar science as one has 
sown, with that kind of sower, including relativity and gravity that remain causally unexplained 
(i. e. ‘mysterious’) and irreducibly separated from equally mysterious quantum mechanics 
(within their canonical, unitary versions). Fruitless and endless fantasies of modern, purely ab-
stract field theory are also a direct result of this Einsteinian approach which he vainly tried to 
develop himself in his later years. It is clear, however, that any consistent world image can only 
be totally realistic (describe the physically real, rather than purely mathematical, constructions 
and their real change) and intrinsically unified from the beginning, irrespective of details (so 
that ‘space’, ‘time’, ‘particles’, ‘fields’, their properties, ‘quantum behaviour’ and ‘relativity’ 
are explicitly obtained all together, in exact correspondence with the real universe evolution [1-
4,11-13]). Any other ‘attempts’, including handicapped formal adjustment between a system of 
mathematical postulates and specially chosen, point-like measurements (the intrinsic ‘criterion 
of truth’ within the ‘mathematical physics’ kind of fraud), should be rejected as definitely insuf-
ficient. It is the ‘evident’, ‘natural’ character of this attitude that is disputed by the unitary think-
ing deeply concentrated instead on abstract (rather than realistic) fundamental origin of things 
and their respective ‘understanding’, including ‘mystical’, frustrating separations in both reality 
and scientific knowledge about it. 
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Although ‘human dimensions’ of unitary thinking adherents do not 
seem to allow of any positive issue from the modern crisis of conventional 
fundamental science, it is the nonunitary, multivalued dynamics of the real 
world itself that puts rigid bounds to further domination of zero-complexity 
imitations of reality. The quickly growing difficulties are clearly visible 
now and range from the glaring rupture between canonical science abstrac-
tions and public interest to real practical dangers created by intellectually 
blind, but empirically powerful technology manipulations within the ‘de-
veloped’ unitary society based on profit. It is but another manifestation of 
our universal principle of complexity correspondence (Chapter 7) applied 
this time at the level of complex civilisation dynamics itself: a civilisation 
able to modify its full complexity scale empirically cannot afford the ‘luxu-
ry’ of remaining around the zero-complexity level intellectually, in its con-
scious, scientific understanding of the modified reality. Further persistence 
of the current way, as if ‘violating’ the symmetry of complexity, will inevi-
tably and very soon result in a catastrophic (self-) destruction of the quanti-
tatively ‘powerful’, but stupid species, as it happened many times in an-
cient and recent history. The importance of the dynamic redundance para-
digm and related concept of complexity, applied in this work to description 
of real micro-machine dynamics, is in the fact that not only it specifies the 
fundamental, irreducible origin of conventional theory difficulties, but also 
shows the clear and fundamentally substantiated way out of the resulting 
impasse through the truly novel, conceptual, but also quite natural, exten-
sion of the dynamically single-valued (point-like), unnatural projection of 
conventional science to the dynamically multivalued, intrinsically complete 
picture of unreduced, living reality. It is also important that this crucial ex-
tension is obtained not by artificial postulation of another series of addi-
tional, abstract entities (the only possible kind of ‘novelty’ in the unitary 
science), but by the truly consistent, nonperturbative analysis of canonical, 
configurationally simple dynamic equations, which uses a causally extend-
ed, but technically straightforward version of the same mathematical tools 
that seem to be so much appreciated by the tricky adherents of unitarity (in 
reality, they roughly and inconsistently cut them at the most essential stag-
es in favour of deceptive simplicity of the postulated mechanistic imitations 
and vain, pseudo-philosophical speculations). In other words, it is enough 
to be simply honest (consistent) while using the (elementary) mathematical 
tools in order to avoid conventional science cheating on public confidence. 
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Whereas the strategically important applications of the obtained mi-
cro-machine theory are specified above (Section 7.3, Chapter 8), it is also 
essential that the method used and the emerging causally complete world 
picture include any kind of system and level of complexity, which confirms 
the particular results obtained and opens the way for their multiple exten-
sion to other applications (see e. g. Chapters 6, 8, Sections 7.1, 7.3), up to 
the highest, man-related levels of complexity (intelligence, consciousness, 
society transformation) usually only empirically studied in the humanities, 
but now consistently derived from lower complexity levels and causally 
understood within the truly ‘exact’, intrinsically complete theory [1], realis-
ing thus the ultimate goal of science. The modern ‘critical’ state of the 
world shows that the intense use of these already obtained results of the 
unreduced science of complexity in order to realise the necessary positive 
changes at superior complexity levels is urgently needed and irreplaceable 
(see also below). The general concept and its applications, resolving bun-
dles of fundamental problems, which otherwise helplessly stagnate within 
the unitary science approach, are described in publications made widely ac-
cessible through the physical preprint Archives (arXiv.org) [1-4,8-13]55 
(see also https://sites.google.com/site/unifiedcomplexity/), so that their fur-
ther ignorance or reduced, unitary imitation would reflect only the ultimate-
ly corrupt character of the existing system of knowledge. 
 
  
                                           
55 Note, for example, the consistent solution of quantum chaos [1,8,9] and quantum measure-
ment [1,10] problems (see also Chapter 6), together with many other ones from the same group 
of fundamental levels of reality (see e. g. [13] and Chapter 3 in ref. [3]), as well as readily 
emerging solutions to particular problems from various fields (e. g. [8] and Section 5.3(C)). 
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Toutefois leur façon de philosopher est fort commode, 
pour ceux qui n'ont que des esprits fort mediocres: car 
l'obscurité des distinctions, et des principes dont ils se 
servent, est cause qu'ils peuvent parler de toutes choses 
aussy hardiment que s'ils les sçavoient, et soustenir tout 
ce qu'ils en disent contre les plus subtils et les plus ha-
biles, sans qu'on ait moyen de les convaincre: En quoy ils 
me semblent pareils a un aveugle, qui pour se battre sans 
desavantage contre un qui voit, l'auroit fait venir dans 
les fonds de quelque cave fort obscure: Et je puis dire que 
ceux cy ont interest que je m'abstiene de publier les prin-
cipes de la Philosophie dont je me sers, car estans tres 
simples et tres evidens, comme ils sont, je ferois quasi le 
mesme en les publiant, que si j'ouvrois quelques fenestres, 
et faisois entrer du jour dans cete cave où ils sont descen-
dus pour se battre. 
René Descartes, Discours de la Méthode (1637) [451] 
 
 
A qualitative, deep change is necessary in science. Whereas this con-
clusion is often accepted as a ‘general wish’, we provide the fundamentally 
substantiated and causally specified version of that change avoiding thus 
any subjective illusions and random deviations. The proposed new, truly 
universal concept of complexity, really derived from the objectively mini-
mal assumptions (‘first principles’), shows what exactly and why is wrong 
in the conventional science content and organisation and how exactly and 
why should that form of knowledge be extended to the unreduced, totally 
realistic and intrinsically complete version. We rigorously prove thus and 
practically confirm by explicitly obtained problem solutions that the latter 
kind of knowledge exists and can be revealed, which is not evident at all 
within the perverted realm of unitary thinking. We prove not only the ne-
cessity, but also reality of science change involving eventually the equally 
necessary and now objectively specified transformation of the entire socie-
ty and way of living [1], which is another indispensable aspect of any realis-
tic change of knowledge system that modifies the leading way of thinking. 
It is the fundamental, qualitatively big and well-specified transition from 
the unitary science content and organisation to their ultimately extended 
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versions of the unreduced science of complexity, which leads to the realis-
tic, intrinsically progressive (or ‘sustainable’) version of ‘society based on 
knowledge’: the kind of ‘knowledge’ on which the future, prosperous and 
sustainable, society can only be based is not the unitary ‘science’, or ‘cul-
ture’, or ‘religion’ of today, nor their mechanistic, ‘interdisciplinary’ su-
perposition, but rather dynamically multivalued, intrinsically unified and 
creative extension called here universal science of complexity (including its 
extended organisational structure). 
One should be clearly aware of a qualitatively large scale of change, 
which cannot be smaller in principle, as it is practically confirmed by the 
fact that all smaller, quantitative, ‘horizontal’ changes have already been 
tried and the result is the continuing, catastrophically spiralling degradation 
of fundamental knowledge that cannot be hidden anymore behind the ‘sol-
id’ façade of its bureaucratic governance and technically powerful equip-
ment. Therefore any proposed ‘amelioration’ of the existing science struc-
ture, including pretentiously ‘radical’ switch between various ‘modes’ of 
its realisation (e. g. [397-399]), is simply irrelevant with respect to the 
emerging problem scale. In reality one deals today not with the choice 
among one or another version of a ‘trade agreement’ between an ‘elitist’ 
scientific community and the ‘lay’ society, actually reduced to finding 
more efficient schemes of cheating money out of the unaware ‘public’ for 
the useless or eventually dangerous ‘research’, but with the deepest possi-
ble change in the essential content of scientific knowledge itself, inevitably 
involving the corresponding, equally deep change in its organisation and 
understanding by the large public. 
The new science content will be dominated by causally complete so-
lutions to real problems, fundamental or practical, clearly specified as full 
sets of system realisations at all the essential complexity levels (Chapters 3, 
4, Section 7.1), which is equivalent to establishment of the absolutely con-
sistent system of correlations within the whole, internally entangled, ‘theo-
retic-and-experimental’ structure of knowledge (as opposed to never-
ending ‘search’ for an ill-defined solution to unrealistically simplified, ab-
stract ‘models’ of reality within the unitary science, accompanied with its 
equally endless and useless justification of persisting contradictions). This 
genuine criterion of truth expresses the universally realised general pur-
pose of (new) science in the form of unceasing (though maybe uneven) de-
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velopment of the unreduced dynamic complexity of civilisation (including 
its increasing interaction with ‘natural environment’) by the optimal 
growth of its generalised complexity-entropy at the expense of complexity-
information (Chapter 7), as opposed to the zero-complexity content of the 
now dominating unitary thinking and the resulting degradation (purely de-
structive end of complexity development). The ensuing practical useful-
ness of fundamental knowledge is inseparable from its cognitive role (‘cu-
riosity satisfaction’) and centred now around its steering role in the civili-
sation complexity development (determined by levels of individual con-
sciousness), where it can provably obtain the whole spectrum of existing 
possibilities, or ‘ways of development’, and show which way of empirical 
technology development should be chosen among other existing ones, so as 
to optimise the creative complexity development (as it is exemplified by 
the above results for micro-machine dynamics, Chapters 5, 7, 8), instead of 
the dominating conventional science practice of using the already obtained 
results of purely empirical technology development for justification of fur-
ther financial investment into its useless plays with unrealistic unitary 
models of those ‘practically important’ phenomena (while the blind, com-
plexity-destroying technology becomes indeed increasingly dangerous, de-
spite the equally blind ‘protective’ efforts and ‘ethical’ commissions). 
Although science content extension to its unreduced, dynamically 
multivalued version could, in principle, be performed, or at least started, 
within its existing organisational structure, it is clear that the truly new kind 
of science, including practically unlimited creativity and causally complete, 
universal understanding of unreduced reality (as it is outlined by the uni-
versal science of complexity [1]), can only be built within the correspond-
ing new kind of organisational structure that can be described as open, un-
reduced interaction between many independent, explicitly creative and 
permanently developing enterprises based on definite (causally complete) 
problem solution by individual modes of intellectual work and direct links 
to ‘lay’, massive consumers and supporters of knowledge (see ref. [1] for 
more details). The self-developing, explicitly creative and totally open 
structure includes both properly ‘scientific’ units and ‘organisational’, 
‘management’ elements of the same, ‘independent’ kind, which are dynam-
ically entangled in their intrinsically creative activity (contrary to any uni-
tary science organisation), so that ‘organisational’ units contribute con-
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structively not only to ‘promotion’/realisation of fruitful ideas, but also to 
their essential content (and the reverse). Transition from unitary to com-
plex-dynamical kind of organisation can be compared to a transition from 
the ‘command’ to ‘free-market’ economy, but where the essential change 
involves not only properly ‘professional’ (‘economic’ or ‘scientific’) as-
pects, but also the global system structure/dynamics itself, changing its uni-
tary, rigidly fixed, industrial ‘governance’ for the unlimited, free, intrinsi-
cally creative complexity development of the driving interaction processes. 
As a result, the universal science of complexity and its new, also ex-
plicitly complex-dynamical, creative structure provide a qualitatively high-
er efficiency with respect to the unitary science structure, which actually 
acts against any essential novelty and suppresses the opening possibilities 
for real, causally complete problem solutions (cf. [382]). Whereas the uni-
tary system tries (in vain) to compensate this inbred deficiency by high 
quantities of invested resources, the unreduced complexity development 
solves the problem by the intrinsically high quality of its creation, where 
the massive, but artificially limited and therefore fruitless ‘search’ of uni-
tary science does not appear in principle (apart from occasional, rare excep-
tions that replace exceptionally rare breakthroughs of unreduced creativity 
in the unitary science dynamics) and therefore a much higher quality of re-
sults is obtained now by using much smaller quantities of resources. The 
false, imitative ‘miracles’ of unitary science discussed above in relation to 
‘quantum information’ concept are thus replaced by the real, causally un-
derstood miracle of unreduced, complex-dynamical creation in both studied 
system behaviour (like multivalued micro-machine dynamics) and internal 
science dynamics itself, extending and generalising previous similar transi-
tions, such as that from illusive miracles of alchemy to the efficiency of 
modern chemical and nuclear processes or that from obscure magic of cab-
bala to the power of computer-assisted creation. 
Although the difference of the new science structure from its con-
ventional, unitary version can only be qualitatively big in the domains 
where the change has already occurred, the new kind of structure can pro-
liferate progressively within the existing system, forming a fractal, finely 
structured pattern of the ‘new phase’ (i. e. it is the ‘generalised phase tran-
sition’ [1] of a higher ‘order’), which greatly facilitates practical introduc-
tion of the new structure. Since the unreduced complexity is involved in 
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any aspect of this change and the resulting superior level of knowledge 
(and civilisation in the whole), we call this emerging, mainly intellectual 
and spiritual (rather than ‘social’) transition revolution of complexity, em-
phasising thus its qualitative novelty with respect to the ending unitary sys-
tem and its own imitations of change. Transition from the unrealistic uni-
tary scheme of conventional quantum computation to the causally complete 
understanding and unlimited creation of real, dynamically multivalued and 
self-developing, ‘living’ micro-machines of every possible kind and appli-
cation, described in more detail in this work, represents just one particular 
manifestation of that universal revolution of complexity [1]. 
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